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PROPOSED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

AND FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

for the

EGAN RESOURCE AREA

Prepared by the

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

ELY DISTRICT

This Proposed Resource Management Plan Is a long-term (20 year) plan to manage 3.8 million acres

of public land within the Egan Resource Area. The plan has been prepared In response to Sections

202 and 603 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 that require the Bureau of Land

Management to develop land use plans for the public land and to study the suitability of cert Ian

lands for wilderness designation. It was developed following a ninety day public review of the

Draft Environmental Impact Statement, which described and analyzed six alternatives to guide the

over a I I management of the resource area.

This document Is both the Proposed Resource Management Plan and the Final Environmental Impact

Statement. Wilderness recommendations In the plan are preliminary and subject to change during

administrative review. A separate legislative Final Environmental Impact Statement for

Wilderness will be prepared as required by the Bureau's Wilderness Study Policy.

Date final statement was made available to the Environmental Protection Agency and the Public:
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PREFACE

The Egan Proposed Resource Management Plan and Final Environmental Impact Statement (RMP/FEIS)

has been printed In an abbreviated format consistent with the National Environmental Policy Act

regulations. This Final RMP/EIS must be used with the Draft RMP/EIS (INT DEIS 83-62). The Final

RMP/EIS contains the summary from the draft document, the Proposed Resource Management Plan,

revisions and errata of the Draft, written comments received during the public review process,

testimony presented at the public hearings and the responses to those comments.
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SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

The Bureau of Land Management is proposing

to Implement a Resource Management Plan

(RMP) for the Egan Resource Area of the Ely

District, Nevada. The Egan Resource Area

encompasses approximately 3-8 million acres

of public land In east central Nevada. The

majority of the resource area Is located In

White Pine County. Portions of the resource

area are also located in Nye and Lincoln

Counties.

The Egan Resource Management Plan is

designed to provide management direction to

resolve three issues concerning the manage-

ment of the public lands.

The Draft Egan Resource Management Plan/

Environmental Impact Statement Identified a

preferred and five other alternatives and

analyzed the impacts of each. This docu-

ment, the Egan Proposed Resource Management

Plan and Final Environmental Impact State-

ment Identifies the proposed plan (a combi-

nation of the preferred alternative and

pub I ic comments).

ISSUES

affecting these resources will still be

guided by the Federal Land Policy and

Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA), the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), and

the National Historic Preservation Act of

1966.

This Resource Management Plan contains only

preliminary wilderness recommendations.

Wilderness Is treated differently than the

other resources because It Is Congress that

will make the final decisions on which, If

any, of the wilderness study areas are

designated as wilderness. A separate final

wilderness environmental impact statement

will be filed by the Secretary of the

Interior at a later date. It will contain

information drawn from this Resource

Management Plan and the accompanying Egan

Wilderness Technical Report.

PROPOSED RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT PLAN

The objective of this plan is to emphasize a

balanced approach to land management, pro-

tecting fragile and unique resources, while

not overly restricting the ability of other

resources to provide economic goods and

services.

The Egan Resource Management Plan will be

addressing the three Issues listed below:

1. Range Management

2. Realty Actions

3. Wilderness Study Areas

The Egan Resource Management Plan Is

specifically tailored to provide management

direction for these Issues. Issues and land

use decisions concerning such resource uses

an minerals, cultural, and recreation are

covered In Table 1, "Summary of Management

Actions" and will be handled through normal

admin Istaratve procedures. Decisions

Comparison of proposed management actions

and current management is displayed In

Table 1.

Rangeland Management

Initially authorize livestock use at the

three year average licensed use, which Is

123,461 AUMs (Animal Unit Months). The

three year average use Is used for analysis

only and would not be required as a stocking

rate. Any permittee may activate his nonuse

at any time unless emergency conditions such

as fire or flood were to preclude It. How-

ever, BLM will negotiate with Individual



permittees to establish initial livestock

levels and this three-year average will be a

figure which BLM will strive to have each

permittee agree with.

Existing rangeland monitoring studies would

continue and new studies would be estab-

lished as needed. Monitoring studies would

be used to determine what adjustments In

livestock and wild horse use would be

necessary to meet management objectives.

Wild horses would be managed at 1,451

animals In the following herd use areas:

Sand Springs, 494; Monte Crlsto, 96; Buck

and Bald, 700; Butte, 60; Cherry Creek, 11;

Antelope, 14; Jake's Wash, 20; White River,

20; Diamond Hills, 36. These numbers are the

levels Inventoried In 1982-83, with the

exceptions of Monte Crlsto (an approved

management plan) and Buck and Bald (the

level established In 1981 ).

Habitat would be managed for existing levels

of wildlife species. Re Introductions of big

game species would be accomplished In

cooperation with the Nevada Department of

Wildlife, where such relntroductlons would

not conflict with existing uses and If

sufficient forage Is available.

Rea I

t

y Management

Lands which would be disposed of are those

lands whose disposal would provide for more

effective management of the public lands In

the resource area. These lands are not In

big game or upland game habitat or In wild

horse herd management areas. This would

amount to disposal of up to 39,555 acres.

All land disposal would be done In a planned

and orderly manner. Other lands may be

appropriately applied for at a later date

under one of several methods, Including

Recreation and Public Purposes Applications,

direct sales, exchanges, and Desert Land

Appl Icatlons.

Two utility and transportation corridors

would be designated, one running north and

south, and one running east and west. Two

others would be planned, one running north

and south and one running east and west.

Wilderness Study Areas

Portions of three wilderness study areas

would be recommended as suitable for

possible wilderness designation. Areas

with the lowest wilderness quality were

dropped. Important conflicts and

manageability problems were excluded, but

minor ones were excluded only in

combination with other conflicts or

problems, or apparent unnaturalness of an

area. This would total 106,598 acres

recommended for wilderness designation.

Wilderness recommendations made in the

proposed resource management plan are

preliminary and subject to change during

administrative review. A separate final

legislative environmental impact statement

will be prepared for the wilderness study

recommendations.

CHANGES FROM THE PREFERRED

TO THE PROPOSED (FINAL)

In the Egan Draft RMP/EIS a Preferred

Alternative was Identified. In this

document, however, that alternative now

becomes the Proposed Resource Management

Plan. In the case of the Egan RMP, because

of public comments on the draft, there were

a number of changes made and these changes

are as fol lows:

1. Land Disposal Acres Identified

for disposal were changed from 79,888 acres

to 39,555 acres. This was done because of

public comment and It would be more effec-

tive management If these 39,555 acres were

no longer in public ownership.

2. Utility Corridors - The proposed

utility corridor In Butte Valley was dropped

and a short segment was added over the Butte

Mountains. This was done because of

resource conflicts and public comment.

3. ORV Designations - While the

balance of the resource area will remain

open to ORV use, the northern portion of the

Riordon's Well WSA and the central portion

of the South Egan Range WSA will be desig-

nated as limited, which will allow vehicles

to continue to use existing roads and

trails. This was done because of the damage

presently occurring from ORV use.

4. ACEC Designations - Although there

were no ACEC's (Area of Critical Environ-

mental Concern) proposed in the draft, a

number of public comments were received

suggesting possible candidates. However, we

are not proposing any ACEC designations In

this document, primarily because of the lack



of accurate field Information. We have

tentatively Identified two areas, a

brlstlecone pine area In the Egan Range and

a swamp cedar area In White River Valley,

which may be excellent potential candidates

for ACEC designation and these will be

closely examined In the future. Until more

Information Is received and reviewed,

designation may be untimely.

ALTERNATIVES DISCUSSED
Its! THE EGAN DRAFT RMP/EiS

Alternative C : This alternative Is

designed to provide a wide variety of goods
and services to the public within the sus-

tained use capabilities of the Egan Resource

Area.

Alternative D : This Alternative Is

designed to emphasize the management of

those resources contributing to the com-

mercial well-being of the resource area.

The Egan Draft Resource Management Plan

contained a Preferred Alternative and five

other alternatives for how the Egan Resource

Area should be managed. Each alternative,

provided a different approach to how the

resource area should be managed, varying

from no action; and resource protection, to

resource development. The theme for each

alternative Is discussed below. Appendix 1

of this document lists the levels of live-

stock use by allotment by alternative.

These were the figures used to determine

Impacts In the Egan Draft RMP/EIS. Appendix

1 also lists some priority projects proposed

In the draft document.

A comparison of the various alternative

levels, by management action Is displayed

In Appendix 1

.

Preferred Alternative : This alternative

emphasizes a balanced approach to land

management In the resource area. Fragile

and unique resources would be protected

while not overly restricting the ability of

other resources to provide economic goods

and services. It Is a combination of

various alternatives.

Alternative A: This alternative

represents a continuation of present re-

source management uses and levels. The

resource area would continue to be managed

without a tong-range plan and actions would

be determined on a case-by-case basis as

circumstances and/or public demand dictate.

Alternative B: This alternative Is

oriented toward preservation of natural

values, with emphasis on protecting wildlife

and riparian habitats, wild horses, and

wl Iderness values.

Alternative E: This alternative is

designed to emphasize the protection of

nafural values through the removal of all

|Jv$"**ock grazing from public lands.

RELATIONSHIP OF THE PROPOSED PLAN TO

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY (NEPA) GOALS

Section 101 of NEPA outlines a national

environmental policy that all federal

agencies must carry out. To do this

agencies must use all practicable means to

ensure that their actions fulfill six goals.

This Proposed Plan has been developed to,

among other things, meet those six goals.

The objective of this Proposed Plan is

to emphasize a balanced approach to land

management, protecting fragile and unique

resources, while not overly restricting the

ability of those resources to provide

economic goods and services. The relation-

ship of the Proposed Plan to the six NEPA

goals is, In broad terms, as follows:

Goal 1. Fulfill the responsibilities of

each generation as trustee of the environ-

ment for succeeding generations.

(a) The Proposed Plan fulfills trustee

responsibilities by providing,

among other things, for an Inten-

sive study of two areas of poten-

tial critical environmental

concern; by making provisions for

protecting, maintaining and/or

Improving the basic resources of

soils, water and air; and by pro-

posing specific areas as prelimi-

narily suitable for wilderness

designation.



Goa I 2

.

Ensure for all Americans safe,

healthful, productive, and esthetlcally and

culturally pleasing surroundings.

(a) The Proposed Plan protects fragile

and unique resources while

enhancing the opportunities of

other resources to provide

economic goods and services.

Goal Attain the widest range of

beneficial use of the environment without

degradation, risk to health or safety, or

other undesirable and

quences.

unintended—

n

Goal 6. Enhance the quality of renewab le

resources and approach the maximum atta I
n-

able recycling of depletable resources.

(a) Renewable resources such as

vegetation and wildlife would be

enhanced by Implementation of the
Proposed Plan. The Proposed Plan

would not affect the recycling of

depletable resources.

(a) The Proposed Plan makes provision

for a balanced use of existing

resources among competing user

groups while promoting a healthy,

productive environment. Plan

monitoring will assure that

undesirable or unintended conse-

quences are either (a) avoided, or

(b) minimized.

Goal 4. Preserve Important historic,

cultural, and natural aspects of our

national heritage, and maintain, whenever

possible, an environment which supports

diversity and variety of Individual choice .

(a) The Proposed Plan provides for the

Identification, selection, and

managment of areas showing natural

uniqueness, representativeness,

and quality to assist In the

development of a nation-wide,

maximally diverse system of

natural resources for scientific

study In which cultural resource

Inventories, protection, and

diversity of Individual choice are

assured.

Goal 5. Achieve a balance between popula-

tion and resource use which will permit

high standards of living and a wide sharing

of I Ife's amenities.

*>%./

(a) The Proposed Plan provides a

balanced management approach

designed to protect fragile and

unique resources without unduly

restricting the ability of other

resources to enhance both the

social and economic viability of

the resource area.





EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

Resource Current Management Proposed Resource Management Plan

ACECs

Air Quality

Corridors

Cultural Resources

Energy

No designated ACECs. ACEC nominations will be handled on

a case-by-case basis-

Protect and maintain the high air quality in the area-

Recommendations on projects made to protect the air

quality are done on a case-by-case basis.

Rights-of-way applications would be processed on a

case-by-case basis. Utility and transportation corridors

would not be designated.

Cultural resource Inventories and protection are

performed In response tc Individual surface disturbing

projects. Standard and special stipulations are applied

on a case-by-case basis-

The lands in the Egan Resource Area are classified as

follows according to availability for leasing and

development:

Open to leasing with standard, non-

restrictive stipulation - 2,060,556 ac's.

Open with seasonal closures or mi idly

restrictive stipulations - 1,464,960 ac's.

Open with seasonal closures or

no-surface-occupancy stipulations - 264,960 ac's.

Closed to leasing. - 51,840 ac's.

Intensively study two areas for potential ACEC designa-

tion, including an area of brlstlecone pine In the Egan

Range and an area of swamp cedar in the White River Valley.

Future nominations will continue to be handled on a case-

by-case basis.

Same as current management.

Two utility and transportation corridors are existing, one

running north and south, and one running east and west.

Two others would be planned, one running north and south

and one running east and west.

In addition to current management, increase the level of

cultural resources management to provide for analysis,

Interpretation and public awareness-

Designation of the above WSAs would result in 106,598 acres

being closed to mineral leasing (subject to valid existing

rights).

Current management would continue on the remaining acres.



Resource Current Management proposed Resource Management Plan
Fire Management

Forestry

Complete fire suppression would continue. There would be

no development of fire management plans. Fire would not

be used as a management tool.

Present management is to respond to demand within the

limits of sustained yiefd. Current demand is for Christ-

mas trees, plnenuts, post/poles and firewood (both green,

and dead and down). 409,616 acres out of approximately

1,426,000 acres of woodland are currently suitable for

the production of some forest products.

A fire management plan would be developed which emphasizes

fire as a resource management tool, and allows for limited

suppression in some instances. It would be used to improve

habitat and to increase available forage.

Continue to manage those areas, which are economically

feasible for harvest, to obtain the allowable cut and

maintain the sustained yield. Some acreage may be lost in

the future due to wilderness designation, land transfers,

and range projects.

Minerals

Natural History

CT)

A! I but 7,200 acres of the Egan Resource Area are open to

mineral entry. Mineral management is handled on a

case-by-case basis. Cumulative impacts are not con-

s 1 dered

.

The current program policy, which utilizes Research

Natural Areas, Experimental Preserves and other related

management toots, mandates the identification, selection,

and management of areas showing natural uniqueness,

representativeness, and quality to assist in the

development of a nation-wide, maximally diverse system of

natural resources for scientific study.

Designation of wilderness study areas would result in about

101,000 acres being withdrawn from mineral entry (subject

to valid and existing rights). Current management would

continue on the remaining acres.

Same as current management.

Off-Road Vehicles No 0RV designations. All lands currently open to ORVs

with no restrictions.

Leave all lands open to 0RV use, with the exceptions of the

northern portion of the Riordan's Welt WSA and the central

portion of the South Egan Range WSA. ORVs would be limited

to existing roads and trails in these two portions of these

WSAs.

Pa leonto logical Resources Based on a resource potential classification system,

paleontological resources are identified and protected on

an individual project basis.

Same as current management.

Range License livestock use at a level requested by permittees

(up to preference) and develop no AMPs or substantial

range improvements.

Initially authorize livestock use at 123,461 AUMs (three-

year average) develop AMPs and increase monitoring on all

"I" allotments. AMP would contain grazing systems and range

improvements.



Resource Current Management Proposed Resource Management Plan

Realty

Recreation

Land disposal is considered on a case-by-case basis.

Manage for dispersed, undeveloped recreation, preparing a

cave management plan for cave resources.

Up to 39,555 acres of land may be disposed of over a

20-year period. It will be more effective management to

dispose of these lands.

In addition to current management, greater emphasis In

visitor services and public awareness. Special attention to

recreation potential In the South Egan Range.

Sol Is

Threatened and

Endangered Species

Vegetation

Protect, maintain or improve the quality of the soil

resource. Recommendations on project restrictions to

protect soils are made on a case-by-case basis.

Follow standard operating procedures concerning T & E

species.

Provide sufficient forage for all range users.

Same as current management.

Incorporate T & E species needs, into all activity plans

and continue standard operating procedures on all projects.

Vegetation would be managed to Increase those species of

plants needed for livestock, wild horses, wildlife, and

watersheds.

Visual Resource

Management

Water Resources

Wi I derness

Wild Horses

Identify concerns and mitigating measures early in

project planning.

Protect, maintain, or improve the quality of the water

resource. Recommendations on project restrictions to

protect water quality and quantity are made on a

case-by-case basis.

No designated wilderness. Temporary protection for

wilderness resource currently exists, but current

management cannot be continued.

Wild horses will be managed at 1,936 animals in the nine

horse herd use areas.

Same as current management.

Improve sensitive watersheds with intensive management

practices implemented by other resource programs.

Portions of three WSAs totalling 106,598 acres would be

recommended as preliminarily suitable for wilderness. Some

wilderness values will be lost in the South Egan Range and

Goshute Canyon.

Wild horses would be managed at 1,451 animals In the nine

horse herd use areas. A herd management plan will be

drafted for the Buck and Bald herd In 1984.



Resource Current Management / Proposed Resource Management Plan

Wildlife Habitat is managed for existing levels of wildlife

species. Re introductions will be on a case-by-case basis.

The two habitat management plans approved In the Resource

Area will be Implemented as funds become available.

Habitat would be managed for reasonable numbers of wildlife

species. Re introductions of big game species would be

accomplished in cooperation with Nevada Department of

Wildlife, where such ref ntroductions would not conflict

with existing uses and if sufficient forage Is available.

Habitat management plans will be completed on all wildlife
habitat areas within the resource area.

CO
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Planning Issues and Criteria





CHAPTER

Planning Issues and Criteria

PURPOSE AND NEED

Section 202 of the Federal Land Policy and

Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA) states "The

Secretary shall, with public Involvement

and consistent with the terms and conditions

of this Act, develop, maintain, and when

appropriate, revise land use plans which

provide by tracts or areas for the use of

the public lands." The guidance for

preparing this plan, which Is known as a

Resource Management Plan (RMP), Is contained

In 43 CFR Part 1600, Public Lands and

Resources; Planning, Programming, and

Budgeting.

The National Environmental Policy Act of

1969 (NEPA) requires Federal agencies to

prepare statements documenting the

environmental consequences of Federal

actions significantly affecting the human

environment. Resource management plans

qualify as significant actions and thus

require the preparation of an environmental

Impact statement CEIS). The Council on

Environmental Quality's Regulations for

Implementation of the Procedural Provisions

of the National Environmental Policy Act

(40 CFR Part 1500) provide guidance for the

preparation of environmental Impact

statements. This document combines the

proposed resource management plan and Its

environmental Impact statement Into an

Integrated package.

The objective of this plan Is to Improve

resource management decisions on public

lands through a process of resource

management planning that Includes partici-

pation by the public and Federal, State and

local governments, maximizing use of the

best available data, and analysis of

alternatives. Resource management plans are

designed to guide and control future

management actions and the development of

subsequent more detailed and limited scope

plans for resources and uses.

The Egan Resource Management Plan Is

designed to provide a framework for future

management of the public lands and resources

In the Egan Resource Area. This framework

will be established by determining which

resources will be given management emphasis.

This will be consistent with existing legis-

lation, regulations, and the policy of

management of public lands on the basis of

multiple use and sustained yield. This will

be done "In a manner that will protect the

quality of scientific, scenic, historical,

ecological, environmental, air and atmos-

phere, water resource, and archaeological

values" (FLPMA, Sec. 102 (a)(7) and (8)).

In addition to meeting the planning needs

for the Egan Resource Area, this RMP also

fulfills other specific objectives. Section

603 of the same act requires the Secretary

of the Interior to review roadless areas of

5,000 acres or more In size for wilderness

characteristics and report to the President

his recommendations as to the suitability or

nonsuitabi I ity of each such area as wilder-

ness. This proposed RMP/EIS Includes an

evaluation of four wilderness study areas as

required by FLPMA. Through study of the

alternatives, the value of these WSAs for

wilderness or other uses was determined and

the consequences analyzed In the draft

document. In accordance with BLM policy the

following procedure was used In addressing

environmental concerns pertaining to wilder-

ness designation. Environmental Impacts of

wilderness designation were Incorporated

into the Bureau planning process through the

draft RMP stage. The draft document pre-

sented the Impacts to wilderness and other

resources by alternative In summary form.

Comments received on that document on

wilderness will be presented in a Prelimi-

nary Final Egan Wilderness EIS and In this

11



document. The Wilderness EIS will be

submitted through the BLM Director and

Secretary of the Interior to the President.

The recommendations contained in this final

wilderness EIS and the RMP will be prelimi-

nary because they are subject to change by

the BLM Director, Secretary of the Interior

or President before they are presented to

Congress for legislative action. More de-

tailed wilderness information and analysis

was incorporated into the Egan Wilderness

Technical Report which is available on re-

quest for those who desire more information.

A suit was filed in 1973 in Federal Court

alleging that the Bureau of Land Manage-

ment's programmatic grazing environmental

impact statement did not comply with the

National Environmental Policy Act. As a

result of the settlement of this suit, BLM

agreed to prepare specific grazing EISs.

The resource management plan will meet this

objective.

Finally, the resource management plan will

also identify lands which will be made

available for disposal to consolidate

ownership for improved management and to

meet other important public objectives.

THE PLAI

The Egan Resource Management Plan is being

prepared in accordance with the Bureau of

Land Management's planning regulations (43

CFR 1601). The process consists of the

following nine steps: 1) identification of

issues; 2) development of planning criteria;

3) collection of inventory data and informa-

tion; 4) analysis of the management situa-

tion; 5) formulation of alternatives;

6) estimation of effects of alternatives;

7) selection of preferred alternative (draft

plan/EIS); 8) selection of the proposed

resource management plan, and 9) monitoring

and evaluation.

In July 1981 an interdisciplinary team was

established to prepare this document.

ISSUES AND CRITERIA
Resource management plans are. limited to

issues which are of major concern and

importance to the BLM and the public it

serves.

Cultural resources and threatened and

endangered species are considered under

standard operating procedures. Range

improvements are discussed in the specific

proposals for livestock grazing under the

proposed resource management plan.

The three planning Issues described In this

chapter are the heart of this plan. The

Egan Resource Management Plan is designed to

resolve these issues. Other resource uses

not expressly included as an issue will be

managed under the principles of balanced

multiple use management. Implementation

actions will be guided by the Consistency

requirements (43 CFR 1510.3-2) and

Conformity and Implementation provisions of

43 CFR 1610.5-3. Further decisions affect-

ing these resources will still be quided by

the Federal Land Policy and Management Act

of 1976 (FLPMA), and the National Environ-

mental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA).

Decision Criteria

The objective of the preferred alternative

will be to emphasize a balanced approach to

land management, while protecting fragile

and unique resources, and yet not overly

restricting the ability of other resources

to provide economic goods and services.

Selection of the management actions for this

alternative will be based on those

management actions which provide for:

1. Public land areas will host multiple

uses, except where a single use is in

the public interest.

2. The renewable resources of the public

lands will be managed on a

sustained-yield basis.

3. The resource management plan will be

consistent with the planning and

management programs of other federal

agencies, state and local government

and Indian tribal governments except

where they conflict with the Bureau of

Land Management's legal mandate.

4. The appropriate level of management for

each livestock grazing allotment will

be determined by following a selective

management approach. Following this

concept, allotments will be segregated

into resource management categories
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according to the following renewable

resource, economic, and management

criteria: (a) range condition, trend,

and potential for improvement or dete-

rioration in vegetation productivity,

(fa) resource conflicts, (c) opportunity

for improvement through Intensive

rangeland management, (d) potential

benefit from rangeland improvement

projects, (e) size of allotment, and

(f) cost effectiveness of implementing

range improvements.

As existing range survey information is

either old or incomplete, future

stocking rate adjustments, if any, will

normally be based upon the rangeland

monitoring program. In cases where

existing range monitoring data demon-

strates the need for adjustments,

stocking rates may be altered following

the procedures contained in the grazing

regulations (43 CFR, part 4100).

5. The maintenance of the basic soil and

vegetation resources will be given a

high priority.

6. The economic health and stability of

the livestock industry will be

considered.

7. The proposed plan will contain actions

to maintain viable and healthy herds of

wild horses.

8. Long-term management of wild horse

herds will seek to maintain their wild

and free-roaming character.

9. The proper management of riparian

habitat will be given a high priority.

10. Actions to protect and enhance big

game, upland game, waterfowl, fish, and

non-game wildlife habitat will be

considered.

which possess the following character-

istics.

a« Where the wilderness values and

the public's benefit derived

through the wilderness values more

than offsets the benefits which

would be foregone due to wilder-

ness designation.

b. Recommended areas must be manage-

able as wilderness over the long-

term.

c. Wilderness designation would con-

tribute to the diversity of the

National Wilderness Preservation

System.

13. A realty management program that is

efficient in terms of BLM management

costs, and which provides for community

expansion, agricultural development,

utility corridors, recreation, and

other public purposes.

14. In the case of lands in close proximity

to population centers and significant

economic and agricultural developments,

priority will be given to community

expansion, recreation and other public

purposes.

15. Lands suitable for agriculture which do

not have a high priority for other

uses, such as community expansion,

recreation, or public purposes will be

considered for disposal for agricul-

tural purposes.

16. The utility corridor configuration

proposed in the proposed plan will be

that which best meets utility and

transportation development needs and

which has the least impact on

multiple-use management.

11. Habitat considered critical to feder-

ally-listed threatened or endangered

animal and plant species and state-

listed sensitive species will be

protected.

12. The proposed resource management plan

will only recommend areas as suitable

for wilderness designation those areas

PLANNING ISSUE NUMBER I

The Bureau of Land Management is responsible

for administering the rangeland vegetation.

This responsibility includes protecting the

integrity and productivity of the vegetation

resource, wh i le making vegetation and habitat

available for livestock, wild horses, and

wildlife. One aspect of this responsibility
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is the management of the range. To meet

this responsibility the BLM will develop

range management practices based on the

concepts of sustained yield and multiple

use.

Planning Questions Related to Issue Number I

1. How can the vegetation resources be

managed under the "Range I and Management

Policy" for the benefit of livestock, wild

horses and wildlife? Under the "Range I and

Management Policy" similar allotments would

be identified as belonging to one of three

categories, for which the objective would be

to: maintain current satisfactory condition;

improve allotments in unsatisfactory condi-

tion; or to manage allotments custodially,

while still protecting the existing

resources values.

2- How can range use be administered to

protect and improve riparian areas to good

or better condition as required by existing

Executive Orders?

3. How can fire management be used to

modify vegetation for the benefit of

livestock, wild horses, and wildlife?

Planning Criteria Related to Issue Number I

Inventory Criteria : 1. Use the monitoring

procedures established in 1981 by the Nevada

Range Studies Task Group to obtain range

data. 2. Identify wild horse herd areas.

3. Obtain actual use data. 4. Determine

migration routes, habitats, winter ranges

and desired population levels for wildlife

from the Nevada Department of Wildlife. 5.

Gather social and economic information

relating to the effect of range management

on the ranching industry and the local

community. 6. Identify management con-

flicts associated with the range management

program. 7. Analyze fire reports to

determine fire occurrence, the rate of

spread for fire and the resource values

which may be destroyed. 8. Identify range

improvement needs.

Criteria for Estimating Effects: The impact

of the proposed alternatives on the environ-

ment will be based on the implied legal,

social, economic, biological and physical

consequences (positive and negative).

PLANNING ISSUE NUMBER I I

Eighty-five percent of the land within the

Egan Resource Area Is administered by the

Bureau of Land Management. Possible future

economic opportunities include the White

Pine Power Project, agricultural

development, and the continued expansion of

the mining Industry. Should these economic

opportunities begin to materialize,
additional people will be attracted to the

region. The BLM has a responsibility, as

the need arises, to assure that the public

lands are available for community expansion,

agricultural development, utility corridors,

and other public purposes. It Is also more

effective management to dispose of these

lands.

Planning Questions Related to Issue

Number I I

1. Which lands could be disposed of to

Improve the management of the public lands?

2. Which lands are suitable to be disposed

of for development by private and other

public entitles?

3. Various utility companies have proposed

a series of utility corridors through the

Ely District. Where and how many utility

corridors should be planned?

Planning Criteria Related to Issue Number II

Inventory Criteria: 1. Identify lands

suitable for disposal and utility corridors.

Criteria for Estimating Effects : The impact

of the proposed alternatives on the
environment will be based on the Implied

legal, social, economic, biological and

physical consequences (positive and

negative).

PLANNING ISSUE

Four areas with wilderness characteristics

are located largely or entirely within the

Egan Resource Area. They are: Goshute
Canyon (NV-040-01 5) , Park Range

(NV-040-154), Riordan's Well (NV-040-166)

,

and the South Egan Range (NV-040-1 68) . A

wilderness study will be conducted to
determine if wilderness preservation is the

highest and best use of these areas.
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Planning Questions Related to Issue

Number I I I

1. What wilderness values do these areas

have?

2. What other resource values occur In

these areas and what is the significance of

the conflict between these and wilderness

designation?

3. Can the proposed wilderness areas be

managed as wilderness over the long term?

Planning criteria Related to issue

Number I I I

Inventory Criteria: 1. Obtain public

input. 2. Assemble existing wilderness

inventory data on the mandatory wilderness

characteristics (size, naturalness, and

outstanding opportunities for solitude or

primitive recreation) and the supplemental

values (ecological, geological, or other

features of scientific, educational, scenic,

or historical value) present In each

wilderness study area. 3. Gather social,

economic, and mineral data to evaluate

highest and best use of wilderness study

area.

Criteria for Estimating Effects: The

impacts of the proposed alternatives on the

environment will be based on the implied

legal, social, economic, biological, and

physical consequences (positive and nega-

tive).

OFF-ROAD VEHICLE DESIGNATION

Off-road vehicle use allocation did not

emerge as an issue during scoping for the

Egan Resource Management Plan. However,

off-road vehicle designations will be done

through the planning process for the Egan

Resource Area in compliance with Executive

Orders 11644 (Use of Off-Road Vehicles on

Public Lands) and 11989 (Off-Road Vehicles

on Pub I Ic Lands) •

Public lands within the Resource Area must

be designated either open, limited or closed

to off-road vehicle use. Constraints on

off-road vehicle use need to be based on

identifiable and defendable concerns. An

undefined "potential" for off -road vehicle

use damage is not adequate justification for

constraints on off-road vehicle use. Damage

must be shown to be occurring or imminent.

To evaluate the necessity and appropri-

ateness of constraints on off-road vehicle

use, inputs were solicited from all Ely

District resource specialists during August

of 1982. While some off-road vehicle

conflicts and potential for damage were

identified, no restrictions on off-road

vehicle use were proposed at that time. In

Instances where specialists had concerns for

potential damage, they felt that resource

protection could be accomplished with "open"

off-road vehicle designations through

alternate strategies. These consist of

emergency closures for areas endangered by

vehicle use; use of the Environmental

Assessment process and specialist review for

authorizing organized, competitive off-road

vehicle events; field monitoring of fragile

and environmentally sensitive areas; and

eventual limitations on off-road vehicle use

through the designation process.

The Interim Management Policy and Guidelines

for Lands Under Wilderness Review, states

that, "No lands will be designated as

'closed' solely because they are under

wilderness review, but If Increasing Impacts

threaten to Impair wilderness suitability,

the BLM wl I I move to control those Impacts

and may designate the area as 'closed' to

the types of vehicles causing the

problem...". It was recently discovered

that there Indeed has been some damage from

ORVs to portions of two WSAs. The northern

portion of the Rlordan's Well WSA and the

central portion of the South Egan Range will

be designated as "limited", which will allow

vehicles to continue to use existing roads

and trails. The remainder of the resource

area will be designated "open."

MINERAL AND ENERGY
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Mineral resources management was not

included as a planning issue because the

Bureau's mineral resources policy provides

that, the public lands shall remain open and

available for mineral exploration and

development unless withdrawal or other

administrative action is clearly justified

in the national interest. The existing

situation for minerals and energy resources

is discussed In Chapter 3 of this document.

The minerals and energy resources were dis-

cussed in more detail under the wilderness

sections in the draft document and the

impacts were addressed indirectly in the

impact analysis section.
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PROPOSED RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT PLAN

ObJ ect I ve

The objective of this plan Is to emphasize a

balanced approach to land management,

protecting fragile and unique resources,

while not overly restricting the ability of

other resources to provide economic goods

and services.

Management Actions

RANGELAND MANAGEMENT

Short-term Actions (0-5 years)

1. Initially authorize livestock use at the

three year average licensed use, which Is

123,461 AUMs (Animal Unit Months). The

three year average use Is used for analysis

only and would not be required as a stocking

rate. Any permittee may activate his nonuse

at any time unless emergency conditions such

as fire or flood were to preclude It.

2. Range Improvement projects would be

developed which emphasize the greatest

return on Investment In relationship to

resource needs. A list of priority

projects, by allotment, can be found In

Appendix 2.

3. Continue existing rangeland monitoring

studies and establish new studies as needed.

Monitoring studies would be used to

determine If adjustments In livestock and

wild horse numbers were necessary.

4. Wild horses would be managed at 1,451

animals In the following herd use areas:

Sand Springs, 494; Monte Crlsto, 96; Buck

and Bald, 700; Butte, 60; Cherry Creek, 11;

Antelope, 14; Jake's Wash, 20; White River,

20; Diamond Hills, 36. The Monte Crlsto

Herd Management Area would be managed at 96

animals In accordance with an approved

management plan; small portions of the

Diamond Hills, Cherry Creek, Antelope, and

White River wild horse herds occur In the

Egan Resource Area, but would be managed by

other resource areas (Shoshone-Eureka,

Wells, and Schell) containing the bulk of

the herds; the Buck and Bald Herd Management

Area would be managed at approximately 700

animals which Is an Interim level estab-

lished through a gathering plan and environ-

mental assessment written In 1981; the

remaining herds would be managed at the

1982-83 levels; and studies would be under-

taken In 1984, In conjunction with BLM

(Battle Mountain District) to determine the

accuracy of the existing boundary of the

Diamond Valley Herd Management Area.

5. Monitoring efforts would be Intensified

on riparian areas. Where management

objectives are not being obtained through

application of management practices, fencing

wl I I be considered.

6. A resource area-wide fire management

plan would be developed which allows a broad

spectrum of uses. Fire would be used as a

tool when It Is the most effective and

efficient method for Improving habitat and

Increasing available forage.

7. Habitat would be managed for reasonable

numbers of wildlife species. Reproduc-
tions of big game species would be accom-

plished In cooperation with the Nevada

Department of Wildlife, where such ^Intro-
ductions would not conflict with existing

uses and If sufficient forage Is available.

Habitat management plans would be completed

on all wildlife habitat areas within the

resource area.

8. All vegetation would be managed for

those successlonal stages which would best
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meet the objective of this proposed plan.

The vegetation type acreages by zone are

listed In Appendix 3. The Implementation of

grazing systems, construction of range

Improvements, Initial stocking rates, and

future adjustments of livestock and wild

horse numbers, If necessary, will result In

the anticipated levels Identified In

Appendix 4. This Appendix was reviewed by

University of Nevada (Reno) range scientists

for technical accuracy. This Information

has been displayed In a slightly different

format than appeared In the DRMP/EIS to

Improve the usability of the Appendix.

Long-Term Actions (5 to 20 years)

1. In the long-term, the range monitoring

program would provide data on which to base

additional future adjustments In livestock

and wild horse grazing and to determine

additional Improvements.

2. The a! lotment categories of maintain,

Improve, and custodial would be evaluated

periodically. These evaluations would

assure the management objectives are being

reached and that range improvements would be

Initiated for those allotments with the

greatest potential for Improvement in

resource conditions and return on Invest-

ment.

3. Providing forage for reasonable numbers

of big game would be a long-term objective.

It Is anticipated that additional habitat

management plans will be prepared and Imple-

mented In the long-term.

A breakdown by management zone Is as

fol lows:

a. Zone 1 - dispose of up to 3,840

acres;

b. Zone 2 - dispose of up to 4,721

acres;

c. Zone 3 - dispose of up to 24,858

acres;

d. Zone 4 - dispose of up to 160

acres;

e. Zone 5 - dispose of up to 5,976

acres.

Land disposals will not adversely affect

threatened or endangered species or their

habitat, or reduce the likelihood of their

recovery, nor will they lead to the loss,

destruction, or degradation of wet- lands or

riparian areas, or lead to the modification,

occupancy, or loss of the natural and

beneficial functions of floodplalns.

Refer to the Lands and Wilderness

(Alternative B) Map at the end of Chapter 2

(DRMP/EIS) for the lands Identified for

potential transfer. It should be noted

that, because of the smal I scale, these maps

are for general location only and should not

be considered completely accurate.

2. Two utility and transportation corridors

are existing, one running north and south,

and one running east and west. Two others

would be planned, one running north and

south and one running east and west. Refer

to the Utility Corridors Map at the end of

this chapter.

REALTY MANAGEMENT

1. Lands which would be disposed of are

those lands whose disposal would provide for

more effective management of the public

lands In the resource area. These lands are

not in big game or upland game habitat or In

wild horse herd management areas. This

would amount to disposal of up to 39,555

acres. All land disposal would be done In a

planned and orderly manner. Other lands may

be appropriately applied for at a later date

under one of several methods, Including

Recreation and Public Purposes applications,

djrect sales, exchanges, and Desert Land

Entry Applications.

WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS

1. Portions of three wilderness study areas

would be recommended as suitable for

possible wilderness designation. Areas with

the lowest wilderness quality were dropped.

Important conflicts and manageability

problems were excluded, but minor ones were

excluded only In combination with other

conflicts or problems, or apparent un-

naturalness of an area. This would total

106,598 acres recommended for wilderness

designation, Including:

a. Goshute Canyon (NV-040-015) 22,225

suitable acres (13,369 nonsuitable

acres) - This would exclude foothill
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areas possessing manageability prob-

lems, areas of high mineral potential,

and areas with oil and gas potential.

b. Park Range (NV-040-154) 46,831

suitable acres (437 nonsultable acres)

-This would exclude an area which Is a

crested wheatgrass seeding;

c RIordan's Well (NV-040-166) 37,542

suitable acres (19,460 nonsultable

acres) - This would exclude areas of

mineralization, high potential for oil

and gas, easy ORV access, and a

northern portion which has less than

high quality wilderness characteris-

tics;

d. South Egan Range (NV-040-168)

suitable acres (96,916 nonsultable

acres) - This Is excluded due to an

Intensity of cherrystemmed roads,

crested wheatgrass seedlngs, easy off-

road vehicle access, mineralized areas,

and private Inholdlngs. There would,

however, be an 80 acre designated

geologic area and a withdrawal from

mineral entry within T. 10 N., R. 62
-4.,r4E., sec. 25, NE^NE^ and T. 10 N.,

R. 63 E., sec. 30 NW
4
NW4

(approxlmate-unsurveyed) . The with-

drawal would surround a recently

discovered large limestone cave, high

In the South Egan Range.

allotment management plans, wildlife habitat

management plans, and wild horse herd

management area plans. These plans will

Identify such details as the grazing system

to be used In an allotment management plan,

the location of range Improvements for the

benefit of livestock, wild horses and

wildlife. The management actions developed

for these plans will be Integrated Into a

total management program designed to assure

progress towards meeting the objectives of

the resource management plan. Additional

Implementation guidelines that apply to the

proposed resource management plan are dis-

cussed below.

Implementation of the resource management

plan will take place through coordination,

consultation, and cooperation. Coordinated

resource management and planning Is an

advisory process that brings together all

Interests concerned with the management of

resources In a given local area (landowners,

land management agencies, wildlife groups,

wild horse groups, and conservation

organizations) and Is the recommended public
process through which consultation and

coordination will take place. Grazing

adjustments, If required, will be based upon

reliable vegetation monitoring studies,

consultation and coordination, Inventory, or

a combination of these sources.

WILDERNESS

See the Lands and Wilderness (Preferred

Alternative) Map at the end of chapter 2

(DRMP/EIS) for recommended wilderness areas.

2. Portions of two wilderness study areas

would be designated as "limited" to off-road

vehicles. This Includes the northern part

of the RIordan's Well WSA and the Central

portion of the South Egan Range. Impacts

resulting from ORV use are beginning to

damage the wilderness character of these

areas. The remainder of the resource area

would be designated as "open" to ORV use.

Refer to ORV Designation Map at the end of

this chapter.

IMPLEMENTATION

INTRODUCTION

The resource management plan will be

Implemented through activity plans such as

All wilderness study areas will continue to

be protected under the Bureau's Interim

Management Policy and Guidelines for Lands

Under Wilderness Review. Wilderness recom-

mendations made In the proposed resource

management plan are preliminary and subject

to change during administrative review. A

separate final legislative environmental

Impact statement wl 1 I be prepared for the

wilderness study recommendations. A

wilderness study report will also be written

that addresses each area Individually.

After review of these documents, the

Director of the Bureau of Land Management

would request mineral surveys by the United

States Geological Survey and Bureau of Mines
for each area recommended as preliminarily

suitable. The Federal Land Policy and

Management Act of 1976 requires the

Secretary of the Interior to review areas of

the public lands determined to have wilder-

ness characteristics, and to report to the

President by October 21, 1991 his recommen-
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datlons as to the suitability or nonsult-

ablllty of each such area for preservation

as wilderness. The President is required to

report his recommendations to Congress by

October 21, 1993.

Areas designated as wilderness by Congress

will be managed under the Bureau's Wilder-

ness Management Policy. Areas designated as

wilderness will be designated "closed" to

off-road vehicles under the authority of

executive order numbers 11644 and 11989 and

the Wilderness Act of 1964 except If such

use takes place as part of a valid existing

right or If authorized In the wilderness

management plan for the area.

REALTY MANAGEMENT

All land disposal actions proposed are

discretionary. Actual disposal may be at

the Initiative of the Bureau or In response

to expressions of Interest from non-bureau

Individuals and entitles. Proposed realty

actions will be evaluated through the

environmental analysis process to determine

If the action Is consistent with the

objectives of the plan. The decision to

dispose of a particular parcel will consider

conflicts Identified In required cultural

resource and mineral reports and potential

conflicts with other resources. Unsur-

veyed lands will be surveyed prior to

disposal

.

UTILITY CORRIDORS

Utility corridors which Include existing

transmission lines will be Identified as

existing corridors. Planning corridors will

be Identified where no transmission lines

exist. Identification of corridors will

follow bureau procedures and will be made on

a point-to-point basis within specified

valleys. The actual route will be estab-

bllshed after environmental analysis Is

completed for the right-of-way. Each

corridor will be 5 miles wide to provide

opportunities for multiple transmission

facilities and selection of routes that

minimize environmental degradation In a

cost-effective manner. Where utility lines

are In existence, the width of the corridor

will encompass existing rights-of-way and be

located to avoid sensitive resources.

Applicants for use of a corridor will be

required to locate new facilities proximate

to existing facilities except where

considerations of construction feasibility,

cost, resource protection or safety are

over-rldlng.

LIVESTOCK USE, WILD HORSE USE, AND WILDLIFE

HABITAT MANAGEMENT

Wild Horses

The management of wild horses will be coor-

dinated through wild horse herd management

area plans. Wild horses will not be

maintained outside of 1971 use areas. While

It Is recognized that some wild horses may

drift outside these areas, management will

be designed to minimize such drift.

Wildlife

The development of wildlife habitat

Improvement projects will be guided by

wildlife habitat management plans. The

development of plans will be closely

coordinated with the Implementation of

allotment management plans to meet the

objectives of both programs. Wildlife

habitat management plans will address four

major themes: management of crucial habi-

tats to provide for threatened, endangered,

or sensitive species where present; manage-

ment of big game ranges to provide habitat

for reasonable numbers of animals over the

long term; Improvement of riparian, wetland,

and aquatic habitats; and management of

other habitats to meet needs of upland game

and nongame animals.

Riparian and aquatic habitat Improvement

measures could Include managing livestock

through grazing systems consistent with

maintaining riparian vegetation In optimum

condition, pasture fencing, or fencing areas

to exclude livestock and wild horses.

Whether to use protective fencing, grazing

systems, some other appropriate measure, or

a combination of methods will be determined

on an Individual basis for each stream or

riparian area.

L 1 vestock

Livestock grazing allotment management plans

will Include one or more of the grazing

treatments described below. The grazing

treatments will be designed to provide

forage for consumptive use while maintaining

proper and judicious use levels for key

forage species. Appendix 5 I Ists the
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existing and proposed allotment management

plans In the Egan Resource Area- This gives

the reader an Idea of the basis of grazing

systems. Additional AMPs will be developed,

but there Is not sufficient Information to

list these presently.

Grazing systems would Include one or more of

the following treatments In combination.

Treatment I: Rest from livestock grazing

for two consecutive growing seasons (approx-

imately May 1 of one year to August 31 of

the following year). Two growing seasons of

rest would allow key management species to

Improve vigor and Increase litter accumu-

lation, seed production, and seeding

establ Ishment.

Treatment 2: Rest from livestock grazing

for at least one year In both the spring

(April 1 to May 30) and summer (June 1 to

September 1) during each three or four year

cycle.

Treatment 3: Graze each pasture at some

time during each grazing year.

Treatment 4: Graze no pasture more than

twice In the same growing season (spring or

summer) during any three or four year cycle.

Treatment 5: Graze livestock to late fall

only (approximately July 16 to November 15),

and rest during the spring or summer the

following year to Improve the vigor,

density, and reproduction of key grass

species.

Treatment 6: Provide rest from livestock

grazing for two years until seedlings are

established or until It Is determined that

vegetation manipulation or recovery proj'ect

Is unsuccessful. This treatment provides

the protection necessary for establishment

or recovery of key management species

following wlldlfre, prescribed burning, and

seeding or spraying project.

Treatment 7: Defer livestock grazing from

early spring to midsummer each year (Approx-

imately April 1 to June 30). Improved vigor

and reproduction for key management species

In each allotment would result.

Treatment 8: Allow grazing on wlnterfat/

nuttal I saltbrush up to 80 percent utiliza-

tion during the dormant period (approxi-

mately November 1 to March 1), and rest from

grazing March 1 to October 31 each year.

Treatment 9: Provide for rest of key mule

deer winter ranges during the flowering

period of key forage species June 1 to July

30 each year.

Treatment 10: Provide for rest from grazing

of antelope kidding grounds from May 1 to

June 15 each year.

SELECTIVE MANAGEMENT

It Is the policy of the Bureau of Land

Management to address rangeland management

problems through a selective management

approach. The Bureau has developed three

categories Into which allotments will be

grouped according to their resource needs

and potential for Improvement. The names

and objectives of the three categories are:

1) maintain the current satisfactory condi-

tion; 2) Improve the current unsatisfac-

tory condition; and 3) manage In a custodial

fashion. Appendix 6 lists each allotment

and the final category designation.

SPECIFIC IMPLEMENTATION
PROCEDURES

A rangeland program summary will be Issued

upon completion of the Resource Management

Plan to Inform livestock grazing permittees

and Interested publics about the Implemen-

tation of the rangeland management program.

The Rangeland Program Summary explains the

procedure Involved In establishing Initial

and subsequent levels of livestock grazing

use. Grazing decisions and agreements will

be issued as part of the Rangeland Program

Summary and will Include either Initial

livestock grazing use levels or will

Identify the data needed and the procedures

to be used In determining future adjust-

ments.

Range management actions for livestock use

and wild horse numbers will be based upon

data obtained through the monitoring program

and will consider recommendations made

through the coordinated resource management

and planning process. Actions could

Include, but will not be limited to, change

In seasons-of-use, change In livestock

numbers, correction of livestock

distribution problems, alteration of the

number of wild horses, development of range
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Improvements, and taking site-specific

measures to achieve Improvements In wildlife

habitat.

The Implementation strategy for the manage-

ment actions Identified In Table 2-1 related

to livestock grazing allotments will be

dependent on, and prioritized according to,

the selective management category of the

a I lotments.

EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Table 2-1

PRORITY OF IMPLEMENTATION

ACTION BY ALLOTMENT CATEGORY

A I lotment

I mp I ementatlon Action Category Priority

Fund rangeland

Improvements with

appropriated funds

M

1

C

2

1

3

Develop al lotment M 2

management plans 1

C

1

3

Use supervision M

1

3

1

2C

MONITORING

A rangeland monitoring system was Initiated

In the Egan Resource Area during 1982. The

purpose of the program is to provide manage-

ment with reliable data to determine If

livestock, wild horse, and wildlife manage-

ment actions are meeting resource management

objectives. It Incorporates approved

methods In the 1981 Range Studies Task Group

monitoring procedures (Range Studies Task

Group, 1981). The vegetation monitoring

system being used Includes:

Utilization: BLM uses the Key Forage Plant

Method—an occular estimate for judging

utilization of key species by weight. In

this method, the examiner divides noticeable

utilization among six classes of use within

a key management area; no-use (0 percent),

slight (1-20 percent), light (21-40 per-

cent), moderate (41-60 percent), heavy 61-80

percent), and severe (81-100 percent).

Actual Use: Livestock operators will

provide records of actual livestock use.

Use of the range by wild horses will be

determined through census figures, with

refinement made by season-of-use data as

available. Actual use and season-of-use by

big game animals will be determined In

cooperation with the Nevada Department of

Wildlife.

Climatic Data: Annual precipitation and

length of growing season have a marked

Influence on seasonal vegetation growth and

production. Official weather stations and

Bureau of Land Management and Nevada State

climatic stations will provide the climatic

data. This data will be used to correlate

seasonal weather to plant growth throughout

the resource area as determined In the

utilization and trend studies.

Trend: Trend Is the direction of change In

condition of the range observed over time.

Changes In trend are categorized as upward,

downward, or not apparent. From three to

five years of observation are needed before

any trend can be detected on most range

sites. Trend Is measured by using several

methods, primarily by noting changes In the

frequency of key species In key areas over

time, using the Quadrat Frequency Method.

Additional monitoring will be conducted In

crucial wildlife and wild horse areas.

Information gained through these efforts and

other studies will be used In making any

grazing decisions. For more detailed

information on these monitoring procedures,

refer to the 1981 Final Nevada Range

Monitoring Procedures (Range Studies Task

Group, 1981), the draft Bureau Monitoring

Studies Manual (USD I, BLM) and the Nevada

Wildlife Manual Supplement 6630 (USDI, BLM,

Aug. 1982).

The monitoring program for those allotments

In the "maintain" and "custodial" categories

will be of low Intensity. For the "Improve"

category allotments, monitoring Intensity

will be variable, focusing on the effects of

management actions on range condition. The

monitoring program will be an Integral part

of the resource management plan.

ESTIMATED COST OF
IMPLEMENTATION

Costs of Implementation are difficult to

determine, given the fact that Information

on miles of fence, acres of seeding, etc.,

Is somewhat conjectural at this point.
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Nevertheless, the costs of Implementing the

rangeland management Issue has been

estimated, using the best Information

currently available. These costs are

presented In Table 2-2.

EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Table 2-2

COST OF IMPLEMENTATION

I tern

Livestock Range

Improvements

Wildlife Habitat

Improvements

Watershed

Improvements

Riparian Rehabltatlon

Wild Horse

Improvements

Total

60,000

30,000

30,000

$ 614,225

The costs for this table apply to the

Rangeland Management Issue only. Does not

Include BLM overhead costs for environmental

assessment preparation, contract prepara-

tion and supervision, etc-

STANDARD OPERATING
PROCEDURES

Certain requirements are Inherent In the

Implementation of any Federal action on the

public lands. These requirements, or

Standard Operating Procedures, are

designated to mitigate Impacts stemming from

management objectives or the construction of

support facilities necessary to Implement

any Federal Act.

The following will be applied to any action

resulting from the planning system. These

requirements will be part of the standard

analysis process.

1. Environmental assessment will be

conducted before project development so

that, depending on impact, modification or

abandonment of the proposed project may be

considered.

2b

2. Compliance with wilderness directives

on proposed projects will be In accordance

with Section 603 (a) of the Federal Land

Policy and Management Act (1976), which

provides that until Congress acts on

Wilderness Study Areas or on lands still

under wilderness review, the following

policy shall prevail: Existing multiple-use

activities, Including grazing, will con-

tinue, but new or expanded existing uses

will be allowed only If the Impacts would

not Impair the area's suitability for

designation as wilderness. Proposed uses

and projects will be analyzed on a case-by-

case basis to assure compliance with the

Interim Management Policy and Guidelines for

Lands Under Wilderness Review. After

designation the areas will be managed In

accordance with the wilderness management

plan developed for each area and with the

Wilderness Management Policy.

3. Threatened or endangered plant or

animal species clearance Is required before

Implementation of any project. Consultation

with the Fish and Wildlife Service per

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act Is

necessary If a threatened or endangered

species or their habitat may be Impacted.

If there Is deemed to be an adverse Impact,

either special design relocation or abandon-

ment of the project will follow.

4. Cultural resource protection requires

compliance with Section 106 of the National

Historic Preservation Act of 1966, Section

2(b) of Executive Order 11593, and Section

101(b)(4) of the National Environmental

Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969. Prior to project

approval, Intensive field (Class III)

Inventories will be conducted In specific

areas that would be Impacted by Implementing

activities. If cultural or paleontologlcal

sites are found, every effort will be made

to avoid Impacts. However, where that Is

not possible, BLM will consult with the

State Historic Preservation Officer and the

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,

In accordance with the Programmatic

Memorandum of Agreement by and between the

BLM and the Council dated January 14, 1980.

This agreement sets forth a procedure for

developing appropriate mltlgatlve measures

to lessen the Impact of adverse effects.

5. Visual resource management requires all

actions to be In compliance with BLM Visual

Resource Management Design Procedures In BLM

Manual 8400. On any project which has a



visual contrast rating that exceeds the

recommended maximum for the visual class

zone In which it is proposed, the visual

contrasts will be considered significant

and mitigating measures must be examined.

The ultimate decision as to whether

mitigating measures must be implemented or

not rests with the District Manager and will

be made on a project-by-project basis.

6. Areas of critical environmental concern

will receive priority designation and

protection during the land use planning

process per Sections 201 and 202 of the

Federal Land Pol icy and Management Act.

7. Deferral of livestock use will be in

effect for a minimum of two growing seasons

following vegetation conversion projects so

vegetation may be reestablished. This may

require a temporary nonuse agreement with

the rancher involved to suspend part of the

use in the allotment until the vegetation

can be properly managed for grazing.

8. Only the minimal clearing of vegetation

will be allowed on project sites requiring

excavation.

9. Vegetation conversion that would alter

the potential natural plant composition will

not be allowed in riparian areas now or in

the future.

10. Alteration of sagebrush areas either

through application of herbicides,

prescribed burning, or by mechanical means

will be in accordance with procedures

specified in the Memorandum of Understanding

between the Nevada Department of Wildlife

and Bureau of Land Management relating to

the Western States Sage Grouse Guidelines.

11. Active raptor nests adjacent to areas

proposed for vegetation conversion will be

protected. On-the-ground work will be

confined to the period preceding nesting

activity or after the young have fledged

(left the nest). Areas containing suitable

nesting habitat will be inventoried for

active raptor nests prior to initiation of

any project.

13. Fire management plans will be developed

before any prescribed burning occurs on any

native vegetation.

14. Project area cleanup will be accom-

plished by removing all refuse to a sanitary

landfill.

15. Fence construction must comply with BLM

Manual 1737. Lay-down fences will be

constructed in wildlife and wild horse areas

if necessary and feasible. Fences in wild

horse areas will contrast enough with

surroundings so as to be visible to horses

and will have gates installed at least once

every mile and at all corners. Fences in

wild horse herd use areas will be located to

minimize interference with the normal

distribution and movement of wild horses.

Selected portions of new fences constructed

in these areas will be flagged or otherwise

marked for one year after construction to

make them more visible to horses.

16. Some spring developments may be fenced

to prevent overgrazing and trampling of

adjacent vegetation and provide escape areas

for small wildlife. Water at these spring

developments will be maintained at the

source.

17. Physiological requirements for the

management of different vegetation types

will be determined by BLM based on the best

available scientific information. Methods

of management to meet these requirements

will be determined through consultation with

and recommendations from the Coordinated

Resource Management and Planning (CRMP)

Committee.

18. Water for wildlife and wild horses is

to be made available in allotments and

rested pastures, whenever feasible.

19. All past and future livestock water

improvement sites will have wildlife escape

devices (bird ramps) in watering troughs,

lateral watering sites off pipelines, and

the overflow piped away from the last trough

so as to provide water at ground level for

wi Idl i fe.

12. Soils inventories will be completed

prior to planning vegetation conversions to

determine land treatment feasibility.

20. When required, excess wild horses will

be removed from public lands and put in

custody of individuals, organizations, or

other government agencies. Field destruc-
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tion of wild horses or burros, including

cases of sick or lame animals, will be made

only with appropriate authorization,

21. Water availability will be ascertained

by well site investigation before water well

development. The investigation will involve

a detailed hydrogeological study of the site

to determine groundwater availability.

22. Vegetative conversions that require

herbicides will be accomplished in

accordance with Washington Office

Instruction Memorandum 81-135 and Department

Manual 517 with regards to safety and

appl ication.

23. Applications for commercial or compet-

itive special recreation permits will be

analyzed through the environmental assess-

ment process to determine what Impacts may

occur. These potential impacts will then be

weighed against resource values to determine

whether or not the special recreation

permits will be authorized.

24. Time of day and/or time of year

restrictions will be utilized in those areas

where construction activities associated

with transmission and utility facilities are

In the Immediate vicinity or would cross

sage grouse strutting nesting and wintering

grounds; critical mule deer and pronghorn

antelope winter range; or antelope kidding

areas. The restrictions are listed below.

Restrictions -

a. Sage grouse strutting gounds: From

March 1 to May 15 — 2 hours before

dawn untl I 1 a.m.

b. Sage grouse nesting grounds: Late

May to mid-June.

c. Sage grouse wintering grounds:

November 1 to March 31.

d. Critical mule deer and antelope

winter range: November 1 to

March 31.

e. Critical pronghorn antelope kidding

areas: May 1 to June 30.

25. The Wilderness Study Areas contain

236,860 acres, of which 97,316 acres (41?)

are outside of the resource area. For

purposes of analysis, impacts to resources

are being analyzed according to the total

Egan Wilderness Study Area acreage in

relation to the total Egan Resource Area

acreage.

26. Pending the development of a management

plan for the 34,560 acre Sunshine Locality

National Register District (Federal

Register , March 7, 1978), any project which

may affect the Sunshine Locality will be

subject to the review and consultation

procedures authorized In Section 106 of the

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966

and as required in the Code of Federal

Regulations (36 CFR 800).

27. No surface disturbance is to take place

within the 1/2 mile buffer zone on either

side of the Pony Express Route. The only

exceptions allowed will be for the

exploration of oil, gas, and geothermal and

for the exploration and development of

locatable mineral resources under the 1872

Mining law. Specific stipulations for

minimizing adverse visual and physical

effects including rehabilitation will be

required. These stipulations will be

developed through the environmental review

process for each action.

28. Prior to the approval of a project

which may harm or destroy any Native

American religious or cultural sites the

affected Native American tribes or

organizations will be contacted for their

Input as required by the American Indian

Religous Freedom Act of 1978.

29. Environmental analyses, Including

categorical exclusions, will be conducted

prior to implementing any management- 1 eve I

plans (AMPs, HMPs, WHMPs, etc.) or carrying

out any specific projects (fences, spring

developments, seedings, etc.),

30. Precede any vegetation conversion in

pinyon-junl per areas with commercial

firewood and post sales. Any material not

sold would be available for free use by

individuals up until the conversion.

31. All lands not specifically designated

closed or limited to off-road vehicles will

be designated open to such use. This action

is mandated by Executive Orders 11644 and
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11989 and will be carried out in conformance

with regulations published in 43 CFR 8340,

and with BLM Manual Sections 8340, 8341 and

8342.

32. Any future land disposals would con-

sider ownership patterns to eliminate the

possibility of splitting allotments or use

areas of livestock and wild horses, so the

animals are able to move freely from one use

area to another.

33. All woodland product harvest permits

and contracts will include a stipulation to

prohibit the cutting of rare or unique trees

and vegetation. In particular, cutting of

aspen, limber pine and bristlecone pine will

be prohibited.

34. Rights-of-way for public access will be

reserved prior to disposal of lands.

35. None of the lands identified as suit-

able for disposal will be transferred to

other ownership if the cultural resources

survey shows that they contain sites detei

—

mined to be eligible for inclusion in the

National Register of Historic Places (USDI,

NPS, 1979).

36. Livestock permits will be adjusted, if

necessary, to reflect decreases in public

land acreage available for livestock grazing

use within an allotment as a result of

realty actions.
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Revisions and Errata

DEIS page 20 first column, first paragraph. Revise the last sentence to "Professional judgement and

preliminary data from monitoring studies indicate that forage demand may greatly exceed current

forage production in some areas and, in certain areas, there is competition between wild horses,

livestock, and wildlife for available forage."

DEIS page 20 first column, third paragraph. Revise the last sentence to "Professional judgement and

preliminary data from monitoring studies indicate that forage demand may greatly exceed current

forage production in some portions of this zone."

DEIS page 20 second column, first paragraph. Revise the last sentence to "Professinal judgement

indicates that total forage demand may be somewhat greater than current forage production in certain

areas of this zone."

DEIS page 20 second column, third paragraph. Revise the last sentence to "Professional judgement

indicates that total forage demand may be slightly greater than current forage production in certain

portions of the zone."

DEIS page 20 second column, fifth paragraph. Revise the last sentence to "Professional judgement

indicates that there may be limited competition between wild horses, livestock, and wildlife in

certain portions of this zone."

DEIS page 35, first column, last paragraph. Revise to include at the end of this paragraph. "In

order to help meet the objective of this alternative, horse numbers lower than those in Alternative B

have been proposed for analysis purposes."

1,
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CHAPTER 3

Affected Environment

WILDLIFE

There has been a great deal of misunder-

standing about stream condition as opposed

tc riparian condition. The two are not

synonymous. A stream is a body of running

water, either intermittent or perennial,

that runs on the earth. Riparian pertains

to an area of vegetation adjacent to or

situated near a body of water or mesic

(moisture) site.

has been scoured out on several occasions

and deep gulleys have resulted in the stream

channel because of the highly erodible

soils. The stream is in fair to poor

habitat condition for fish. However, the

adjacent riparian vegetation on both sides

of the creek is in good to excellent condi-

tion.

Please refer to Appendix 7 for a detailed

listing of streams and the fisheries habitat

condition for each.

Bureau of Land Management Manual 6671 gives

direction as how to evaluate stream habitat

condition for fisheries, and only fisheries.

Several parameters are involved in collect-

ing data for a stream rating. For the

stream rating summary to determine fisheries

habitat condition only the following para-

meters are included; percent of total stream

in pools, pool to riffle ratios, percent of

optimum, pool quality; percent of optimum,

percent of stream bottom In desirable

materials, stream bank cover, percent of

optimum; and bank stability, percent of

optimum. All these parameters are evaluated

to determine the percent of stream habitat

in optimum condition. The Ely District

staff also takes benthos measurements and

species as well as water quality.

Fisheries habitat, stream habitat conditions

for fisheries may or may not be dependent on

the adjacent riparian zone. An example of

stream habitat as opposed to riparian rating

is depicted in the following example.

Goshute Creek is located some 70 miles north

of Ely, Nevada in the Cherry Creek Mountain

Range. Goshute Creek lies in a steep canyon

with a relatively steep watershed feeding

the stream. The geology of the area lends

the stream and surrounding area subject to

frequent spring flooding during periods of

unusually warm weather. The stream, itself,

MINERALS AND ENERGY

The Egan Resource Area Is entirely within

the Basin and Range physiographic province.

Most of the mountain ranges trend north-

south and are relatively narrow compared to

the valleys. The mountain ranges of the

area are mainly folded and faulted blocks o.f:

sedimentary, metamorphlc, and Igneous rocks.

The present topographic relief Is largely

the result of movement along many north-

trendlng faults.

Locatable Minerals

The easily discoverable high grade ore

deposits have already been extracted or are

now being mined. The Industry has resorted

to the mining of Increasingly lower average

grade ore deposits. The discovery and

definition of new deposits and new mining

districts Is a future possibility. These

two factors and their eventual mineral

yields will depend upon 1) the evolution of

technology, 2) the socio-economic demand

for these minerals, and 3) the availability

of lands open to prospecting and mining.

About 90 percent of the locatable mineral

deposits In the Egan Resource Area are In

contact metamorphlc zones, or within or In

proximity to granitic Intrusive rocks, such
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as Late Mesozolc and Early Tertiary

Granodorlte and Quartz Monzonlte. Such

rocks also contain the prophyry copper

deposits, and other essential minerals.

Approximately 10,000 mining claims are

currently staked In the Egan Resource Area,

with few exceptions these are located within

the mountainous areas. There are about six

active mines In the Resource Area, four of

which are large operations employing over 50

people.

With the exception of about 7,200 acres the

remainder (3,835,000 acres) of the Egan

Resource Area Is open to mineral entry.

Mineral exploration Is concentrated In the

bench and mountainous areas. Impacts from

road building, core drilling, and other

earth disturbances result from the more

Intensive exploration efforts. These

Impacts vary In duration, but are generally

more long-lasting than those of oil and gas

exploration and development. In fiscal year

1983, about 100 acres were disturbed by

mining operations filed under 3809 regula-

tions.

ollgocene tuff and Paleocene carbonate rocks

of the Sheep Pass Formation. Chalnman Shale

Is considered to be the main source rock.

Latest studies show that the lake beds of

the Paleocene Sheep Pass Formation are also

Important source rocks which contain hydro-

carbons.

Confirmation of both Chalnman Shale and

Sheep Pass Formations as probable petroleum

source rocks greatly Increases the range of

geological environments which can be con-

sidered favorable for oil occurrence In the

Egan Resource Area. There are no known

occurrences of carbonaceous shales of the

Elko Formation type, with the potential for

production of oil shale derived hydro-

carbons.

In the search for energy many miles of

seismic line have been run across open

country. In fiscal year 1983, 5,400 acres

were disturbed by seismic activity. Most of

the impacts occur In valleys and bench

areas, and consist primarily of vegetative

disturbances which can last from less than 5

years to more than 100 years, depending upon

a number of factors.

01 1 and Gas

The geologic environment of the Egan

Resource Area Is very complex and little

Information on oil and gas traps has been

revealed. Due to the extensive faulting In

the area, the possibility of structural

traps Is immense. Based upon other geomor-

phlc occurrences of producing oil fields In

Nevada, the consensus of opinion Is that the

valleys are probably the most likely targets

for oil and gas reservoirs. Geophysical

exploratory operations and oil and gas

leasing supports this opinion.

The majority of the Egan Resource Area lies

within the trend of the overthrust belt, and

oil or gas discoveries are possible in the

future.

Oil and gas are known to occur In commercial

quantities adjacent to the Egan Resource

Area In the graben and downfolded area of

Railroad Valley, particularly In the Eagle

Springs and Trap Springs oil fields. These

two fields are located within 7 miles of

each other and about 53 miles southwest of

Ely, outside the Egan Resource Area. Reser-

voir rocks In these fields are fractured

An average of five to six applications to

drill (APD) are filed each year In the

Resource Area. None were filed In 1983 but

It Is expected that 15 will be filed In

1984. The number of APDs filed seems to

depend, at least partially, on the state of

the economy. As the demand for oil contin-

ues to Increase, seismic exploration and

drilling of wildcat wells will continue to

Increase.

There have been 48 wells drilled In the Egan

Resource Area. Twelve of these have been

drilled since 1979. To date only one of

these wells Is considered capable of produc-

ing commercial quantities of oil. This well

Is Northwest Exploration's "Currant No. 1."

The crude produced from this well Is ex-

tremely viscous and produces from formation

pressure only at this time. Northwest Is

considering several methods to enhance pro-

duction from this well but this Is still In

the planning stages.

A good portion of the other wells drilled

within the Egan Resource Area have had oil

shows but have not been capable of producing

In commercial quantities-
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The lands in the Egan Resource Area are

classified as follows according to availa-

bility for leasing and development:

WATER RESOURCES

Surface and Ground Water

Open to leasing with

standard, nonrestricti ve

stipulation

Open with seasonal

closures or other mildly

restrictive stipulations

Open with highly

restrictive or

no-surface-occupancy

stipulations (Wilderness

stipulations)

Closed to leasing

2,060,556 acs.

1 ,464,960 acs.

264,960 acs.

51 ,840 acs.

Surface water within the Egan Resource Area

is limited because of high infiltration and

evapotranspiration on valley slopes and

evaporation from valley floors. Catchment

reservoirs and guzzlers, designed to hold

runoff from snowmelt and spring and summer

thunderstorms, provide some surface water

during certain times of the year. As result

of surface water inventory efforts,

approximately 700 springs and 39 perennial

streams have been identified in the Egan

Resource Area, along with numerous

intermittent streams flowing only during

wetter times of the year. Even the

perennial streams which flow yearlong

fluctuate in amount and distance of flow.

The WSA lands fall within several of the

above categories. A I I leases issued after

October 21, 1976 are subject to a wilderness

stipulation which restrict certain activi-

ties. Since then there has been a ban on

oil and gas leases within WSAs. As leases

expire within these areas they are not

currently released under this moratorium.

Only those acres in the WSAs which actually

fall within the Egan Resource Area are

included in the above list.

Groundwater resources are considered sub-

stantial in some of the major valleys in the

Egan Resource Area. Most of the valleys are

closed basins without external drainage.

Approximately 115 wells for stock water and

numerous private irrigation wells tap the

aquifers located some 50 to 500 feet below
the val ley floors.

The habitat condition of springs and streams

in relation to fisheries management was dis-

cussed under the riparian habitat section in

the draft document.

Geothermal

Geothermal potential appears to be low

throughout most of the Egan Resource Area

with the exception of the area near Monte

Neva Hot Springs. Hunt Energy has drilled

two wells within this area, but neither well

has proven to be productive as a geothermal

steam source. One we I I was hot enough to

produce steam but not In a great enough

volume. The other well has plenty of hot

water but not at a high enough temperature

to produce geothermal steam.

The area has been dropped as a Known Geo-

thermal Resource Area (KGRA) but the area

still has a good potential as a geother-

mal resource for purposes other than the

generation of electrical energy.

Water Quantity

Surface water in the form of springs and

streams occurs most frequently in or near

mountainous areas. The discharge of streams

Is small, from about 4 to 5 cubic feet per

second In the spring to less than 1 cfs In

the fall and winter. Average flow of

springs is considerably less. Catchment

reservoirs and guzzlers provide approxi-

mately 100-200 acre-feet of surface water In

the Egan Resource Area annually.

Groundwater storage Is estimated to total

nearly 15,000,000 acre-feet. Annual ground-

water recharge Is estimated at 150,000

acre-feet. Runoff from the mountainous

areas Is approximately 130,000 acre-feet

annually (State of Nevada, Division of Water

Resources, 1971). The ground water recharge

In most valleys has not been totally appro-
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priated. However, in Steptoe Valley all

unappropriated groundwater is under applica-

tion. One of these applicants, the White

Pine Power Project, has applied for 23,000

acre- feet per year in Steptoe Val ley and

12,000 acre feet per year In Butte Valley.

Water Quality

In 1980 the water quality of 50 springs and

13 streams was sampled in the Egan Resource

Area by BLM. Some of these waters were

sampled again in 1982. A BLM stream

habitat inventory conducted in 1980-81

provides a limited amount of additional

water quality data. In general, the

quality of most waters in the area is

good. Specific water quality data showed

that 8 percent of the springs sampled

exceeded 500 mg/1 total dissolved solids

(TDS) which is the suggested maximum for

human consumption, and irrigation. This is

primarily a result of the movement of water

through mineral-rich alluvial slopes. The

survey also showed that none of the streams

sampled had TDS levels in excess of 500

mg/1. Average turbidity levels of 10

percent of the springs and streams sampled

exceeded 10 turbidity units. The Nevada

water quality regulation standard for fecal

coli form bacteria was exceeded in 25

percent of those waters sampled.

SOILS

A "Third Order" survey has been completed

for 33 percent of the Egan Resource Area.

The survey of the entire resource area is

scheduled to be completed in 1987. Range

site interpretations have been developed for

all areas surveyed to date and will be

developed for a I I other areas as the survey

is completed. Range site information is

Important for determining potential of an

area to respond to grazing treatments or

vegetative manipulation. The physical and

chemical properties of different soils are

useful in determining feasibility of certain

range improvement or erosion control pro-

jects.

Because erosion susceptibility information

Is not available for the Egan Resource Area,

erosion condition classes were identified by

their respective Soil Surface Factors (SSF).

These factors are statistical ratings of

ground cover and evidence of erosion. The

SSF ratings and corresponding erosion

condition classes are as folows:

0-20 stable, 21-40 slight, 41-60 moderate,

61-80 critical, and 81-100 severe. Nearly

58 percent of the Egan Resource Area is

stable or exhibits slight erosion, 40

percent of the area has moderate erosion,

slightly over 2 percent has critical

erosion, and there are no areas of severe

eros ion.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

An estimated 1,860 cultural resource sites

have been identified within the Egan

Resource Area. Covering a timespan of over

12,000 years, these prehistoric and

historic sites represent continuous use of

the area, and include several substantial

finds of the Paleo-Indian tradition, the

earliest prehistoric peoples known in North

America. More abundant, however, are sites

related to the hunter-gatherers of the

Desert Archaic tradition and the more

recent Shoshone and Southern Paiute groups

in the Protohistoric period. Sites

associated with the horticulturally-based

Fremont culture, who preceded the Shoshone,

also occur in portions of the resource

area. The various remains of these

aboriginal cultures are classified into a

variety of site types: open campsites,

rock art, artifact scatters, quarries,

rockshelters, isolated finds, and

structural sites.

Historical use of the area began with early

exploration efforts during the first half

of the nineteenth century. Later, the

establishment of overland mail routes,

mining, agriculture, and livestock

operations led to the growth and settlement

of the area. Historic trails, mining

buildings, homesteads, and cemeteries are

the remnants of these developmental stages.

A Class I literature overview has been

completed for the Ely District (James,

1981). Additional Class I projects have

focused on Ward-Willow (Johnston, 1983),

Cherry Creek (Botti, 1978), and two

wilderness study areas within the resource

area (Nevada State Museum, 1979). Class II

sample inventories have been carried out

for the Cherry Creek vicinity (Botti,
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1978), Park Range (Johnston and Zancanella,

1983, Pending), the White Pine Power

Project (Zeier, 1981).

Approximately 3 percent of the resource area

(123,300 acres) has been covered at the

Class III Inventory level.

Based on existing site data, sensitive

cultural resource areas include the

following: Pony Express route, Elko-

Ham i I ton-Stage Route, Northern Railroad

Valley, The Sunshine Locality National

Register District, and several historic

mining districts. Additional sensitive

areas may be established by further research

or by the presence or absence of certain

natural features; for example, pinyon-

juniper vegetation, springs, former lake

shores and terraces, and sand dune zones

which are more likely to have associated

cultural resources.

Four "National Register of Historic Places"

properties have been identified within the

area.

The Sunshine National Register District is

the site of substantial, undisturbed

deposits representing the 7- 10,0000-year-

old Western Pluvial Lakes Tradition.

Ward Charcoal Ovens Site, composed of six

30-ft.-high stone ore roasting ovens dating

from 1876, is presently administered by the

State of Nevada.

The site of Schellbourne has been a Shoshone

Indian village, Overland Stage and Mai!

stop, Pony Express Station, a location on

the route of the Overland Telegraph, base of

military operations, mining camp, and a

location on the Lincoln Transcontinental

h ighway.

The old town of Schellbourne included

several stores, blacksmith shops, livery

stables, a boarding house, post office and a

newspaper. A portion of these buildings

remain and are utilized by a private

ranching operation. The majority of the

site is privately owned.

Ruby served as a fort during the Civil War.

The landmark incorporates two single-story

log buildings originally used as a post

office and residence. Fort Ruby structures

have been transported to a public museum in

Elko.

OFF-ROAD VEHICLES

Currently there are no ORV designations in

effect for the Egan Resource Area, and the

area has been seentially managed as "open"

to ORV use. Organized off -road vehicle

events (competitive or noncompetitive) are

handled on a case-by-case basis through the

Special Recreation Use Permit and the

Environmental Review process. Emergency ORV

closures (BLM Manual 8341.21) are required

if it is determined that ORV use is causing

considerable adverse effects on resources,

and when there is insufficient time to

complete Standard or Interim Designation.

Actual cross-country travel is observed

fairly infrequently in most of the resource

area. The use generally occurs on existing

roads and jeep trails. In addition, these

existing roads provide access to many

backcountry areas and the roads and trails

provide a variety of challenge sought by

many enthusiasts. Off-road vehicle opera-

tion is generally performed in conjunction

with some other activity, except around

population centers. Activities that often

involve off -road use Include hunting,

trapping, woodcutting, pine nut collection

and livestock control.

ORV use associated with unpermitted

woodcutting is beginning to damage the

wilderness character of the Riordan's Well

WSA. Casual road extension in the South

Egan Range WSA is also beginning to damage

the wilderness character.

Ruby is a privately owned site

fc- ablished in 1862 as a station on the Pony

Express and Central Overland Stage line; Ft.
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Revisions and Errata

DEIS page 57 VEGETATION , second paragraph. Revise "Chapter 2" to "Chapter 3."

DEIS page 60 WILDLIFE, first paragraph. Revise "See Appendix 8 for condition rating system used to

determine stream riparian condition" to "See Appendix 8 for condition rating system used to determine

fisheries habitat conditon."

DEIS page 62 first column, second paragraph. Revise the first sentence to "The potential exists for

augumentation of existing populations in White River, Butte, Long, and Newark Valleys."

DEIS page 63 AQUATICS, second sentence. Revise "Appendix 8" to "Appendix 7."
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CHAPTER 4

Environmental Consequences

WATER RESOURCES

In the short-term soil erosion and water

quality would continue to be significantly

impacted in those areas that are being ovei

grazed. In the long-term impacts to soil

erosion and water quality would decrease

because of the improvement to vegetation and

the watershed as a whole.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Due to Incomplete cultural resources data

for the Egan Resource Area, It Is Impossible

to predict the exact numbers and types of

cultural resource sites which might be

Impacted as a result of Implementation of

the proposed resource management plan.

Most potential adverse impacts to historic

and prehistoric sites will be avoided

through adherence to the standard operating

procedures outlined in Chapter 2 and the

conditions included in the Programmatic

Memorandum of Agreement between the BLM and

the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation.

Since most cultural resources sites are

situated on or just below the ground sui

—

face, they are highly susceptible to many

forms of impact.

Aside from vandalism (surface collection of

artifacts, defacement, or unauthorized

excavation) considerable destruction may

occur as a result of grazing (Roney, 1977).

Trampling by cattle, wild horses, and big

game, as well as disturbances resulting from

range improvement projects, cause poten-

tially significant impacts to cultural

resources. Overgrazing and reduction of

vegetation can result in accelerated erosion

and deterioration of cultural resource sites

(Schel I Grazing EIS, 1982).

The development of seedings, springs,

pipelines, and fences where relocation Is

not possible could potentially directly

impact cultural resources. But since these

areas are site specific, the completion of

the required cultural resource surveys and

data recovery or salvage prior to

construction would result In quantitative

and qualitative Increases in cultural

resource Information necessary for both

management and scientific needs.

On the other hand, salvage of a cultural

resource site also constitutes a significant

adverse Impact. Once excavated, a site is

effectively destroyed and removed from

future research considerations which may

utilize different or new techniques of data

recovery and analysis. A data gap In the

history of an area could result as a conse-

quence. Therefore, although salvage Is a

mitigation technique, It does not eliminate

all of the adverse impacts.

The disposal of up to 39,555 acres of public

land may result In Increased Impacts to

cultural resources. Though each disposal

action will be analysed and potential

Impacts will be mitigated on a case-by-

case basis, as outlined under standard

operating procedures, Irretrievable Impacts

to cultural resources may occur If excava-

tion Is necessary to slavage cultural

resource Information prior to disposal.

OFF-ROAD VEHICLES

Some adverse Impacts would occur by

designating most of the resource area as

"open" to off-road vehicles (ORVs), as

presently unroaded areas become roaded as a

result of casual ORV use. Occasionally,

users will "push" an existing road further

Into the backcountry or will diverge from It

somewhere before It ends, creating branches
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off the main route. It Is used more and

more often by other travelers and soon

becomes a permanent feature.

Beneficial Impacts to the wilderness

character of the Rlordan's Well and South

Egan Range WSAs would occur as a result of

designating portions of these areas as

"limited" to existing roads and trails for

ORV use. Casual road extension into these

portions of the WSA would be prohibited.

Aside from this casual road extension,

little damage Is known to be occurring from

the current levels of ORV use or from the

current ORV use patterns, and Impacts from

this use are considered Insignificant.

Please refer to Appendix 8 for a comparison

between the proposed plan and preferred

alternative of the long-term impacts.



Revisions and Errata

DEIS page 93 first column. Delete Assumption 20.

DEIS page 109 VEGETATION , first column, first paragraph. Add at the end of this paragraph "Although

not discussed in the previously cited literature, wild horse use is currently year-long and adds

greatly to use during the plant's critical growth period."
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The list of persons who have been Involved

in the preparation of the Egan Resource

Management Plan has been updated. The

individuals marked with an asterisk were not

included in the draft document.

Howard Hedrick, Egan Resource Area Manager,

B-S. Range Resources, University of Idaho.

Eight years experience. Responsible for

directing the Egan Resource Management

Planning Team.

*Mark Barber, Wildlife Biologist, B.S.

Wildlife Management, Oregon State

University. Twelve years experience,

Responsible for developing the responses to

the public's wildlife comments.

Berton Bresch, Sociologist, Masters Degree

in Counseling, California State University

at Sonoma. Five years experience.

Responsible for social values and public

attitudes analysis.

Hal Bybee, Wild Horse Specialist, B.S.

Agricultural Range Management, University of

Nevada at Reno. Seven years experience.

Responsible for the wild horse sections.

Vearl Christiansen, Range Conservationist,

B.S. Range Science, Brigham Young

University. Six years experience.

Responsible for the vegetation and range

management portions.

Diane Colcord, Cartographer, B.S. Art

Education, University of Oregon. Sixteen

years experience. Responsible for

cartography.

Benjamin Cope, Realty Technician, A.S.

Associate of Science, Dixie College.

Twenty-two years experience. Responsible

for cartography.

William J. Lindsey, Range Conservationist,

B.S. Range Resources, Oregon State-

University. Four years experience.

Responsible for vegetation mapping.

*C. Wayne Howie, Wilderness Program Leader,

B.A. Political Science, College of

Charleston. Four years experience.

Responsible for wilderness information.

*Sarah Johnston, Archaeologist, B.A.

Anthropology, California State University at

Sacramento. Seven years experience.

Responsible for cultural resources and

natural history sections.

*Mary Beth Marks, Geologist, B.S. Geology,

Humboldt State University. Three years

experience. Responsible for fluid mineral

i nformation.

Cleone McDonald, Public Affairs Clerk, B.S.

Education, Dickinson State College. Five

years experience. Responsible for editing

and typing.

Paul Myers, Regional Economist, B.S.

Economics, University of Nevada at Reno.

Eleven years experience. Responsible for

economic analysis.

*Shaaron Netherton, Outdoor Recreation

Planner, B.S. Wildlife Management, Humboldt

State University. Six years experience.

Responsible for wilderness and recreation

sections.

Jerry R. O'Donnell, Clerk-Typist. One year

experience. Responsible for typing.

Michael W. Perkins, Wildlife Management

Biologist, B.S. Wildlife Science, Fisheries

Science, Utah State University. Eight years

experience. Responsible for the wildlife

and fisheries sections.
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Jacob Rajala, Outdoor Recreation Planner,

M«A. Anthropology, M.S. Forestry and Range

Management, Washington State University.

Five years experience. Responsible for the

wilderness portion.

Rita R. Suminski, Wildlife Management

Biologist, M.S. Fisheries Science, New

Mexico State University. Responsible for

art work. (Schell Resource Area, Ely BLM

District.)

William D. Robison, Geologist, B.S. Geology,

San Diego State University. Six years

experience. Responsible for minerals and

energy sections.

*Joyce Ye! land, Clerk-Stenographer. Eight

years experience. Responsible for typing

and editing.

Stephen Rynas, District Planning Coordi-

nator, B.A. History, University of Maryland

at College Park. Four years experience.

Responsible for quality control.

Ronald Sjogren, Realty Specialist, B.A.

Geography, San Diego State University.

Twenty years experience. Responsible for

the realty management sections.

NEVADA STATE BLM OFFICE SPECIALIST REVIEW

Specialists in all fields from the Nevada

State BLM Office have reviewed this document

for technical accuracy and consistency with

Federal law and BLM policy.
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CHAPTER 6

Public Comments/BLM Responses

CONSULTATION
AND COORDINATION

Preparation of the Egan Resource Management

Plan was initiated in July 1981. To bring

the public and other agencies into the Egan

planning process, a mailing list has been

developed to keep interested parties inform-

ed on the progress of the plan. Further,

briefings, workshops, and newsletters have

been prepared to encourage public contact

and to solicit public input. At the end of

this narrative is an abbreviated list of

organizations that have been asked to

contribute to this planning process.

On July 16, 1981 a "Notice of Intent" for

the preparation of the Egan Resource

Management Plan appeared in the Federal

Register to formally "kick off" the begin-

ning of the planning process. This initial

phase involved developing the issues that

the Egan Resource Management Plan would be

addressing. To solicit public input the Ely

District initiated a mass mailing to the

people and organizations on the mailing

list, issued press releases to the news-

papers in Nevada and Utah; and presented

briefings to the Nevada State Clearinghouse,

Nevada Congressional delegations, local

governments, Indian Tribes, Planning

Commissions, and civic organizations. Of

the six-hundred issue Identification

brochures which were distributed, just under

one-hundred were returned. Basic issues

which the public thought that the Egan

Resource Management Plan should address

were: grazing, wild horses, wilderness, and

mi neral s.

In April 1982 the Issues and Planning

Criteria for the Egan Resource Management

Plan were released for public review. Just

over ten comments were received from the

public concerning this phase of the planning

effort. The majority of the letters were

supportive of this document and contributed

additional criteria for inclusion into the

planning process.

In January 1983 the draft alternatives for

the Egan Resource Management Plan were

released for public review. This phase was

preceded with a Federal Register notice,

mass mailing, and press releases. Workshops

were held in Ely (Feb. 15, 1983) and in Reno

(Feb. 16, 1983). By the end of the public

comment period just over twenty-five written

comments were received. The majority of

comments received were sent by the Nevada

State Clearinghouse, ranching interests,

mining interests, and conservation groups.

Overall the respondents were In favor of

alternatives which reduced wild horse

populations, promoted economic development,

and kept wilderness designation to a

minimum. Briefings were offered to the

Nevada Clearinghouse, the Nevada

Congressional Delegations, and local

governmental organizations, however, none

was ever requested.

The Egan Draft Resource Management Plan and

Environmental Impact Statement was mailed

out to the persons on the Egan Resource

Management Plan mailing list on September 9,

1983. The Federal Register notice announc-

ing the filing of the draft plan and

Environmental Impact Statement and its

availability to the public appeared in the

September 23, 1983 issue of the Federal

Register. In addition, this notice stated

that public hearings would be held in Ely

and Reno, Nevada, and that the public review

period for the draft document would end on

December 24, 1983. News releases were also

issued to announce the availability of the

draft document. Approximately five hundred

(500) copies of the draft's summary were

mailed out. Approximately two hundred and

seventy-five (275) copies of the actual

draft were distributed.
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A public hearing was held in Ely on

October 25, 1983. Nine people attended the

meeting and four of them made oral state-

ments. A second hearing was held In Reno on

October 26, 1983. It was attended by

forty-two members of the public, twenty-one

of whom made oral statements. The tran-

scripts of these public meetings are avail-

able for inspection at the Ely District

Office Bureau of Land Management.

In addition to the public hearings,

briefings were offered to the State of

Nevada Clearinghouse on November 8, 1983 and

to the Nevada Congressional Delegations on

November 7, 1983.

A total of seventy-four letters were

received from the public on the draft plan

and environmental impact statement. Com-

ments from the Nevada State Clearinghouse

were counted as one letter, but included

letters from the Department of Transporta-

tion, Department of Agriculture, Department

of Conservation and Cultural Resources,

Division of State Lands, Nevada Department

of Minerals, Bureau of Mines and Geology,

Division of State Parks, Department of

Environmental Protection, Division of Water

Planning, and the Department of Wildlife.

The following list of organizations and

persons is an abbreviated version of the

Egan Resource Management Plan mailing list.

These organizations and persons will be

automatically receiving a copy of this

document. Copies of this document may be

requested by writing to the Ely District at

the address found in the section titled

Availability of the Proposed Egan Resource

Management PI an.

I. State Governmental Agencies

A. Governor Richard Bryan

B. Nevada's Congressional

Delegations

C. District 35 Assemblyman,

Virgil Getto

D. State Senator, Richard Blakemore

E. Nevada State Clearinghouse

I I. Federal Agencies

A. Nevada State BLM Office

B. Adjacent BLM District Offices

C. Bureau of Indian Affairs

D. Environmental Protection Agency

E. Fish and Wildlife Service

F. Humboldt National Forest

IV.

National Park Service

Soil Conservation Service

White Pine County Extension

Agent

Lincoln County Extension Agent

Nye County Extension Agent

Geologic Survey

Bureau of Reclamation

Bureau of Mines

III. Local Governmental Agencies

A- White Pine County Commissioners

B. Lincoln County Commissioners

C« Nye County Commissioners

D. Ely City Council

E. White Pine County Regional

Planning Commission

F« Nye County Planning Commission

G. Lincoln County Planning

Commission

H. Central Nevada Development

Authority

I. Preston/Lund Town Council

J. McGI I I Town Councl

I

K. Ruth Town Councl

I

Publ 1c Libraries

A. White Pine County Library

B. Lincoln County Library

C. Nevada State Library

D. University of Nevada Library

E- Nye County Library

BLM Advisory Councils

A. White Pine County CRMP Committee

B. Ely District Grazing Board

C Ely District Advisory Council

D. Nevada State Grazing Board

Indian Organizations

A. Duckwater Tribal Council

B. Ely Colony Councl

I

VII- Conservation Groups

A. American Horse Protection

Association

B. Animal Protection Institute

C- National Wildlife Federation

D. Natural Resources Defense

Councl

I

E. The Nature Conservancy

F. Nevada Archaeological

Association

G. Nevada Wildlife Federation

H. Nevada Outdoor Recreation

Association

I. Sierra Club

J. White Pine Sportsman's Club
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K. The Wilderness Society

L- Wild Horse Organized Assistance

M. The Wildlife Society

H. Eureka Sentinel

I. Mil lard County Chronicle

J. Elko Dally Free Press

K. Elko Independent

XI I.

I I. Grazing Interest

A- Nevada Cattleman's Association

B. Nevada Wool growers Association

C. Society for Range Management

D. Resource Concepts Incorporated

E. Egan Resource Area Permittees

F. National Cattleman's Association

G. White Pine County Farm Bureau

IX. Mining Interests

A. Amselco Minerals, Inc.

B- Atlantic Richfield

C. Chevron Resource Co.

D. Exxon Minerals Co.

E. Kennecott Minerals Co.

F. Northeastern Nevada Miners

and Prospectors Association

G. Nevada Mining Association

H. SI I ver King Mines

I. Superior Oil Company

J. Texaco Incorporated

K. White Pine Minerals Corporation

L. Boundy and Foreman

M. Ely Val ley Mines

N. Bear Creek Mining Company

0. Placer Amex

Electlrc Utilities

A. Mt. Wheeler Power Company

B> Sierra Pacific Power Company

C. White Pine Power Project

D. Nevada Power Company

Miscellaneous Corporate Interests

A. White Pine County Chamber of

Commerce

B. Pacific Legal Foundation

C Public Lands Institute

D. Public Lands Council

E. Renewable Resources Center

F. Natural Resources Defense

CouncI

I

Newspapers

A. Lincoln County Record

B. Ely Dally Times

C. KELY Radio

D« Nevada State Journal

E. Iron County Record

F- Salt Lake Tribune

G. Wei Is Progress

XIII. Periodicals

A. Nevada Fanfl Bureau's Journal

B. Habitat

C- Toiyabe Tral I

s

D. Rangelands

E. National Wildlife

F. Rangeland News

G. Great Basin Reporter

AVAILABILITY OF THE PROPOSED

EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN-

Persons whose names appear on the Egan

Resource Management Plan mailing list will

receive notification of the availability of

this document. A statewide news release

will also provide information for requesting

personal copies of these publications.

Copies of the proposed plan will be

available for review at the libraries and

offices listed below. For further

information contact Howard Hedrick, Egan

Resource Area Manager, Ely District Office,

Star Route 5, Box 1, Ely, Nevada 89301.

Bureau of Land Management Offices

Office of Public Affairs, BLM

18th and C Streets

Washington, D.C 20240

Nevada State Office, BLM

300 Booth Street

P.O. Box 12000

Reno, Nevada 89520

Battle Mountain District Office, BLM

North 2nd and South Scott Streets

Battle Mountain, Nevada 89820

Carson City District Office, BLM

1050 E. Wi I I iam Street

Carson City, Nevada 89701
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Elko District Office, BLM

2002 Idaho Street

P.O. Box 831

Elko, Nevada 89801

Ely District Office, BLM

Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89301

Las Vegas District Office, BLM

4765 West Vegas Drive

P.O. Box 26569

Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

Nevada State Library

Library Bui Idlng

Carson City, Nevada 89710

University of Nevada, Las Vegas

James R. Dickinson Library

4505 Maryland Parkway

Las Vegas, Nevada 89154

University of Nevada, Reno

Getchel I Library

Reno, Nevada 89507

Wlnnemucca District Office, BLM

705 East 4th Street

Wlnnemucca, Nevada 89445

Utah State Office, BLM

University Club Building

136 East South Temple

Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Salt Lake District Office, BLM

2370 South 2300 West

Salt Lake City, Utah 84119

Cedar City District Office, BLM

1579 N. Main Street

P.O. Box 729

Cedar City, Utah 84720

Richfield District Office, BLM

150 E. 900 N.

P.O. Box 208

Richfield, Utah 84701

FI I I more Area, BLM

P.O. Box 778

FII Imore, Utah 84631

INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC COMMENTS AND

RESPONSES

Al I the written and oral comments on the

draft were reviewed. Substantive comments

which presented new data, questioned facts

or analysis, or commented on Isues directly

affecting the draft, were fuly evaluated and

are responded to In this document.

All of the letters and oral testimony have

been reprinted In this document. The

responses to the written and oral comments

are listed following all letters and

comments. Each response Is given a number

which corresponds to numbered paragraphs or

sections In the actual public comments. To

find the BLM response to any particular

paragraph or section, simply look for the

large bold number directly to the left of

the statement and then turn to the Response

section and find the same number. Table 6-1

shows a list of respondents and their prin-

ciple concerns as well as the numbers of the

BLM responses.

Pub! ic Libraries

White Pine County Library

Campton Street

Ely, Nevada 89301

Lincoln County Library

Callente, Nevada 89008

Lincoln County Library

Ploche, Nevada 89043
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EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

TABLE 6-1

PUBLIC COMMENT INDEX

I w §

Writ+en Comments

1 . Terry Wood I

n

2. Nevada Mining Assoc.

3. White Pine Power Project

4. Conservation Call

5. Wl Idl Ife Management Institute

6. Marguerite Chrlstoph

7. Ward T. Don lev

8. Ken Goldsmith

9. Harold L. Dlttmer

10. Mrs. A. N. Lundholm

11. Emll and Maxlne Hrublk

12. Eileen and Darwin Lambert

13. Defenders of Wildlife

14. Jeff van Ee

15. National Park Service

16. Ecology Center of So. California

1,2,3

4-7

1-3

1 .2

2,3

2,17

2

1-3

1-3

1-3

1-3

1-3

4-6

18,19

18,19

14,12

10

21,22

20

13,15
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17. Richard H. Pough

18. The Wildlife Society

19. Gordon and Irene Fopplano

20. 8arbara Kel ley

21. Peggy Gaudy

22. Ecology Center of So. California

23. U.S. Forest Service, Intermountaln Region

en
oo 24. Ms. Joanna G. Ihnatowlcz

25. Ms. Ethyl W. Thorn 1 ley

26. Bob Langsenkamp

27. The W 1 1 derness Soc 1 ety

28. Doug Hansen

29. Brent Boyer

30. Marjorle SI II

31. Bradley Bradshaw

32. Barbara Bradshaw

33. Mae Bradshaw

34. Regional Planning Commission

35. Sierra Club, Tolyabe Chapter

1-3

1,3

1-3

2,3

1-3

1-3

1-3

1-3

46,4

19,43

26,27,31 29,30,

35,37,38 16,30,15 34,36

11

«5

23,28,32

40

21,41

40

40

24-39

II 29,47
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36. Steven Trlaw 1-3

37. Lund Town Council 48

3B. Nevada Wilderness Assoc. 1-3

39. Eastern Nevada Trappers 4 Furtakers Assoc.

40. John Swanson

1-3,

50.51

10 49

41. Environmental Protection Agency 50

42. White Pine County Commission

O 43. Steven Carter

44. Craig Downer

46 46

48,53-57

1,2,59 64 62

40,61,63

65,16 60 58 52,36

45. Sierra Pacific Power Company 56

46. Atlantic Richfield Company 1 67,68

47. Lahontan Audubon Society

48. Gold Prospectors Assoc, of America/

Reno Prospectors Supply, Inc.

1-3

49. Art Ruggles 69

50. Rudy Adams

51. M. P. Boysen

52. Charles Yoder 1-3

53. Gayle Smith

54. Resource Concepts Inc.

1-3

45,84

70,13,

71-83 29,78,79 30



55. B. W. Hendrlx 48

60. Marta Porter

61. Mlneralogical Research Co.

56. Thor Lane 1-3

57. Glenn Miller 1-3

58. Cherl Clnoske 1-3

59. Denlse Smith 1-3

O 62. Guy King 1-3

63. Ann Rosemary Kersten 1-3

64. Betty Kersten

65. Laura King 1-3

66. WM Ham Kersten 1-3

67. Gregory Ebner 1-3

68. Earl W. Kerston 1-3
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85-88,16

70,26,75

69. Sierra Club JjO LL_ 91 62 29 60,88 58,90 89_

70. White Pine Sportsmen 4,93,94 40 27 92

71. City of Ely 4 4

96,100, 97-99,

72. Paul C. Clifford 101 102-104 98 96 95



75. Governor Richard Bryan

74. Nevada State Clearinghouse
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105-106

62,70,26 60,125,

87,88,16 - 120,123, 113,92,

105,106, 114,115, 35,91, 109,120, 29 ,80, 126,30, 52,121,

48,108 116,117 118,11 128 122 124 40 ,119 28 110-112 89,127 107 15

ORAL TESTIMONY - Ely Hearing

1. Nevada Department of Minerals 129,117

2. Bud Hendrlx 130

O 3. White Pine Power Project 89,8,131

4. Nevada Division of State Lands

ORAL TESTIMONY - Reno Hearing

5. Nevada Department of Minerals

(Repeat of Ely Hearing, not

reprinted refer to f\)

6. Nevada Outdoor Recreation Assoc.

7. Terry Wood In

8. Gary Clark

9. Nevada Mining Assoc.

10. Rudy Adams

11. Larry Dwyer

12. Nina Keeney

1-3,132

4,116.

129,140.

134-141 136-138

4,93,142

1,2

134,139,

141

143

133
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13. Ray Arnold

14. Elizabeth Brownson

15. Ross Smith

16. Sierra Club, Tolyabe Chapter

17. Sierra Pacific Power Company

18. Jeffery Conrad-Forrest

19. Sierra Club, Tolyabe Chapter

20. Amy Mazza

21. Karen Tanner

22. Glenn Ml ller

23. Dave Hornbeck

24. Glenn Buchanan

25. Gordon Lorsung

144

2,3,147

1-3

1-3

93

145

1-3

1-3,147 147

2-3,59, 147,149,

148 152

29,146

93
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October 27, 1983

Mr, Ed weird F . Spang, Director
Nevadn Bureau of Land Management
Pout Office Bok 12000
Reno, Nevada 89520

Re: Egan Resource Area Wilderness Proposals

Dear Ed:

I am dismayed to learnthe Ely District is recommending three out of the
final four WSAs as wilderness. The mining (and eventually ranching) indus-
try can be severely harmed by BLM's apparent wM llngness to support so much
wi Iderness In Nevada

.

Enclosed is a copy of the Nevada Mining Association testimony on the BLM's
proposal. 1 hope you can find time to read It.

Because BLM's ground rules were laid down by the Carter-Andrus Administra-
tion which was frequently hostile to Western interests and the concept of
multiple use of the public lands, the BLM's planning assumptions suffer from
a systemic bias toward wi Iderness and against the mining industry.

If the mining Industry loses access to these key mineral areas - some of the
highest potential sites In the state - the industry will gradual ly diminish to
an Insignificant economic Impact in our rural counties.

If BLM and the Forest Service continue to recommend so many wilderness
areas for Nevada, this state will move from the state with the least wilder-
ness (one at Jarbldge) to the most in the nation.

Additionally, when the buffer zone concept Is eventual ly accepted by Congress
(it passed the House this month), most of the Industrial and agriculture
act Ivit lea within Nevada 's valleys will fall under the survel Nance (and to an
alarming degree the control ) of the Federal government , (See enclosed article
on buffer zones, taken from the Summer Issue of the NMA BULLETIN.)

Sincerely,

Robert E. Warren

REW:v
Encs.

Robert Warren r s testimony Is printed In the oral
testimony section, No. 9-
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protection for parks

3©l@y for the Congressional review.
'* The bill offera little enhanced protection fp|yth«*tfMfrKii

8ft

federal statu tea ere replete with raquirefasnta, t^v.ct^t^l*'fes-
tivity in and around parka (Clean Air Act, National Environ-
mental Policy Act, etc.). Similarly, the existing federal
project approval process has many park system safeguards al-
ready built-in. For example, the legislation establishing
the U.S. Department of Transportation provided that all pro-
jects must preserve the natural beauty of the countryside,
public park and recreation lands, wildlife and waterfowl
refugee and historic sites. Around these basic requirements
a body of law has developed requiring environmental impact
statements and reviews for project impacts on water pollu-
tion, coastal zones and wetlands, endangered species and his-
torlc properties.

The aeaninq of "adjacent" land is unclear . In addition to
its duplication of the existing safeguards, the bill failsto
define adjacent land. Hundreds of thousands of seres of fed-
eral, state, local and private land could fall under the con-
trols created by HH 2379. This imprecise nature invite's con-
stant and continued litigation. Ultimately, the courts may

be forced into deciding the future of hundred* of road pro-
jects each year. -fit*-

Environmentalists sue EPA to enforce buffer zone concept

Environmentalists are cuing tho federal Environmental Pro-

tection Agency (EPA) In »n effort to force the Reagan Admin-

istration to adopt the buffer 2one (integral vista) concept

of protection of visibility from within federal' conservation

lands.
The environmental 'groups claim that EPA must not permit

"undesirable" activities to take place outside of national

parks, wildlife refuges, and wilderness sites which might be

viewed by persons from within the protected federal conserva-

tion lands.

w Such activities could Include mining, ranching, farming,
Want controls over mining lBnd d,v.lopm.nt, construction (in short, any man-caused ac-

tion which environmentalists may consider dstr*«ent«l to the

enjoyment of persona within the conservation lands). Should

the buffer rone concept be adopted, environmentalists can ask

the courts to limit, control or stop the "offensive" activ-

ities .

The suit is being brought by the National Parks and Con-

servation Association, the Environmental Defense Fund, and

the Colorado Mountain Club. It is also supported by the

Sierra Club, the Wilderness Society and other preservationist

organ! sat ions.

The suit charges that EPA has done nothing to implement

19B0 (Carter-Andrus) rules to control the lines of sight out-

side the boundaries of the parke, refuges and wilderness

areas. The rules ask all states to develop such plana; bnt

none have complied.
The Reagan Administration has alab refused to adopt the

buffer lone concept of restricting commercial and Industrial

activities 'within the line of sight of the, parks sndjCtldsJs

nmm»: areaa'.
"°~

and other industries

4 - Ntixuta Mining Attn. BULLETIN - Swm*r'B3

A Npvh<1,i- Calilcxniii nneiqv Geiw»i,iHon rievfilcirjnL(.nt in White Pine Counly

Development Manager:
Los Angeles Deparlment ol Water and Power
Room 931, Post Office Box 111. Los Angeles. California 90051

November 10, 1983

8

e

Mr. Merrill L. DeSpain
Ely District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5, Box 1
Ely, Kevada 89301

Dear Mr. DeSpain:

Egan Draft Resource Management Plan and
Environmental Impact Statement

Oral comments were presented by Mr. Robert L. Carpenter
on behalf of the White Pine Power Project (WPPP) at the October 25,
1983 public hearing on the Egan Draft Resource Management Plan and
Environmental Impact Statement (Egan Draft). In addition, the following
comments related to the WPPP Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) are provided on the Egan Draft.

Page 20, second paragraph of the Egan Draft reads:

"One potential utility corridor crosses east to west
in the southern end of the zone."

In the WPPP DEIS, a utility corridor (WPPP preferred
transmission line corridor to the Machacek Substation) is
identified as well as the existing 230,000 volt transmission line
corridor to. the Machacek Substation described in the second
paragraph on page 20 and shown on various maps in the
Egan Draft.

* Page 20, fourth paragraph of the Egan Draft reads:

"Up to two north-south and one east-west utility
corridors have been identified in this zone."

The WPPP DEIS identifies a total of four north-south
corridors in this zone. Two of the four north-south corridors
are potential railroad corridors (with one potential railroad
corridor including a potential water supply pipeline) identified
for the alternative WPPP Butte Valley Site. There are two
potential transmission line corridors running north to south

whin MnaCountr gouidm city Ml Wheal.' fo*.i
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Mr. Merrill L. DeSpain November 10, 1983

8

8

8

for the WPPP Butte Valley Site and the preferred WPPP North
Steptoe Valley Site . The WPPP preferred transmission line corridor
from the Butte Valley Site or the North Steptoe Valley Site
(east-west) to the Machacek Substation is also identified in
this zone. As previously mentioned, there is an existing
230,000 volt transmission line corridor to the Machacek
substation in this zone.

" Page 20, sixth paragraph of the Egan Draft reads:

"Two east-west and one north-south utility corridors
have been identified for this zone."

The WPPP DEIS identifies two potential and one
existing utility corridor in Zone 3. The WPPP preferred
transmission line corridors to the Machacek Substation and
the railroad and water supply corridor for the Butte Valley
Site are the two potential east-west corridors. The existing
utility corridor is a portion of the 230,000 volt transmission
system to Machacek Substation from Gonder Substation. The
north-south corridor contains proposed railroad, water
supply pipelines, and transmission lines for WPPP.

" Page 21, first paragraph of the Egan Draft reads:

"One potential north-south utility corridor exists in
this zone."

There is a potential east-west utility corridor that
is not mentioned but is shown on the southern portion of
Zone 5 on the preferred alternative map (page 47 of the
Egan Draft). Since this corridor is not a WPPP-related
corridor, it is assumed that it is a proposed corridor for
some other project.

* Alternative A, Alternative B, and Alternative E will
adversely affect the WPPP planning for its linear facilities.
As stated at the October 25, 1983 public hearing, the
case-by-case processing hinders development of long-range
planning. Restricting the utility corridors to the existing
corridors. Alternative B and Alternative E, would preclude
WPPP from constructing transmission lines to McCullough
Switching Station. Such a restriction would effectively
terminate WPPP. Alternative A would allow WPPP to process
its corridor needs on a case-by-case basis, but future
projects would cause disorderly and unplanned patterns of
rights-of-way.

• On page 44 of the Egan Draft, Requirement 24 restricts the
time period in which utility construction of a transmission
or utility facility can be built. Inflexible restrictions
such as that proposed could cause WPPP unwarranted difficulty

Mr. Merrill L. DeSpain November 10, 1983

in constructing lineal facilities such as the transmission
lines, water pipelines, and the railroad. On the WPPP
site itself, it would appear that little would be gained by
such restrictions since the site will be fenced around its
entire boundary, thereby deterring use of the site by wildlife.
It is recommended that some flexibility should be incorporated
into Requirement 24 to allow deviation from the restrictions
if sufficient need exists for a utility to continue its
construction of a linear facility through grouse strutting,
nesting, or wintering areas or other critical areas
during the restrictive time periods. Under flexible
requirements, the utility could still be required to
schedule its construction to accommodate the restrictive
time periods, but the utility could also overlap the
construction time periods should an unforeseeable delay
occur in the construction schedule. A method of balancing
the anticipated impacts on the wildlife cycle, the
construction requirements, and costs of delay needs to
be considered.

Thank you for this opportunity to express WPPP concerns on
the Egan Draft Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact
Statment. If you have any questions on the above comments, please
contact Mr. Michael Yamada at (213) 481-4102.

Sincerely,

ELDON A. COTTON
Project Manager

cc : Robert L. Carpenter
Michael Yamada
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CONSERVATION CALL
3942 Hlighn Court
Sin Diajo, Ca. 321 1

5

16 November 1983
Telephone : >$W 583-8486

Merrill DeSpain
District Manager, Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, NV 89803

Dear Mr. DeSpain:

We urge that the four WSAs you have studying in your district be
established as wildernesses.

Our Information indicates that a combination of the Preferred
Alternative and the Wilderness Emphasis Alternative would make up
an excellent wilderness of the Goshute Canyon Area. Friends, formerly
of San Diego, report this as a hiker/backpacker's delight that should
total 28,000 acres.

We urge the establishment of a South Egan Range wilderness. The
57,600 acres as set forth in Preferred Alternative would surely make
a very fine wilderness.

We are glad to endorse the Park Range wilderness of 46,831 acres.
As one who hails from a state (Illinois) that once had tall grass
prairies, I am aparticularly pleased that some of Nevada's grassland
is slated for preservation.

Wa commend the proposed Riordan's Well wilderness, but suggest
that if this is, as mentioned, a most important bird of prey habitat,
it should be expanded to 45,791 acres, with hopefully, the addition
of those 400 acres dropped because of supposed minerals.

Finally, we strongly oppose all large acreage identifications
shown in the Resource Management Plan ae listed for sale or any
other disposal

.

..Sincerely, ^^^ I

Roscoe A. Poland. Director

AS WE SAVE THE NATURAL WOULD, WE ALSO SAVE nilRSELVES

12

Wildlife Management Institute
Suite 725, 1101 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 • 202/371-1808

DANIEL A. POOLE
Pieudenl

L R. |AHN
Hi II Or mHi'H

L. L. WILLIAMSON
Sccreiaiy

WESLEY M. DIXON, |r.

Board Ctiaiiman

Mr. Merril L. DeSpain
Ely District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
SR5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89301

Dear Mr. DeSpain:

November 22, 1983

o.vn.i,,,.,. uIt!"
HildUfl

' Miniagument Institute in pleased to comment on ECAN DRAFTRESOURCE MANACtMENT I'l.AN AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, Nevada.

The plan la typical of BLM piano prepared in the last six months.
Crazing la continued at the three year average level with no reductions. Datacollected In the past are Ignored, and meaningful decisions are postponed for
five years of monitoring". Then, grazing plans will be prepared that meet
the permittees approval. And with the Administration determined to reduce
professional manpower levels, the monitoring will have to be done by fewer
personnel.

The plan's benefits for wildlife are hypothetical, based on reduced
funding levels and with no meaningful participation by the Nevada Department
of Wildlife. The plan is not satisfactory for wildlife or as a grazing plan.

Subsidies to the 52 active permittees are substantial, as they are
In most grazing plans on BLM Resource Areas.

Range improvements for livestock will cost $494,225 or an average
subsidy of $9,504 for each of the 52 active permittees. These improvements
will create 4,747 new AUM at an average cost of $104.11 per AUM . If the
Interest costa were only 8 percent to the United States, the annual Interest
would be $8.33 per new AUM. The permittee will pay only $1.40 annual grazing
fee, 1/6 of the annual interest. We ask "who Is getting the free ride"?

A hypothetical long-term Increase of 12,346 AUM is predicted from
adoption of as yet unspecified grazing systems (if, of course, the permittees
approve). If this 10 percent increase in capacity is possible Bometlme In
the future, why not do It now and save the almost half million dollars to be
spent for range Improvements?

DEDICATED TO WILDLIFE SINCE 1911
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h)r. Merril I.. DuSpala

Some B|)Ucific

November 22, 1983

uimni.'iiLH lull i)u:

13

14

15

16

12

Page k - Table SL, Summary of ImpucLb . This 1h not satisfactory.

Impacts are not eompurable when they are categorized only by the worda

"sign If leant or insignificant"

.

Page 11 - right column, lat puragruph. The ligan RMP will establish

u framework by "determining what resources will be given management emphasis".

Yet on page 3 , issues , it specif lea that only range management , realty actions
and wllderneSB will be addressed. Which is correct?

Page 13 - Planning Issue 1, question 2. A better term is how can

range use be " controlled " to protect riparian areas, rather than "administered".

The problem is one of keeping the cows out of the creek.

Page 19, Number 6, Alternative E. A no grazing alternative is polit-

ically impossible to adopt. Consideration of it is a waste of everyone's time.

Page 19. The last paragraph needs emphasis. This area provides

winter range for the state's largest deer herd.

Page 37, 1st paragraph. The final resource plan and decision. Plan

may consist of any combination of alternatives. This makes a Joke of all public

input in the draft and final EIS.

Page 61, 5th paragraph. The importance of BLM deer winter range

should be emphasized, not buried In the text.

Page 77, paragraph 6. At least qualify the market value of a BLM AUM.

From reading this, one would gather it is a legitimate, government recognized

value. That is not so.

Page 94, Determination of significant impacts.

Thresholds

Livestock, Change of 10 percent Significant
Rancher, Change of 5 percent Insignificant
Wildlife, Change of 15 percent Insignificant

Big Game Significant

Why the discrepancy?

Page 97. What proportion of the ID percent long-term increase in

AUM will be allocated to wildlife7

In the second paragraph of page 106 we find the nuts and bolts of

the plan. All the forage increase will have, in the long term, an insignificant

beneficial Impact. Only 3.9 new jobs will be created, yet the taxpayers of the

United States will be aaked to donate almost half a million dollars to do that.

Priorities need re-examination.

Mr. Merrli L. DeSpaln November 22, 1983

There are few to no details in the plan. The atate'B reasonable

numbers goals are not tabulated nor are forage allocations to reach those goals.

The Nevada Department of Wildlife must be a full partner in a management plan

for an area of this importance to wildlife.

There is not a section on or description of the monitoring on which

the decision will be based.

These remarks have been coordinated with William B. Morse, the

Institute ' s Western Representative

.

Sincerely,

Daniel A. Poole

President
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yy*5 Lamar Street
Spring Valley. CA 92077
November 22, 1983

Mr. Merrill DeS|>nin
Ely District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89703

Dear Mr, DeSpain:

1 wish to make comment concerning the possible desig-
nation of certain areas as wilderness within the Egan
Resource Area. Let me first express my appreciation for
the wildernesses already established in your district. Land,
a finite asset, cannot be restored to its original form once
its pristine state has been violated. For that reason, the
concept of wilderness Is vital in this day of rapid despoliation
of the land that one can see in virtually every corner of our
country.

I wish to make the following brief remarks:

- Goshute Canyon unquestionably merits consideration as
a wilderness and, in my opinion, there should be no
hesitation by the Bureau of Land Management in so
recommending it.

- Riordan's Well has been recommended as wilderness
but not at an acreage level commensurate to realize
its full potential. Since it is an important bird
raptor location, the 37, 542 acre* currently in the
recommendation ought to be enlarged

.

- The South Egan Range has not been recommended but
should be. It appears comparable to Riodan's Well
in its wildlife assets and really should not be left
out as a wilderness area.

Thank you for your kind attention to this letter.

Sincerely yours,

Ward T. Donley

17
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79 PEARCE MITCHELL PLACE
STANFORD, CA 9430S

e. 0. Box 202
Redwood Vulley, CA 95^70
Nov. 29, 1983

Mr. Merrill Deopaln
Ely District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5. Box 1

Sly, NV 89301

Dear Mr. DeSpalm

Thanks to the BLM for reootnmend 1 ng as wilder-
ness areas Park RarKi W3A and Hlorrtan's Well W34.

However, no would like to see Rlordan's Well
Increased to ^5,791 acres, as It Is an Important
raptor location.

!We feel Goshuta Canyon W3A deserves full
recognition as a wilderness area. Also, South
Egan Range W3A (listed In BLM's Draft EIS ) would
be a very desirable wilderness.

Very truly yours,

Em 11 Hrublk

Maxlne Hrublk
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423 Houto 2

J«ray, Virginia 22635

November 26, 1983

Merrill DeSpain, District Manager
Bureau of land Management

U.S. Sept. of Interior
Ely, Nevada 69603

Bear Mr, DeSpain

t

My wife and I want your reoorda to show our strong support for the
top priority your recommendations favor for wilderneao Id Goahute
Canyon (NV-040-015), Park Range (154), and Riordan'e Well (166). also
our strong hope that you will upgrade wilderness emphasis in the South
Egan Bangs (168, 172).

Though we're not experts on these areas (a statue we've oome olose

to on sods wild parts of Nevada), we've soouted them from airplane "and

oar quite a number of times and hiked into the Egan-Cherry Creek mountain
system at intervals for many years. Wo feel this syetem has outstanding
wilderness oharm in quite a few places, inoluding the study areas now
involved. We've enjoyed the epeotaoular geology, petroglypha, the wildlife
and the vegetation, inoluding evergreen forests and our favorite speoies,

brlstleoone pine, in impressive situations. Theae longest-lived trees on

earth generate deep feelings of the primeval in almost everyone who visits
Baa them and are the eubjeot of innumerable photographs and of extensive
soientifio etudy in relation to olimatio patterns, aroheologioal dating,
rates of erosion, seorete of longevity, and many other matters*

We'd like to see top emphasis on substantial-sised wilderness in all
four areas named—something like a hundred square miles in South Egan,

at least half that much in the Goahute Canyon area, and around 75 square
miles each in Park Range (which amount you now recommend) and in Riordan'o

Well—and believe these aoreagee oould be achieved without significant

hurt to other interests.

I've prospected and mined in Nevada—as well as bean a working member

of a Nevada ranching family—yet it doesn't seem to me that theae valid

interests should have top priority on more than 95^ of the land. Wilderness

is genuinely important in lastingly protecting the quality of the overall

resource as well as for recreation and adventure for an inosaslng number of

Americana. The proportion of wilderness priority we favor seems wise now.

If it should happen not to be wise forever, the people and government of

another oentury, in the light of needs not now predictable, could restudy

and change as necessary—because we have oared enough to leave them

substantial areas not yet harmed.

Sincerely,

(̂ Jt^

^Defenders
~J OFWILDLIF

November 28, 1983

Mr. Merrill DeSpain
Ely Dlotrlot Manager
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5 , Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89803

Dear Mr. DeSpain:

On behalf of our Nevada members, Defenders of Wildlife submits
this letter as our comments and recommendations on your Draft
Environmental Impact Statement and Resource Management Plan
(EIS/RMP) for the Egan Resource Area. If possible, please
include this letter in the appropriate hearing record.

We generally support and applaud BLM's wilderness recommendations
outlined in the Preferred Alternative for three of the four
Wilderness Study Areas within the Egan Resource Area. However,
we believe that additional wilderness protection Is necessary and
appropriate.

For example, we recommend that the Goshute Canyon wilderness
proposal be Increased to about 28,600 acres between the Preferred
Alternative and the Wilderness Emphasis Alternative. As you know,
this is a magnificent roadless area, with important natural
values, including cutthroat trout, spotted bats, and bristlecone
pine. Expanded wilderness protection would benefit these and
other values , and is compatible with the Goshute Canyon Natural Area.

With respect to the Park Range, we commend BLM for the outstanding
46,831-acre wilderness recommendation. This area contains pristine
meadowB and grasslands, which are rare elsewhere and -may facilitate^
scientific studies. « *C^-

While we support the 37,542-acre wilderness proposal for Riordan'o
Well, we believe this should be increased to the 45,791 acres

'

within the Wilderness Alternative, along with another 400 acre,!

on the west side which were improperly omitted due to speculative
mineral potential. This Wilderness Study Area has a number o{
impressive primitive values, Including ponderosa pine foreee;-^.

stands and raptor sites. \ t
'

. ~^ijf
r n\

We are disappointed , however , that BLM did not recommend any ' \~£

wilderness for the South Egan Range. within the Preferre^^Altarna-*
~

tlve. We feel that the 57,660 acres in the Wilderness Emphasis* X.

1244 NINETEENTH STREET, NW • WASHINGTON, DC 20036 • (202) 659-9510

<<
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Alternative Is desirable and necessary. This Wilderness Study
Area, with Its white fir forests, ancient brlstlecones , and
limestone cliffs, possesses valuable wildlife habitats. Abundant
populations of deer, raptors, and other apecies will benefit.

Finally, we wish to express several overall concerns. First,
we hope that BLM will consider these wilderness recommendations
in the proper perspective. If Congress approves all of these
recommendations, well over 907. of BLM lands will remain under
multiple use management. Stated another way, since federal
landa should be managed to include wilderness and to recognize
the public's support for wilderness protection, it is certainly
reasonable to set aside this relatively small fraction of public
lands within your Jurisdiction as wilderness. It is also import-
ant to underscore that fishing, hunting, hiking, and other passive
recreational activities are compatible with and allowed in
wilderness, as is grazing.

Second, qualified Wilderness Study Areas should receive wilderness
?rotection and not be denied wilderness status because of specu-
ative mineral potential. Mineral surveys should focus on public
lands generally, both in and out of Wilderness Study Areas, to
determine the location of marketable reserves, and to compare
mineral values in and out of Wilderness Study Areas. This level
of precision and comparison is extremely important. If marketable
mineral reserves are not located or identified within a Wilderness
Study Area, these areas should not be disqualified for wilderness
protection simply because some degree of speculation on possible
future developments may linger among some commercial interests.
Of course, where demonstrable marketable reserves do occur in
Wilderness Study Areas, this requires a more difficult balancing
of competing values. In some instancea, the designation of
Areas of Critical Environmental Concern may provide an acceptable
compromise. Thus, we recommend that, whenever possible, mineral
analyses occur in a comprehensive fashion through all or moat of a
Resource Area.

Lastly, we are greatly disappointed that both the Preferred Alterna-
tive and Alternative C" propose the sale of about 80,000 acres for
community expansion, ranch annexation, and agricultural programs.
We strenuously oppose any such large-scale proposals to sell or
dispose of public lands. Indeed, the White House, through the
Property Review Board and the Department of the Interior, have
reportedly discontinued the controversial and ambitious "asset
management program." We, therefore, urge you to reconsider and
reject these land sales proposals.

Please keep us informed on your planning activities and management
actions affecting the above Wilderness Study Areas.

3.

Thank you very much for considering our views.

Sincerely,

:/ //.

Richard Spotts
California/Nevada Representative
Defenders of Wildlife

5604 Rosedale Way
Sacramento, CA 95822
(916) 442-6386

RS/Js
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Las Vegas, Nevada 69109
December 1, 1983

Merrill LaSpain
Sly District Manager
U.S. bureau of Land MauuK.ement
Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada 898OJ

Dear Mr. DeSpaln:

1|

This letter Is In support of wilderness recommendations
for portions of four WSA's within your district: GoBhute
Canyon area, South Sgan Range, Park Range, and Rlordan's
Well, fhls letter also will register my concern with the
Bureau's assessment of mineral potentials, or mineral
resources, within WSA's. Further, I wish to express my
opoaition to the sale of public lands.
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The Bureau In many of its EIS'S has attempted to determine
the value of the mineral reaourcee within a WSA without
regard to the overall quantify and value of those resources
that lie outside the WSA. Further, the Bureau has prejudged
the U.S. Geological and the Congress In determining the
relative value of those resources. I urge the Bureau
to consider the available information on minerals within a
WSA, but leave the final evaluations to the U.3.G.3. and
Congress.

I support the recommendations that a combination of the
"Preferred Alternative" and the "Wilderness Emphasis
Alternative" be considered for the Goshute Canyon area.
The 5009 acre Goshute Canyon Natural Area together with
Exchequer Peak and the Goshute Cave should be included
In any recommendation.

Although the South Egan Range has not recommended for
wilderness, I believe the area described In the
"Wilderness Emphasis Alternative" should be recommend ed
for wilderness. Most of the mineral conflicts and road-acce
conflicts have been eliminated in the Alternative, and I

see no reason why the HLA Bhould exclude this area from
Its wilderness recommendation.

The 46,831 acres recommended by the BLM for wilderness
in the Park range is excellent, and I support that
recommendation. The ungrazed meadows and grasslands in
this area area a unique characteristic of this area .

While I support the BLM 1

s recommendation for wilderness
in the Rlordan's Well area, I see no reason why the
"Wilderness Alternative" was dismissed. I recommend
that the BLM reconsider It's decision and adopt their
"wilderness Alternative" for this area.

Thank you for the opportunity to coc
topic for your district.

Sincerely,

van Se

lent on thlB Important
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December I , J9H!

Memorandum

To: ^District Manager, liureau of Land Management;, Ely, Nevada

From: $* Regional Director, Western Region

Subject: Egan Draft Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement
(DES 83/63)

In response to your. request

,

following comment a

.

we have reviewed the subjec t document and have the

In Chapter 3, Affec ted Envi ronment , Lhe draft document to
cultural resources. Therefore, we believe that, in order
requirements of NEPA and the National Historic Preservati
menting regulations, 36 CFR BOO, the Bureau of Land Manag
State Historic Officer and develop a plan for (1) estimat
gical resources; (2) summarizing known values based on a

Archeologicsl Site riles as well an the Bureau of L.nnd Ho
Archeologlcal Site files; and (3) initiating nrcheologicn
studies in the project area if these have not already bee
time , any future environmental documents prepared for thi
indicate BLM' 8 willingness and procedures for undertaking
of all planned projects within the area, including mainte
roads, fencelines, springhead modifications, etc., as agr
Historic Preservation Officer.
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At present, we are reviewing the Draft Environmental Statement for the White Pine
Power Project (DES-83/71)which appears to Involve portions of the Egan Resource
Area. Consequently, we may have additional cultural resource comments pertinent
to the Egan Area in our review response on the White Pine statement.
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December 5, 1983
Mr. Merrill DeSpain
Ely DiBtrict Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5, Box 1
Ely, NV 89301

Dear Mr. De Spain:

We understand your district is considering the suitability of the four below
areas of the Egan Resource Area, for Wilderness Designation. We would
like to present to you our recommendations for same:

1. Goahute Canyon WSA: This has especially high wilderness values,
including the Goshute Cave Geological Area. We think it possible as well
as deBirable to have a 28,600 wilderness of outstanding qualities by
combining two of the alternatives listed by BLM.

2. South Egan Range WSA: 57,600 acres listed in your Draft EIS would
make a fine wilderness. .,Also an important raptor location,

3. Park Range WSA, one of Nevada's last remaining grasslands. We wish
to commend BLM for recommending 46,831 acres.

A. Riordan'a Well WSA: we recommend 45,791 acres, over the proposed 37,542,
because this area Is an important bird raptor location. There are
seventeen peaks over 8000 feet.

We are opposing 79,800 acres recommendation on the grounds that the
Interior Department has announced they are no longer considering large Bcale
land sales

.

We urge a more comprehensive environmental stewardship for these areas,
and trust our comments will be part of your records.

Sincerely,

.^- ./A

Elaine Stansfield
Assistant Director

ES:mp
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December 2, 1983

Mr. Merrill DeSpaln
Ely District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89303

Dear Mr. DeSpaln:

We are fortunate to have the Bureau of Land Management protecting
jo much of our country's land 1n Nevada. I have read with Interest
BLM's recommendations for Wilderness Study Areas 1n the Egan
Resource Area and would appreciate 1f you would consider my
comments and see that they are put Into the record.

So much land qualifies as Wilderness Study Areas for Inclusion
Into the National Wilderness System that I believe 1t 1s essential
to eliminate agricultural, residential and other areas that might
cause disputes now or In the future.

The Goshute Canyon Area has naturalness, solitude and outstanding
primitive recreational opportunities. 28,600 acres, combining areas
BLM recommends as Preferred Alternatives and Wilderness Emphasis
Alternatives, are needed to protect Goshute Canyon, Goshute Cave and
the area that surrounds Exchange Peak. The area 1s already used for
rugged outdoor recreation.

The Park Range 1n the westernmost part of the Egan Resource Area
justly deserves BLM's 46,831-acre recommendation. We are fortunate
that virgin grasslands are still protected by the remoteness of the
area here and the surrounding rugged cliffs.

The South Egan Range deserves to be included 1n the National Wilder-
ness System. 57,660 acres (a BLM Emphasis Alternative), Including
the entire area from Brown Knoll to Sheep Pass Canyon, has
outstanding wilderness values — ancient brlstlecone pines, white
fir forests, nesting areas for raptors, deer habitat, limestone
cliffs, caves, etc., etc.

RICHARD H . POUCH
S3 HICHBROOK AVENUE

FEl.HAM, NEW YOKE

Rjordan's Well to the south would be my final recommendation for

Inclusion into our National Wilderness System, stretching the

area recommended by BLM as a Preferred Alternative to a more

viable 45,791 acres. This would Include part of the Grant Range,

Forest Service lands, Blue Eagle (recommended by BLM In another

resource area). 18 peaks 1n the range are higher than 8,000

feet. Including Heath Peak at 9,352 feet.

Yours sincerely,

Richard H. Pough
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The 'Wildlife Society"

Nevada Chapter

December 6, 1983

Mr. Merrill DeSpain
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5, Box I

Ely, NV 89301

Dear Mr. DeSpaim

The Nevada Chapter of The Wildlife Society Is a non-profit organization comprised
of professional wildlife biologists. The Society Is dedicated to the wise management
and conservation of the wildlife resources and the habitat upon which all wildlife rely
for life. Ecology is the primary scientific discipline of the wildlife profession} and,
therefore, the interests of the Society embrace the Interactions of all organisms with
their environment. The Society recognizes that man, as well as other organisms, has
a total dependency upon the environment and it is the Society's belief that wildlife,

In its myriad formB, is basic to the maintenance of a quality human existence.

The Nevada Chapter of The Wildlife Society appreciates the opportunity to

review and provide comments on the Draft Egan Resource Management Plan EIS. We
do have some serious concerns for the welfare and future status of wildlife under the
preferred alternative of this proposed plan. These concerns are reflected in our specific

comments which follow.

CHAPTER 1

Page 12 - Issues and Criteria

On March 29, 1982, the Ely District (BLM) issued a release entitled "Issues and
Planning Criteria for the Egan Resource Management Plan". Within the release, four

planning Issues were listed as critical for inclusion In the RMP. Issue #3 was omitted
from the draft RMP and needs to be included. In fact, none of the six issues included
within the broader Issue #3 are part of the draft RMP. The Issue in question concerns
native fish species being considered by U.S.F.W.S, aa additions to the list of endangered
and threatened fish species.

Page 14 - Planning Issue Number

As written, the planning issue Involving land ownership is not complete. We
feel that an all-encompassing land adjustment program should include acquisition of
important lands as well as disposal. There are undoubtedly lands within the Egan
Resource Area now In private ownership which would be better managed under public

ownership. Methods of acquisition should Include both purchase and exchange.

The International Organization of Professional Wildlife Ecoiogiato and Managers

Mr. Merrill DeSpain
December 6, 1983
Page 2

CHAPTER 2

24|
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Page 19 - Management Alternatives

The alternatives need to be clearly defined. As written, there Is little to
distinguish between the Preferred Alternative and Alternative C.

The document needB to define "fragile and unique resources", "natural resource
values", and "goods and services". Does "goods and services" Include those provided
by Increased wildlife-oriented recreation? Also, does the BLM know the "sustained
use capabilities" of the resources under discussion?

Page 21 - Management Objectives Rationale

The document is based on successional changes which are not clearly defined
or defensible. It is difficult to relate between successional stage and range condition,
trend and potential. The baseline ("desired management level") changed with each
alternative and each zone. This makes analysis and comparison difficult.

Additionally, It is evident from the appendices (13-17) that the proposed manage-
ment actions will not result in the desired managment level, in most cases, the
anticipated level resulting from the action Is drastically different than the desired
level. If such Is the case, the use of successional stages as a planning tool seems to
be inadequate.

Page 22 - Rangeland Management

How will the increased AUMs provided by range improvements be distributed
between wild horses and wildlife?

Page 26 - Ranglend Management

How can rangeland improvement projects be Justified economically when there
will be a reduction in AUMs? If this alternative is intended to protect and enhance
natural resource values, why are no wildlife habitat improvement projects included?

Page 27 - Item #7

Why is there no mention of bighorn sheep reintroductions?

Page 27 - Long Term Action #2

Specifically, what corrective actions would be taken to Improve riparian and/or
wetland areas?

Page 29 - Alternative C

I

Except for wlldlerness this is identical to the Preferred Alternative. Why Is It

repeated?
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Mr. Merrill DeSpain

December 6, 1983
Page 3

ge 32 - Alternative D

33{

The increase in livestock AUMs seems excessive. We are particularly concerned
about the 23796 increase in Zone 1 which presently has conflicts between cattle and
deer.

Page 33 - Short Term Action #5

It sounds as if management to improve riparian areas will be instituted only if

"noticeable gains would be made by livestock operators". Does the BLM advocate
ignoring Executive Orders and existing policy which direct the agency to protect and
enhance riparian and wetland areas? With the enormous increase in AUMs it would
seem reasonable that riparian areas will continue to suffer at an accelerated rate of
degredation.

Page 33 - Long Term Actions

In the long term it seems that this alternative would be detrimental to all

resources.

Page 39 - Selective Management

We feel that selective management la not appropriate or effective. The BLM
has an obligation to manage every acre under its administration. There are more
demands and interests on the public lands than just allotment management planning.

Page 43 - Item 9

Allowing intensive livestock grazing within riparian areas causes a vegetative
conversion. Therefore actions under most of the alternatives contradict this operating
procedure.

Page 43 - Item 12

Soils inventories are generally low priority projects and take years to complete.
Will the BLM hold all conversion projects in abeyance until soils inventories are
completed and approved?

Page 43 - Item 18

What is meant by "whenever feasible"? It is state law that water must be left

at the source for wildife (NRS 533.367).

CHAPTER 3

Page 57 - Vegetation

A map of stream riparian zones should be included. This 4,245 acres of critical

habitat is not well addressed but lumped into 42,417 acres of "meadow". Appendices
7-9 cover some of the information but impacts under different alternatives are not
discussed. Also, the vegetation map is at the end of Chapter 3, not Chapter 2.

34,25
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Mr. Merrill DeSpain
December 6, 1983
Page 4

Page 60 - Wildlife

Does Table 3-1 include stream rlparlun areas? Also, summer and winter miles
of stream should be defined.

Page 61 - Mule Deer

Did the Ruby Mountain deer herd really grow 30% between 1981 and 1982?
Why are all the facts documented with "personal communication"? Are there no
documented facts for wildlife populations around Ely?

Page 62 - Bighorn Sheep

The document should address potential release sites for reintroductions.

Page 63 - Aquatics

The document Bhould state that four species of endemic fish are listed as
category 1 or 2 proposed for listing as T<5cE species. As such, these species should
receive priority habitat management consideration, but maintenance of habitat and
potential reintroductions are never addressed.

Page 77 - Wildlife and Recreation

Hunter cost estimates listed here should be used In analysis of the alternatives.
There is a large unsatisfied hunter demand which would be partially satisfied with
increased deer populations.

CHAPTER 4

Page 91 - Introduction

There will be significant impacts to soil and water quality. The increased
number of AUMs under some alternatives will have a deliterious impact on both soil
and water quality. Water quality and the condition and trend of riparian areas have
a direct relationship.

Page 92 - Item 13

If stream habitat conditions are currently declining, how can soil and water
quality not be an issue?

Pages 93-94 - Livestock and Wildlife

Percentage changes (relating to significant impacts) should be the same for both
wildlife and livestock.

Page 95 - Economics

What would be the result if a significant decline in rancher wealth occurred?
Is the BLM ready to guarantee the affected ranchers a particular level of ranch income?
How will these significant impact determinations be used?
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Will they be all given to livestock

Who will make this determination,

Mr. Merrill De&^uui
pecember 6, 1983
Page 5

Page 96 - Preferred Alternative

How will the additional AUMs be distributed?

or split among livestock, wildlife and wild horses?
and how will it be made?

Pages 97-98 - Wildlife

Generally speaking, the wildlife section is flawed and contradictory. All wildlife

numbers and/or habitat improvement is tied to areas placed under grazing management
systems. However, only 29% of the allotments are considered in the I category. The
remaining 71% of the allotments are low priority and may or may not be put under
grazing systems. Whet happens to wildlife habitat in these areas? It appears that
positive long-term impacts for small game, upland game and raptors are tied to riparian
areas. The RMP states that all these wildife populations will increase over the long
term. However, Item 6 states that "stream riparian habitat will remain the same or

move toward a better condition class than it is presently". The motivation for

improvement Is grazing management, which will only occur on 29% of the allotments.
How can riparian-dependent wildlife increase significantly over the long term when it

Is unknown how (or even if) the riparian areas will improve? Additionally, grazing
systems will not significantly improve riparian areas which are already in poor condition
at the time the AMP Is implemented, in this type of situation, grazing will have to
be excluded. Once conditions have improved, the riparian area can be maintained
through Implementation of a grazing system.

Page 98 - Wildlife

A section dealing with Increased hunter opportunity should be added. The
increased economic benefits from Increased recreation should also be analyzed.

Page 110 - Item 6

Supporting any alternative which will result In degradation of riparian habitat
directly conflicts with existing Executive Orders and BLM policy regarding management
of riparian and wetland areas. In some cases, riparian condition class cannot decline,
since It Is poor.

There is no discussion on impacts to the Utah (Bonneville) cutthroat trout, White
River spinedace, White River desert sucker, Newark Valley chub, bald eagle and
ferruginous hawk, all of which are threatened, endangered or sensitive. Continued
deterioration of riparian areas will directly or indirectly impact the above-mentioned
species.

Page 115 - Wildlife Associated Recreation

We do not agree that a reduction in wildlife-associated recreation expenditures
is not significant. Total ranching economy is not a significant part of the area's total

economy, yet the RMP includes an extensive economic analysis for ranching.

Page 116 - Alternative B

The goal of this alternative is to preserve "natural resource values". It involves

a 25% reduction in existing livestock use levels. It also proposes spending $100,000

27

Mr. Merrill UeSpajn
December 6,' 1983
Page 6

for range improvements, increasing AUMs by 6,086 (J16.48/AUM), while spending only

$12,000 for habitat improvements, increasing AUMs by 6,442 ($1.86/AUM). This seems
to be significantly out of balance. More money should be spent on habitat improvements
in this alternative, which appear to be more economically beneficial anyway.

Page 110 - Item 6

29
This item states that grazing systems "may stop the downward trend of the

riparian". This lack of commitment to preserving riparian habitat does not seem to

be consistent with preserving natural resource values. This alternative should seek to

actively improve the riparian areas rather than merely maintaining them. Does this

alternative really strive to preserve natural resource values?

Page 136 - Alternative D

3 I
There is no evidence Included within the RMP indicating there is enough forage

| to sustain the AUMs included within this alternative.

Page 138 - Item 6

Over the long term, stream habitat would decrease by more than one condition
class.

Page 138 - Wildlife

This alternative would undoubtedly cause more species to be listed as threatened
or endangered. This should be discussed in the RMP.

General Comments

The alternatives are analyzed in such a way that the only acceptable alternative is

the Preferred Alternative. Redundant alternatives should be eliminated, as there are
really only four alternatives: commodity, noncommodity, no livestock, and no action.

Nowhere in the RMP are the costs for implementation of each alternative displayed.

For example, to Implement Alternative D the BLM would have to Ignore Executive
Orders and policy regarding riparian/wetland areas, as well as agreements with NDOW
regarding reductions in wildlife populations. Legal and policy constraints for each
alternative should be included.

QQJ A map showing the zones should be Included, along with an explanation of how the
*3 **

I
zones differ. The explanation on page 60 is not adequate.

The Improve, Maintain and Custodial categories (I, C and M) should be dropped to only

I and M. The M and C categories are close enough that the allotments within them
can be lumped together, with a prioritization within the one category for writing of

,3 j AMPs. Also, the classification system Itself appears arbitrary. For example, Black
Point and Rock Canyon allotments have five I categoreis apiece, but are classified as

C, while Olroux Wash has only two I categories (Range Trend and Investment Return)
yet is listed as an I. Category selection and classification of allotments appear to
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Mr. Merrill DeSpain
December 6, 1983
Page 1

have occurred using range as a guiding factor. This is unreasonable when considering
these areas under the natural resources or no livestock alternatives. The categories
appear to have been chosen to minimize impacts to livestock operator.

While the general tone of this response may seem negative, we can assure you
that our attempt was to conduct an objective review from the wildlife perspective.
We hope that you will find our comments and evaluation of the Draft Egan Resource
Management Plan to be of value in the development of a final plan which best serves
the needs of all resources and resource uses on the public lands within the Egan
Resource Area.

We remain available for further input and consultation should you find such to
be desirable.

Sincerely,

William A. Mollnl

President, Nevada Chapter

WAM:mp

Chairman, Conservation Review Committee
Executive Board
Dan Poole, Wildlife Mgmt. institute
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Barbers Kel ley

1850 Van Ness Ave.
Reno, NV, 89503

December 11, 1983

Mr. Merrill DeSpaln, District Manager
Egan Resource Area
Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, NV. 89803

Dear Mr. DeSpaln,

As your office considers suitability of the four Wilderness Study Areas 1n

the Egan Resource Area for Inclusion in the National Wilderness System, I most

strongly recommend some changes 1n your Preferred Alternatives.

First, In the Goshute Canyon area, I recommend a total of 28,600 acres 1n

a combination of your Preferred Alternative and you Wilderness Emphasis Alternative.

I iHjVe hiked this excellent wilderness region with Its extremely high wilderness

values of solitude and beauty, and am concerned about protection of the Goshute Cave

Geological Area, brlstlecone pine forest, rare spotted bats, the beautiful Utah

Cutthroat trout, and archeologlcal sites. This area also abounds In wildlife.

Second, the 57,660 acres 1n the WSA for the South Egan Range would be an

Important addition to the Wilderness System. This area 1s beautiful with Its limestone

v
cl1ffs and forests, 1t raptors, deer and other wildlife. The Wilderness Study Area

eliminates mineral conflicts and it Is Inexcusable to omit this area from your

recommendations as wilderness.

Third, I am pleased to see the Park Range Included In your wilderness

recommendations. The cliffs and meadows of this area are gorgeous.

Finally, I recommend Inclusion of all 45,791 acres In the WSA for Riordan's

Well, as wall as 400 or so acres on the wast that were excluded. Riordan's wall

Is an Important part of the wilderness areas Including Forest Service recommended

wilderness and BLM recommended Blue Eagle Mountain wilderness.

The alternative outlined above recommends all four areas be selected for

wilderness, for a total of 183,091, less than S% of the entire Egan Resource Area.

This 1s barely a resonable balance 1n the management of public lands for multiple use.

Sincerely,

Barbara Kel leu a
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Peggy Gaudy
900 La Plata Highway
Farmington, New Mexico 87401

Mr. Murrell I.. l)t:Spain

District Manager
Star Route 5, Box i

Ely, Nevada 89301

Dear Sir:

Thank you for allowing me to comment on the Draft Eg an Resource Management
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement

.

I believe that this document does not fully take into accou
established under the Federal Land Policy Management Act of
In particular cultural resources has received minimal atten
of data on possible effects to cultural resources for each
not provide information for the management to select an alt
on multiple use of the resources. This lack of data is esp
in Chapter 3 - Affected Environment where ten different res
affected environment are discussed and cultural resources i

I believe that the final RMP/EIS should include analysis of
the alternatives may have on the known and predicted cultur
within the Egan Resource Area.

nt federal policy
1976 (FLPMA).

tion. The lack
alternative does
ernative based
ecially evident
ourcea in the

s not included.
the effects that

al resources

41

42

.On page 44 under Standard Operating Proceduraa number 27 discusses a

'protective measure established for the Pony Express Route. I believe that
this measure may not be feasible to carry out due to several factore
Including! if An exploratory well is drilled and oil/gas or geothermal

- resources are discovered in marketable amounts industry may develop this
resource, which would include numerous ground disturbing activities
including wells, pipelines, access, rights-of-ways and others; maintenance
of existing improvements; and the rights of mine claim holders. The
development of claimed minerals would be difficult to prohibit within the
half mile buffer zone.

On page 4 I - 43 under number 4 it should be changed to readi "...avttry
effort will be made to avoid adverse effect," not advene impact a

.

Sincerely,

Peggy Gaudy

bCGK ;< ,Y CtNTfcN OF SOUIUfcRN CALH-QRNIA
l'lfj|fs I. Jltlur illK oil asui.iU iiK.il., In.

I'l ' It « 1VI/.S lit, All. ink".. ( Aynii',',

December 10, 1983

1
1 -I. -| ,1 ,. jf it; Q\'A)lif>'/\M

Mr. Merrill DeSpuin
Ely Diutrict Manager
United-' States Bureau of Lund Management
Star Route 5, Box 1
Ely, MV 89803

Dear Mr. DeSpain:

Au the Ecology Center of Southern California members have expressed to you before,
extensive wilderness designation is crucial for the protection of valuable natural
areas in our Southwest deserts. Because those of us living in the urban and rural
areas of Southern California appreciate the wildnees of the United States landscape,
we believe that it is. .your agency's repsonsibility to designate extensive acreage
as part of the National Wilderness System

Please revlae your Environmental Impact Statement so that your Preferred Alternative
for the Wilderness Study Areas in the Egan Resource Area includes portions of
all sections. Since these areas encompass 236,780 acres of public land which qualified
for WSA status on the basis of naturalness, solitude, and/or outstanding primitive
recreational opportunities, why not give full protection? Specifically:

Goehute Canyon Area—needs 28,600 acres to protect its caves, bristlecone
pines, rare spotted bats and Utah Cutthroat trout; the limestone cliffs
compliment 10,542 foot Exchequer Peak; much wildlife in the Goshute Canyon
Natural Area which Is part of this Wilderness Area

South Egan Range—57,660 acres would make a nice addition to save limestone
cliffs and white fir forests

Park Range—46,831 acre BLM recommendation is excellent for this ruggee remote
area with few resource conflicts; virgin grasslands and meadows are
guarded by rugged cliffs

Riordan's Well—45,791 acres would protect ponderosa pine forests and an
important predatory bird raptor area.

Thank you for your consideration of our recommendations.
our other correspondence as part of the public record.

Please add this letter to

Nunc,

jjcferely yours, /

ncy Sub PearlmanNancy Sub
Executive Director
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3§!)%J) Dupnrtmenl ot

Agriculture

Fores]
Servlcu In termountai n

Region
324-25th St.

Ogden, UT 84401

»- DEC 15 1983

Mr. Merrill L. HeSpaln
Bureau of Land Management
Ely District Ranger
SR S Box 1

Ely, NV 89301

Dear Mr. DeSpain:

The Intennountain Region Office and the Humboldt National Forest have
completed a review of the Egan Draft Resource Management Plan and Environ-
mental Impact Statement. We wish to commend your staff for the development of

a quality document.

The Preferred Alternative appearB to provide a balanced approach to resource

management. The management of some area resources , however, require a greater
coordination by our two agencies than is called for in the document. You may
went to recognize these areas and provide specific direction for continued
coordination efforts. The major areas requiring coordination arei Schell
Creek Elk winter range, Duckwater Wildhoree Management Unit, the Riordan's
Well wilderness study area, noxious weed control, and grazing allotments used
in conjunction with National Forest lands.

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on your EIS.

,

—

&f
RICHARD K. GRISWOLD
Director, Planning and Budget

FS-eSGO-llb (7/01)

2
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2001 Canta Lomas

El Cajon, California
December 6, 1983

Oiiicu oL the District Manager

Bureau of t.anj Management

Star Routu 5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada

Dear Mr. UeSpain:

Your agency it to be coiume rated tor wi IduriMsBB recommendations involving

the following areas: Gouhute canyon (2B,000 acres) and Park Kange

(46,831 acres) . While Riordan's Well is included In your recommendations,

the acreage should be upped to 45,191 acreas to allow a suitable range

for the large population of birds of prey residing therein.

Sadly your agency did not recommend south Egan for wilderness status.

It is a fine area with raptor habitat similar to Riordan's Well. Please

reconsider and designate 57,600 acreas here as wilderness.

you may wonder why someone from Southern Calitornia would bother about

wilderness areas far from home which probably will never be personally

even seen. I find wilderness protection to be an integral and valuable

part of investment for the future. Simply to know these areas are there

and protected by our government makes me more willing to pay my taxes.

Those areas which I do visit were once applied for in a similar way and I

respect my predecessors' efforts in finding them wilderness today and

not overrrun by private interests. That is why I do not favor the

selling off of anv_ of the large acreages or disposing of them in' any

way to the mining consortia.

Sincerely

,

/Mb./ Joanna G. lhnatowicz

cc Charles Watson
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Scomber Hi, 1983

Mr. I'errili L Dafialn

Ely MfttHet uanef?er
SH 9v a°x 1

*.ly, NV 89301

Dear t!r. DeSnaim

Alternative! H and S mom to bo v»ry similar una would oeem to be t.hn beet of the lot no

they are the roort ,,rnt« tivo of ou. ..ructnus wlluerness and wildlife values.

What if protected now could ne exploited at a later dole i r we were ever to be in extremis

but it If extremely difficult to restore valuas whin- have been damaged.

With the nresen adir'ini, trption which often talks well bu- Is ehortsiehted and mainly

Interests in mneral visinl. profits wilderness and * ldlife Interests nead all the

protection the" c;m obtain to protect the country as • whole.

Yours truly.

$/A*4 rf^^l

j

1MB mkmSn
"•Ken. MLUJeJ

BOB LANSSENKAMP
P.O. eox aoi

c^"S««»«»ti
1305)JM.«j6

/fas "<&* ^cS/' J^e /Wm '*^3

4^,'<*<

y

&&&*

<&cxx£i/<6z-
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THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY
FOUNDED IN 1S35

Merrill L. DeSpain
District Manager
SR 5 Box 1

Ely, NV B9301

Dear Mr. DeSpain,

December 14, 1983

The Wilderness Society ia pleased with thia opportunity to respond to

the Draft Environment Impact Statement for the Eagan District. Although

we endorse the areas recommended for wilderness, we believe these recom-

mendations should be expanded and added to.

Park Range i We fully commend and endorse wilderness designation for the

46,831 acres recommended in the DEIS,

Riordan'a Weil l The BLM report notes that this area has excellent wilderness

qualifications i "...a very natural condlditlon. . .opportunities for solitude

are outstanding. . .good opportunities for hiking (etc.)..." It 1b within

5 hours driving from a major population center, is an important raptor habitat,

and contains many different wildlife and vegetation species. Significant man-

made intrusions have already been eliminated from the wilderness boundaries,

and the dilneral potential does not appear to be truly substantial. Therefore,

we urge an ..increased wilderness designation of 45,791 acreo .

South Eagan Range i This area has excellent wilderness qualities. Among

them -- in addition to the opportunities for recreation, solitude, and high

degree o£" naturalness cited by the BLM -- are rapcor nests, deer habitat,

ancient qristlecone pines, and unique white fir forests. The area ia within

5 hours drive from & major population center, and artificial impacts are

insignificant . We urga a wilderness designation of 57,660 .

goshuta Canyon i In view of the extremely high wildernesa values In the

Canyon, we urge an Increase of 6,375 acres over the BLM recommendation.

This would restore the area dropped due to mineral potential and Increase

protection for the rare spotted bats, trout habitat, briBtlecone pine, and

aboriginal site. It would also preserve the area for the many forms of prim-

itive recreation, the naturalness of the area, the opportunities for solitude,

and the outstanding scenery. We urge a recommendation of 28,600 acres.

278 POST STREET, #400, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94106

(415) 982-ftW^
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tfr. Merrill I. DeSpaln
December 14, 1983

Page Two

Two tBBueB In particular concern ub deeply about the DEIS and Management

Plan. The mineral etudieB conducted by the BLM seem apeciouB, since they

rely on the "needle biopsy" method. Since analysis. of theee samples is not

tied to the marketability or strategic reserve value of the minerals, this

procesB appears to be used mainly to discredit wilderness potential in WSAb .

It is important, for a fair and reasonable minerals assessment, to carry out

b amp ling for proven resources in surrounding lands as well as the WSAs . A

Resource Area-wide analysis ie the only way to determine if mineral potential

on a WSA la so much greater than the potentlaL on non-WSA landa that wilderness

values are out -weighed.

Our second concern la with the realty management section of the preferred

alternative. We oppose disposing of large blocks of public land to the

private sector, especially when the eventual use of this land is so unclear.

Since attempts to make these lands commercially and economically productive

have so often been ineffective and have exacted great cost from the government

and the private investor, we would like to see this program discontinued.

Sincerely

,

Patricia Hedge
Regional Director, California-Nevada

December 17, 1983

Doug Hansen
3050 Coyote Creek Rd

,

Wolf Creek, OR 97497

Merrill DeSpain
Ely District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, NV 89803

Dear Mr„ DeSpain;

I am writing in order to comment on the BLM'a wl Iderness
recommendations in the Egan Resource Area of the Ely District.
Although the Preferred Alternative has one really good wilderness
recommendation (Park Ranee WSA), I believe th^t one significant
area was not recommended , and two that were recommended need
to be expanded.

The South Egan Ranze WSA should be recommended because
of it's unique and very rare bristlecone pine nnd white fir
forests, as we 11 as it' a importance for birds -of -prey and deer.

The Riordan'o Well WSA should be expanded because it is part
of a lprper Area of de-facto wilderness th*t includes the Blue
Eagle WSA, which is Dart of an ad j/icent Resource Area , and
land be i on e i n g to the Fore at Service.

The Goshute Canvon WSA needs to be added to because of the
many wil derness resources it contains. Among theses ar& a
BLM deslgnnted Geo 1 op 1 en 1 Area ^nd a Desi ana ted Natural Area

,

important habitat for many kinds of wildlife, and it's high
racreat iona 1 use.

Additionally, I would like to comnent on the 60,000 acres
the Preferred Altern^t ive proposes to sell. Both Secretary of
the Interior Watt and the Executive Branches Property Review
Board have totally withdrawn their support for such large scale
l«nd disposal. The 80,000 acres should remain in public hands.

In closing, I would like to point out thnt with the addition
of the new or expanded areas I have ment 1 oned above , the total
amount of wilderness in the District would amount to lass than
7% of the district's total araa . In addition, none of the areas
have proven mineral reserves of any tvpe, and in any case,
each area recommended for wilderness would h^ve to have a
thorough miners 1 survey done by the U,S , G.S

,

S i nee rely yours

,

Jf^i^Y /&UA<Ltu

Doug Hansen
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Merr I 1 1 DoSpuin
BLM District Manager
Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89301

Dear Sir:

Should the Liberty Bell be sold for scrap metal?
Should the Yosemite Valley be flooded by a reservoir?
Of course not. These are national treasures.

Likewise, the few remaining unspoiled, unscared
areas of our state are also national treasures that
must be protected for our future generations,

I support all the recommended wilderness areas in
your district. Having visited the Egan and Park
ranges, I am particularly pleased that we have the
opportunity to save these beautiful mountains from
the kind of despoliation seen in so many other of
Nevada's beautiful areas.

Let us protect these few remaining unspoiled areas
in Nevada by designating them wilderness areas

.

With best regards.

Brent Boyer
P.O. Box 414
Reno, Nevada 89504

2

720 Brookfield Drive
Reno, Nevada 8950 3

December 17, 1983

Merrill DeSpain, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5 , Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89803

Dear Mr. DeSpain:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the wilderness

recommendations in the Egan Area Draft Environmental Impact

Statement. I believe that all four of the WSA
' s have outstanding

wilderness values and should be recommended.

The speculative mineral potential in the Goshute Canyon Area

should not be allowed to override the enormous value of the area

as wilderness. Prime resources are the bristlecone pines, spotted

bats, Goshute Cave, and the Goshute Natural Area. Eliminating

most of the mining conflicts in the southern part of the WSA still

leaves approximately 28,000 acres that qualify for wilderness and

that will represent a unique resource in the national wildernesB

system.

The South Egans are also an important wilderness resource with

their limestone cliffs, fir forests, bristlecone pines, and

myriad of caves. The 57,000 acres recommended in the wilderness

emphasis alternative eliminates most mining conflicts and cherry

stem roads and ways and still provides a manageable and large

wilderness area.

Both the Park Range and Riordans Well are truly wild areas

with few resource conflicts. The Park Range has pristine mountain

meadows protected by spectacular rock walls. Riordan's Well is

part of the large Grant Range complex and provides important

habitat for nesting raptors. I support your 47,000 acre recom-

mendation for the Park Range and a Bk that Riordan's Well be

enlarged to approximately 45,000 acres to include all the

wilderness values.

I particularly appreciate the fine work that was done by your

staff in writing the descriptions of the four WSA's.

Sincerely,

arjorfie Sill
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United Stales Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT DOCUMENTATION SHEET —-VERBAL COMMENTS

EMPLOYEE /Via LuJum,/,
(SE No. I

(If applicable )

OFFICE
.
Fly , ejjs^jg

"ATE _J^U JCf ,q 9 .
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£?____3 eju&ul _____ thud. £. T. i

NAME OF PUBLIC CONTACT 8xA,J/.,y 2&L0S4&U
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INTEREST GROUP (If any) &flt\;rL(rP

FORM OF INPUT - Telephone Q] Personal visit r~1 Meeting [—

[

Other Ue-itfc-rt £&j£LMEad.
BRIEFLY DESCRIBE INFORMATION RECEIVED OR OPINION EXPRESSED:
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|
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UUHl AU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT DOCUMENTATION SHEET — VERBAL COfllVENTS

EMPLOYEE Llndsev

OFFICE
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(SE No. )

(If a ppl Icable J

Ely, Nevada

December 19, 1983

PROGRAM AND/OR SPECIFIC AREA DISCUSSED_

Management Flan and E.I.S.

Egan Draft Resource

Mae Bradshaw

Bradahaw Ranch, Duckvater,

NAME OF PUBLIC CONTACT

ADDRESS OF CONTACT

INTEREST GROUP (If any) B»ncher

FORM OF INPUT - Telephone [—| Personal visit r~l Meeting
|~*~J

Written Comments
Other

40

44

45|

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE INFORMATION RECEIVED OR OPINION EXPRESSED:

WILD HORSE MANAGEMENT
L, Basic herd numbers are too large-

2 More water facilities should be developed to avoid too much concentration
in certain areas.

3. Sand Springs Herd* Basic herd ahould be 50 to 75 head in order to prevent
overgracing by huge numbers before the next gathering and culling. During
Summer months moat springs dry up leaving only Ike Spring to water the herd,
Thia practice has had a devastating effect on the forage. Scattered year
round water facilities should be developed to avoid concentration.

4. Wild horses practically eliminate range conservation, especially where
rest rotation pastures are needed.

RANGE IMPROVEMENT
Seeding potential areas, pasture rotation, water developements , and

proper seasonal use should be instituted.

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Ranching budgets and graelng returnB are Inaccurate.

Thank you

,
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Regjpnal Planning Gpmmission
ol White Pine Counly
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Mi' . Mum 11 I. . Ouilpalfi
Ely Ui.iLr lei. Manager
Uuruau of Land Management
:itar Huutu 5 , box 1

Kly, Nevada B9J01

Dear Mr . 1/ -,:ipuin :

December 2 1 ,
lytij

Egan Draft Resource
Management Plan and
Egan Wilderness Technical
Report

The Regional Planning CoiauBJauion of White Pine County
In:; read and discussed the above documents, A meeting of
the Regional Planning Commission was held December 15, 1983.
Concerns were expressed by board members on the following
items

:

1. Seven members of the eight who were present felt
that wilderness designation of any kind in White
Pine County would endanger and perhaps eliminate
the White Pine Power Project. These members
opposed wilderness if elimination of the Power Project
was the result

,
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We ha vi: Leu member-:; on Uiu Hl'C Huard . One mum bur' , Vice
Chairman Joyce Haukuw, was unable to attend but submitted
written comments, which were read into the minutes of the
meetting. Six members voted to oppose any wilderness
designations in or near White Pine County; one member favored
wllderneu:j uue , however wa« oppooed to any designation which
would endanger the White Pints Power Project. The eighth
member abstained from comment for he is employed by the Bureau
of Land Management

.

I personally contacted Ron Deale of the Employment Security
Department and was informed that the November unemployment
rate is 15.6% for White Pine County. In my opinion this
does not represent a true picture of unemployment in White
Pine County. There are many discouraged workers who have
quit looking or who have moved from the area. Any wilderness
designation will tend to limit potential economic development
essential to the welfare of White Pine County Residents.

Sincerely

Nancy M. Swallow, Chairman
Regional Planning Commission

NMS/jh

cc : Wh i te Pino County , Board of County Commissioners
White Pine County District Attorney
City of Ely
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SIERRA CLUB
TolyitM Chapter - Nev&di and Eiitem California

720 Brookfield Drive
Reno , Nevada 8 9503
December 19, 19B3

Merrill DeSpain
Ely District Manager
Star Route 5, Box 1
Ely, Nevada B9803

Dear Mr. DeSpain:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Egan Draft
Resource Management Plan and EIS . Comments on the four WSA's will
be submitted under separate cover by Roger Scholl, Wilderness
Coordinator, and additional comments on grazing will be made by
RoBe Strickland, Public Lands Coordinator. In this statement, I

shall address three issues: riparian habitat, public land disposal,
and seedings

.

Riparian ha
Chapter for seve
and recreation,
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bitat has been a great concern of the Toiyabe
years, because of the effect on both wildlife

Unfortunately, in the Egan area almost one-half
areas are in unsatisfactory condition , according
cs, and none of your management actions will have
ect on this condition. What use is intensifying
ts when you already know where the problems exist?
rian areas where the greatest deterioration has
only logical solution since the principal cause
rioration is concentrations of cattle. Areas
enced show enormous improvement in even two or

We are extremely concerned that the preferred alternative pro-
poses to dispose of 79,888 acres of public land and that even
Alternative B proposes to dispose of 39,555 acres. There seems to
be no good reason for such wholesale land disposal. Selling small
amounts of land for civic purposes is reasonable , but in general
public lands should be retained or traded for environmentally
sensitive lands. We also question the seeding of areas with non-
native crested wheat grass which can lead to such problems as
insect infestation. We suggest instead that you seed with a mixture
of native grasses which have long-term advantages.

ncerely

,

LAS VEGAS GROUP
P.O. Box 19777
Ul Vajii, NevBd! 89119

Marjo/ie Sill
Conservation Chair

To explore, enjoy, and protect the mid places of the earth .

GREAT BASIN GROUP
P.O. Box 8096

Unimiily Station

EUiio, Nwada 89507
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Doeeaber 20, 1983
Lund Tovn Council

Door 3 Irs i

On the 9th of Novenber 1983, the Lund Town Counoll held a

community Mating at vhloh tho proposed wilderness area

classification of the South Egan Range waa discussed. Those

In attendance unanimously expressed opposition to the proposed

reclassification and encouraged the town council to draft a

letter expressing this feeling. This letter Is in response

to that request.

The Community feels that the proposed change would be

considering the desires and wishes of a chosen few, (many of

which are not even familiar with this area) while the majoritie

viewpoint Is ignored. He therefore, proposed that the South

Sgan Range reaain °as-l«" with no changes being made.

Slnoerely,

Lund Town Counoll

£>i&*t? /far-St-M.

yiL fi/llAy 4 **wn»s* a*cla***—mirjr'i.

•(4L ylC £jro~- fts* S&sm. :

M~U ~*4JL. *««. A.ir.Jftl -J X4 tC.^f.f <£>U~t C,^AjMt

'

' P'tTtcT*,* C+mfUtt (W-J //»»*< JySfrms; V*f***tt*ekti'tt *0(*j */v* « s •««*.

.^ rf«M tvn •*»

C+*yn

Vrtttcfto* mi •»ft»m.mMl*Jt *S»j4«.lfc

jM***.

^yS' ^Cjr *-««= y> K«vy teeot . Zkr*'-i deed- «*SV**u 7^**. ^'f m^k/
5>

^Jyrftrf Wt'/Arm*}) 7C T»fc, c/,Me. *#****-

2*U, »<««_ •'1*,/**<***>**,»€ *-r •&
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EASTERN NEVADA TRAPPERS a FURTAKERS, ASSOC.
RO. BOX 1304 — McGILL, NV B9318

December 22, ]9S3

Mr. Merrill DeSpain
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
S.R. 5, Box 1

Ely, NV 89301

Dear Mr. DeSpain:

These comments are in response to the Egan Resource Area Management Plan and
Environmental Impact Statement. The following cements represent the Eastern
Nevada Trappers and Purtakers Associations response to thiB document. Our
association is based In White Pine County, Nevada and made up of informed, con-
cerned, and active conservationists, many of which have lived in the area and
Nevada most of their lives. They know the Egan Resource Area and the various
opportunities it provides recreationists very well.

It should be noted that the user group we represent have historically made
the most use in the Egan proposed wildemeBS areas. Traditionally trappers have
always tried to protect and preserve the wilderness characteristics of our Nevada
ranges along with other state sportsmen groups. Were it not for these users
concern, many of those areas considered suitable as per BLM evaluations, may not
have been so.

Our association has determined that the preferred alternative is the best
alternative of those presented in the Egan RKP Summary. We are mainly concerned
with any current access routes being closed. Since this has been taken into
account by the BLM and existing roads into wilderness areas will continue to allow
access to public uses, we support the proposed alternative. However, we support
prevention of future access ways into these locations.

Again our support for the proposed alternative is based on assurances that
hunting and trapping users have always been compatable within these areas prior to
wilderness designation, and these activities will continue to be allowed there.

We feel comfortable with the BLM's handling of the livestock use in the Egan
Resource Area. However, we are concerned that the Feral Horse populations are,'
and will continue to have, significant adverse impacts to the resource, These
animals should be reduced to far lower numbers, and managed ±n such a way as to
keep the population down.

'Iliey have the puterttiil] Lo far more adversely effect Lhe wilderness area's and
the resource area at lar^e, than mosL other users which are much more closely
controlled.

We appreciate your extending to us the opportunity to comment on this
EIS. We hope you'll consider our input, and continue to keep the association
appraised on the progress of your actions on these matters.

Sincerely yours

,

CeACuu ~7f}aMC4\_

Craig Marich, Secretary
Eastern Nevada Trappers and Furtakers Assoc.
Box 1304
McGill, Nevada 89318
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John R. Swanson
P.O. Box 922
Berkeley, Calif. 94701

December 15, 19B3

Eqan Resource Area
Ely, Nevada B930l~

51

Bureau o f Land Man a gemen t

Dear SirBj

Please accept my commenta , as follows, concerning =

"Egan Draft Resource Management Plan an d Environmental
Impact Statement

I have been acquainted with this area of Nevada for nearly a
half-century and certainly agree that this - now - Egan
Resource Area features certain outstanding Wilderness,
scenic, wildlife, botanic and cultural resources of partic-
ular national interest

.

As it contains significant national natural heritage lands ;

areas that provide a lasting refuge for all Life, including
Man, on this decimated planet.

The purpose of Each Unit of all of our Public Lands; local

,

State and Federal, is to Preserve each such unit. So, then,
establish each and every Public Lands Unit into a lasting
Preserve . To permanently preserve such units, Wilderness,
scenic, wildlife, fish, botanic and cultural resources.

Each P reserve to protect, strengthen and expand Wilderness,
preserve watersheds, protect ecosystems, save and enhance
wildlife - fish and their respective habitats, protect and
to promote biological diversity and to restore - recover -

all used - damaged areas back to their respective natural
environmental condition.

To accept that Wilderness is the foundation of all Land-
Water Resources . With the primary goal of all land-water
resources planning and management to protect, strengthen and
expand Wilderness,

I Urge that the following areas - acreages located on this
Egan Resource Area - Only - Bureau of Land Management
administered areas - only - receive permanent Wilderness
claaaification, at this timer

*Park Range 54,217.
II "Riordan's Well 65,103.

'South Egan Range 114,849.

'Goshute Canyon 41,426,
"Mount Grafton 85,362.
"Central Egan Range 52,807.

"Plus, to add to this - above - acreages - areas some (at
least) 385,000 Acres located on this Egan Resource Area -

Only -j lands administered - only - by the Bureau of Land
Management

.
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To toldl (,il leant) about B05 ,000 acr«g add Ui be added to
our Nations 1 Wi

.

1 denies a Preservation Syatem represent ing
only Bureau of Land Management administered areas - Egan
Resource Area

.

To establish this Resource Area as the Egan national
Land Preserve

.

To Ban - permanently - all forms of surface and sub-surface
development on all current, proposed and potential Wilder-
ness, including, Roadless Areas - Wilderness Study Areas.
With No Release of any Roadless - Wilderness Study Areas; as
they are to be added as Wilderness.

To acquire all Inholdings on all Public Lands, With No
Disposal of any Public Lands.

To eliminate the use of all Off-Road Vehicles.

And to adopt, permanently, Alternative P - for Preservation -

as the management plan and program for this Egan Resource
Area

.

For when we save our natural lands and waters - including
Wilderness - we save America!

Sincerely,

J . R. Swanson

(This letter was retyped by the BLM since the original could
not be reduced in size without being illegible.)
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19 1983
Merrili L. DeSpain
District Manager OE.C

Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, NV 89301

Dear Mr. DeSpain:

The Env ironmental Protection Agency (EPA) has rev le wed
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) titled EGAN
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN . We have the enclosed comments
regarding this~DEIS.

We have classified this DEIS as Category LO-2 (lack of
objections - more information needed). The classification
and date of EPA s comments will be published in the Federal
Reg ister in accordance with our public disclosure
responsibilities under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act.

We appreciate the opportunity to review this DEIS. Please
send three copies of the Final Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS) to this office at the same time it is officially filed
with our Washington, D.C. office. If you have any questions,
please contact Loretta Kahn Barsamian, Chief, EIS Review
Section, at (415) 974-8188 or FTS 454-8188.

/^XSincerely yours,

jJULiO.
Charles W. Murray, Jr .[

Assistant Regional Admih\Lstrator
for Policy, Technical^ and
Resources Management

Enclosure (1)

52

Water Quali ty Comments

The FEIS should provide a basis Eor the statement on pago 91
that Impacts to ground and Burfuce water are not considered
significant and will not be discussed further. The impacts
from grazing to surface water can be significant due to
erosion and sedimentation. Water quality and beneficial uses
should be protected through effective implementation of the
range management practices presented.
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iironl Eldndge. Cheirnidn

J Kendall Jones. MD.. Vi

Archie Rooison. Member
Jay Hcnnod, Member

Wayne Cameron, Member

P.O Bo* 1002

(702) 289884]

s

loarfc of (flouniy (fiuinmtasunters

WHITE PINE COUNTY

ELY, NEVADA 89301

December 21, 1983

Mr. Merrill Dospain, District Manaqer
Ely District Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5, Dox 1

Ely, Nevada 89301

Dear M^—Be-spartn:

Our Board haa reviewed the Draft Egan RMP and EIS and offers
the following comments

.

We note a letter to you from Mr. Eldon Cotton, Project Manager
for White Pine Power Project, dated November 10, 1983, which points
out the potential impacts to that project should various alternatives
in the RMP be chosen. We favor the preferred alternative, but with
the following reservations:

1. That Mr. Cottons' concerns are satisfied, assuring reasonable
clearance for White Pine Power Project. Both the Egan and White
Pine Power Project DEIS's should agree upon the alternatives for
utility corridors and construction sites, and should also address
the impact of wilderness designation upon air quality in general
upon White Pine Power Project operation in particular.

2. That wilderness designation for Goshute Creek area not be
recommended. Our Board has submitted a resolution previously
which opposes wilderness designation anywhere in White Pine County
because of its potential for adversely affecting our fragile
economy. A Goshute Creek wilderness area could, we fear, spell
the demise of White Pine Power Project at the preferred North
Steptoe site. It could also impact likewise any other emitting
industry which might settle in Steptoe Valley, as well as mining
and agriculture.

Your approach to planning for the Egan R. A. is appreciated, and
we feel that the monitoring program you propose for measuring the
effects of forage utilization is good. Except as noted above, we
support your preferred alternative.

We thank you and your staff for the presentations given us and
for your other efforts to keep us informed.

SincerelSincerely,,

BRENT ELDRIDGE
Chairman

BE/rw

l?--7-o-^

J~0 Ml,,,,// I itei/fr'l;

*b> <2<

tfl Ms //I ^tn "pi»u. $&-/ TsC /?«cM &£*</

£'.<£ df*">'Ur»^4 <-<J(/c/-*/AmS «^<j t<t titrtebs- ~ih/~$ O^-eq,

S .<?>» «W >2h '&9C#Qtrt,yrt bc^iuJas*// t$C
U)U , cA MA.«ln$ -j-LuJ A/1 -j- Lk-J- '< S W4I1** t~» bt at/)* >[

C"-e<rl UsI"<lI\ &*.£* 11 *yc*/U„-t p'lcj i-e pu-f 'n c\ r*s-"****p,

*J- fit ri/tfj-h (Li^ s*j, s 4-A* W'"J c/gu,*? , "TA-f

a*d -i-jsj, qIJ 4'mrri Lot/I l"ftrcx yi 4* ** /*L>(
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Daar Mr. OeSpei.m

Thank you for mailing
Environmental Imcact 5
the different values w
ancountarad in earlier
do not favor the Frsfa
support to Alternative
the multiple use value
aealnat thoae of local
but believe that ita 1

Alternative E, the ell— an alternative entire
accomplished, than acme
llvaatook operators who
Such an alternative pro
would reault. Although
atyla distinct from
tion when the white
land which waa hla b

The following are any specific comments to tha Drafti
p. 7

. Alternative E. Social Ar.alyaiai This ia aald to be a significantly
adverse Impact and it la trua that it would atir things up quite a bit,
yet I wonder whether ita end reault would not be better for the majority
of the U.S. citizens, far It would mean that they would have to face
up to tha harah reality of what put-lie livestock overgratlng la doln#
to our marginal desert lands. Perhaps if they faced up now and such a
drastic meseura as Alt, E w«« taken, a better way of life would saerge
and cataatrophy would be averted. ?hla would require a government
with considerable foresight, however, and the maana to accomplish
thia change by davelopinir n*w and Imaginative lifestyles.

2h.Ii Planning lasuss and Criteria.
Purpose and Needi ?rd P.. beglnnlngi I diaaxree with tha overall
purpose of the resource management planning process aa stated* "to improve
th* raaourcea of the resource ares which would result In lncreasad goods
and services to the public land users and general public." This overlooks
the goal of tha preservation of inherent natural values, end discounts
them aa being of little or no value. Too often it la only after such
existing: non-snonsy producing, values are gone that we realise' their
overriding value both to society and in and of "themsalves.
3rd P. endlngt There neada to b« a wall-thought out and long-tern balance
between multiple-use and eusteinad yield and the ecological, ate, valuee,
ao that use does not become abuas and sons expression of the native
ecosystem Itself la allowed to manifest itself,
p. 12. Setting! 2nd Pi Tourlaa indicates the Importance of tha area to
the general public. Often this is greatly underestimated for no tally
la kept of all the vialtors to the area or the vicarious appreciation
that the public feel for it. Thin vslus should not be under estimated
in ita Importance for it affects the very quality of human lift.
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Criteria Upon Which Tha Selection of the Preferred Alternative and
Planning Decisions "ill is flasad
P. 13. 2nd Pi You ahould mention the preserving of val ut a
rather than speaking only of uasa .

tth Pt Good.
^^

P. I'm Criteria Suldlng the Development of Alternatives.
lat Pi Protection Parameter! I favor thia atatement as set forth. I
think the natural values such as wilderness, wild horaee, and wildlife—and the former ia a part of the latter— should outweigh in importance
the llveatook usage of the land. This would be fairer to all the
people of the United Statea.

I disfavor the Development i-arameter. . . in general I favor the
protection parameter In the 'silderneas Designation and other use aspects.
P. 1J. ORVi There la a great naed to rastriot QRV'a in the deaert environ-
ment. Mineral Resources Managamenti There is a greet need tc address Wis
environmental impact of mining; activity upon the desert ocosyatea,

Ch. 2, Alternatives.
Of tho 6 presented I favor Alternative 8. I think it is s fairer balance
anion* the various uaea and valuea represented in the Egan fteeouroe Area,
And, although I am partial to 2, I think It would prove unrealiatio at
thia time.
Preferred Alternatlvei
Realty Htnutamt) I objeot to the diapoaal of so much puollo land In the
5 tonea and believe It would be bsttsr to lesve the land In publio hands
in most—but not jjj,—cases,
wilderness Study Areas
P. 24, . Coshute Cenyoni Too much scresre hss been deleted here. This
would be s detriment ot the Integrity of the wilderness area. Furthermore,
Many of ths spoiling factors would be erased with time and wilderness
qualities reetared, If the areas were declared aa wilderness.
d. South Egan Range. I find the excluaion of this arsa unacceptable. Thia
le a eplendid area. Moat of the objections you mention oould be overcome
were the area declared wilderneas for the earns reason aentlonsd undercoshute Canyon.

fAa^
6
fl,

A
}'
t

" ?'
l 6o not •**•• *ttn nanajring the wild horse herds at their

19B2-H} levels, as these are far short of those which would result form
the horses natural place In the desert ecosystem. I think that maintaining
them at this lavel would result In a wild horse population that ia fruetrate*
in ita attempts to come to terms with its environment and fill a vacant
niche which exists for it in the Egan Resource Area as elsewhere in Nevada
and for which it is preadaptad (referring to the long prehistory
of equids in North America).
P. 2?. 6. I spprove of the plan for wild fires. ..some fire should be
allowed to burn in order to renovate the land and allow for a greatervariety of habitat typea and therefore nichea for a greater variety of
orjraniama.
7. I also agree with tha relntroductlon of antelope Into their historic
rangea and to the relntroductlon of elk—but for thia to occur the reductionof livestock grating would certainly have to be aore than a "paper tiicsr."Kealty Management' I favor not disposing of land In "wildlife habitat
or in a wild aorao herd management araa"rbut by wildlife do you only
mean game species? Also, you nhould lotfk with an eye to the potential
wildlife habitat of those various areas. —Certainly all land it
potential wildlife habitat for these various areas, when
allowed te£Yt« own course. The queatlon isi where would It have the
best chance to continue in lsrgsst units of continuity and with ths
grestsst degrees of habitat diversity.
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F, 27. "Harness Study AreaBi I very much favor the ducim.r.ia,- of all
U WSU*b In their entirety. These <+ are already grently reduced from thoca
originally possible and should bo declared in their entirely in order to
adequately represent the wilderness value and all the various desert
habitat types. ( I an especially upset by the elimination of the South
Egan Range from the preferred alternative.)
Alt. C.
P. ^Gi Realty Management. I object to the dispoasl of this much land.
Alt. D.
P. 32i Management Action
2. These are too oiany vegetative conversions.
4. Cutting the wild horse herd back to such a low level la not at all
acceptable to me. This Is not a fair representation
of the wild horse population on public lands.
P. 33. Long-Tarn Actions
3. Thia is not fair multiple-use, but ia dominant livestock use.
P. 34. W.S.A.'si la. Ooahute Canyoni Thia ia a beautiful area with
iceptional aolitude which should be protected as wilderness, not dropped
from consideration.
Alternative E
Management Action
6, You aay prescribed burns would enhance wildlife and wild horse habitats—
but my question is which wildlife? Many non-gamo species thrive in

1.$. awls, song birds, and depend on the
Tood sources here, These deserve equal consideration.

P. 76. Realty Management
1. How is it kno&Ti that these lands are not in wildlife habittt? Again
are we considering only gams animals?
"ildemasa Study Areas i I am very much in favor of designating these *+ *SA'i
in their entirety. These are only a Bmall fraction of the total resource
area end d«serve further Btudy. Enough will be dropped by the tine
Congress gats around to declaring Nevada's wilderness, without major
surgery at the initial stage.
P. 3S. "Hd Horses
Haw will the. 1971 herd areas be leterained . I hope not siaply by talking
to ranchers, Alao, I would like to know how the wild horses can be both
free and restricted to these herd areas. Tf they are free than
they are distributing tneir grating pressure more equitably. Do you
allow the wild horses to shift their distribution over tioe according to
their nomadic life style.
?, 39. Selective Management
To what extent aro these Judgements of current satisfactory or unsatis-
factory arbitrary and what are the long-tana trends?
P. 43. 9. I favor the excsptlon of riparian areas from vegetative
conversion.
P, 44, I protest the use of vegetative convarsicn requiring herbicides,
which can have major detrimental impact on many organisms; in the desert
coaraunity.
Ch. 3. Affected Environment
"ildllfo. P. 61, Mule Deer. Nevada's Dspt. of Wildlife's bucko only hunt-
ing upsets the stability of the deer population, killing off the fittest
male members of the population, resulting in incrcaaed productivity
each year, but littls long term stability and co-adaptiveneee of the
population to its environment.
P. 62. atahorr. Sheep. These animals contract disease frota domestic
aheap, which should bs lsssened or excluded from areas of bighorn introduc-
tion.

36,52
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Aquatics. P. 6*+. tt Lc Important » protect the *hite River Speokled Daoe

and Mountain Sucker, remnant native fish that show auoh about adaptation
to the) high desert. Striot measures are needed to assure their survival.

»lld Hor^aes. P. 66. Thia competition between wild horses on the one

hand and wildlife and livestock on the other is misleading ac stated.
The wild horaa ia wildlife, adapting to the natural acane . The livestock
are set out on the range and artificially propped up by man. They are

the che^y problem in Nevada's dssert ecology.
The problems that the wild horses will face in the future can

be oiroumvented by proper actions in the present, and by enforcement
of regulations end assurance of watering rights and unrestricted move-
ment. I recommend the aLH's using trade-off agreements to effect thia.
After all. it is a privilege for livestock to graze on the public lands
whereas the wild horsss have a right to do so.
Wilderness. P. 70. Large contiguous areas of wilderness preservation
are important for the preservation of life communities intact.
P. 72. Social Analysis.
Since the Egan Resource area ie Z5'A public land, the entire U.S. public
should have a proportionate aay In what happens to thia land.
P. 73. Thera are other more important value* at stake here than nor*
beef, ths meat industry la already causing serious health and ecologies!
problems and habitat destruction right in our own country and en a world
scale,
?. Livestock Grasing ia a privilege not a "right."

I would also oppose this aassive sell-off of public lands.
P. 74. Th« local citizens should also have some regard for the natural
values at a-taXe hers. "Traditional Nevadan antipathy" for the federal
government end tna wilderness program Is trua for vested lnterosts^ but net
necessarily for the majority of Nevadsns, nor Americans.
Ch, b , Environmental Consequences,
Introduction, r. 91, It Is an oversight to think that the environmental
impacts to air quality, soil, and ground and su»fac* natar are not consid-
ered to be significant. Even the aalntenanoe of the level of livestock
grazing as proposed In The preferred alternative will continue to

aggravate a worsening condition of "water depletion and soil erosion,
Mvcfi of the duat that ia blown off the desert ends up in the high
ctmoaphorajwhare it definitely doss affect the air quality—and en a

world ocalei „
?, 93, Are you sure that little damage is occurring fros QSV'a? I doubt it.
Detarminatlon of significant Impacts. The resource specialist should not
be influenced by public opinion when it comes to judging trends end
iepaots to desert ecology,

The lOJf figure for judging significant impact gosma aFbitrarWj but is

at leant consistent far most of your categorise.
P. 94, Wild Horses! For a herd, I would recommend mors Like 100 aa

tr.e n i.i i nun l»vel--and even thia would be too email, in my opinion.
P. 95, Zoonomioa. The percentage figures her* are e»allsr than for othw
natural values , I think instead of accepting tha status quo lifestyles,
the guvarnmont should attempt to develop alternative lifestyles which would
be more compatible with tha other desert qualities here.
Visual te*ourc6«i 1 approve of your criteria for Visual ResourooB.
PREFERRED A1 .7£3JfAXXY£ 1 wild horses and wildlife should benefit In the
saoe proportion euu. livestock from any range improvsnent. But be careful
ycu do not sveriook vital components of the desert aoosjatea which say
not thrive with th*ee " imcroveBents."
P. 99-99. *ild Horses' Vary important to prasarra distinctive ahftractar-
istisa by jTsservliig th* stallions and the breeding sarae. It iu net
acosptable te me thst Ssr-1 viability would decline,

I would like to fcicw ' ow you know Just how fen wild Soreas are
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injured, including all lho«e that are chaacd and may bocoroe lame and <o
off in tht desert to suffer or die. I have sttn these Motpttt/or sur-
vivors^ limping a loru; scared out of their wits by a reoent BLH helicopter
roundup, e

P. 101, wilderness. This proposed reduction la excessive since the
wilderness arena are alraady small enough before being further reduced.
P. 102, The dropping of the Egan WSA Is certainly an'overoight due to the
area's vaatnees, natural solitude and wilderness characteristics.
Conclusion, I areas that a significant adverse Impact is incurred
by droppln* the Egan WSA.
P. 102-3. Minerals and Energy. I racily doubt that In the overview the
loss of these WSA'a from mining would be significant to the industry
wKjc-K „. has access to the large majority of puclic lands already
-- and mora than enough to exploit.
P. 103. Social Analysis. The view by ranchers that the wild horses
are causirut the destruction of public ran?t lands is erroneausi rather, it
is their own livestock which have been causing, this*
&. 104. Public values would suffer due to this commercialisation.
Wilderness visitors would create wholesome recreation In Nevada and
improve the atata'a imare.
P, 105. Realty Hgmt.i Thars la a large discrepancy here between aala
value and assessed value and this should not be tolerated by the I1

, S

.

taxpayer.
P. HI. "iirthorsea. 6-. How would the BI* insure that the distinctive
characteristic s would not disappear aftar the roundups? This is not
at all clear to me.
P. 112. Wilderness. It la absolutely unacceptable that no wtlderneea
wSA's would be dsclarsd.
F. 113. Social Analysis. Wild horse population levels axe minor and
degradation of habitat is the result of too many livestock.
Alt. a,
P. 119. M ild Horsas, 1. The BlAt must assure that the wild horses receive
an equitable portion of these increased AUH's,
3 A 4i Is there a contradiction here? How can wild horsea be free-
roamlng and remain confined to the arbitrarily imposed 1971 herd use
areas'? And how does this sat with the ecological health of the Ufa
community?
P. 120. 6. If this wild horse gathering is random, then how can you be
aura of this outcome? What is your method of selection?
fisalty Kgmt.i 1, I favor this low rats of realty disposal but object
to ths overall amount. Alao, ia 39,555 acres to be a ceiling?
Z/P. 121. Utility industry should try to minimise corridor area* and use
these to the maximum degree necessary,
Social Analysis
P. 123. Cultural heritage in wilderness, Yea, indeed, this would
uphold a long tradition of naturalism, stsmming from Thoraau and even
the Indiana, fef. Paul Brooks. 1983. Soaring For Nature . Sierra Club, S.7.
Lest P. The Individuals who use the area eee their use as a right to act
without considering the consequences! really, they guard their right to
destroy.
P, 124, Economic Analysis. The_ few would have to look elsewhere for
livelihood or-dsivelop a more compatible livelihood in this area, so that
the many_would benefit.

P. 130. The wild horses' numbers should actually increase if the aultlple-
uae concept ia fairly applied.
P. 133. Social Analysis. This indicates that tha BLM ia catering to
locals and is not adequately rsprssanting the public interest—which
is tha nation at large

{
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Alternative. D. p. 136. Vaaetatiom This further deterioration of vegetation
la unacceptable and at tha root of many of the problems here,
P. 137. I find it unacceptable that present livestock use would increase
above preference and that wild horse herd viability would be lost (p. 118)
and characteristics eliminated (p. 139).
P. 119. Realty management, Unplanned expansion would lead to serious
social problems in the future similar to thoas of the 3rd world!
P. 140. I object strannously to ths wholesale dropping of rfSA" 1 and acreag-
es, especially flajrrant in the case of Goshute WSA.
Alternative a. Many undesirable elements here, including the concentration
of use around waterholea, favoring of big game over other spaaiss, eto,
P. t*5« Wildlife. Wild horse reducing competition for bltterbrueh
indloatea a complementarity between mule deer and wild horses.
2. Big game...

1 This will alao be a better uaa of the land, i.e. more
meat possibly harvested while at the same time preserving ths aoologioal
balance.
P. 146. Wild Horaea. The 1982-3 level ie still artificially low and not
in acoord with the wild horses' natural place in the ecosystem.
P. 1^7. wilderness. I greatly favor the inclusion of all 4 WSA's in
their entirety.
P. 148. Minerals and Energy, I doubt that mineral development would be
so adveraely affected due to the large portion of public lands already
open for such.
P. 149. Social Analysis. Perhaps the elimination of livestock grating
would be best in the and, bringing a needed change. But Bound alternative
lifestyles should be worked out before 30 that a new and better way of
life could emerge. More political support ia needed for this truly
revolutionary move.
Livestock Grazing. Ranch wealth would decline but greater values than
money are at stake here.
P. 151. 4th P. A relatively small number of large scale ranohere hold
the majority of AUH's — about i of these account for a substantial
majority of the state's AUH'sl
forestry. This could prove very profitable in the long term If well
managed and done In moderation.
P. 152. Irreversible Commitment of Resources. Are concessions to
development in balance with concessions to preservation and in accordance
with the lone-term public Lnterest--mesning all the people in the U.S.?
Irretrievable Committment of Resources.
3. Mining Activities have and will continue to scar the land unless
checked. There is a need to change the antiquated Mining Law of 1879 (?).
7. The loss of a ranch could be a positive gain if tha people oould evolve
a souftd alternative, perhaps incorporating much of the ranching Ufa style,
but getting away from dependence on destructive overgrazing and fencing
and disruption of the freedom cf life on the land,
Short-Term YS Long-Term Productivity.
P- 153. 3. There ia too muoy emphasis on productivity In tha BLM'a
management progrsm. You need alao to mention suoh qualities as diversity,
stability, balance, and complementarity among the various elements of
ths ecosystem.

CLOSING) Again, I appreciate this opportunity to rsvlew your Draft
Management Flan for the Egan Rssource Area and hope that my suegsstlons
and comments have bear, of some help to you. Please keep ma Informed
of ths progress of this and other plans.

Craig CI Downer, M.S. P.O. 3ox 1*56" linden. Nevada 89423
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Sterr^J P'amilTisr fow^r £Zom£jorBL§
December 19, 1983

Mr. Merrill L. DeSpain, Manager
Ely District
Bureau of Land Management
SR 5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89301

Re : BLM Kqan Draft Resource Management Plan and
Env ironmuntal Impact .Statement

IK-ar Mr . DeSpa tn:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draf t Egan
RMP and EIS. BLM Ely District, Egan Resource Area is to be
congratulated for its multiple use planning efforts. The iden-
tification of the corridor issue and subsequent designation of
corridors in the Draft RMP are in keeping with the intent of the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA).

Sierra Pacific Power Company supports the Realty Management
Action in the "Preferred Alternative" subject to the clarifica-
tion and resolution of areas of concern outlined in this letter.

The following are areas of concern that Seirra Pacific feels
need to be clarified and resolved:

1. a) Draft RMP/EIS Quote:

Chapter 2

CORRIDORS
Alternatives - Implementation - UTILITY
page 38

"Utility corridors which include existing
transmission lines will be designated. . . .The actual
route will be established after environmental analy-
sis is completed for the right-of-way . . . .Applicants
for use of a corridor will be required to locate new
facilities proximate to existing facilities except
where cons i derations of construction feasibility ,

cost, resource protection or safety are overriding."

b) Problem:

Sierra Pacific fee
ability should be
t ion of new f acili
facilities. Examp
necessarily compat
lines because of
pipeline. Reliabi
designs, outages c

fire, earthquakes

,

occurrences (i.e..

Is that compatibility and reli-
included when exempting the loca-i
ties proximate to existing
le: Natural Gas pipelines are not
ible with electric transmission
ossible electric induction in the
lity deals with electric system
aused by natural occurrences (i.e.-,

slides, etc.), and man-caused
airplane accidents, etc.).

P. O. BOX 10100/ HENO, NEVADA 69520/ TELEPHONE 70Z/7B9-4011

Mr. Herri 11 L. DeSpain
December 19, 1983
Page 2

c ) Solution:

33

66

Sierra Pacific recommends the following language
change:

"Utility corridors which include existing
transmission lines will be designated Applicants
for use of a corridor will be required to locate new
facilities proximate to existing facilities except
where cons iderations of construction feasibility,
cost, compatibility, reliability, resource protection
or safety are overriding."

See Map entitled "Lands and Wilderness - Preferred
Alternative - 1983"

b) Problem:

The preferred alternative states (page 23) that there
are to be two designated corridors and three planned
corridors. However, the preferred alternative map
does not differentiate between designated and planned
corridors.

Also, the corridor traversing north through Butte
Valley ends at the northern boundary of the Egan
Resource Area and is not picked up by the adjacent
Wells Resource Area. Essentially, this is a useless
corridor to industry. Inter-district and inter-state
consistency in resource management plans are essen-
tial components to corridor planning.

Also, the South Egan Range (NV-040-168) wilderness
study area is not graph ically shown on this map.

c) Solution:

Sierra Pacific recommends that the above-referenced
map be changed" to graphically differentiate between
designated and planned corridors. Also, graphically
show the South Egan Range wilderness study area on
the map.

The Butte Valley corridor should be resolved by the
Elko and Ely BLM Districts. There obviously was some
rationale in the land use planning phase for this
corridor. Sierra Pacific is definitely concerned
over the consistency of the resource management'
plans.
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Mr. Merrill L. DeSpain
December 19, 1983
Page 3

3. a) Draft RMP/EI3 Quote: None

b) Problem:

Sierra Pacific believes the "Western Regional
Corridor Study" should be included in the reference
section of the RMP/EIS document. This study is the
basis for corridor planning in the eleven Western
States.

c

)

Solution:

Add to Reference Section;

Western Utility Group 1980 Western Regional Corridor
Study

We hope that our comments and concerns will be addressed in
the Final Egan RMP/EIS.

If you have any questions, please call Stephen Younkin at
(702) 789-4747.

Sincerely

,

Michael P. Sullivan
Manager - Environmental Affairs
And Right-of-Way Acquisition

MPS/SPY/]c

cc: Ed Spang - BLM Director - Nevada
Stu Gearhart - BLM - Reno

AII*n||cRlcti|laldCompony

37

68

-vL-nlui-nlh blrefel

t, Colorado 80202

Telephone 303 293 7577

J. R- Mllchell

Manager
Public Landa Coordination

Govemmenl Helatrons

December 20, 1983

Mr. Merrill L. De Spain
Ely District Manager
SR 5 Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89301

Re: Draft Resource Management Plan/
Environmental Impact Statement
Egan Resource Area, Nevada

Dear Mr. De Spain:

Please accept the following comments on the Draft
Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact
Statement for the Egan Resource Area in Nevada.

Goshute Canyon 1NV-040-015)

We disagree with the proposed suitability for
wilderness of 22,225 acres in this area especially
10,300 acres in the middle third of this WSA.

There is high, not moderate, potential for precious
and base metals including gold, silver, and lead.
The Cherry Creek Range is a major mining district and

a prime target for additional discoveries. The
"limited number of mining claims" should not be
construed as an indication of low mineral interest or

potential.

We propose declaring the entire WSA as unsuitable for

wilderness, or at the very least, moving the
wildernesB southern boundary north to the Goshute
Creek so areas of mineral and geothermal potential
remain open to exploration and development.

Riordan's Well (NV-040-166)

We disagree with the proposed suitability for
wilderness of the 37,540 acres in this area
especially the 1,230 acres of moderate mineral
potential on the southern side of Heath Canyon.

Mining interest in this area is not slight. The Troy
Mining District, including the Terrell Tungsten Mine,
is within one mile of the WSA. Neither the tungsten
mines or the surrounding areas have been fully
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Mr. Merrill L. De Spain
December 20, 19B3
Page 2

explored, but thla does not indicate the lack of
mineral interest or potential. In addition, there
are oil and gas leases and mining claims throughout
the proposed wilderness area.

We propose declaring the entire WSA as unsuitable for
wilderness based on its geologic favorability for
gold, silver, zeolites and salts or at the very least
moving the western boundary east so as to open up the
area of moderate mineral potential south of Heath
Canyon to multiple use that will encourage
exploration and development.

South Egan (NV-040-168)

We agree with the proposed unsuitability of this
entire WSA based on its energy and mineral potential.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft
Plan for the Egan Resource Area.

Sincerely,

ifa
J. R. Mitchell

Lahontan Audubon Society, Inc.
Post Office Box 2304
Reno, Nevada 89505

(702) 329-8766

December 21, 1983

Merrill L. DeSpain

District Manager

S. H. 5 Box I

Ely, Nevada 89301

Re i Egan Resource Management Plan

Dear Mr. DeSpaim

The Plan and EIS fall to address the possible impacts of the White

Pine Power Project. While it ia acknowledged that not all possible

projects can bo addressed, and a Beperate EIS is being prepared on

WPPP, there should be some acknowledgement of impacts on Goshute Canyon

WSA, wetlands and other resources.

Generally we support the objective and management actions of Alternative

B, specifically the protection and enhancement of natural resources

valueB and wildlife. The limited wetlands available within the Egan

Resource Area must be managed for wildlife values regardless of which

alternative is selected

.

For wilderness Btudy areas Included in the Egan Resource Area, we recommend

the following

i

A. Park Range - We concur with the preferred alternative.
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b. Hlordurm Well - We concur with the Hiidernoea emphaols

alternative In that the boundriea should form a managable

unit and boundriea ahould be eaeily identifible.

G. South Egan flange - We feel that the EIS and technical

report write-up are prejudiced againBt wilderness. The

variety extent and significance of the special features

contribute to the importance of this W5A. We recommend

the wilderness emphasis alternative.

D. Goshute Canyon - tfe would recommend that all of the WSA

be found suitable for wilderness, but as a compromise, we

could settle for the preferred alternative area.

With the change in the Administrations emphasis on land disposal, and

with the declared policy of Congress (second sentence of FLPMA) "that

the public landB be retained in Federal ownership", we ask that you

reevaluate the lands disposal proposals in the plan, and retain all

lands in a public use concept, available to all the people.

Sincerely

~/Onl (l flivmdUMtik

Janet C. Heierdierck

President

1^-hontan Audubon Society

The undersigned are totally opposed to ANY form of Wilderness

designation to be made by the BLM within the Egan District of

Eastern Nevada.

We appreciate any and all help you can give on our behalf
before December 30, ]^9$3- n ^J?j?p/{ess r\ ,

r^faso&r— y&2&&j. llLL <?,'.:,', dSaZJUu
'dMaM

fdji/ JL7rs-/l»~*~S(UL.a £L*m 4^r ^
u . &cA A/o/s?

JZ££

&>*i -?^-? -d&e. v/^mj' &L

15

16
Several of these petitions were received with a total of

119 signatures.
17-

18._

19,

20,

21 .

22,

23

24

25.

26.
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21 Dec 1983

Merrill DeSpaln, Mgr

.

Ely District, BLM
Star Rt. 5, Box 1

Ely NV 89803

Subjecti Wilderness Proposals, Egan Resource Area

Dear Mr. DeSpaint

In considering the question of wilderneaa I believe the BLM
is obligated to consider the question of "balance". In
considering the balance of a wilderness proposal it ia necessary
to remember that the wilderness values of most of the public
lands have already been destroyed. The hand of man rests very
heavily on the West, on Nevada, and on the Ely District. This
lack of balance in the current situation probcbly can't be
changed. It certainly must be considered by the BLM in
establishing wilderness recomendations. Even if you recommended
as wilderness every roadless acre in the district you would still
have a balance tipped against natural values. This lack of
balance in the current situation mandates wilderness
recommendations unless you are faced with overwhelming conflict
unreaolvable without development. Such a situation ia not
established for the Egan Resource Area.

Wilderneaa recommendation is thus the moat balanced
recomendation possible unless you are willing to recommend that
roada be closed and natural values be restored to landa now
developed. Even Wilderness recomendation represents a lose of
natural value to development. This bias to development is the
result of the BLM's Wilderness Management Policy which seems to
protect natural values only if it is not inconvenient to the
needs of man. But, discussion of the Wilderness Management policy
is relevant here only in that the accomidationa to development
found in that policy render absurd any statement that a
Wilderness Recomendation exacts an uncompensated "cosr.* from
users of the public lands. In fact, one could administer as
Wilderness a majority of the District without exacting any coats
except those needed to respect the long term needs of the land.
Since it is not possible to ignore or escape those "costs" they
should not be a factor in a wilderness decision.

My comments on your proposal are made in the context on your need
to achieve a balance of values aa explained above.
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1) In the South Egan Range you should look to and adopt the
Wilderness Smphasla Alternative. The wilderness and natural
values are clearly shown In the inventory. This area should be
protected, and can be protected without serious conflict.

2> In the Riordan's Well area one finds important natural
values. Since the conflicts are insignificant I suggest your
recomendation for wilderness be expanded by 8,000 acres.

3) Your recomendation for the Goshute Canyon area apperars
to be heavily influenced by speculation about possible mineral
potential. The Wilderness and natural values are real. They
exist now. They are not speculation. They are fragile and
perishable. Your wilderness recomendation for this area should
be at least 28,000 acreB.

4) Congratulations! Your proposal for the Park Range shows
respect and recognition for the unique accomplishment represented
by that area. Any grassland area that can survive 100 years of
"stewardship" by the cattle industry deserves a chance to
continue. Legislative designation as wilderness would only be
legislative acknowledgement of what nature herself has donei
create a remote pristine area inaccesable to the benefits of
human attention. I support your proposal.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your wilderness
recomendations.

(

THaTLW^foder V
1238 Camelot I

Boise, Idaho 83704
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tNQINEERINS • ECONOMICS

Q HCSOURCE PLANNING

EMHHh ciFtt. Nevada nrai • imi ii3 im

December 22, 1983

Merrill DcSpain
Di Btrlc c Manager
Star Koute 5, Box 1

hlly , NevHda 89301

SUBJECT: N-4 Statu Grazing Hoard Commt'iits t.o Egan Draft Resource
Management Plan

Dear Mr. DeSpain:

Kesource Concepts, Inc. ( HC I ) Bubmlts the following commentH to
the Egan Draft Kesource Management Plan (HMP) on behalf of the N-4
State Grazing Board . The N-4 State Grazing Board is well aware
that the HMP represents a planning dooumen t as opposed to a record
of decision. However, the HMP is an "action forcing device" and
serves as the basis for making future decisions affecting the
livestock industry in the Egan Resource Area, Therefore, it is
essential that the HMP objectively evaluate the existing environ-
ment and accurately portray the consequences of the various alter-
natives if implemented. The Board does not consider the Draft HMP
as being entirely objective nor accurate in its analysis. In ad-
dition, there are several points critical to the future of live-
stock grazing within the resource area which either have not been
addressed or which need further clarification.

Please give all due consideration to thft f oil owing comments. The
N-4 State Grazing Board would appreciate an answer to each spe-
cific question and a response to our recommendations

.

THHEH YEAH AVEKAGH USB

The Preferred Alternative states "Initially authorize livestock
use at the three year average licensed use....". Page 106 de-
scribes the economic impac ts resulting from limiting the permittee
to the three-year average use and the losses associated with loan
and sale values from the reduction of preference levels. The RMP
gives every indication that the Bureau fully intends to hold the
permittees to their previous three year licensed use. The Board
has expressed its concern with this issue during the tic he 11

70

70

701

Merrill DeSpaJn
December 22, 19K3
Page 2

fcia process, through the Board's consultant, and at several addi-
tional meetings, apparently to no avail. The Board has received
conflicting responses from the Bureau concerning whether the
three-year average license use will be the required starting point
or if it is for "analysis purposes only". This issue has gener-
ated a great deal of controversy in the past, yet the Bureau has
made no attempt to resolve the issue. Kesource Concepts, Inc.,
representing the N-4 State Grazing Board

,
provided the following

comment during the initial stages of the Kg an HMP process (corre-
spondence dated April 2&, 19B3) : "Is thfl three-year average use
for livestock for analysis purposes only? If so, it should he
stated as such. This issue raised considerable controversy during
the Schell KIS.

"

Question i Is trie three year average licensed livestock use for
analysis purposes only, or does the Bureau fully intend to dictate
the exact numbers of livestock to graze the Egan Kesource Area?

H e-commendation :

figure for ?Tanalvsia purposes onl

v

If the Bureau has used the three year average use
the Board recommends that

statement to this effect be Included wi th each appropr ia te al ter-
native. In addition, the following statement taken from the Final
Keno E1S, should be included under the "Specific Implementation
Procedure" section of the KMP:

"The three year average use was used for analysis only
and would not, or could not, he required as a stocking
rate. Any permittee is free to activate his non-use at
any time unless emergency conditions such as fire or
flood were to preclude it. There is no basis to hold a
permittee to the past three years active use, as this
could be a reduction in preference and would require a
District Manager decision with resultant appeal rights.
There , of course , is no correlation between active use
and proper stocking rate, and without proper data a
reduction in preference would not stand up in court."

Question : If the Bureau intends to hold a permittee to his prev-
ious three years' average use, what bearing does the previously
presented excerpt from the BLM in the Final Keno KIS have on this
matter?

Question : If the three year average licensed use is for analysis
purposes only, how will the initial "starting point" be deter-
mined?

If the Bureau actually intends to hold the permittee t.o the prev-
ious three year 1 s licensed use , the Board adamantly opposes this
recommendation. The Board's concerns have been adequately ex-
pressed on this point in the Schell Final EIS, which included the
following

:
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Haul Hoturi, Secretary nf the Nevada Cattlemen's Associa-
tion: "One of our ma,1or concerns with the proposed action is

the proposal to use the average AUM use between 1977-79 as

the present use

.

Using this average will unfairly reduce
per mi ts tha t took voluntary non-use during this period .

"

Dave Klriridge, Permittee: "To force affected livestock oper-
ators to take reductions nased solely on three previous years
use Is unfair. This action will have an adverse impact on
any operator who, for whatever reason, has taken voluntary
non-use of a portion of his licensed AUMs during 1977 through
1979. This proposed action should be deleted In favor of
continuing the current system, until such time as monitoring
data indicates a change in AUM levels are warranted. "

Kenneth D. Lee, Lincoln County Conservation District: "Our
most serious reservation is relative to the establishment of
beginning livestock AUMs . We cannot understand why the num-
bers begin at a figure that does not have any bearing on the
resource base. Using average grazing of the 77-79 grazing
season has very little relationship to range productivity.
Actual use, in most cases, is mostly dictated hy the economic
status of the permittees or the cattle industry at the time."

Question : tfill the Bureau be responsive to the tvpe of concerns
expressed by the N-4 State Grazing Board , Mr . Hot tar 1 , Mr.
Eldridge, and Mr. Lee, or will the Ely bLM continue to blatently
igore legitimate concerns which effect the economic well-being of

every operator in the Kg an K.A.V

furthermore , the Board is confused us to why the bureau considers
it necessary to have a set stocking rate during the initial moni-
toring period. Since horse numbers will increase, big game num-
bers will fluctuate , and forage production may vary dramatically,
1 t seems of little value to hold only one consumptive use static
during the initial monitoring period. Good range management is a

product of wise management decisions which Hllow flexibility to

voluntarily adjust stocking rates to reflect the needs of" a re-
source base. This proposal by the BLM removes the opportunity for
.-judgement which is critical to Improving rangelands.

Question : Why do the Egan BLM personnel consider the continuation
of the present system (allow the licensing up to active preference
levels) during the monitoring period as unsui table for monitoring
purposes during the short term?

13
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NO GHAZING ALTERNATIVE

Sections 1601.5-5, Title 43 and lbU2.14, Title 41) of the CFK indi-
cate that the RMP alternatives must be " reasonable "

.

The N-4
State Grazing Board is appalled that the Eg an H.A. personnel con-
sider No Grazing as a reasonable alternative. The HMP (p. 37)
states "The final plan may consist of one of the alternative s pre-
sented in this document or it may be a combination of several of
the alternatives." Therefore, the Board must assume that there is
a definite possibility that the "No Grazi ng Alternative" could be
selected by the HLM as the final plan.

If the No Grazing Alternative was selected ami proposed for imple-
mentation, HLM PA requires that this decision receive Congressional
review and approval . The Board seriously doubts that the BLM
could produce data to convince Congress tha t closure to livestock
within the Egan H.A. is warranted.

Question : IJoea the Egan Resource Area personnel contend that thev
presently have data to support Implement a tion nf a "No Grazing
Alternative"? If not, how can the HLM possibly meet the NEPA man-
date of selecting and evaluating reasonable alternatives?

The Heno EIS states, "An alternative considered but el I mi n a ted
from study was No Livestock Grazing. This alternative was elimi-
nated because it was considered to be unreasonable and unrealistic
per Nevada Instruction Memorandum NV-H2-H1", The Shoshone-Eureka
HMP stateB "A no livestock grazing alternative was considered ini-
tially and then eliminated from further studv.... As existing
laws recognize livestock grazing as a val id use of the public
lands, and given the impractical 1 ty of this alternative, it will
not he considered further .

"

Question

:

Why is the "No Grazing Alternative" considered reason-
able in the Ely District, but not in other BLM Districts?
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Possibly the purpose of the No Grazing Alternative was to provide
a range in livestock AUMs among the alternatives. The Board con-
tends that a range in Livestock use among the alternatives is arle-
nuately portrayed by Alternatives B and D. The Board can see no
useful purpose for a No Grazing Alternative in the Eg an HMP, does
not consider it a "reasonable" alternative, and feels this alter-
native unnecessarily threatens the liveHtock industry within the
Ely District.

1Q| Hftcommendat ion : The Board recommend a thu t the "No Grazing Al ter-
I native'' be eliminated from the KM P because it Is not "reasonable" .

ALTEKNATIVE A (NO ACTION)

The objective of Alternative A (No Action) is to "continue to man-
age the public land aB at present". As portrayed in the HMP, if
the No Action Alternative is selected as the final HMP, rangelande
will deteriorate, increased over utilization of forage will re-
sult, and compe tition between wild hors^n, livestock, and wildlife
wi LI become severe

.

The board con tends t hu t if the Bureau
a scribe b to this type of management (or J_u_iik o_f_ rnanagemen t ) , thev
are cLearLy in violation of their own" mandate, FLPMA j

'""

the Wild
Horse and Burro Act, BLM PoLicy, etc. since the implementation of
this alternative would be illegal, it must be assumed that Kgan
HMP ' s No Action Alternative is not a "reasonable" alter native.
NHPA requires that all alternatives analyzed must he reasonable.
However, NEPA also requires that a "No Action" Alternative he in-
cluded in the HMP, Based on this diHcussion, there is a paradox:
there must be a No Action Alternative, hut the alternative must be
reasonable. The N-4 State Grazing Board contends that this "para-
dox" is not the result of NEPA regulations. The problem pertains
to the manner in which the Bureau has portrayed the No Action
Alternative.

3 fit Question : Would the implementation of Alternative A, as portrayed
**| in the BMP, be Illegal?

At this point in the HMP process, the Bureau does not know which
alternative or combinations of alternatives will be selected as
the final HMP (p. 37). As a result, it must be assumed that the
"Implementation of the HMP" section of the document would applv to
all of the alternatives. However , there are a number of contra-
dictions be tween the guidelines presented under the I mpie mentation
Section of the HMP (which is supposedly applicable to all alterna-
tives) and the No Action Alternative. The following is a summary
of these contradictions:

Merrill DeSpain
December 22, 1HH3
Page H

2) SELECTIVE
MANAGEMENT

3) GRAZING
ADJUSTMENTS

4) KESOUHCE
CONFLICTS

Implementation of HMP

(p. 37) The KMP will he
implemented through
activity plans such as
AMPs, etc

(p. 39) It is the policy of

the BLM to address range-
land management problems
through a selective manage-
ment approach

.

(p. 37) Grazing adjustments,
if required, will be based
upon reliable vegetation
monitoring studies, ....

(P.37) The management
actions developed for these
plans will be integrated
into a total management
program designed to assure
progress towards meeting
the objectives of the HMP.

No Action Alternative

(p. KM) The allotments
would stav as they cur-
rently are without AMPs
and associated grazing
systems.

Indications are that
selective management will
not apply to the No Action
Alternative.

(p. 25) Hangeland monitor-
ing of grazing use for
proper utilization and

trend vould continue. For
analysis purposes it is
assumed that no adjust-
ments would he made on the
basis of monitoring data.

(p. 109) No action would be
taken to reduce the compe-
tition for available for-
age among livestock, wild
horses, and wildlife.
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Question : if Alternative A is selected hs the final KMP, how will
the guidelines for implementation be incorpo rated?

Question ; Page 40 states that the monitoring program will he In-
corporated Into all of the alternatives except the No Action
alternative. Page 2S Rtatee that the monitoring of rangelands for
utilization and trend will continue under the No Action Alterna-
tive. Which statement is correct?

According to the BLM'fi final Grazing Management Policv, the selec-
tive management approach should be included under ul 1 alterna-
tives. The policy states "District Managers wi 1 1 develop a pro-
posed action and an array of al ternati ves for each planning area
and analyze them through the land-use plan and MS, The alterna-
tives, as well as the proposer! action, should incorporate the
features of selective management, including varvlng the level of
inventory..." However, the Indications are that selective manage-
ment wiH not be a part of the "No Action Alternative".

Quest Ion : Why has the Egan Resource Area elected To go contrary
t"o the Fn,M Director's Final Grazing Management Policy concerning
selective managemen t ca tegoriza tion?

The Hoard agrees that heavy continuous utilization during the
critical growing season can result in rioter ioratl ng range condi-
tions. The Hoard does not agree with the liureau's Insinuations on
page 10K of the No Action Alternative that this problem is occur-
ring on a large scale within ttiti Egan Kesource Area. Page ltiH
implies that the entire resource area is experiencing heavy util-
lzation and deteriorating range conditions. Th is is not an accur-
ate protraval of the existing conditions.

Quest Ion : Does the Egan He source Area possess sound technical
data to support the contention that overuse and deteriorating
range conditions are occurring throughout the entire Resource
Area?

Recommendation : The Bureau should include qualifying statements
under the discussion of vegetation on page 10ft such as "in some
areas of the management zone there may continue to be overuti 1 liga-
tion" .

Page 1MH implies that significant adverse impacts to vegetation
are the result of "existing livestock management practices",
"heavv stocking ratea", etc. However, there is no mention that
wild horses are causing similar problem*.
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Page H

Ques tion : Why was there discussion of wild horse use during
the critical growing season and wild horse overuse of key forage
specieB included in the Vegetation Sec tion on page 10ft?

The Bureau speculates that the limiting factor of the Egan
He source Area big game herds is trie availability of forage and
that the two major variables affecting the amount of forage avail-
able to big game are livestock numbers and wild horse numbers.
During recent years, deer numbers have continued to Increase (for
the most part) within the resource area. The Bureau again specu-
lates that if livestock and wild horse forage demand remains the
same, deer numbers will significantly dec rease

.

Question : Why will currently increasing deer numbers decline in
the future due to over utilization of forage if livestock and
horse numbers remain constant? We fail to see the logic in this
line of reasoning,

KANUbiLAND MONITORING PROGRAM

Page 40 of the KMP indicates that the Egan He source Area staff has
implemented mo ni to ring studies according to the 19H1 Kange Studies
Task Group monitoring procedures. In Instruction Me mo rand urn No.
NV-H2-96, the State Director requires these methods "as the mini-
mum standardized procedures and methodologies". The memo also
states , "I n all cases , when developing your monitoring program,
the range user and affected interests must he actively involved in
the establishment, reading, and PvaTuation of rhe studies.
Involvement of this type Is an essential part of the CHMP process
and is as integral to the success of vour monitoring prog ram as
the technical adequacy of the methods employed .

"

Question : The 19K1 Hange Studies Task Group monitoring procedures
state " Uti llzatlon Map . The use map is our most important tool,
and un fortunately, the most often overlooked ." Has the Egan
Resource Area range staff conducted annual utilization mapping on
their allotments since the State Director's 1982 directive?

Question : What percent of the studies were established and read
with the permittee "actively involved" as per NV-K^-96 and on what
percent of the Egan H.A. allot me nts?
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ADEQUATE DATA

The KMP gives no indication js to the amount of "professional
Judgement" used, to what extent rtatu was extra po la ted to other
areas, and to what degree actual study results were utilized in
formula ting the KMP document. Without knowing the details, the
quality, or reliability of the data, it Is difficult for the re-
viewer to make an adequate evaluation of the Alternatives.
.Section 1602.22 of NEPA indicates that whori there are gaps, in the
relevant information or scientific uncertalnltv , the agency shall
always make clear that such Information is Lacking or that uncer-
tainty exists. In addition, .Section 1502.24 states the agency
"shall identify any methodologies used".

Ques tlon : To what extent was data extrapolated to other areas?
How was data extrapolated to other areas (methodologies used)?
Unas the Bureau have anv "uncertainties" associated with use of
extrapolated data, if used?

Aa presented on page 20 of the KMP, the Bureau insinuates that
overutiliza tion of forage Is common to the entire area for 4 of
the ft management zones. The Board contends that it is impossible
for all the forage of all the allotments within Management Zones
1,2,3, and 4 to have been overutilized . The Bureau unfortunately
has misled the public on this issue and failed to present an
accurate portrayal of the real man ag erne n t situation within these
zones

.

Question I Would the Bureau he receptive to altering their state-
ments concerning the overuse of all forage within the various man-
agement zones (p. 20) if data was presented to the contrary?

Recommendations : The Board recommends that the Bureau:

1) Change on page 20, the appropriate statements to read,
"...indicate that forage demand may exceed current forage produc-
tion in some areas. ...of the management zone."

2) Include a table in the appendix which designates the num-
bers of utilization studies and their results bv allotment for the
Egan Resource Area. This table should also indicate if the per-
mittee was involved in the studies site selection and the field
utilization evaluations. The percent of the acreages, by utiliza-
tion class (slight, moderate, heavy, etc.), delineated on the
utilization maps (assumed to have been performed If 1981 KSTC
recommendations have been followed) by al lotment , should also be
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included In this tahle. If these results indicate: that the entire
areas represented hy Management Zones 1,2,3, and 4 have been over-
utilized , the Board will retract its commen is concerning doubtful
nature of the statements presented on page 20.

3) The KMP should state the methodologies used in determin-
ing riparian condition, how the percent of total area of each ex-
isting succ essional stage by management zone was calculated
(Appendix n) , how and what type of data was extrapolated, and what
degree of certainty the Bureau has in itn results,

RIPARIAN

Appendix 7 indicates that 1 Ives tack grazing is a conflict on the
majority of the stream/riparian area** within the resource area.
The data presented in the appendix and the criteria used f p. 20)
confuses "livestock use" with "livestock damage". "Conflict" is a
term denoting incompatablli ty . Proper livestock use of riparian
areas is compatible, while livestock overuse is Incompatible.

Question : Why is livestock grazing considered a conflict in
Appendix 7 on riparian areas that, are In "excellent" or "good"
condition?

Does this condition evaluation method accoun t for
natural erosion?

Question : Does the Egan K. A, range staff agree that "use" is
synomous with "damage" (as protrayed on page 200)?

Question : Why is wild horse use not presented as a conflict in
Appendix 7?

Question : The criteria presented on page 200 is entitled "Ripar-
ian Condition Classes for Streambanks and Shorelines". Appendix 7
presents the total acres of riparian habitat bv stream and implies
that the condition rating applies to the total riparian area.
Does the Bureau feel confident that a condition evaluation of
"Streamhanks and Shorelines" can be extrapolated to represent the
entire riparian area?

Question : What is the difference between "summer miles" and "win-
ter miles" of streams?

Question : Which criteria were used in determining habitat condl-
tion in Appendix 7: the criteria on page 200, or Appendix 8?

A correspondence from Resource Concepts, Inc., (representing the
N-4 State Grazing board) to Howard Heririck, dated April 2H, 1HHM,
stated the following:
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"KC1 recommends that the BLM exercise c.Hiir.Inn when Interpret-
ing the riparian condition ratinK reHtilts, and that the rea-
sons for a leas than good rating he; presented and explained,
(i.e. undesirable pool to riffle ratio, poor bank cover,
etc.), and that the BLM describe its riparian habitat evalua-
tion methodology in the BMP. "

Question : Why did the kgan K. A. staff choose not to
Resource Concepts, Inc., recommendations 1n the BMP?

include

There are a variety or problems associated with the Bureau's
riparian methodology. The BLM ' s methods for riparian condition
rating are:

1) are influenced by stream flows. Kor example: the pool-
to- riffle ratio for a stream will change Between seasonal and
annual flows. Therefore, the results of the condition rating will
vary without an "actual" change in riparian condition.

2) are more accurately termed "fisheries habitat condition"
than "riparian condition". The methods result In evaluation of
only the streamhed, stream channel, and hanks. They do not re-
flect the status of the adjacent riparian vegetation. It is not
Justified to apply a "fisheries habitat" rating on riparian vege-
tation.

3) have no relationship to site potential.

The Board contends that the HureHU must explain the limitations in
interpreting the data in the BMP and should reassess their own
interpretations of the results. Not to do so is misleading to the
public.

Question : The BMP indicates that riparian fencing may be neces-
sary if other management actions are not accomplishing riparian
habitat goals. The Board assumes that riparian fencing will not
occur until grazing systems and/or AMPs have been Implemented and
evaluated after a complete cycle and monitoring data indicates
that fencing is needed. Is the Hoard's assumption correct?

Hecommendation : The Board has the following recommendations:

1) Under "Aquatics" on page H3 , the BMP should read "Appen-
dix 7" Instead of "Appendix B".

Merrill DeHpain
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2) Appendix B should provide a detailed description of the
methodologies, the drawbacks of the methods, and the need for cau-
tion when attributing the Impacts to grazing. Appendix 9 should
Include the reason for a less than satisfactory condition rating
(pool-to-rlf f le ratio, bank stability, etc.).

3) The criteria on page 2(1(1 should differentiate between use
and damage . The Bureau should reevaluate the conflicts column In
Appendix 7. Specifically, if livestock use should be considered e
conflict as opposed to livestock overuse .

WOODLAND

On page 21, under Management Objectives Rationale
, the BLM states

that, "The primary method of conversion will be through prescribed
burning, but under some circumstances may also include chaining,
plowing, and application of other herbicides."

While energy conservation is presently of concern throughout the
country, It seems that the BLM would feel somewhat compelled to
explore "Blomass" harvest opportunities for energy purposes.
Identifying plant life, whether shrubs or trees, for removal by
burning is, in our opinion, wasteful, if the resource Is not first
evaluated for Its potential for commercial harvest. Offering
large 'designated acreages for commercial harvest could potential-
ly, with good planning, result in improved range conditions for
wildlife, livestock, and watershed protection; Job opportunities
and an Improved economic base in many rural communities; limited
costs to the HIM and users for range Improvement.

Information in the form of technical and economic reports were
provided to the Ely BLM by HCI over the past several months to
alert the Bureau to current technologies and opportunities poten-
tially available in the Ely area through large scale harvesting of
plnyon- Juniper woodlands. The Hureau apparently does not feel
that Investigating new opportunities with the P-J woodlands, etc.,
which could benefit all users, plus local economies, is worth the
effort.
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Page 76 states that total estimated net ranch income in the area
for 1 WHO wan approximately $2. H million and that averan" net ranch
income p« r AUM in estimated at Xll.HS. Hrevioun studies completed
by Resource Concepts, Inc., within th*i nrfM do not indicate as
high net ranch Incomes eh reported in th« uKIN for Eg an area
ranches f Ke source Concepts, Inc., 19M1 )

.

Question : What is Che hasiR and data
mates of" net ranch income?

i:M in deriving these eHtl-

Kecommenda tion : Because level s of economic impact to livestock
operators is a critical factor to he considered in evaluation and
selection of management options, accurate base data is essential
to analyses of these Impacts . Clarification of the income levels
reported in the DEIS and documentation of data sources is sug-
gested and requested .

Page 77 of the DEIS appears to lmplv that "consumer surplus" re-
lated to the use of publ ic lands grazing is derived only from eco-
nomic benefits to ranchers from the us*- of those public lands.
The DEIS f a i I s to recognize tliat "cons inner surpl us " assoc ia ted
with public land use is often more a function of private Invest-
ment on both public and related private lands than economic bene-
fits derived by ranchers from the use of public lands.

Comments bv Dr. nrlan Melton, Agricultural Economist and principal
of Consolidated Management Services (Hosvlyn, New Mexico) at a

recent meeting of the Public Lands Council Grazing Fee Task Force
suggest that grazing permit values are in fact falling as a result
of low beef prices, higher costs of prortuc tion, and a growing risk
and uncertainty associated with g tr zing pub lie lands.

Question : Will the Bureau of Land Management utilize potentially
outdated AUM costs from 1 HHO in reaching management decisions in

1984?

Ke commendation : It the Bureau of Land Management feels compelled
to stress the perceived "imbalance" between grazing fees and per-
mit values, a discussion regarding the importance and levels of
private investment and risk, which are required of the rancher to

harvest a Bureau of Land Management administered AUM, is appropri-
ate and should be researched and included in the Final EIS.
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Page W7 of the DEIS states that "Added costs to livestock opera-
tors would occur because of wilderness designa r.lon " .

Ones tion : As wilderness designation benefits will accrue primar-
ily to recreationists, why should a livestock operator need to

incur higher costs? Would it not be equitable for the HLM , acting
on behalf of the no n -paying recreationists , to incur these addi-
tional costs.?

Recommendation : Added range improvement development and mainte-
nance costs attributable to wilderness designations will be ertsllv

quantified . Because these henef i ts will accrue to recreationists,
we would recommend that wilderness area users, their special In-

terest representatives, or the public (via the BLM) pay any added
costs associated with range improvements in wilderness areas.

None of the discussions of economic impact associated with the

various alternatives (pp. llfl-lM) addresses the added costs of
occur after 1HH4 as all range land improvement

a higher share of developmen t costs are
production that will
maintenance costs and
shifted to permittees.

Question : Has the BLM considered the ability of permittees to

share In development costs and incur full maintenance costs for
new range improvements proposed to improve vegetative conditions
throughout 'the area?

Recommendation : The eventual success of anv of the alternatives
presented in the DEIS in accomplishing its intended objectives
will depend heavily upon development of new and/or maintenance of
existing range improvements. because the Hangelanri Improvement
Policy will effectively shift the major costs of new improvements
and maintenance of existing ones to the livestock industry, the

industry's ability to incur these additional costs must be consid-
ered. The Final HI 3 should include an analysis of the livestock
industry's ability to finance in whole or in part the range im-
provements proposed under each alternative.
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Page 10H oi the DKia indicates that rancher equity will be reduced
bv as much «s fl4.ll million. This reduction' In equity will un-
dauntedly cause the debt/equity ratios of many operations (as
figured hv lenders) to fall below acceptable levels. The result-
ing consequence will see financial institutions calling loans
thereby forcing once viable enterprises to be Bold, most likely at
a much less than equitable price.

Question : Where In the DKlH is the effect of lowering debt/equity
ratios assessed and how will such effects be incorporated Into the
management decision making process?

Kecommendatlons : A consideration of how impacts would be realized
over time should be considered in economic considerations given in
the grazing DEIS. KC I would suggest that the guidelines for
social and economic analysis in grazing impact statements laid out
in UIM instruction memorandum number Hl-HH he followed.

To adequately estimate economic Impacts of adjustments in HUH
policies, the fact that ranchers may be forced out of bUBineBS
must be explicitly addressed.

SUMMAKV

In summary, the Hoard has made recommendations to the Draft KMP to
aid in formulating an acceptable Final HUP. The major recommenda-
tions are:

1) The proposed action should be a combination of the Pre-
ferred and No Action Alternatives. '['he Board contends that since
rtMPa have been written in the past, that monitoring has been
occurring for some time, and that selective management is re-
quired, there should be very little difference between the Pre-
ferred Alternative in the HMP and the continuation of present
management.

2) The No lirazing Alternative should be eliminated.

3) Permittees should be allowed to run any number of live-
stock, so long as 1 t does exceed active preference levels, during
the short term.

4) Incorporate the concept of commercial harvest of pinyon-
,1unlper woodland harvest into the Klnal HMP.

Merrill DeSpain
December 22, 10H3
Page la

The N-4 State (irazlng Hoard is well a wan: that the KMP is an in-
strument of analysis as opposed to a decision document. However,
this does not preclude the fc)gan liesource Area's responsibilities
in presenting reasonable alternatives, accurate data, and objec-
tive analysis. The Bureau of Land Management has a commitment to
the public to produce an unbiased document. We do not feel that
the Board's concerns, expressed during the planning process, were
adequately addressed in the draft HMP. Hopefully, these concerns
will be addressed In the final KMP. The N-4 State Grazing Hoard
welcomes the opportunity to discuss these comments In person prior
to the formulation of the Klnal KMP. Hu look forward to discover
what changes the Draft KMP will incur as n result of our comments
as well as those of others. The N-4 State Grazing Hoard appreci-
ates the opportunity to comment and improve the Draft KMP.

Sincerely

,

Joljii L. McLaln
eVtlfied Kange Management Consultant
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Ely, Nev.
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i-nrrill I.. be:.pa in

District fcntvs'er

Bureau nt land Management

Dear Sir:

Even thour.li the bureau has recommended the South

E/'an Range unsuitable bb a whole for a wilderness aera,

1 feel we should protest the suitability of any portion

as being suitable. Our objections are as follows.

First in the possibility of a lan-e mining aera.

This is in the north part of the study aera. Not only

the northern portion but the nine mile aera oh the east

side of the mountain and the foot hills on the north

western oortion.

Second the possibility of oil or gas in the south-

ern portions

.

Third the numerous roads in the aera from east to

west, eouth and north. A primitive aera in my opinion

should he a place of solitude. A place that is quiet

except for the birds and animals of the aera and you

have the occasional noise of an aeroplane overhead.

in the latter part of: 19S3 in August, September, Oct-

ober and November, 1 spent about twenty nine days in

the northern part of the study aera. There wasn't a

day when from two to four or more pickups and trucKS

and an occasional motorbike disturbed the solitude.

Fourth is the nearness of the town of Lund.

Fifth is the use of the aera by the oeoole of Lund

and Preston. They have used it from 1900 to the present

time for .-razing, timber for building, fence posts, fuel

wood and rocks for building plus picnicing, hikeing ana

hunting.

I am better acquainted with the northern half of

the study aera than any other living being as my lather

run sheep and cattle in the aera for years.

page ?.

I have walked the aera many times an ' have ridden it horse-
back. I have hunted in the aera for the oast fifty five
years and canned in the aera many times, nrosoecting and
mining.

I am writing this letter of nrot.enl. In hfihalf of
myself and all Lha llendrix families who h>iv« an inherent
in mining claims in the aera.

A cony of this letter, with the signaturea of all
concerned will bo mailed to the ".ovner of [levuda and to
our congressman and senator.

Sincerely,

0. '.!. Hendrix
321 Fay ave.
Ely, Nev.
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IHbU Prior Koad
Reno, Nevada 89503

l)«c. 21, 19B3

Herri 1 I DeSpaln
Ely District Hnnajicr
BLM
Star Route 5, liox I

Ely, Nevada 09801

Dear Mr. DeSpufn,

[ wlsli to offer comment u on the HLM's wildernesn recommendations for the Egan
Resource Area. I strongly support designation of wi lderness In Nevada to
protect some of the wild country in our state. Your recommendations will be a
very major part of that process. The Ely District BLH lands have undergone
sharp scrutiny and all those areas that have conflicts or do not qualify have
been eliminated. The four areas that remain al I have outstanding wilderness
character and the majority or all of each area should be recommended for
•MldernesB management. Specifically, I recommend the following areas:

Cowhute Canyon This area is particularly scenic and has abundant wildlife
values, particularly Utah Cutthroat trout, rare spotted bate and variouB big
game specieB mid blrdllfe. The recommended unit should Include a combination
of the preferred and wilderness emphasis alternatives, which total
approximately 28,600 acres. The areas of high mineral potential in the south
should be eliminated, although the preferred alternative eliminates an
excessive amount of land in the southern part.

South Egan Range The high Egan Range in this area should be included in the
recommendation , as indicated in the 57 ,660 acre wilderness emphasis
alternative • This unit offers rugged recreational country and excellent
raptor and large game habitat. While several ways exiBt in the total unit
(most of which are on the edge) the area retsins very high wilderness
character and should be recommended . Roads can be cherry stemmed and way

a

returned to a natural condition.

Riordan's
_
Well The 45,791 acre wilderness emphasis alternative most

adequatly presents the beat wilderness recommendation. The unit is adjacent
to the USFS recommended Grant Range and the BLM recommended Blue Eagle unit,
and together, they make a particularly outstanding and large area for
wilderness protection. Essentially no mineral conflicts exist. This large
area is particularly valuable for recreational opportunities and is truly
remote and offers unequalled solitude

.

J.

Park Range The pref e rred alternative for the Park Kanj^e' is excellent. This
pristine area, guarded by steep limestone cliffs exists as a biological
rnoure re hcarch r,ro a . Si nee it has not been grazed extensively and has not

been roaded , it Btlll contains historically natural areas that must be

protected and kept in their pristine condition. There are essentially no

conflicts, and this area, particularly, has scientific merit, in sddltion to

the wildlife and recreational valueo.

The BLH haa done a good Job identifying these units, and I am hopeful that
each of of these very valuabLe areas can be protected for our children over the
long term.

Thank-you for considering these comment b .

Sincerely, ,

lUonn C. Miller
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816 LilliB
N. Las Vegas NV B9030
December 26, 1983

Merrllj DeSpain
District Manager
Star Route 5

Box 1
Ely, NV 89803

Dear Mr, DeSpalni

I realize that the deadline for letters regarding the wilderness
recommendations for the Egan Resource Area uas the 24th, but I
hope this letter will Btill be considered. With Christmas and
all, I just didn't manage to write it any sooner.

I would like to compliment the Bureau of Land Management for its
Preferred Alternative. I believe that you acted sincerely in
evaluating the potentials for wilderness. The Egan Area contains
great potential for wildernesB. However, I feel that certain
additions are necessary in order to best evaluate this area.

FirBt, in the Goehute Canyon area, it is important to combine the
Preferred Alternative and the Wilderness Emphasis Alternative.
This area is extremely valuable for wilderness, especially
because of its bristlecone pine and aboriginal site. In
addition, it has extremely important wildlife values—both
"ordinary" wildlife such as deer and elk, as well as rare
wildlife such as rare spotted bats and Utah Cutthroat trout. The
area la extremely important to hikers, photographers, cavers, and
backpackers. Although there were mineral conflicts in the
southern part of the WSA, these have been eliminated, so there is
no reason not to preserve as much land as possible in this area
as wilderness.

I would also recommend you propose the South Egan Range as
wilderness. This area would be a unique addition to the
wilderness system because of its limestone cliffs and white fir
forests. Furthermore, it also offers much habitat for raptors
and deer.

I would very much applaud your recommendation for the Park Range,
ifou have recognized the lack of resource conflicts and the
excellent opportunities for wilderness experience in this range.

Finally, I would recommend you greatly enlarge your recommended
wilderness for Rlordan's Well. It is important to complete the
wilderness recommendation in this area, between the Forest
Service recommended wilderness and the proposed Blue Eagle
Mountain wilderness. Again, there are few mineral or other
conflicts in this area.

As I stated above, I hope this letter is not too late to help
urge you to consider expanded wilderness proposals. The Egan

Resource District is an important wilderness resource for
residents throughout the Btate of Nevada. Even if all the above
areas were included in a wilderness proposal, less than 5 per
cent of the Resource Area would be proposed for wilderness.

Sincerely,

(?4jUi' <2c*uLs-^a-j

Cheri Cinkoske
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December 2U, 1983

Morrill DeSpain, Dlstrlot Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Star Route J, Box 1

Sly, Nevada 89301

Dear Mr, DeSpaim

As a long-time altlzen of the state of Nevada, I feel it ifi my

right and duty to voioe my full support for the proposed wilder-
ness areas in your district. The wilderness area concept la a
far-sighted, intelligent one guaranteeing the existence of un-
spoiled land, sir and water for all oitiacns and their posterity
to enjoy and treasure now and forever. In addition, Z give my
full support to the conservationist's alternative which lnoludes
the following!

1) Goshute Canyon (28,600 acres)

2) South Egan Range (57,660 acres)

3) Perk Range (16,831 acres)

U) Rlordan'n Well C>5,791 acres)

The Conservationist's Alternative recommends all four areas be
selected for "ailderness. Shis recommendation includes 183,091 acree,
comprising k.tf of the Egan Resource Area, This alternative pro-
vides a reasonable balance between protecting the wilderness values
of the Egan Resource Area and providing for other multiple uses
of the land.

Sincerely,

A',,. i , A*- \ ,-><

December L'j , l<jb3

t>901 Broadway #1
Oakland, California y46l8

Merrill DeSpain,
Ely Dlstrlot Manager,
Bureau of Land Management
Star Routje 5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89703

Thank you for considering the following areas for
wilderness designation:

Ooshute Canyou WSA
Park Range WSA
Riordan's Well WSA

Future generations will surely benefit as well as this
generation. However, I believe the South Eagan Range
should also be considered. I understand it is an
important raptorial bird location.

Marta Porter
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MINERALOGICAL RESEARCH CO,
DIVISION OF THE NAZCA CORPORATION

Eugene & Sharon ClsneroB * 704-706 Charcot Avenue • San Jose, California 051 31 -2292 U.S.A.

Phone: (408)263-5422 DAYTIME
(406) 923-6600 EVENING DECEMBERS, 1983

Merrill DeSpaln
Ely District Manager
U.S. Bureau of Land Management

Star Route 5, Box I

Ely, NV 89803

Subject: Egan Resource Area

Dear Mr. DeSpaint

It has come to our attention that the Ely District of the BLM is

considering the suftabil ity of four Wilderness Study Areas In the

Egan Resource Area for inclusion into the National Wilderness

System, specif leal I y, the Goshute Canyon Area, South Egan Range,

Park Range, and Riordan's Well.

Our company has been directly Involved in the marketing of

mineraleg leal samples for research Inst Itut Ions, school use,

private collect Ion, and museum display for nearly twenty years.

While we have, from time to time, had the opportunity to deal

In small amounts of mineral samples from the State of Nevada, we

have never been offered, or heard of, any valuable mineraloglcal

or mining areas or sites within the area In question. If such

resources exist, they would be as an extremely small type of

deposit, and certainly would not const i tut e what you could

refer to as a valuable mineraloglcal occurrence or mineral

reserve, suitable for mining.

We feel It Is extremely Important to preserve these valuable

wilderness areas, and that mining ventures In these areas should

not be allowed, on the bash of our obser vat Ions of the materials

present In quantities sufficient to support profitable ventures

on the part of the mining Industry, during the time we have been

in bus Iness.
Very truly yours,

MINERALOGICAL RESEARCH COMPANY
DIVISION OF THE NAZCA CORPORATION

SLCimk

Sharon L. Clsneros
Corporate Vice President

SHOWROOM OPEN BY APPOINTMENT
Fine Crystal & Mineral Specimens — Worldwide Localities Available

Rare Mineral Species for Research, Museum, and Systematic Collections

Meteorltas — Import & Export — Mlna NumeroUno — Crystal Photography — Microscopes

Ultraviolet Lamps — Specimen & Jewelry Boxes — Display Stands

Mineraloglcal Books — Mineraloglcal Record Back Issues

December 2k
t 1983

Merrill DeSpaln, District Manager
Bureau of land Management
Star Route 5, Box 1
Ely, Nevada 89301

Dser Mr, DeSpaini

As a long-time oltlsen of the state of Nevada , X feel It Is ey

right and duty to voice ny full support for the proposed wilder-
ness areas In your district. The wilderness area concept la a
far-sighted, intelligent one guaranteeing the existence of un-
spoiled land, air and water for all oitisens and their posterity
to enjoy and treasure now and forever. In addition, I give my
full support to the conservationist's altsrnative which lnolucsa
the followlngi

1) Goshute Canyon (28,600 aores)

2) South Egan Range (57,660 aores)

3) Park Range (46,831 aores)

*) Riordan's Well (<*5t791 acres)

The Conservationist's Alternative recommends all four areas be
selected for wilderness, this recommendation includes 183,091 aores,
comprising **.5# of the Egan Resource Area. This alternative pro-
vides a reasonable balance between protecting the wilderness values
of the Egan Resource Area and providing for other multiple uses
of the land.

Sincere
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Merrill DeSpain, District Manager
Bureau of land Management
Star Route 5, Box 1
Ely, Nevada 89301

Dear Mr. DaSpalm

As a long-time citizen of the state of Hevada, I feel It Is my
right and duty to voloe my full support for the proposed wilder-
ness areas In your district. The wilderness area concept is a
far-sighted, intelligent one guaranteeing the existence of un-
spoiled land, air and water for all citizens end their posterity
to enjoy and treasure now and forever. In addition, I give sy
full support to the conservationist's alternative which Includes
the foil owlngt

1) Goshute Canyon (28,600 acres)

2) South Egan Range ( 57 1 660 acres)

3) Park Range (46,831 aores)

4) Rlordan'a Well (45,791 acres)

The Conservationist's Alternative reoommends all four areas be
selected for wilderness, fhis recommendation includes l83 t 091 acres,
comprising 4,5;i of the Egan Resource Area. This alternative pro-
vides a reasonable balance between protecting the wilderness values
of the Egan Resource Area and providing for other multiple uses
of the land.

Sincerely,

tt>50 #>yQ ; /].,,,£

December 24, 1983

Merrill DeSpain, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5, Box 1
Sly, Nevada 89301

Dear Mr. DaSpaini

As a long-time citizen of the state of Nevada, I feel it is my
right and duty to voice my full support for the proposed wilder-
ness areas in your district. The wilderness area concept is a
far-sighted, Intelligent one guaranteeing the existence of un-
spoiled land, air and water for all citizens and their posterity
to enjoy and treasure now and forever. In addition, I give my
full support to the conservationist's alternative which includes
the followlngi

1) Goshute Canyon (28,600 acres)

2) South Egan Range (57.660 acres)

3) Park Range (46,831 acres)

4) Riordan's Well (45,791 acres)

The Conservationist's Alternative recommends all four areas be
selected for wilderness, this recommendation includes 183,091 acres,
comprising 4.5* of the Egan Resource Area, This alternative pro-
vides a reasonable balance between protecting the wilderness values
of the Egan Resource Area and providing for other multiple uses
of the land.

Sincerely,

/'<-
1 1 tt
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December 24, 1983

Merrill DeSpaln, Dlatrtat Manager

Bureau of land Management
Star Route 5. Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89301

Dear Mr. DeSpelni

Ab a long-tins citizen of the state of Nevada, I feel It la my

right and duty to voice my full support for the proposed wilder-

ness areas in your diatrict. The wilderness area concept is a

far-sighted, intelligent one guaranteeing the exiatenoe of un-

spoiled land, air and water for all oitlsena and their posterity

to enjoy and treasure now and forever. In addition, I give ay

full support to the conservationist's alternative which induces
the followingi

1) Qoshuto Canyon (28,600 acres)

2) South Egan Range (57,660 aores)

3) Park Range (46,831 aores)

1*) Rlordan's Well (45,791 acres)

The Conservationist's Alternative reoommends all four areas be

seleotad for wilderness, this recommendation includes 183,091 acres,

comprising 4. J* of the Egan Reaource Area. This alternative pro-

videa a reasonable balance between protecting the wilderness values

of the Egcn Resource Area and providing for other multiple uaea

of the land.

Slnoerely,

I I v., V< hr. . If

N , . , .
I

•1 ,.
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December 24, 1983

Merrill DeSpaln, District Manager
Bureau of land Management
Star Route J, Box 1
Ely, Nevada 69301

Dear Mr. DsSpaim

As a long-time citizen of the state of Nevada, I feel it is my
right and duty to voioo my full support for the proposed wilder-
ness areas in your district. The wilderness area concept is a
far-sighted, intelligent one guaranteeing the existence of un-
spoiled land, sir and water for all oltltena and their posterity
to enjoy and treasure now and forever. In addition, I give my
full eupport to the conservationist's alternative which induces
the followingi

1) Qoohute Canyon (28,600 acres)

2) South Egan Range (57,660 acres)

3) Park Range (46,831 aores)

4) Riordan's Well (45,791 acres)

The Conservationist's Alternative reoommends sll four areas be
selected for wilderness, this recommendation includes 183,091 acres,
comprising 4,5* of the Egan Resource Area. This alternative pro-
vides a reasonable balance between protecting the wilderness values
of the Egan Resource Area and providing for other multiple usss
of the lsnd.

Slnoerely,

ftsUjt-<.

A"<S*,e
-j MV

t~-
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December 24, 1963

Merrill DeSpain, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89301

Dear Mr, DaSpaini

As a long-time citizen of the state of Nevada, I feel it is my

right end duty to voioe roy full support for the proposed wilder-

ness areas in your diatriat. The wilderness area concept is a

far-sichted, intelligent one guaranteeing the existence of un-

spoiled land, air and water for all citizen* and their posterity

to enjoy and treasure now and forever. In addition, I give ny
full support to the conservationist's alternative which induces
the foilowlngi

1) Goahute Canyon (28,600 acres)

2) South Egan Range (57,660 acres)

3) Park Range (46,831 acres)

4) Riorden's Well (45,791 acres)

The Conservationist's Alternative recommends all four areas be
sclcotod for wilderness. This r«oommendation includes 183,091 aores,
comprising 4,5* of the Egan Resource Area. This alternative pro-
vides a reasonable balance between protecting the wilderness values
of the Egan Resource Area and providing for other multiple uses
of the land.

Sincerely,

IH £a*i "1 " U

1

2

December 24, 1983

Merrill DeSpain, District Manager
Bureau of I.ind Management
Star Route .«,, Box 3

Sly, Nevada 89301

Dear Mr. DeSpairo

As fi long-tine olticen of the state of Nevada, X feel it ia ey
right and duty to veioe rav full support for the proposed wilder-
ness areas in your district* The wilderness area concept is a
far-eirhtad, intelligent one guaranteeing the existence of un=
spoiled land, air and water for fill oitisens and their posterity
to enjoy and treasure now and forever. In addition, X give ny
full support to the conservationist's alternative which includes
the followingi

1) Goshuto Canyon (28,600 aores)

2) South Egan Range ( 57,660 aores)

3) Park Rangs (46,831 aores)

4) Riordan's Well (45,791 acres)

The Conservationist's Alternative recommends all four areas be
selected for wilderness, Shis recommendation includes 183,091 aorss,
comprising 4,5* of the Egan Resource Area, This alternative pro-
vides a reasonable balance between protecting the wilderness values
of the Egan Resource Area and providing for other multiple uses
of the land.

Sincerely,

8 ty V'^ a\T, kjuJ*-

a .U
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SIERRA CLUB
Toiyabe Chapter - Nevada ind Eastern California

H.LASE REPLf ASIN GROUP D LAS VEGAS CHOUP
6096 P.O. Bo. 19777

r aut.on La. Vigil, Nivid*

December 23, 1983

Merrill DeSpain, Manager
BLM/Ely District
Star Route 4, Box 1

Ely, NV 89803

Dear Manager DeSpain,

I am
Manageme
of the
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permitted by the national

I was very disappointed with the Egan RMP/EIS as it proposes no
real solution to very serious public land management problems in
the Egan RA, except categorization of allotments into M, I, and C
and extensive and expansive vegetation conversions which
primarily benefit livestock. There is extremely limited
reference to reducing or eliminating livestock overgrazing or
even to improving the ecological condition of the vegetation,
which would actually benefit wildlife and wild horses, improve
watershed, recreational, wilderness, and all other non-commodi ty
values, in addition to livestock operations.

Nowhere does FLPMA or PRIA state the overall goal of public land
management ia "to improve the resources of the resource area
which would result in increased goods and services to the public
lands users and general public." (p. 11) A less commodity
oriented goal which would comply with the stated intentiona of
Congress would be "to improve and maintain public rangslands to
good or better ecological condition." An objective to reach this
goal would ba "to reduce overgrazing by adjusting livestock
numbers to the carrying capacity of the range and developing
grazing systems which comply with the principle of sustained
yield, a legal requirement of BLM operations.

Any vegetation conversion projects should be considered only
after grazing management has been implemented, not in
subst 1 tution for a grazing system. When AUMs increase due to
improved grazing management, they should be used to make up for
the BLM-estimated forage deficiency in over 90% of the RA, not be

To explore, tnfoy, and protect the natural mountain tccne . . .

SO
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used to justify Increases in livestock numbers, as the EIS
implies. And why is fire so over-proposed as a conversion
technique? There is no justification given for the purported
Improvement in wildlife habitat by extensive burning. In fact,
most wildlife professionals oppose a "let-burn" philosophy,
especially when an increase In livestock forage production is
the BLM goal

.

Not enough emphasis is given to the use of other standard range
management practices, such as the setting of utilization levels
of vegetation, especially that important to wildlife, nor to
maintaining a credible and functioning monitoring program. In
fact, we are very concerned that monitoring in the Egan RA will
bo used to juatify additional range Improvements to bring forage
up to and beyond existing (over) stocking rates, not to adjust
livestock numbers to the carrying capacity of the public range-
lands. We would have little confidence in such monitoring data.

In addition, adjusting seasons-of-use does not appear to be
under consideration for use In the Egan HA. The EIS Is fuzzy on
how many AMPS will be developed for the 90 allotments without
grazing management and when. No range improvements should be
even considered unless they are a part of a comprehensive AMP.

It is totally unacceptable to the public concerned with proper
rang* management and the correction of historic abuses of
livestock overgrazing for BLM to propose in most of its
alternatives to license livestock use at the 3 year average
levels or higher when the EIS acknowledges extensive overgrazing,
i.e. "forage demand la far greater than forage production"
(p. 20), although estimates of acreage In poor, fair, good, and
excellent condition are never made. Instead, statements on ranoe
condition and carrying capacity are prefaced by "professional
judgement and preliminary data from monitoring studies indicate "

Doesn't BLM even know the condition of the rangeland it is sup-
posed to be managing? What is its "preliminary data?" If BLM
does not know range conditions or carrying capacity, then on what
legitimate basis is the agency permitting any livestock use of
the public lands? —
The EIS appears to be written to obfuscate the actual poor
conditions of the public land. The use of "percent acres In
desired auccesolonal stages" instead of poor, fair, good, and
excellent (if any) are worthy of Orwell's prophecies of
doublespeak in 1984 , which has arrlvedl It is not even clear
that if the Egan RA successional stages occur as desired that the
public rangelands will be in satisfactory condition. It appears
that BLM is using this language to confuse the public and to be
thus relieved of accountability for poor management.

Categorizing allotments into M, I, and C is an action designed to
convince the public that something is being done about livestock
overgrazing. Categorizing is a paper exercize, which on its face
is ridiculous. Putting 76 allotments into M s C categories
(i.e., do nothing) when BLM admits that over 904 of the Egan RA
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Is overgrazed, riparian areas are being systematically destroyed,
only 5 allotments have AMPs, etc., is a calloU3 disregard of BLMs
public land management responsibilities.

Wilderness was handled with more consideration. We support an
Increase to the Preferred Alternative for the Goshute Canyon WSA

to 29,008 acres. Its wilderness and numerous other natural
values make it an outstanding addition to the National wilderness
system. We support the Wilderness Emphasis Alternative for the

South Egan Range WSA of 58,000 acres. The unique white fir

forests, the hardy brlstlecone, the limestone caves, the

important raptor sites as well as its solitude and outstanding
opportunities for primitive recreation qualify the WSA as

wilderness. The 47,000 acre Preferred Alternative recommendation
for the Park Range is very good. We support It especially given
the pristine meadows which should be used as a comparison for
excellent ecological condition. We support the 46,000 acre
Wilderness Alternative recommendation for the Rlordan's Well WSA.

Resource conflicts are minimal and wilderness values are
extremely high in this rugged area.

75

89
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have several other general complaints about the planning
process in the Egan RA. While the RMP/EIS states (p. 11) thatprocess in tna egan nt\, nniia too nnr/ojo status it'.ttj *.»•«».

"RMPa are designed to make maximum use of the best available data
in formulating and analyzing alternatives," the document never
states what data la available. Have range surveys been
conducted? When was monitoring initiated in the Egan RA? What
kind of monitoring has occurred, where, and for how long? How Is

this data actually used?

The lack of specificity in the Egan RMP/EIS leads this reviewer
to conclude that thin BIS is programatlc and will not meet a

court test of its adequacy.

The Sierra Club is also concerned about the lack of

Identification of Areas of Critical Environmental Concern in the

Egan RA. It is inconceivable that In 3.8 million acres, the BLM

can find no ACECs. It is well known that the Egan RA has
critical wildlife habitat, Including habitat for rare and
endangered species, brlstlecone pine areas, significant
archeological and cultural sites, and other scenic and geological
areas of public Interest. The RMP and EIS is quite deficient in

complying with its own regulations on ACECs.

We are very interested in the principle articulated on p. 15

regarding ORV designation. The RMP states "An undefined
'potential' for off-road vehicle use damage is not adequate
justification for constraints on off-road vehicle use." Does
this principle also apply to land disposal, i.e., "an undefined
or non-specified 'potential' for disposal of public lands is not
adequate justification for BLM proposed disposals in the Egan
RA?" Does this principle apply to wilderness designation, i.e.,

"an undefined or non-specified 'potential' for minerals in a WSA
Is not adequate justification" for BLM proposed negative
recommendations for wilderness designation or the elimination of

33

29

26
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large areas of WSAs due to 'mineral conflicts'?"
to be consistent!

BLM should try

We object to the handling of "mineral resources management" (on
p. 15). Doesn't the BLM have some regulations regarding the
minimization of negative environmental impacts of mining
exploration and development or at least some requirements for
minimal reclamation of disturbed areas? If so, environmental
protection from disturbances from mineral development should be
a part of the Egan RMP.

The treatment of the destruction of riparian areas by unmanaged
livestock and BLM actions proposed to correct this problem are
very superficial. Is not BLM specifically mandated to protect
riparian areas and manage them in good or better condition? If
so, the proposed alternatives are deficient.

A particularly obtuse statement on p. 23 requires clarification.
What is meant by "All vegetation will be managed for those
successionel stages which would best meet the objectives of this
alternative"? The paragraph was truncated by a misplaced
paragraph 5 before it could reveal which Appendix attempted to
quantify this obtusity. Although the Preferred Alternative is
supposed to be balanced, the management actions described appear
to almost exclusively benefit livestock; therefore, does this
unclear statement mean that the vegetation will be managed to
benefit livestock?

The acreage proposed for disposal is to tally unacceptable. No
justification was given for how the disposal of 80,000 acres Is
in the public interest, nor even of who is requesting such
massive land disposals. The law provides for reasonable
disposals for community expansion and other public purposes and
for small unmanageable parcels, not for thousands of acres which
apparently will benefit private individuals, not the public.

In general, we support Alternative B, but feel it is a feeble
effort in an overall inadequate plan to balance land management
among all the multiple uses. We have no idea if livestock
levels of 75% of 3-year average use is adequate or not. Are
92,000 AUMs within the carrying capacity of the range?

The other alternatives are obviously inadequate. We do commend
BLM for including a NEPA-mandated no grazing alternative, but the
general non-specificity of this EIS practically negates the
usefulness of using the no-grazing alternative for base-line
comparisons. Why is the requirement for a benefit-cost ratio of
1.0 for range improvement projects only mentioned in one
alternative? Does this requirement not apply to projects In all
alternatives? Or does BLM propose to fund range improvements in
which costs exceed benefits?

According to information obtained from the Nevada Department of
Wildlife, there are inaccuracies or substantive disagreements on
the categorization of 20 allotments into M or C categories. We
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support DoW recommendat iona for all the 20 allotments to ba put
into the I category.

The Egan RMP/EIS is one of the most poorly written documents I

have yet reviewed. Substantively, it is inadequate, leading me
to believe that the BLM does not know much about the Egan RA, its
problems, or their solutions or that the Bure.au is not courageous
enough to honestly describe the problems nor take the necessary
corrective actions. X hope and trust that this "plan" will be
rewritten when reason Is restored to public land management in
this country.

Thank you for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Rose Strickland, Chair
Public Lands Committee of the Toiyabe Chapter of the Sierra Club
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WHITE PINE BPPRTSMEN
Nevada WlUk/e Federation - Member

December 29, 19B3

Bureau nl" Land Management
SR 5 Box I

Ely, Nevada. 89301

Attention: Merrill L, DeSpain

Subject; CoiumentH on Egan Draft Resource Management Plan

Our primary interests are wildlife and recreational unu of the land,

Our most aerioua concerns for wildlife are; 1) present overpopulation of

wildhorses, 2) almost no habita.1 improvement for wildlife.

The wildhorse overpopulation problem is severe In the Buck^-Bald Mountains
and Long Valley areas for mule deer, These areaa are winter range for our
mule deer and the habitat 1b being ruined, Since the I) , S , Congress resists
efforts to legally and rapidly reduce the impact of these wildhorses, the

problem drifts year after year. We deplore the lack of action by U,S, Gov-
ernment agencies and the U,S. Congress, We don't eee how you can have an

effective, long range "Egan RMP" without this problem being addressed in

total,

Our concerns for recreational use of RMP land ia that the citizens of Nevada
will have the same access to 3.11 RMP public lands after the RMP is implemented
as before. There are literally hundreds of four wheel drive roadways exist-
ing that do not show up on official maps. If they aren't considered a main-
tained roadway, they are defined as not existing. If these wilderness areas

are created, a great deal of access will he lost to older and physically
impaired citizens. We applaud the principle of setting aside some of our-,

public landa for wilderness, Our great basin valleys also have many unique
wildlife, plant, and scenic features, but they aren't included in wilderness
areas, The mountain ranges that are Included are so narrow that they would
make only marginal wilderness areas at best,

The ''Preferred Alternative' 1 la flawed from our point of view, in several
areas) 1) wildhorse populations aren't being reduced, 2) nearly h of total

proposed wilderness study area acreage is Included which has substantial
negative impact on mining,

We dp not support the "Preferred Alternative" nor "Alternative A through E"

as written.

-iB^rrjt
Bob Ma re urn, President

ALtk%^
Bob Holllnger, Secre tary y
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CITY OF ELY

January 9, 1983

bureau of liind Munu^uniunt

SR 5 Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89301

re : Egan Wilderness Study

Gentlemen:

The Ely City Council at itB January 9th meeting discussed the Egan

Wilderness Study performed by your agency. The City Council feels

if this designation will in any way hurt the economy of Ely Cie: White

Pine Power Project, oil and gas exploration etc.) than the City of Ely

cannot in any way support this possible designation.

Sincerely

RobertJSpellberg
City Clerk

cc: Mayor White
Ely City Council

2955 Berkshire
Cleveland Heights OH 44118

January 13, 1984

Mr. Merrll L. DeSpain
District Manager
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
SR 5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89301

Dear Mr. DeSpain:

1 must apologize for the tardiness of this comment. However, I feel that

there are definite extenuating circumstances. 1 requested the Egan EIS, RMP,

and Wilderness Technical Report (WTR) on December 14 and It was mailed from

Ely that day. It was not delivered to me until December 27 and already after

the due date. It was not sent PRIORITY mall. The Lahontan EIS, RMP and WTR

were requested on December 13. These were sent PRIORITY mall and arrived on

the 15th.

Technically, you can throw the attached comment away, disregard it, or

not even read 1t, but you are not obliged to do so. You can also still accept

1t and I hope that you will.

I feel that I am uniquely qualified to comment on the Issue of wilderness

In northern Nevada as I am a member of every responding special interest group

except ranching. I am a professional geologist with a Master's degree 1n

geology and work experience with the U.S.G.S. (field mapping); Hanna Mining

Co. (base and precious metal exploration); Humble Oil and Refining Co., now

Exxon (qeophysics) . I have also been president of my own mining company,

Phoenix Mineral and Mining Associates, for ten years. That company

successfully carried out precious opal mining operations at Virgin Valley,

Humboldt Co., Nevada, for two years as well as base and precious metal

exploration and property evaluation 1n Nevada, Alaska, and elsewhere. During

the opal mining operation we had the largest mining operation In Humboldt

County according to the Nevada Bureau of Mines. I feel that I am familiar

with much of northern Nevada because of these activities.

Presently I am Curator of Mineralogy at the Cleveland Museum of Natural

History and consider myself a conservationist. I also do considerable field

collecting of rocks and minerals and am deeply Involved with regional and

national rock-hound organizations. I have two bad knees which prohibit

extensive field work so I cherish my ability to drive my car like an ORV into

the most outlandish areas. (I've gone farther than some motorcycles and

pulled jeeps out of bogs.) 1 am an Eagle Scout (1958) and have en.ioyed

primitive camping in the West since 1956.
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In addition, my parents had three lots on Assateague Island which were

taken by the U.S. government for the National Seashore there with what I

still consider to be woefully Inadequate compensation. There 1s absolutely no

question, however, that the area has been put to a much better use as a

National Seashore than had It been developed 1n cottages. I thoroughly

enjoyed my subsequent visit there.

Possibly I have written
propose some things for which
The most Important 1s that I

It an honor to live there. V

cherishes the place, but most
not appreciate the uniqueness
I think that they and their c

a degree of wilderness. The
exactly those elements of the
ranchers, miners, rockhounds

far too much about myself but I am going to

I thought 1t best to state my qualifications.
love northern Nevada very much and would consider
rtually everyone I spoke with 1n the area also

1n fact, are so familiar with 1t that they do

of the environment 1n which they live. In time,

htldren will thank you for saving some portion 1n

designation of wilderness areas seeks to preserve
environment that we all cherish, whether we be

or "conservationists" (whoever they are).

Finally, I would like to especially thank those who prepared the

Wilderness Technical Report and Environmental Impact Statement. They have

provided concerned persons of all persuasions the facts with which to make

informed comment. It 1s deeply appreciated. I hope that my comments are

received by them as an extension of the same theme -- that all of us are

trylnq to find the most suitable use for some unique lands that we all

cherish. I would like to receive any comments from BLM or others regarding

this comment. I also wish to be kept Informed of all matters relating to BLM

actions on wilderness 1n the Ely District.

Sincerely,

J<L/t
Paul C. Cltffor

COMMENTS ON EGAN DRAFT RESOURCE MANA GEMENT PLAN AND ENVIRONMENTAL INPUT
STATEMENI AND SUPPORTING EGAN WILDERNESS TECHNICAL REPORT

The Wilderness Study Areas (WSAs) of Interest are:

Goshute Canyon (NV-040-015)
Park Range (NV-040-154)
Rlordan's Well (NV-040-166)
South Egan Range (NV-040-168)

Comments pertaining to all four WSAs

All four of the areas under consideration have been designated Wilderness
Study Areas (WSAs). Under the Wilderness Act of 1964 and Federal Lands Policy
and Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976, Section 603, these areas are to be managed
under an Interim Management Plan (IMP) which essentially treats them as
wilderness areas until Congress desiqnates each area a Wilderness Area or
returns the specific area to general multiple use. As a WSA each area has
been found to be suitable as wilderness under the Wilderness Intensive
Inventory. To delete an entire area or portion of an area from recommendation
to Congress there must exist a documented and clearly overriding resource or
management conflict. Ties must be settled 1n favor of wilderness designation.
Those areas without a documented significant conflict must be recommended as
suitable. This comment will focus on conflicts cited 5yl!LM for reductions of
acreages suitable for recommendation to Congress for Wilderness Designation.

Size, naturalness, and outstanding opportunities for solitude or
primitive recreation are mandatory wilderness characteristics which are
splendidly met by all four WSAs. Special features, multiple resource
benefits, and diversity 1n the National Wilderness Inventory are additional
(supplemental), highly valued , but not mandatory wilderness characteristics.

It 1s also my understanding that decisions 1n California RARE II disputes
as applied to WSAs and Interior Board of Land Appeals decisions 1n Utah and
Arizona mandate that only man-generated imprints arising within a WSA are to
be considered. Imprints such as noise and view Impairment arising outside the
area are not to be considered. Minor imprints such as range Improvements do
not disqualify an area.

Wilderness Study Policy and Planning Criteria Quality Standard 4 states:
"In determining whether an area Is suitable or unsuitable for wilderness
designation, the BLM wilderness study process will consider comments received
from Interested and affected publics at all levels: local, state, regional,
and national. Wilderness recommendations will not be based exclusively on a

vote counting majority rule system. The bureau will develop its
recommendations by considering public comment 1n conjunction with Its analysis
of a wilderness study area's multiple resource, social, and economic values
and uses." This clearly says that the recommendation isn't a beauty contest.
Informed public comment pertinent to the Issues of analysis will be considered
by the BLM. Vet at the end of the presentation of each alternative there is a

section under Social Conditions anticipating the local and nonlocal responses
to the alternative. This 1s very troubling, because It seeks a political
solution to what 1s basically a technical process, namely determining
suitability of all or part of a WSA for designation as wilderness.
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This is painfully obvious in the case of wilderness designation. The

severe changes made in the Preferred Alternative (as opposed to the balanced

approach put forward in the Mid Range Alternative "C") reqardinq wilderness

have been brought forward, without BLM comment or justification, apparently to

placate certain segments of the local community. According to Wilderness

Study Policy and Planning Criteria, each quality standard will be "fully

considered and documented " In determining recommendation as suitable or

unsuitable.
As BLM chose to Include the wilderness considerations with the RMP they

must still justify (document) why the preferred alternative 1s better,

particularly since 1t 1s so different from the Mid Range Alternative. As such

the EIS 1s severely if not fatally flawed as regards wilderness designation

recommendation.
It 1s critical to accurately evaluate potential resource or management

conflicts to determine the ultimate suitability of each Individual WSA. The

Eqan Wilderness Technical Report (WTR) 1s generally an excellent document

setting forth well the facts necessary to make proper decisions. The most

Important differences of opinion are the valuation of mineral potential and

the consistent Introduction of outside Imprints which should not be considered

(see above).
While the technical report 1s generally excellent, I have major

difficulties with some evaluations of that report contained in the Egan Draft

Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), most

specifically with regard to mineral potential, BLM management conflict

concerns with off-road vehicle (ORV) use, and perception of wilderness value.

The conflict with ORV use 1s a real one. Northern Nevada 1s one of the

most sparsely populated areas tn the entire country. Host people would

consider this as solitude even without a wilderness title! Yet, for about 140

years people have driven their wagons, trains, cars, trucks and ORVs hither

and thither until even here some 97% of the Resource area 1s unsuitable for

wilderness designation. The stereotyped Nevadan 1s extremely Independent and

will "drive" (go?) where he pleases. In recognition of this the BLM has

removed as much area literally accessible to ORV users as possible from Its

preferred and wilderness emphasis recommendations. The only difficulty with

this defensive approach is that new generations of ORVs are continually

becomlnq available and even now I suspect there 1s virtually no area

absolutely Inaccessible to ORVs.

Additionally, some WSAs are severely reduced 1n size or eliminated

altogether by this removal of areas accessible to ORVs. Fortunately, Nevadans

are also very law-abiding people with a wel 1 -developed sense of social

justice. They don't like qovernment Interference by laws but usually they

will comply with them, particularly 1f they are viewed as reasonable. I

think, in time, more and more Nevadans will recognize that the use of land as

wilderness 1s reasonable.
But what should the BLM do 1n the meantime? First, one needs to look at

the scale of the potential problem. The EIS (p. 93) states:

"Current off-road vehicle (ORV) use within the area is generally

restricted, by user choice, to existing roads and trails. Topography, terrain

and vegetation effectively eliminate ORV use on much of the area. In

addition, the existing roads and trails provide access to many backcountry

areas and the roads and trails provide the variety of challenge sought by many
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enthusiasts. ORV use is low in comparison to the size of the area. Use Is

estimated-at 8,000 visitor hours per year. Little damage 1s known to be

occurring frum the current levels of use or from the current use patterns.

Therefore, it is assumed that there are currently no significant impacts from

off-road vehicle use within the Egan Resource Area."

The EIS (p. 15) also states:

"Public lands within the Resource Area must be designated either open,

1 imited or closed to off-road vehicle use. Constraints on off-road vehicle

use need to be based on identifiable and defendable concerns. An undefined

"potential" for off-road vehicle use damage 1s not adequate Justification for

constraints on off-road vehicle use. Damage must be shown to be occurrinq or

imminent".
This 1s a very sensible approach and extends very well to ORV management

in Wilderness areas and basically translates "We don't have a problem we

cannot document. We will not solve problems we do not have". In terms of

management of ORVs no problem has been documented despite a concerted effort

to define ORV use as a problem. Therefore ORV use by current patterns (see

above) does not pose a significant management problem 1n the WSAs.

BLM 1s required at present to manage all WSAs to preserve wilderness

values under existing IMPs. Management is an active endeavor according to my

dictionary and involves manipulation to achieve the desired goals. Removing

all substantial parts of a WSA based on potential illegal vehicle trespass on

a scale so trivial as described above 1s not management of wilderness but

active abetting of the destruction of It which is forbidden by the IMP. As

such, these reductions in size are themselves Illegal except 1n areas of

overwhelming Impact. These exceptions are very, very rare In the 4 WSAs.

I feel that the best defined boundaries on the ground are existing roads

and fence lines. Conspicuous signs can be placed when entering, leaving, or

adjoinlnq a WSA. Periodic signs along the boundary roads and at critical

logical entry points should be sufficient to Inform the public of the presence

of a wilderness area. I think that you will get a reasonable compliance as a

result of such posting. Boundary effects are always present 1n any physical

system. They must be" accepted, tolerated, but not condoned. It Is therefore

best to site the boundaries such that the boundary effects do not affect core

wilderness values i.e. at the side of the boundary road. Determined ORV

trespassers will Ignore or destroy any other boundary device anyway, Including

topographic barriers.
The real problem then is what to do with the deliberate ORV trespasser.

I would suggest that fines for first time offenders be up to $100; second

offense, mandatory $500; and third offense, mandatory $1000 and confiscation

of vehicle. The BLM contends that 1t does not have or anticipate sufficient

up i.i^i£C<ij receive i J/a ui onj i ihc wncucu. "•^ u^i

other 25% or 100* if Its own personnel make the arrest. Such a system would

generate a strong Incentive for enforcing compliance from local citizens. The

economic gains to the local community from such a revenue source would far

offset any adverse economic impact due to designation of any of the WSAs as a

wilderness 1f the ORV problem 1s as serious as BLM contends.

A second problem Involves the evaluation of portions of the WSAs for
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potential mineral production. There appears to be a mixture of terminology In
the HTR and EI5 between "high-moderate-low" potential which I associate with
the "Classification and Confidence" scheme used in other BLM EISs and
"htgh-good-speculative-low" as defined In the HTR Glossary. In fact they
correlate well htgh-h1gh, moderate=good, low-low. The WTR classification has
the crucial and mandatory additional classification of "Speculative." I have
addressed this "speculative" component tn my comments on other Wilderness
EISs. The mineral potentials used 1n this comment will be as defined in WTR
Glossary (p. 144), and recited below:

MINERALS POTENTIALS:
High Potential - High potential 1s asslqned to areas that contain or are

extensions of active or Inactive properties which show evidence of ore,
mineralization and favorable geologic characteristics. All producinq
properties fall within this category.

Good Potential - Good potential 1s assigned to areas with several
geologic characteristics Indicative of mineralization, relatively lower
economic value of past production and similar environments out at greater
distances from known ore and mineral occurrences. This cateqory may Include
areas adjacent to known districts or fn mineral belts.

Speculative Potential - Speculative potential Is assigned to areas having
some favorabTe qeoloqlc parameters and Inferences based on geologic models and
analogies to known favorable environments. Increasing depth of alluvial cover
over areas of potential deposlsts Is also a consideration 1n this category
except In the case of oil and gas potential.

Low Potential - Low potential 1s assigned to areas that are outside any
construced favorable geologic and mineral trend projections or are burled by
over 1,500 meters of alluvium (except oil and gas).

As defined above, all areas of high potential were excluded during the
Wilderness Intensive Survey. No mines presently active or Inactive are
Included 1n eny of the WSAs. The areas assigned a high or moderate value 1n
the WTR or EIS should have a lower classification detailed below.

In fact the potential of all four WSAs to produce ore at a profit is
quite low. There are no working mines In any of the four WSAs as far as I

know and according to the WTR. Most of these areas He near or directly 1n
the path of early emmlgrant trails and have been prospected for the last 140
years. Nothlnq of any real significance has ever been found within them.

There 1s a b1q difference tetween prospectlnq and developing a claim.
Serious development Is hard, expensive work. Prospecting, on the other hand,
can be anything from a pleasant diversion to hard work as well. I am not
aware of any serious development work or larqe scale mineral prospectlnq at
the present time In any of the WSAs. Given the stronq work ethic of most
Nevadans I suspect that for many prospectlnq 1s a somewhat more socially
acceptable recreation than flshtng. Besides there are more mountains than
flshlnq holes in Nevada. The main point 1s that It 1s socially acceptable to
be "working" at prospecting (rather than fence mending, say) but 1t 1s not yet
socially acceptable to hike, Mrdwatch, or do other such silly things.
None-the-less, prospecting for many is a means of getting away from'the

regular routine under the guise of work. The last thing these people want is
to actually find something which would demand or warrant serious development.
That would be real work agalnl But, one does need to file a claim now and
again and do the annual assessment work (that no one can find later) so that
one's wife and peers will take one's effort seriously and not Interfere with
one's prospecting "work"l

Whether by dint of hard work or pure chance some people do make a valid
discovery of mineral wealth. Such fortunate people can stake a valid claim
and that claim should be honored. However, the conditions that must be met
are pretty strict. First, the claim must be properly located, slaved and
recorded with both the county and BLM In Nevada. The assessment work must be
kept current. And, perhaps most Important and least honored, there must be a
valid discovery.

A valid discovery of minerals Is one "where the evidence 1s of such a
character that a person of ordinary prudence would be justified 1n the further
expenditure of his labor and means, with a reasonable expectation of success,
to develop a valuable mine, and where the requirements of the statutes have
been met".

There are a number of key words here. Evidence decernable by others
rather than hope 1s required. A prudent person, not a gambler, must assess
and be willing to accept the risk of further effort be 1t labor or money.
Remember, the law was written In 1872 and requires either a 10' X 10' X 10'
hole or heading or Us equivalent or $100 expended on labor or material
directly for the mine. In 1872 holes were drilled with a single or double
Jack with some poor fellow holding the drill steel In his hands. One hundred
dollars was about equivalent to the average working man's salary for an entire
year. This 1s the kind of commitment required 1n the original law. Our
prudent person must have a reasonable expectation of success 1n developing a
valuable mine. I.e., 1t must be consistently workable at a profit commensurate
with return of Investment. It cannot just be a hobby, and the overriding
principal value must be the mineral produced not the recreational value of the
site. Other case laws have developed that the reasonable return Is equivalent
to all or a substantial part of a person's annual earnlnqs of today, say
$10,000 profit per year.

Serious prospectors and developers holding claims 1n these WSAs should
demand that they be designated as suitable for wilderness. If they are, then
the USGS and USBM are required to do an Individual 1n-depth analysis of each
claim to determine Its validity. Such an analysis Is invaluable to the
serious claim holder and anathema to the hobbyists.

There was once (and maybe there still 1s) a program admintsted by USBM to
aid small mine developers In assessing the potential of their property but
giving the U.S. Government an equity position in the potential production. A
lot of miners wished to take advantaqe of this program but 1t was never really
funded and very few were actually helped. Here, anybody with a claim 1n a WSA
gets the same or better for freel If the claim 1s not found to contain a
valid discovery then the serious claim holder would want to cut their losses
and drop it anyway. Invalid claims should not affect wilderness
considerations.

Additionally 1f the claims are not filed by December 30, or whenever the
designation 1s made, the free market place has determined that the BLM
assessments of moderate and high potential do not economically warrant the
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expenditure of effort simply to file as the USBM and USGS will have to analyze
them for free.

The EIS and Technical Report have been out for some months to tell
prospectors where to locate additional claims with a minimum of effort. I

suspect that the non-filers are Indeed reasonable and prudent people.
Saleable minerals Include sand, gravel, and topsoll. However, these

commodities can be made available 1n sufficient quantity In adjacent areas.
The extraction and potential of saleable minerals within the WSAs are
insignificant.

A number of geoloqic factors must be present to create an economic
concentration of oil or gas. There must be source rocks, usually marine.
These must be buried deeply enough to be gently heated but not so deeply that
the oil and gas are subsequently heated to such a deqree that they are
destroyed. The oil and gas must then be able to move to permeable reservoir
rocks which are sealed on top and sides to prevent the escape of the oil or
qas. The deposit must then be found and developed.

011 and gas potential is blmodal in the Egan RA. There Is valley fill,
and various portions of all four WSAs centered on mountain masses. The
geologic history of the region essentially precludes economic concentrations
of oil and qas In the mountain masses. The conditions above are simply not
mr-t. The mountain masses do not end at the topoqraphlc break 1n slope we now
observe, but rather they are bounded by faults which may be some distance,
often a mile or more toward the valley from the topoqraphlc break 1n slope.
This means that the valley edges generally belong to the geologic province of
the mountains and hence have a very low potential for oil and gas production.

The fact that these areas are leased for oil and gas has no significance
except to show that the government Is very shrewd about such leases. Leasees
pay a set fee by the acre for the entire lease whether or not particular areas
within the lease have high or low potential. Often as much land of low or no
potential 1s added to a lease as the traffic will bear. This happens under
the guise of keeping neat boundaries, like township lines, etc. If you want
the good you take the bad as well. This has two profitable effects from the
government's point of view. First, otherwise unleasable land is leased at the
same rate as higher potential land. Second, more allotments of the same
general size can be leased. Both of these make the leasor (BLM) look very
good. The oil and gas leases 1n all of the WSAs essentially fall into this
category and should not be considered further.

An indication that leases do not Intrinsically mean any real potential
for production 1s seen 1n the areas where the same qround is leased for both
oil and gas as well as geothermal . The two are essentially mutually
exclusive. One may have production of either hydrocarbons or steam from a

specific site but not both. Geothermal targets are of two types: 1) deep
circulation of water on the major boundary faults mentioned above, and 2)
igneous rocks cooling near the surface. The fault type target usually qives
low to moderate temperatures presently generally only suitable for space
heating or processing. These are found associated with many of the mountain
masses throughout the basin and range province so are not unusual. The second
type of geothermal target, cooling Igneous rocks at shallow depth can give
very high "dry" steam temperatures emlnenty suitable for electrical
qeneratlon. The only significant geothermal area associated with these WSAs
is far from the transportation and social infra-structure necessary to warrant
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putting it to use except for very local space heatinq at the isolated ranches.
Such use would in no way adversely impact wilderness.

The EIS implies a great adverse economic Impact due to wilderness
designation due to withdrawal of WSAs from mineral entry. This is totally
unwarranted. No larger mines employing a number of people are anticipated in
any WSA since overall projections are that there would be no significant
changes 1n area or local economies whether designated wilderness or not. One
cannot claim an economic loss of a potential resource that has not been
Identified, quantified, or even staked with a mineral claim.

For example, the Wlnnemucca E I S (
p . 3-9) correctly states that "wilderness

designation allows livestock grazing and range developments (except for
vegetative manipulation). However, vegetative manipulation Is a proposed
project and represents potential AUMs of forage not presently used by the
operator, therefore, denial of vegetative manipulation cannot be considered a
true economic impact to those operators". The economic Impact of veqetative
manipulation on range value can at least be quantitatively estimated with a
fair degree of accuracy. Nevertheless, the impact Is a potential one since
the BLM is under no obligation to act to manipulate the vegetation. This Is
directly analagous to the unpatented mining claims and ground not covered by
claims before designation. The potential values contained 1n unval (dated
mining claims, and certainly any values associated with all the ground not
even claimed, are not being currently used by anyone. Therefore, denial of
development of such resources should they even exist harms no one Individually
since BLM is not obligated to act by staking claims for "parties unknown."

This 1s not an economic Impact but a perceived diminution of individual
opportunity which 1s a sociological Impact! Not one unpatented claim In any
of the WSAs has been validated. Claims can presumably be staked until
Congress designates the area as wilderness. Anyone who can show a valid
mineral Interest 1n a valid mineral claim will be permitted to pursue that
economic value and is thus made economically whole. The likelihood of
certifying significant numbers of valid mining claims on geologic parameters
1s dealt with above and In the unit analyses. Overall the likelihood 1s very
low that any of the fraction of claims certified will be brought to actual
production. It 1s not the threat of a claim but the ground disturbance
associated with actual development which Is detrimental to wilderness values.

The EIS states 1n all alternatives that wilderness designation will have
an adverse impact on grazing permittees because of increased costs of range
Improvements. However, the EIS also states that essentially all cost
effective range Improvements have already been made within the WSAs. There Is
only one range improvement planned in the Rlordan's Well WSA. This well will
be dealt with In the unit analysis for the WSA. As no other range
Improvements are planned or held to be cost effective the economic Impact 1s
nonexistent. There 1s an Insignificant potential adverse Impact If new range
Improvements are designed and found to'be cost effective.

The following WSA unit analyses will show that the sum of all acreage
found "suitable" under arry_ of the alternatives other than "All Wilderness" has
high wilderness value, Is manageable, has an insignificant Impact on the
minerals and energy Industries and an Insignificant economics Impact on the
economy and social fabric of the local area. All such areas should therefore
be recommended to Congress as suitable for designation as Wilderness areas.
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Park Range WSA (NV-040-154)

SUe: 47268 acres

Naturalness: Pristine

Solitude: Exceptional
Topographic Serening: Excellent
Vegetative Screening: Good

Primitive Recreation: Outstanding

Special Features: Archaeological sites, ungrazed mountain meadows

,

raptor eyries, wild horses

Energy: No recorded production
Oil and Gas: Low potential
Geothermal: 22,250 acres based solely on Inference

Minerals: No recorded production
Potential: Low metallic mineral potential
Claims: None

Manaqeabllity: Said by BLM to be manageable under the preferred
alternative

Essentially self protecting
No private land
437 acre crested wheat grass seeding

Manageable Forest Land: 9000 acres or about 2% of RA resource

Economic Impact: Negligible on all sectors

BLM Perceived Conflicts:
Conflict # 1: 437 acre seeding is unnatural
BLM Resolution: Exclude from suitable area
Acceptability (this comment): Acceptable

Conflict i 2: 22,250 acres moderate geothermal potential
BLM Resolution: Ignore - mitigated by remote location

and lack of economic Infrastructure
Acceptability (this report): Concur with comment.

This moderate classification Is too high to begin
with. No geothermal activity Is known in the WSA.

Classification is based only on Inference and
Is therefore "speculative" potential. Action Is

the same.

Area To Be Found Suitable: 46,831 acres (same as the preferred
alternative)

WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVES
> ALL

JPHJ
PREFERRED

A
1Q

i opptOM mibi

MAP 2

PARK RANGE
NV-040-154
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Ridden' s Well WSA (NV-040-166)

'.>fze: 57,002 acres

Naturalness: Very natural

Sol 1 tucle: Excellent
Topographic Screening: Very Good to Fair
Vegetative Screening: Excel lent

Primitive Recreation: Good (BLM).
Comment: I do not understand this rating. The diversity

of scenery may not be outstanding but the opportunities
for primitive recreation are excellent. Scenic
qualities are excellent in mountainous core and
throughout Heath Canyon.

Special Features: Ponderosa P1ne, wild horses, raptor eyries, elk

and big horn sheep, especially scenic Heath Canyon,
Thunder Cave

Enprqy: No recorded production
011 and Gas: Low, no potential
Geothermal: Low, no potential

Minerals; No recorded production
Metallic Minerals: 2950 acres moderate (8LM) remainder

1 ow potential
Non-Metallic Minerals: Moderate throughout WSA
Claims: Two blocks - 16 In and near Great Canyon;

47 in the east central portion; 23 along southern
border

Manaqeab! 1 1ty: Said by BLM to be manaqeable under the Wilderness
Emphasis (C) Alternative. There are no private Inholdfnqs.
There are numerous cherry stem routes along the SE

bench which pose an ORV problem. There is one proposed
wel 1

.

Manageable Woodlands: 17,892 acres or about 4% of RA resource

Economic Impact: Negligible all sectors

8LM Perceived Conflicts:

Conflict # 1: 2950 acres of moderate (BLM) metallic mineral
potential would be withdrawn from mineral entry

BLM Resolution: Under the Wilderness Emphasis Alternative
1230 acres would be Included in the suitable portion.

99

100

The remaining 1520 acres would be part of 7360 acres
deemed unsuitable In the western tfp

Acceptability (this comment): The "moderate" potential
classification Is too high. It is based solely on the
presence of the thrust fault (a favorable geologic
parameter) and the Jasperoid gold deposit model. No
Jasperoid is in fact known. This fits the definition
of "speculative" potential exactly. There is some
potential for gold and tunqston according to the BLM
because of mines In the Troy District to the southwest.
The geologic environments which host these ores are not
known to extend or occur 1n the WSA. There are no
occurrences or prospects in the WSA (WTR p. 63). The
2950 acres should have a "speculative" classification.
The entire 7360 acres, which has high wilderness values,
should be returned to the suitable area. This area
(7360 acres) Is critical as It is adjacent to a USFS
President! ally endorsed wilderness area to the south
and connects alonq the length of Heath Canyon to Blue
Eagle WSA which 1s recommended preliminarily "suitable" i

the Tonapah Oraft EIS. Designation would also Increase
manageability of all three areas by making the total
designated area more compact.

ock well 1n the Dry
above)
acres unsuitable or

Conflict # 2: There Is a proposed st
Basin (also in the 7360 acre area

BLM Resolution: Either declare 7360
disallow development of the well

Comment: The permittee does not have
It is unclear from the EIS and WTR
Is cost effective. Let's assume t

well 1s only 0.75 miles up a draw
well can be moved downstream 1t wo
WSA and be allowed. Alternatively
permitted where It 1s and access
Justification can be found for pro
wilderness value. This may take s

on the part of those In favor of d
and best solution Is Just to move
WSA boundary. The well 1s certain
removing 7360 acres of prime wllde
status.

Conflict # 3: "Moderate" potential for non-metallic minerals
throughout

BLM Resolution: Conflict entirely mitigated by abundant
supply, closer to markets available throughout the
general area. No rational or Interest 1n development.

Comment: I concur.

Conflict # 4: Excessive ORV accessibility to SE benches.

a "righ
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Into the
uld soon
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'<p',oluL Itin: Remove approximately 5900 acres (wilderness
nphasls) or 5200 acres (preferred) from those

"suitable" for recommendation.
i. diriment

:
The boundaries proposed by either alternative ire

within 0.25 miles of each other and 1n fact cross. Either
would be acceptable with the following caveat. I feel
that the best boundary Is 1n fact the boundary road.
It 1s easily defined and Is unequtvlcal. There will
always be boundary effects and 1t Is best to keep these
effects from Impacting core wilderness values. The area
is remote and usage 1s very low. The deleted area has
lower (but not low) wilderness value but plays a
vital role as a buffer zone. See above for BLM
rational for controlling ORV. If no real problem exists,
don't fix it.

Confl ict # 6: Potential ORV
8LM Resolution: In the BLM

resolution is to delete ab

wilderness emphasis altern
add about 2000 acres to th
and solitude. The latter
to the NW and adjoining th
of Cold Sprlnq Canyon Is p
which has been prel Imlnar
the Tomapah Draft EIS. In

manaqeabll Ity of both WSAs
huge reentrant Into the wl
wilderness emphasis altern
this confl let.

abuse In northern portion,
preferred alternative the
out 5600 acres. In the
atlve the solution 1s to
e WSA Increase manageability
is better because the area
e WSA along the lower reaches
art of the Blue Eagle WSA
ly recommended as suitable In

eluding this aea improves
greatly by eliminating a

derness areas. The
atlve should be adopted for

Summary: The Wilderness Emphasis Alternative area with the restoration
of approximately 7360 acres on the western tip of the USA,
should be recommended as suitable for designation as
wilderness. There are no documented, substantial,
unmitigated conflicts with this action.

Comment Letter 72
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S.iuth Eqan Kdnqn MSA (NV-040-lfiH)

Size: %916 acres

Naturalness: Very natural condlton, particularly In the hlqh country.
The center of the unit has some Impact of cherry stem
roan's and ranqe Improvements.

Solitude: Outstandinq opportunities are present In most of the WSA.
Topoqraphlc Screening: Excellent with rugged mountains

and cliffs.
Veqetatlve Screening: Excellent In the high country.

Primitive Recreation: Outstanding opportunities for recreation.
Strongly supported by the Nevada Division of State Parks.
Hiking, huntlnq, nature study, horseback riding, rock
and technical climbing and spelunking are excellent.

Special Features: Archaeological sites, Anqel Cave, brlstlecone
pine, Gambel's quail, elk, raptors and massive limestone
cliffs are of interest.

Manageabil ity: The area Is said to be manageable as wilderness
under either the Wilderness Emphasis or Wilderness
De-emphas1s Alternatives.

Enerqy:
Oil and Gas: Low potential - exploratory wells have shown

no commercial shows of oil or gas
Geothermal : Low potential

Minerals: No active mining In the WSA
802 acres of "hlqh" mineral potential (BLM)
7633 acres of "mioderate" mineral potential (BLM)
Remainder of WSA has a low potential for minerals
Non metallic mineral potential hlqh In the Ellison

District (BLM)

Forestry: 15000 acres Is manageable woodland 3* of Egan RA
resource

Economic Impact: Neqllqible beneficial or adverse Impacts on
all segments of economy.

Confl lets Perceived by BLM:

Conflict f 1: Withdrawal of 802 acres of "high" mineral
potential represents an adverse Impact to the mining
commun 1 t

y

102

103

96

BLM Resolution: Exclude this area from acreage recommended
suitable

Comment: The potential asslqned here should be "good".
The Ellison District has only very small mines none
of which were large producers. All of the rich oxidized
surface ore has been mined out and drilling by a major
company revealed no new reserves. This Is the definition
of "good potential" In the WTR Glossary. The area has
been excluded under the Wilderness Emphasis and
De-Emphasis Alternatives. I concur.

Conflict # 2: Withdrawal of 7633 acres of "moderate"
mineral potential represents a significant adverse
Inpact on the mining community

BLM Response: Exclude all but 4300 acres of this area
under either the Emphasis or De-Emphasis Alternatives.

Comment: The proper mineral potential classification for
this acreage 1s "speculative." There are no known
mineral occurrances or even particularly favorable
geology. Past mlnlnq Is some miles away. No models
even predict economic deposits here. All the known ore
controls are well to the north. Mining of a non
existent resource will not extend into this 4300
acre area.

Conflict f 3: Potential OVR management problems on cherry
stem roads Into the 1nterior-part1cularly in the Sheep
Pass Canyon Area.

BLM Resolution: Condemn the entire WSA and deem the entire
WSA unsuitable for designation under the Preferred Alternative.

Comment: The BLM resolution of this conflict cannot be
justified by documentation. Under the Wilderness Emphasis
Alternative there ar& no remotely significant conflicts with
anything but ORV manageability. Even the De-Emphasis
Alternative found the "Impenetrable" 16000 acres in the
north acceptable! The de-emphasis alternative finds any resource
conflict significant and throws the area out.

As to ORV manageability, the BLMs own study found no
current significant impacts and therefore no current need
of remedies to ORV abuse. How then can an entire WSA,
two-thirds of it Inaccessable to ORVs be thrown out on the
basis of potential ORV abuse! The solution 1s very close
at hand in any event. Should ORV abuse actually occur then
BLM has the authority and the obligation to restrict OVA
access under either the IMP or Wilderness Management Program.
The penetrating roads can be closed to all but permittees
and BLM vehicles. This can be done easily where the roads
enter the narrow defiles to breach the ridge.

BLM claims there 1s no current abuse and that none Is

anticipated In the RA. The remedy for potential abuse Is

readily at hand and is inexpensive. Measures were outlined
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in the genera! comments about deliberate ORV trespasses.
This Is a bogus excuse for the reduction of Wilderness
acreage. Very real concerns affect much of the acreage
removed from the WSA under the Wilderness Emphasis Alternative.
This reduction can perhaps be justified. The obliteration
of the WSA cannot!

Thp Wilderness Emphasis Alternative should be adopted
(with roads closed to all but permittees If necessary).
The 57,660 acres should be recommended to Congress as
suitable for Wilderness Designation.
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Goshute Canyon WSA ( Nv-040-01 5)

Size: 3b, 594 «cr«*s

Naturalness: One would perceive the WSA to be In a natural condition

Solitude: Outstandlnq
Topographic Screenlnq: Excellent. The mountains are

steep, rugged and dissected with many canyons
Vegetative Screening: Good-mostly mixed conifer

and pinyon/.1un1per forest cover on mountains

Primitive Recreation: Outstanding-spelunking in Goshute Cave,
fishing for Utah cutthroat trout, hunting deer and
grouse, high scenic qualities, nature photography,
hiking, camping, backpacking and winter sports

Special Features: Outstandlnq scenery, brlstlecone pine, wild
horses, archaeological sites, Goshute Zave, elk,
spotted bats, Utah cutthroat trout, Goshute Canyon
Natural Area

Manageability: Said by BLM to be manaqeable under the
Preferred Alternative covering 22,225 acres or
under the Wilderness Emphasis Alternative

Energy:
Oil and Gas - potential is low
GeothermaT

-
- low except in extreme SE

5731 acres classified as "high" mineral potential
by BLM and 18,733 acres of moderate mineral
potential including a jasperlod prospecting
target

The remainder has a low mineral potential

Forestry: 5600 acres of manageability (1.25! of RA resource)

Economic Impact: Negligible favorable or adverse all segments

Conflicts Perceived by BLM:

Conflict # 1: Withdrawal of 5731 acres of "high" mineral
potential would constitute a significant adverse
impact on the mlnlnq community

BLM Resolution: Withdraw this area from the acreage
deemed "suitable" under all alternatives other than
all wilderness

Comment: The area under discussion contains no working
mines, past mines or current prospects

Ihese were all deleted during the Intensive inventory.
The 5/31 acres arc however of "good" potential because
they are adjacent to the active mining areas, and
have somt? favorable geoloqlc characteristics, but
are at some distance from the oroducinq areas,
The subject acreage has only a "good" potential
but 1t should be withdrawn from the suitable
acreage.

Conflict #2: There 1s a jasperiod prospecting target
for a disseminated gold deposit in the south central
portion of the WSA.

BLM Resolution: This prospect has been thorouqhly
explored and drilled and an exploitable deposit
was not found and the claims were dropped.

Comment: The area can now be safely assigned a

potential value of "speculative" at best, not the
"good" or "moderate" values assigned by the BLM.
The exploration has shown that an economic deposit
is not there with considerable confidence. 1

concur that the presence of the Jasperold can be
Ignored 1n this case.

Conflict # 3: Withdrawal of 18,
mineral potential represents
impact to the mining communit

BLM Resolution: Withdraw the so

from the area recommended as
Alternative and 8500 acres in

Wilderness Emphasis Alternati
Comment: The subject acreage Is

from the active mining proper
controls important within the
are well known and have been
These controls do not extend
At best this acreage should h

potential rating and some if

to the acreage found "suitabl

733 acres of moderate
a significant adverse
y-

uthern portion (13,369 acres)
suitable under the Preferred
the southern portion in the

ve.

far removed (up to 5 miles)
ties. The specific ore
Cherry Creek District

essentially explored.
Into the area 1n question,
ave a "specul at 1 ve"
not all should be restored

Conclusions: Approximately 8500 acres In the southern
portion of the WSA should be withdrawn because of
mineral conflicts. The remainder of the WSA h-as been
found to be manageable under either the Preferred
or Wilderness Alternatives. Exclusion of this
area essentially removes all conflict of potential
economic mineral production, No acres of genuine
"high" or "qood" mineral potential as defined in the
Glossary of the WTR remain in the area proposed as
suitable. As a result, the ammended Goshute WSA (less
the 8500 acres mentioned above) should be recommended
to Congress as suitable for Wilderness designation.
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GOSHUTE CANYON
NV-040-015

Summary

Portions of all four WSAs should be recommended as suitable for
Wilderness Designation. There are:

Goshute Canyon WSA (NV-040-015) 27,094 acres
Park Range WSA (NV-040-154) 46,831 acres
Rlorden's Well WSA (NV-404-166) 53,091 acres
South Egan Range WSA (NV-404-168) 57,660 acres

Total 184,676 acres

In the 185,000 acres more or less there are no substantiated unmitigated
sfgnaflcant adverse Impacts. There are no "high" or "good/moderate" mineral
potential lands 1n the proposed acreage and therefore no significant adverse
Impact on the mining community. There are no ORV management problems which
cannot be simply remedied. In short, on thTs acreage, there are no overriding
conflicts and these portions of the four WSAs must, according to the law, be
suggested to Congress as suitable for designation as Wilderness Areas under
the National Wilderness Preservation System.
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January 9, 1984

Merrill L. DeSpain, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89301

Dear Mr. DeSpain:

Thank you .or providing the Draft Egan Resource
Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement for our
comment. The Resource Management Plan deals with a variety of
issues and uses relating to the Bureau of Land Management lands
within the resource area; however, at this time, this comment is
specifically on the wilderness study areas considered in the
document.

You should have already received comments from various
state agencies representing their specific concerns with each
area. I hope you find these informative and useful. Because the
various state agencies are given different mandates and have
different concerns, their evaluations and comments
understandably vary.

1 have asked the various state agencies to work with my
office to develop a consensus position for the wilderness study
areas in the Egan Resource Area. These agencies were the State
Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Natural Resources,
Minerals and Wildlife. The State's position is based upon
information provided by the Bureau of Land Management, the
State's knowledge of the resources and attributes of each area,
and concerns presented by the general public.

Park Range (NV-040-143) - This is a very scenic area
having outstanding primitive recreation opportunities and
wilderness qualities. The area is isolated and has very few
resource conflicts apparent at this time. I concur with the
Preferred Alternative which proposes the area to be continued to
be considered for wilderness designation.

may

1

5

1

6

Riordan's Well (NV-040-166) - The wilderness values in
area do not seem to be substantial or of special

of the area are isolated and do have
many road;; extending into the area
that may be found. Mineral values are
This area should not be further

this
significance. Portions
scenic value; however,
compromise the solitude
noted within the area.
considered as a potential wilderness area.

South Egan Range (NV-040-168) - This area does havesome limited portions which can be considered to have highwilderness qualities; however, the values of these limited areasare outweighed by the mineral potential and other resource valuesfound throughout the range. Numerous roads and ways furtherdetract from the limited wilderness characteristics present Iconcur with the preferred alternative which proposes the area tobe not further considered for wilderness designation.

Goshute Canyon (NV-040-015) - Much of the study areadoes have wilderness qualities worthy of further consideration ofwilderness designation. The highest wilderness qualities arefound in the northern portion of the area and within the areapresently designated as a natural area. The portion of the studyarea south of the natural area contains high mineral values andshould remain open to mineral exploration and development Isupport continued wilderness consideration for the area included
the area now designated as a natural area.

in, and north of.

The State appreciates the opportunity to comment onyour study. Ke urge you to consider carefully the concerns ofthe State and the local units of government in your continued

RHB/sc
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PROJECT! JGM nRAFT RMP/FTS

Attached far review and comment Is a copy of the aforesent I oned project* Please evaluate It with respect toi

1) the program's effect on your plans end progra**;

2) the Importance of Its contribution to State and/or areaMlda goals end objectives!

3) Its accord with any applicable lav, order or regulation with which you are familiar and/or

4) additional considerations'

PLEASE SUBMIT TOUR COMMENTS MO LATER THAN mffip'glmf*
-

- *r lte out your comments If applicable,

check the appropriate box below and return the for* to this office. PLEASE 00 SO EVEN IF YOU HAVE NO CO&CNT

on this particular project so that we may complete our processing* If you are unable to comment by the

prescribed date, please notify this office Immediately.

THIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED BY REVIEWING AGENCYl

No comment on this project

X Proposal supported as written

w Additional Information Itee below)

Conference desired (see below)

Conditional support (outlined below)

Disapproval/denial of funding

(must specify reason below)

Comments) (use additional sheets If necessary)
In relation to short and long tBrtn goals of the Nevada Department of Transportation

the selection of any of the proposed alternatives stipulated with the "Egan

Resource Area Resource Management Plan" would not impact current or future

intentions of this Department. However, as a courtesy, should an alternative be

selected in which grazing allotment fence would be constructed so as to intersect

or run adjacent to a State Interest Highway to please notify this agency. The
reason being to monitor auto/cattle accidents at these locations for possible

corrective measures, should a hazard be identified. If the above condition is met

please notify Mr. Frank Page, Chief Safety Engineer at the Headquarter ' s address.

^Ra* le*oj"4r S
I
gnature -=-

Transportation Analyst IV
Phone 6a4e

107
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STATE OF NEVADA
DEPARTMENT OF AG H IC.I J I I 1 1 1< L

789-0180

November 30, 1983

Office of Community Services
1100 E. Wl I I lams, Suite 109
Carson CI ty, NV 89710

SAI I 81)300018 - Egan Wlldernuss Technical Report/Egjn Dr.if t RMrVEIS

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft Egan Resource Manage-
ment Plan and Environmental Impact Statement and the Egan Wilderness Technical
Report. The Nevada Department of Agriculture comments and recommendations are
as follows:

The proposed RMP for the Egan Resource Area is a long-term proposition.
Over the 20-year span envisioned in the plan, many changes will occur In BLH
personnel, Ranch ownership and management, local needs, local economy, national
emphasis and priorities, etc. It Is our recommendation that a Stewardship Com-
mittee be established to provide long range objectivity, direction, continuity,
stability, flexibility, and local acceptance to resource management In the Egan
Resource Area.

Corridors : Designate reasonable width transportation and utility corridors along
existing rights-of-way. Require use of these corridors for future developments
wherever feasible. Livestock grazing and Desert Land Entry should be allowed In
the corridors where feasible.

Wl Iderness : Implement Alternative with respect to wilderness area action.

Livestock Grazing : The three year average use levels In every management zone
within the proposed resource area are well below the preference levels Indica-
ting the concern of the livestock operator to protect the range resource. Top
priority should be given to range Improvement to Increase usable livestock forage.
Monitoring must be of the highest quality to guarantee maximum efficient use of
available forage while at the same time ensuring range Improvement. AUM's should
be adjusted regularly to reflect range conditions. To limit grazing to the three
year average for an undetermined period of time may not provide for efficient
forage use.
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88

Cunuminl ty Service-.
Page 2

November 30, 1 983
SAI #81)300018

Review the categorization procedure described In the document and after
consultation with the 1 I vestock operators, re-categorize the allotments,
placing greater emphasis on range condition, trend and productive potential
and on the desires of the livestock operators.

Develop grazing plans for those allotments where extensive Improvements
and/or grazing systems are needed and practical, and where the livestock opera-
tors are willing to participate.

Wild Horses: Reduce and maintain horse numbers to 1971. Do not allow horses
to extend Into areas where they did not exist prior to 1971.

Wildlife: Wildlife should be maintained and protected wi thai adversel y affect-
ing the livestock interests.

Selective Management (H-l-C): It Is our experience that no allotment Is totally
uniform and so It Is a matter of Judgement when they are placed In the different
M, I, and C categories. It Is recognized that there Is room for Improvements on
every allotment. Therefore, we recommend that placement of allotments In one of
the categories should not be inflexible. Where the livestock operator objects
or wishes to have It In a different category, his reasonable desire should be
a I 1 owed

.

Sincerely

Ba I low
Executive Director

<*£*/"

bTATE OF NEVADA

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES
mVlbtON UK HlbTOKIC PKLttF.HVMION ANJj AHCMIUUXiY

ZO I %, Fill Hlra.l

Capitol Complaa

Cation Cllv, Navada 8V7IU

(702) 8855138

December 8, 1983

MEMORANDUM

John Walker, Office of Community Services /") /V>

17)
&****TO:

FROM: Alice H. Becker, Stuff Archeologlat \JM**

SUBJECT: EGAN DRAFT RMP/EIS, SAI NV//84300018

110

The Division participated with other state agencies in commenting on the
BLM's proposed wilderness designations for the Egan Resource Area. Our
comments in general are included with those to be submitted by the state
of Nevada. However, we would also like to communicate our concern for
cultural resources in several areas,

Firat, there is a need for further investigation of archeological sites
associated with the pristine mountain meadows in the Park Range. Although
these sites will receive added protection from wilderness designation, we
feel they merit atudy for a more complete understanding of regional pre-
history.

I

In regards to the South Egan Range, numerous archeological sitea have been
located. Because the area was not recommended for wilderness designation,
some form of additional protection may be necesaary if development acceler-
ates in the near future.

112

The Resource Management Plan/EIS does not adequately describe cultural re-
sources in the chapter on affected environment. In accordance with the
Rangeland PMOA between the BLM and the Advisory Council dated January 14,
1980 reference must be made of existing Class I and II inventory reports
identifying historic and cultural properties. Thia information should be
included in the final RMP/EIS.

If there are any questions regarding these comments, BLM staff ia encouraged
to contact us

.

AMB/lraw
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Division of Stale lands

December 15, 1983

Merrill L. DeSpain
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89301

SUBJECTi Comments on Egan Draft Resource Management Plan and Environmental
Impact Statement

70

Dear Mr. DeSpain:

After reviewing the Egan Draft Resource Management Plan and Environmental
Impact Statement and attending all the public hearings held regarding the plan and
EIS, we would like to offer the following comments:

1. The three year average licensed use of 123,461 AUM's for livestock grazing
levels is considerably lower than 218,348 AUM active grazing preference for the

entire area. It is generally agreed that since the three year average licensed

use represents actual livestock use In the area, little adverse impact would be
noted for most of the livestock operators In the area. Our concern Is with the

livestock operators whose three year average use Is lower than a reasonable

stocking rate for their allotment. These reduced numbers may have occurred
for a variety of reasons, some not related to forage conditions. We would
recommend that the three year licensed use be used as a general guide in

establishing stocking rates on which monitoring will be based. For those livestock

operators who have been running less livestock In the past three years for reasons
unrelated to forage avallabllfty, we suggest that BLM work with this limited

number of operators to establish a stocking rate which would be more equitable.

This would avoid unfairly penalizing a few operators who happened to have had
herd levels less than what they reasonably could have had during the past three

years. We recognize that a proper monitoring program should allow for upward
adjustments for these operators} however, these adjustments under the process

proposed, will not be Implemented until after monitoring is well underway. This

will still unfairly penalize some of the operators who have reduced herd levels.

The actual implementation of fair stocking rates to be used as a basis

for monitoring could be established through a coordinated resource management
planning process, if all participants are agreeable to using the process.

40

113

43

106

Merrill DeSpain
Pecember }5, }883
Page 3

We question how a significant Increase In wild horses (pHgo 99 under the preferred
alternative) will be a beneficial Impact. Wild horse numbers are far too high
In many areas of the state, including the Egan Resource Area, and considerable
effort and money Is being expended In trying to reduce these already high wild
horse populations. A proposal to reduce wild horse levels, perhaps to 1971
levels, should be proposed In the preferred alternative, instead of retaining the
unreasonably high population levels now found In the area.

The Plan and EIS fail to address the possible Impacts that may occur if the
White Pine Power Project is Implemented. The preferred site for the power
plant is in Steptoe Valley north of Ely. If this plant is constructed, it will have
impacts on the Goshute Canyon WSA, land disposal proposals, potential irrigated
agricultural land entries in Steptoe Valley, loss of ABM's for livestock, wild
horses, and wildlife, recreation and utility corridors. We suggest that these
potential impacts be addressed in the plan and EIS.

For wilderness study areas included In the planning area, we offer the following
evaluations and recommendations:

A. Park Range (NV-040-143) - We concur with the preferred alternative which
proposes the Park Range be further considered as a potential wilderness
area. The WSA is a very natural area which has excellent wilderness
values. These values, coupled with the fact that few resource conflicts
are evident and the area appears to be manageable as a wilderness, make
this area worthy of further wilderness consideration.

B. Etonian's Well (NV-040-186) - The area should be dropped from further
consideration as a wilderness area. Some portions of the area have
potential mineral resource conflicts and other portions are adversely
impacted by many ways and cherrystem roads. The area, also, lacks
significant wilderness qualities and opportunities for solitude and primitive
recreation experiences.

C. South Egan Range (NV-040-168) - The area should not be further considered
for wilderness designation. Portions of the area do contain outstanding
wilderness characteristics; however, much of the area is adversely affected
by the intrusions of man through cherrystem roads and numerous ways
which nearly divide the area into many small segments. Resource conflicts,
primarily mineral potential, are significant throughout the study area.
The many multiple use benefits that can be realized from the area
outweigh its potential as a wilderness area.

D. Goshute Canyon (NV-040-015) - The area contains high wilderness values
and unique features which seem to qualify some of the area for further
wilderness consideration. The best areas for wilderness are located in
the northerly portion of the WSA. We support continued consideration
for wilderness for the area north of the southerly boundary of the
designated natural area. The portion of the WSA south of this line
contains high mineral values and should remain open to mineral exploration
and development. We are concerned, however, that the proposed power
plant, with Its preferred site close to the WSA, could adversely affect
the wilderness values, and vice-versa, the proximity of the WSA could
adversely influence the power plant proposal.
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Merrill DeSpaln
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Page 3

5. On a small matter that appears to be an oversight, we note on the preferred
alternative map (no page or map number) that a proposed utility corridor is

shown extending northeast from Currant to the National Forest boundary. This

corridor does not seem to exit the National Forest as it should. We suggest
that the map be corrected to show the corridor east of the National Forest.

6. The DEIS for the White Pine Power Project Indicates that approximately 2250
acres of public land would go out of public ownership If the plant is constructed,
irrespective of the Bite. On page 100, Table 4-1 should be amended to reflect
this possibility under all the alternatives presented.

7. Under Alternative D. on Table 4-1 (page 100) 7,055 acres are indicated for

possible disposal for "Grass Seeding (Dryland)," a figure considerably higher than
that which Is proposed for any of the other alternatives. Discussion of this

type of disposal was not found in the ELS. We suggest that this type of disposal

be more fully explained. Included In the discussion should be an explanation of
why 7,855 acres Is appropriate for this alternative and only 712 or 913 acres
are considered for disposal for this class in the other alternatives.

We thank you for the opportunity to participate In the planning for the Egan
Resource Area and hope our comments and suggestions are useful to you.

Sincerely,

Pamela B. Wilcox
Administrator

PBWiJMD:Js
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DtPAKIMENT OF MlNtHAI.S
400 W. Klni) Slrerl. Sum- 1UU

Caittitt CHy. Nemda 89710

(702) 885-5050

December 7, 1983

Mr. Merrill L. DeSpaln
Bureau of Land Management
Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89301

Dear Mr. DeSpaln:

The Nevada Department of Minerals appreciates the opportunity to
review and comment on the Draft Egan Resource Management Plan and En-
vironmental Impact Statement (SAI NV I 84300018). Our agency 1s par-
ticularly Interested 1n Issues associated with minerals and energy
development, since related decisions could have long lasting effects on
the mineral Industry 1n the State.

The Nevada Department of Minerals has several concerns relative to the
Egan Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement. Of
primary concern 1s the proposal to close several sections of land 1n which
there currently 1s or has been mining or exploration activity. Many of
these areas also have favorable potential for geothermal development and
Include sections of lands currently under oil and gas leases. The depart-
ment is also concerned about the designated mineral potential as stated
in the draft document. We feel that the rating system to evaluate mineral
potential is inaccurate and biased since a high rating only recognizes
past mineral activities. We believe that an area's true mineral potential
can never be fully known until actual mining and exploration occurs. In
many cases , major mineral deposits are overlooked or Ignored until new
technological breakthroughs or shifts in Industrial needs suddenly trans-
form an area which seems to have little or no mineral potential Into a

prime exploration target.

The Department recommends that wilderness study areas should only be
considered 1f an area has no mineral resource potential; that 1s, areas
with sufficient geologic data to indicate the lack of favorable host rocks
or mineral resources given today's mining technology and, of course,
present and predicted economic conditions.
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Egan Wilderness Comments

Furthermore, the department feels that if any area with favorable
mineral potential is to be recommended for wilderness, it should only
be because: 1) There are no alternate sites with no mineral potential,
or 2) An intensive U. S. Geologic Survey or II. S. Bureau of Mines study
has been conducted at a sufficient level of detail to reclassify the
area as having no resource potential.

Generally, the department found the draft document to be well written
and easy to understand. Your staff should be complimented on these efforts
concerning both data collection and compilation.

For clarification purposes, please find listed below our specific
comments on each of the four Wilderness Study Areas identified In the
Egan Resource Area.

Park Range-The moderate geothermal potential on both the western and eastern
edge of the WSA along with the possibilities of favorable metallic mineral
resources presents resource conflicts that the department feels outweighs
the wilderness value 1n the area. Therefore, the department recommends that
the entire area not be considered for wilderness since all alternatives,
except no wilderness, would have a significant adverse Impact on mineral
and energy development 1n the area.

105

106

Riordan's Wells -The Nevada
entire area not be conslde
gas leases 1n the area alo
half of the WSA. The nume
WSA Indicates that favorab
nated 1n the draft documen
southeast of the WSA was
ductlon of gold valued at
Mine, which produced tungs
of the WSA. The departmen
would have a significant a

in the area.

Department of Minerals recommends that the
red for wilderness due to the numerous oil and
ng with moderate mineral potential 1n the southern
rous mining claims 1n the central sections of the

"e mineral potential may occur in areas not desig-
t. The Troy mining district, which 1s located
ery active during past years with recorded pro-
approxlmately 1 million dollars. The Terrell
ten. Is located just outside the southern edge
t feels that all alternatives, except no wilderness,
dverse Impact on mineral and energy development

South Egan Range-The Nevada Department of Minerals supports the preferred
alternative for this Wilderness Study Area.

Goshute Canyon - The Nevada Department of Minerals strongly recommends that
the entire area not be considered for wilderness due primarily to excellent
mineral potential and consequent resource conflicts which exist 1n the area.
The Goshute Canyon WSA is very close to the historic mining town of Cherry
Creek. The Cherry Creek mining district, which recorded millions of dollars
in production, extends Into the WSA. Minerals produced 1n the Cherry Creek
mining district Include gold, silver, lead, copper and tungsten. Nevada's
only known coal deposits are located 1n Paris Canyon on the western edge
of the WSA. The coal deposits, only a few feet thick 1n many areas, have
been of interest to the mineral Industry for many years.

Page Three
December 7, 1983
Egan Wilderness Comments

Goshute Canon (cont. )-Pa1eozoic sedimentary rocks cropping out in the
center of the WSA are the same formation type as the host rock which 1s
currently being mined for gold and silver at the Alligator Ridge Mine.
The Jasperoid rocks located 1n the center of the WSA are of extreme
interest to the mineral industry since Jasperoids are a target material
for Carl1n-type gold deposits. The department feels that all alternatives,
except no wilderness and wilderness de-emphas1s, would have a significant
adverse impact on mineral and energy development 1n the area.

As a closing statement, the Department of Minerals does value
preserving some public lands for future generations and scientific study,
as long as the mineral industry, which is so essential to our national
defense and the State's progressive economy, can remain healthy and be
provided the opportunity to pursue new mineral resources.

Sincerely

Paul £I-verson

Deputy Director

Pl/kc

Edward F. Spang, State Director
Linda Ryan, Office of Community Services, State Clearinghouse Program
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NEVADA BUREAU OF MINES AND GEOLOGY
MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES

UNIVERSITY OF NEVA0A«REN0
RENO, NEVADA B9557-W88

£CAN DKAl-'T HMI'/KIS, li(;AN Wl I.DKKNKSS TLCIIN tCAI. KU'MKT

Ah described within the preferred a I Lerna t i ve management p Ian , boundary of the
CoHhute wilderness study area includes an areu with inferred high mineral
potential along the south and eastern margins of Paris Canyon. There ia

considerable claim uLaking activity here, and there may be potential for the

discovery of disseminated gold deposits in this area. Rocks outcropping along
the upper reaches of Paris Canyon include the Missiasippian Chainman Shale and

Joana Limestone. This group of rocks forms the host horizon for the dissemin-
ated gold deposit at Alligator Ridge in the southern Ruby Range to the west.
Pennsylvanian-Permian rocks on the northwest side of Paris Canyon contain one
of the few coal deposits in the State of Nevada. Old workings on the coal
seam indicate that some coal has been mined here

.
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SUITE 210

1923 N CARSON ST

CAPITOL COMPLEX
CARSON CITY.

NEVADA 897 1
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(702) 88'i-4IFW

Moiling AilJrdi

Cnpitol Complex

Corson t 'ty

Niivudo 65710

In Reply Kefw lo

October 21, \
(JB3

Murril I.. DeSpain
District Manager
Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, Nevada 89301

Dear Merrill

,

We huVe reviewed tin: Ktjati Ur.iCl ul' ttws Utiiwurct! MtinaquiBUfit

and the KnvitonmcnUl Impact Statement.

We feel that a modified version of the Bureau's Preferred

Alternative would be beneficial to the recreational inter-

ests of the State of Nevada.

We suggest that the South Egan Range not be dropped from

Wilderness Designation. Instead we feel that a compromise

can be made by modifying the acreage to eliminate part of

the conflicts, while protecting the most significant nat-

ural, geological, and biological aspects within the South

Egan Range.

If the South Egan Range can not be included in the Pre-

ferred Alternative, we would support Alternative B.

I would be happy to meet with you to discuss our concerns

and recommendations.

Sincerely,

John Richardson
Administrate

Admirn-,i«itLon: (702) mi -I KM
OpciatiK" and Muiiih-noni u (7021 oh*; A Ml

Hcmwg und Ouwlopmenl (702) B85-4J70

l of the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources

Roland O. Westergard, Director
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Equal Right* Commission
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PROTECTIONrTVW Labor Commission

_£_ Loglslat I vo Counsel Bureau

Library

Prisons

Public Service Commission

Taxation
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and Forestry

JJ__
Wildlife

Conservation and Natural Resources

X State Lends

Conservation Districts
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TMIst. Preservation

t Archeology

X State Parki

1 11am HoUn1."X~ Water Plennlng

n (Lew
Dodglon

i rector Water Resources

J
HOW FRAN TOAFT PMP/FIC,

NEVADA
DIVISION

OF

TGIE
PLANNING

state of mm
ADDRESS REPLY TO:

OlVlilOM OF WATER PLANNIN

201 S FALL STREET. NYE E4LDG

CAPITOL COMKLEX

CARBON CITY, NEVADA BQ71C

niiPHoNiaoji 885-4380

December 14 , 1983

Pleesa evaluate It with respect toiAttached for review and comment Is a copy of the aforementioned project

II the program's effect on your plans and programs;

2) the Importance of Its contribution to State end/or areavlde goals and objectives;
3) Its accord with any applicable law, order or regulation with which you ere familiar end/or
41 additional considerations*

PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR CCpWENTS MO LATER THAW floj %£fc. - *r It* out your comonts If oppl Iceble.

PLEASE DO SO EVEN IF YOU HAVE NO COffCNT

If you ore unable to comment by the

check fiio appropriate box below and return the forn to this office

on this particular project so that we nay complete our processing,

prescribed date, please notify this office Ireosed lately.

29

THIS SECTION TO BE COMPETED BY R£»IE»IH0 MXNCYl

No conmant on this project

Proposal supported at Brltt.ii

Additional Information (lea balov)

_Confor©nca osslred lw oaloy)

Conditional support (outllnad b.lo.1

_ Dlsappi-oval/donlal of funding

<«uat specify reason palo. )

Comantsr (us. additional sheets It necessary)

AIR-Dick Serdoz : No comment.

WATER-Steve Weaver: DEP is opposed to a alternatives which would leac
degradation of riparian habitat or rangeland vegetative cover, especi
where it may impact perennial streams, lakes or reservoirs. Improved
riparian habitat and increased vegetative cover, which would improve
water quality by decreasing sediment loads, is preferred. Alternativ
A&D appear to be unsatisfactory in thsfjSA respects, while alternativesK&G are the most satisfactory.
SOLID WASTE-Verne Rosae: No comment.

<fyU {J*Jm '<?<J/A%a/ _Admini
Rov Iter's Signature Or Tltla

to
iy

885-4670
Pnone

11/03/83
Dat.

FROM

Office of Community Servlcceu - Federal Imoact Review Ejogram
Robert E. Walatrom, Hydraulic Engineerll'l

*** **"*•»«-

SUBJECT: SAI NV II 84300018, Egan Wilderneaa Technical Report

42

^Uo„Inrc°omm:„ t f

inl0hed '" mi" °£ «" d°™ - "°uld -*» the

T "X 3^°f
,
the reP °rt " nlght be noted that und« the heading Water2H|n^ the Steptoe Valley „aa Dealgnated by the State Engineer*!^

III. ""Ll
the Br°Und Wa"r bfluln la (»n y appropriated except forrare cases

[This document review is due 12-15-83]
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CAPITOL COMPLEX

CARBON CITY. NEVADA BB7tO

TELEPHONE I7Q2I 885-4380

December 14, 1983

Office of Community Services - Federal Impact Review Program
FROM: Robert E. Walstrocn, Hydraulic Engineer III

SUBJECT: SAI NV 84300018, Egan Draft RHP/EIE

The Division has reviewed this document and wiah to make the following
general statements:

Under the heading of Realty Management in all alternatives are listed
large acreages to be disposed of to the private sector. It is suggested
that the first priority, when considering disposing of public lands, be
exchange of lands. The second priority should be competitive sales and
the third direct sales to public entitles and private parties. The reasons
for these priorities is to retain as much land in public ownership as
possible. And to block-up private lands as well as public lands for
better management.

One suggestion would be to Identify private lnholdlnga on public lands
and earmark these for possible exchange or purchase (the money coming
from sale of other BLM lands). This technique would benefit both the
public lands through blocklng-up and the private lands for the same reason.

In your section on Affected Environment no mention is made concerning water
as an affected resource. Any change in the management of other resources
(mining, wild horses, recreation etc) would impact on this scarse resource.
Most of the surface water la fully allocated in this area and the entire
Steptoe Valley and Lake Valley ground water systed has been designated
by the State Engineer to be a critical area for water. It is suggested
that water be added as an affected resource along side of the other
resources: land, wildlife etc.

[This document review is due 12-15-1983]
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Mo. Linda Ryan, Director
Office of Community Services
1100 East William. Suite 109

Carson City, NV 89710

Dear Linda:

We appreciate the opportunity to review and provide comments on the

Egan Wilderness Technical Report which was prepared by the Ely District
of the Bureau of Land Management (SAI NV//84300018) . Our agency provided
some input directly to the BLM on thobe Issues in the form of a
completed questionnaire In 1980. Our comments relative to the specific
areas in question are as follows;

Park Range - We support the designation of the Park Range as a

wilderness area as a means of protecting existing resource values.
This remote tract of land has few inroads and Is Important
transitional and wintering habitat for mule deer.

Riordan's Well - Our agency supported wilderness consideration for

this area in 1980 with mention that numerous roadways were present
in the canyon bottoms and along the alluvial fans. We continue to

support wilderness for much of the area as a protective measure for

the natural resources but believe that existing access roads should
continue to be maintained. Hunter access to the canyon areas is

Important because of the use of the area as a deer winter range.

South Egan Range - We did not support wilderness consideration for

this area since It appears to lack significant natural features.
Numerous roads also proliferate the area,

| Coshute Canyon - We did not believe that this area provided
significant wllderneae characteristics because of past development
projects within and adjacent to the area. The naturalness and
associated opportunities for solitude appear to be limited,
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I hope the above comments will be of value Co the Bureau of LandManagement in making a final determination as to the wilderness valueswithin the Egan Resource Area. If you have any questions on the aboveor feel a need for further Input at this time, please advise.

Sincerely,

Jim Wenner
Acting Director

RlJM:cb
cc: Region 11

RECEIVED ON

DEC 2 3 1983

OFFICE OF
COMMUNITY SERVICES

:-. I /• I E OF NEVAlJA

DhPAHTMENT OF WIlULIFt
l ItJO Valley Ro.mI

i' o. liux i Qft/8

H.HM), Nevada 8$52ti-uu22

1*02> 789-0500

December 21, 19B3

Ms. Linda Ryan; Director
Office of Community Servlcun
1100 Eust Wiliium, Suite 109
CarBon CiLy, NV 89710

Dear Linda:

We appreciate the opportunity to review and . continent on the Draft
Egan RMP and EIS document which watt prepared by the Ely District: of the
Bureau of Land Management (SAI NV #84300018)

.

It appears the Draft Egan RMP and EIS doeH not preeent any viable
or long-term solutions of how to best manage public lands for all
resource values. The primary focus of the RMP appears to center on
large expenditures for range improvement projects for the primary
benefit of the livestock industry. The benefits to wildlife would
result primarily from management actions proposed to improve ecological
conditions. We can and do support grazing management programs designed
to improve vegetative ecological conditions because good native range
conditions do contribute significantly to the overall well being of all
wildlife species. However, we do not support the RMP assumption that
massive vegetal conversion will contribute any significant amount of
forage and habitat for wildlife. We recommend that the RMP address and
present objectives to accomplish the following:

1. Design and implement grazing systems to maintain or improve
native ranges to a good or better ecological condition.

2. Initiate vegetal conversion only after grazing management
programs are implemented and working,

3. Use grazing management, not vegetal conversion, aa the primary
means to increase AUM's.

4. Manage for reasonable numbers of big game in the short term.
Reasonable numbers should be met if native ranges were
maintained in a good or better ecological condition.
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5. Set utilization levels on key wildlife vegetation compatible
with wildlife needs.

6. Emphasize the need to upgrade and maintain a high level of

monitoring for wildlife and livestock.

Only through some strong commitments to manage native ranges in

acceptable condition will wildlife realize any substantial benefits from
the BMP.

The draft states that forage demand is far greater than current
forage production on 2,493,000 acres and somewhat to slightly greater on
1,065,000 acres. This would suggest that action must be taken
immediately to correct this situation. To authorize use at the three
year average license use (123,461 AUM's) would only continue this
production/demand shortfall in the Bhort term.

The criteria by which objectives for range management are judged is

confusing. The draft does not present objectives in terms of ecological
condition, but rather in terms of percent acres in desired successlonal
stages. It would be more meaningful and understandable to present
vegetational management in terms of desired levels of ecological
condition classes . It appears that if these successlonal levels are
reached, ecological condition could still be less than desirable.

The emphasis on burning for vegetative conversion is alarming. The
preferred alternative proposes to burn 18,500 acres with the assumption
that forage will be increased for wildlife. We feel that the overall
vegetative impacts on wildlife habitats would far outweigh any positive
aspects. Throughout the draft the use of fire as a management objective
has been so overemphasized as to practically disregard other management
tools

,

Currently^ there are only five allotments, out of 95, which are

operating under an AMP. All alternatives state that grazing systems
will be implemented. There are no commitments on how many AMP's will be
implemented in either the short or long term. It would appear that
AMP's are ebsential to the grazing management objectives and are needed
before range Improvement projects are Initiated.

We are concerned about the preferred alternative proposal to manage
wild horses at the 1,451 level. We feel this number should be reduced,
particularly in areas where horses are in direct competition with
wildlife. Our primary concern is in the Buck/Bald herd area where
horseB are competing directly with deer on key winter range. We
recommend that herd numbers be reduced by 74 percent. This is the

amount the Monte Cristo herd will be reduced by. We feel that even
horse protection groups would not advocate numbers that are serious
competitors with wildlife on key ranges.

Comment Letter 74
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Mb. Liudu Kyan
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Page 3

The placement of 76 alJotratrnta, out of a resource area total of 93

,

in the "M" or "C" category does not present a firm commitment to basic
vegetative resource improvement. For example, selective management
criteria state that in "M" allotments current forage production is near
maximum and no change is required in current grazing practices. The
designation of 76 "M" allotments would not appear to sufficiently
address current problems such as 92 percent of the RA with forage
production less than demand, year-round grazing on all allotments, range
trend down on 29 allotments, etc. We suggest that a significant number
of the "M" allotments be reevaluated and placed in the "I" category.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS

Paga 13, LgMttgg and Criteria

It is stated there are no areas of critical environmental concern
within the Egan RA. Why then does the Standard Operating Procedures
address requirements to deal with them? Why were no ACEC's designated
or criteria presented to make this determination?

Who makes the determination when single use is in the best public
interest?

The condition and trend of wildlife habitat should be a major
component in the allotment categorization process. The Department of
Wildlife should be involved throughout the process.

Page 13, Inventory Criteria

The socio-economic value of wildlife should be addressed.

Page 14, Criteria Guiding Development of Alternatives

Why does criteria present only a protection or development
parameter, the two extremes, when the preferred alternative is supposed
to emphasize a balanced approach to land management?

Fire can be recognized as part of the natural ecosystem, but can no
longer be considered to produce natural resource values because land use
and ecosystems are far from being natural. Under pristine conditions
this may be true, but fire in many circumstances will not now restore
natural values.

33

1

Page 15 Mineral Resources Management

The Bureau should at least outline the need and objectives for
reclamation of areas disturbed by mining or associated activity.
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CHAPTER 2

62

60
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In the iliticubH-luti on Management seonetj , it la u Luted chat forage
demand Is greater than current forage production on ail but 284,000
acres. No quantification of this demand ia presented other than for
greater, somewhat greater, or slightly greater. Is there any data
available to make a better evaluation?

Page 21, Management Objectives Rationale

We seriously question the rationale behind using fire as the
primary method of vegetal conversion. In the recent past, fire had
significant deleterious impact on wildlife habitat.

Preferred Alternative

We have some serious concerns with the preferred alternative.

1. How can initial stocking rates be authorized at the three year
average licensed use when forage demand is greater than forage
production on 93 percent of the RA? It is not conceivable
that range management projects would contribute much to the
forage production in the short term. In that interim, forage
and resource values would continue to suffer because of excess
demand . Livestock numbers should not surpass forage
capabilities of the range. We present the Buck/Bald area as
an example of this concern.

2. Since wildlife is included under the range management iasue,
we feel wildlife has not been given due consideration in the
proposals for range improvements. The conversion of 20,000
acres of sagebrush could be damaging to wildlife. There is no
documentation or reference as to what portions of increased
forage would be specifically for and available to wildlife.
To burn 18,500 acres with the primary purpose of increasing
livestock forage without consideration for wildlife is of
serious concern to us.

3. There is no mention pi utilization levels for key browse
species on deer winter range. Alternative C at least mentions
proper use. Utilization levels must be presented as a
management action.

k. We do not agree with the proposed management levels of wild
horses where there is serious conflict with native wildlife
for available forage. We recommend that numbers be reduced
below 700 in the Buck/Bald herd area.
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We agree that monitoring efforts mus
riparian areas, if management objec
through application of management pr
is left but to physically protect th
areaB are mandated to be protected a

better condition by Executive Order,
some firm management objectives and
quantifiable way. The RMP does not
or mile how much area will be manage
class. The RMP contradicts itself
condition. For example, In the text
states Goahute Creek is In poor to f

Appendix 9 states Goshute Creek is i

type of discrepancy Is not conducive
all stated conditions.

t be intensified on
tlveu are not being met
actices, what other option
ese' areas* If riparian
nd improved to good or
the Bureau must develop

present them in some
tate by areas, percentage

d in any stated condition
n evaluation of current
(Affected Environment) it

air condition, but
n good condition. This
to placing confidence in

To manage habitat, even in the ahort term, for existing levels
of wildlife ia unacceptable. In fact we have serious
reservations that management practices outlined in the
preferred alternative are capable of meeting current needa of
wildlife, let alone long-term needa for reasonable numbers.

The RMP states that grazing syBtems will be implemented. This
is fine, but without any goal objectives for number of AMP's
and time frames for implementation the commitment ia rather
weak. The RMP should state how may AMP's, in what time frame,
will be implemented.

What exactly is meant by the statement "all vegetation would
be managed for those successional stages which would best
meet the objectives of this alternative." We contend this
means that vegetation would be managed primarily for livestock
because the alternative is almost entirely based on what can
be done to benefit livestock.

We recommend that monitoring be used primarily as a basis for
livestock adjustments. If monitoring is used largely to
Justify additional range improvements to bring forage up to
stocking rate, then the original intent of monitoring has been
largely ignored.

We feel that the development of HMP'b has not and will not be
a major benefit to wildlife baBed on past experience. For
example, the Buck/Bald HMP has been completed for some time
but never Implemented. If all HMP ' s were implemented when
they were completed they should provide substantial benefits.
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10. We view the disposal of large tracts of lands as a serious
threat to a multitude of resource value a , Disposal should be
limited primarily to address the expansion needB of
municipalities, lund for utility projects, and the lack, of
manageability of small Isolated parcels.

Page 25. Alternative A

30

The management actions we favor are:

1. Complete suppression of wild fires would continue.

2. Land disposal would be considered on a case by case basis.

We in.' not concur with the remaining management actions.

t'a^e 2b, Alternative B

This alternative outlines more management actions that are truly
multiple use oriented than any of the alternatives presented. If wild
horses would be managed at some realistic figure, this alternative may
be supported by a majority of the land users.

The alternative states that "corrective action would be taken to

improve these areas where necessary to bring them up to the good
condition class." This is possibly the only time a condition class is

stated as a goal in the RMP . We believe this objective should be a

management action in the preferred alternative.

Page 29, Alternative C

We find this alternative largely unacceptable. However, there are
two management actions which are good and we cannot understand why they
were not presented in the preferred alternative or other alternatives.
These actions are:

Range projects
being funded.

UBt have a benefit/coat ratio of 1,0 before

2, Total utilization will not exceed proper utilization of key
species

,

Page 32, Alternative D

This is the least acceptable of all presented alternatives. Why
under this alternative, to maximize resources for livestock, is the
action presented to not exceed proper utilization on key species when it

is not even mentioned in the preferred alternative?

33

33
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December 21, 19H3
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Page 35, Alternative l£

Why would horses be munuged at a lower level under no grazing than
under Alternative fl with 92,308 livestock AUM's?

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RMP

Page" 37, Land Tenure Adjustments

The decision to dispose of a particular parcel should consider all
conflicts, not Just cultural and mineral.

Page 38, Wildlife

We agree that AMP ' s must be closely coordinated with HMP's.
Probably more positive wildlife benefits would be realized through the
implementation of good range management of native ranges than through
any other means . We do not consider the conversion of native ranges to
largely monotypic seedings as good range management where there are
Identified conflicts with wildlife.

Page 38, Livestock

Grazing treatments should be designed not only to provide forage
and maintain proper use levels, but to maintain or improve ecological
condition to a good or better condition class.

Page 4Q, Utilization

Is the proposed annual utilization rate of 45 percent for both
livestock and wildlife? If this figure is only for livestock, then it
must be adjusted downward. We recommend that browse utilization rates
for livestock be set at 25 percent of current annual growth on key
browse species on deer winter range.

Pages 41-44, Standard Operating Procedures

We suggest the addition of the following Btandard operating
procedures

:

1. Crested wheatgraBS seedings will not be located In key big
game habitats.

2. Emphasis will be placed on the management of browse on key
mule deer winter range.

Operating procedure #10 is not entirely clear. Will the Western
States Sage Grouse Guidelines be a standard operating procedure?
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What Is the criteria for designation of ACEC'n? Would key wildlife
habitata qualify and if not, why not?

CHAPTER 3, AFFKCTKD ENVIRONMENT

Page 61, Wildlife - Mule Deer

No mention is' made of the mule deer resource in the Diamonds nor of

habitat problems on the Ruby herd winter range. However, the Bummer
range problems were discussed for the Egan/Cherry Creek herd,

Page 62, Bighorn Sheep

The RMP should discuss potential introduction sites as they were
presented in the 1982 wildlife input report.

Page 62, Antelope

The EIS uses the statement ".
. . re-establishing viable pronghorn

population in White River . . . Valley." The statement "augumentation
of an existing population" would be better as there is an existing
antelope herd preaent in the valley.

Page 63

1281

35|

There is a good possibility that blue grouse exist in the Butte
Range.

No mention is made of sandhill cranes In Newark or Steptoe Valleya,

nor of the Lund stopover area.

Page 72, Social Analysis

Are "base properties" still required for grazing on federal land?

Page 77, Economic Analysis - Wildlife

We feel the economic analysis for areas other than livestock
received only a cursory evaluation. Under wildlife, trapping, fishing,
and nonconsumptive uses were not mentioned.

Maps

The big game map is extremely poor in its seasonal uae delineation
by species. For example, it does not even show deer winter range in the
Buck, Bald, Maverick, and Little Antelope summit areas. Nor do the maps
show antelope distribution in Railroad Valley, Little Smoky Valley, and
others.

Comment Letter 74

Ma. Linda Ryan
December 21, 19H3
Page 9

Da t.i on upland gaoM inapu is Incomplete . We recommend the Uureau at

their earliest convenience update maps directly t rom regional maps

available at the Region 11 Elko office and at the Region III office in

Las Vegas.

CHAPTER 4 ENVIRONMENTAL CuNSKQUENCES

Pages 92-93, Assumptions

This section should include the assumption that demand for wildlife

resources, particularly harvestable resources, will continue to

increase. For example, the demand for all big game tags far exceeds

supply at the present time.

How can ripariun and stream habitat presently declining and not

proposed for a change in management be allowed to decline at present

rates? On page 13 it states that Executive Orders require riparian

areas to be administered In good or better condition.

Page 93, Determination of Significant Impacts

Can a significant negative Impact be measured when a vegetative

community is In poor condition and declining trend?

What is the definition of disruption in #2 under Livestock?

Page 94

The determination of significant impacts on big game should be

measured on a herd management area and not on a zone or resource area.

Number 4 under Wild Horses should also be included under the

Wildlife section.

tq a— I Why are the percentage change standards greater for big game than

I 53 I small game and horses?

:m

251

16

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES - PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Re 97

It appears that if grazing systems and AMP ' s do increase AUM's,

then that increase would best be used to make up the existing

deficiencies in forage demand rather than Increasing total AUM's. The

text atstes that 92 percent of the area has a forage demand in excess of

forage production. We strongly question the adequacy of forage

currently provided to wildlife.
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We can not support the assumption that big game numbers would

1 *} E"k I
t'W*"*1*!**! through the implementation of range Improvement projecta wiien

• fcw| ciitbt; projects are primarily created wheat seeding.

There are several questionable assumptions in analyzing the impacts

of the preferred alternative:

I. The increase in AUM's will allow operators to eventually
increase herd aizea above the three year licensed level.

Competition for forage resources in the Buck/Bald area between
livestock, wild horsea, and wildlife ia intense. Heavy
utilization of forage plants by liveBtock and horses during

the grazing season leaveB little forage for wintering deer.
Initiation of the preferred alternative would continue this

trend. While grazing systems would be a welcome change from

the preaent "year-long use," we doubt whether grazing systems

in conjunction with range improvements will ever logically
allow increases in licensed livestock use, particularly in

Zone 1. Preference held by livestock operators in the Buck/

Bald area far outweigh the area's forage production capabili-
ties. This is a direct result of past conversion ratios when
cattle replaced sheep. We feel the Bureau has been negligent
in its role to determine appropriate stocking rates for

livestock baaed on forage production capabilities in the

Buck/Bald area.

Page 99, Wild Horses

We can not support the proposal to let wild horse numbers increase
significantly since they could only do so at the expense of other
resources.

119
According to the BLM-USFS report to Congress in June, 1982, wild

horses are to be maintained only in areas where the animals existed when
the 1971 Act was passed. What meaaurea, therefore, will be taken by the

BLM to insure that wild horses will not spread into other areas?

Page 103, Social Analysis

Benefits derived from improvement in wildlife habitat are not

mentioned.

33

33

120!

Ma. Linda Ryun
December 21, 1983
Page 11

APPENDICES

Appendix 1

The appendix states that all forage demands for wildlife are being
met in Zone 1. We do not agree and this statement Is contradicted on
page 20 by the statement that forage demand is far greater than forage
production.

Apparently the statistics for Zone 5 were left out and the
statistics given for Zone 5 Is the total for all zones except those
given for the range Improvement proj ecta

.

The reasonable number of wildlife AUM's does not compare with the
total Egan RA reasonable number AUM'b presented to the Bureau in the
1982 Egan RA Input Report. The input report lists 59,401 AUM's for deer
and the EIS list 41,353. We recommend that figures for deer, antelope,
and elk be checked for accuracy.

If forage demand exceeds forage production on all but 284,000
acres, then the assumption that only 1,713 wildlife AUM's are unmet is

not a valid or reasonable assumption. We conclude that unmet demand in
Zone 1 alone far exceeds that figure.

Appendix 3, Allotment Categorization

The maps do not allow one to determine location of each allotment.

We question the categorization of the following allotments:

NDOW
BLM RECOMMENDED

ALLOTMENT CATEGORY CATEGORY COMMENTS

0402
Goshute Basin M I

0407
Schellbourne

0415
Steptoe

Season of use 05/01-03/31 does not
assure that the resource can be
maintained which precludes a
categorization of M.

Seaaon of use 11/21-09/30 does not
assure proper rest to maintain the
vegetative resource which precludes
categorization of M.
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NDOW
BLM RECOMMENDED

CATEGORY CATEGORY

0416
Hnusser Mountain M

0419
Duck Creek Basin M

0423
Duck Creek M

0424
Gilford Meadows M

0426
Cherry Creek ADP M

0505
McDermitt M

0605
Ft. Ruby

Season of use 01/01-05/31 poses
potential conflicts with sage grouse
strutting activities. Revision of
AMP Is advised.

Season of use 04/16-08/31 potential
conflict with the only active sage
grouse strutting ground in Duck Creek
Basin, as well as key deer
winter/ spring range.

Potential conflict with domestic
sheep and deer on important deer
summer and winter/spring range in
Duck Creek Basin. Late summer/early
fall use by domestic sheep increases
of key deer forage species.

Season of use 05/01-09/30 poses
potential conflicts with deer in key
fawning areas and spring/summer
range.

Season of use 04/15-12/31 does not
assure proper rest for the
maintenance of the vegetative
resource which preclude the
categorization C,

Potential conflicts with livestock
and deer in fawning areas and summer
range. Season of use could be
adjusted

.

Season of use 03/01-10/31 poses
potential conflicts with sage grouse
during the breeding/nesting period
and does not appear to provide any
rest during the grazing seasons.

Mb. Linda Ryan
December 21, 1983
Page 13

ALLOTMENT

NDOW
BLM RECOMMENDED

CATEGORY CATEGORY COMMENTS

0607
Strawberry

0609
Dry Mountain

0610
Sabala Springs

0803
Tom Plain

0805
McQueen

0806
McQueen

0129
Willow Springs

0913
Little White Rock M

Yearlong grazing would not appear to

provide sufficient rest to maintain
the vegetative resource which is a

condition of M catugori zation.
Potential conflicts with sage grouse
during the breeding/nesting period.

Season of use (winter/spring) Is not
consistent with the maintenance of
the vegetative resource without some
sort of rest from livestock grazing.

Season of use (winter/spring) is not
consistent with the maintenance of

the vegetative resource without some
sort of rest from livestock grazing.

Yearlong grazing would not appear to

provide sufficient rest to maintain
the vegetative resource required
under C categorization. Potential
conflicts with sage grouse in
breeding/nesting areas and winter
areas

,

Potential conflict - deer spring
range with season of use 04/15-10/31.

Potential conflict - deer spring
range with season of use 04/01-10/30.

Contains crucial summer and/or winter
deer habitat.

Contains crucial summer and/or winter
deer habitat.
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NDOW
UI.M RECOMMENDED

ALLOTMENT CATECOKY CATEGORY

80

commknts

0914
Chimney Rock

0808
Rock Canyon

Contain*) cruciul summer and/or winter
deer habitat,

Contains crucial summer and/or winter
deer habitat.

Appendix 9

We question the fair designation given to Deadman, Old Deadman, and

Huntington Creeks. We would not rate any of the riparian zones in the

Buck/Bald area to be in fair condition. All are in poor condition.

What criteria was used to evaluate? The following indicates other

stream riparian conditions in Zone 2 and Zone 3

STREAM ALLOTMENT BLM RATING NDOW RATING

Gleason Thirty-Mile Spring Good Poor - Fair

Illipah Moorman Ranch Good Poor

Boneyard Gilford Meadowa Good Poor - Fair

Gilford Gilford Meadows Excellent Fair - Good

Goahute Cherry Creek Good Fair

North Duck Creek Basin Good Fair

Worthington Duck Creek Excellent Fair

Comment Letter 74
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Page 15

Again, thank you for the opportunity to" review the draft and we
hope our comments will be considered in the preparation of the final
document

.

Sincerely,

William A. Molini
Director

RPM
:
pw

Wildlife Commissioners
Daniel A. Poole, Wildlitu Management InstiLutu
Paul Bottari, Nevada Cattlemen's Association
Rose Strickland, Sierra Club
Region I, II, III
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MR. IVERSON: My name Is Paul Iverson,

Carson City, Nevada. I represent the newly created Nevada

Department of Minerals.

The Nevada Department of

Minerals has several concerns relating to the Egan Resource

Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement.

A primary concern is a

proposal to close several sections of land in which there

are currently or have in the past been exploration activities;

also areas having potential for geothermal development and

sections of land under oil and gas leases.

The department is also

concerned about the designated mineral potential as stated

in the draft documentation. Wu believe that an area's

true mjneral potential can never be fully known until

actual mining and exploration occurs. In many cases the

major mineral deposits are overlooked or ignored until new

technological bruakthroughs or shifts in industrial needs

suddenly transform an area which seemed to have little or

no mineral potential into a prime exploration target.

From our viewpoint,

wilderness study areas should only bo considered if an

area has no mineral resource potential and that that is,

areas with significant geological data to indicate the

lack of favorable host rocks or mineral resources given

today's mining technology and, of course, present and

predicted economic conditions.

Furthermore, the department

feels that if any area has favorable mineral potential

that is to be recommended as wilderness, it should only bt|

because, one, there are no alternate sites, with no mineral

potential or two, if intense U.S. Geological Survey or U.3.

Bureau of Mines study has been conducted at a sufficient level

of detail to reclassify the area as having no resource potential.

The Nevada Department of Minerals

would like to emphasize the fact that preserving and

expanding the mining industry in the State of Nevada is

considered a major element in the Governor's economic

development program.

The department fuels that

wilderness designation of such areas as those in the Egan

Resource Area would be in direct conflict with the State
'

$

economic development plan. The Department of Minerals

remains an active participant in the clearinghouse proces|

by reviewing and analyzing proposed wilderness study area$

with other State agenciee and negotiate with them on

important issues such as mineral potential. Since different

agencies are concerned with various issues the negotiation

process provides for State concensus resulting in the

drafting of a recommended State policy which is submitted

to the Governor for his review and final approval.

As a closing statement, the

department does value preserving some public lands for
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future generations and scientific study as long as the

mining industry which is so essential to our national

defense and this State's progressive economy can remain

healthy and be provided the opportunity to pursue new

mineral resources.

Thank you.

MR. I1ENDRIX: My name is Hud Hendrix. I

live at 321 Fay Avenue in Ely. I am representing the

Hendrix families that own about fifty-eight unpatented

claims and seven patented claims in the Egan Area.

I'm a little appalled

at the lack of interest in this meeting this evening. I

thought that there would be more people here to listen

and make comments.

I have gone through this

wilderness technical report and am fairly well pleased

with it. Albt of work has gone into it.

In some areas I was a

little disappointed in the lack of information and it

seemed to me that the minerals part of it was kind of

downgraded or maybe they didn't mean to downgrade it, but

that's the way it seemed to me. They didn't put enough

emphasis on the importance of minerals.

In another part of the

book they went Into the fact that the government isn't

going to stockpile no more of this mineral or that mineral

because they had plenty of it. And, then they stated that

a certain percent, certain type of mineral was imported

from foreign countries, just like that pipeline would

always be open. And, we know this isn't right. Vou can

have a source of foreign material today and tommorrow that

material can be cut off.

All we got to do is look

back at the gasoline shortage, or supposed to have been

a shortage, which was no shortage at all. But the only

shortage was between our two ears.
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Something else that

bothered me a little bit is the northern boundry of this

South Egan District. There's still a patented mining claim

in the area that's Included In the study area. And, 1

can't understand why that was left in there.

Furthermore, they didn't --

they deleted some of the mining property, but didn't go near

far enough. Also, they don't seem to have too much

information on the metals and minerals that are in that area.

I have probably spent more

time in that area in the northern part of the South Egan

Range than any individual in White Pine County. My father

use to run sheep there. I have walked over it, I've rode on it

on a horse many times. This fall since the 28th of July

1 have spent twenty-nine days there. Four of those days

we stayed right there night and day.

There is available Information

on several drill holes, some of them to the depth of twenty-

eight hundred feet. And the assays of those drill holes

indicate a metal about the same amount all the way down

twenty-eight hundred feet. And, then there's some not

quite so deep that Indicate the same thing. The surface

of this mining area hasn't even been scratched. The only

work that's been done of any significance is down in the

bottom of the canyon. This patented claim up on top

a little ore was shipped from there and we shipped a little

ore a little ways south of there. This patented up on

top has been tied up for years in an estate and no one

could do anything about it. But a private party has

that now and so we may see some action in that area.

I go along with the

department. I'm totally agin tying that area up in

wilderness. That area Is my main interest. But, I'm

agin tying any area up where there's a potential for mineral

or gas or oil. Thii nation should be self sufficient and

I'm sure we have the material if we just get busy and

develope it. We shouldn't be dependent on any other nation

for the material that we need.

I appreciate this

opportunity to say a few words and I am preparing a

written document to the Bureau and I'll give them in

this document a log of two or three of those holes that

was drilled with the assays and all, so it will give

them a better idea of mineral in that area. Okay. Thank you.

I'd like to make one more

statement. It would be a crime to the people of Lund

to tie that area up. They have used it since 1900 for

wood and rocks or whatever they might want. And"", to tie

that up in a wilderness area would be a crime against that

group of people. So, I hope we don't get foolish enough

to do it. Thank you.
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MR. CAHPENTliK: I'm Robert Carpenter, Chief

of Surveys for the City of Los Angeles Department of Water

and Power, the Development Manager for Lhe White Pine

Power Project.

I'm here tonight to provide

some preliminary comments on the Draft Egan Resource

Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement. We

have reviewed the Egan EIS and offer the following comments

with regard to the White Pine County Power Project. We

concur with the Bureau of Land Management evaluation that

a case by case processing of utility rights-of-way will

lead to disorderly, and unplanned pattern of right-of-way

through the county and that the lengthy application process

and uncertainty as to whether the rights-of-way will be

tranted benefits neither the developers nor the public

and hinders long-range planning.

Secondly, the White Pine

Power Project transmission corridors from the North Stepto^;

Valley and the Butte, Valley alternative sites to the

Machacek Substation are not included on the Egan EIS.

These corridors should be shown on the EIS maps for the

preferred alternative, the goods and services emphasis

Alternate C and commercial emphasis. Alternative D. And

should be discussed in the text for each of the alternatives

.

The Machacek corridors should be included int he Egan

Resource Plan and Invironmental Impact Statement. These

corridors are evaluated in the Draft Environmental Impact

8
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Statement for White Pine Power Project, which was released

last Thursday on October 20th.

Our preferred railroad

corridor for the Butte Valley Site through Egan Pass is

not shown in the Egan Preferred Alternative. This

railroad corridor would be the most desireable route

should the Butte Valley Site be selected instead of the

North Steptoe Valley Site which is our preferred site.

On Page 93, Item 17, BLM hae

estimated that fourteen acres per mile of transmission

line corridor would be affected by construction. For the

two, five hundred thousand volt lines that are in the

southern transmission system of the progect the amount of

land affected by construction would be approximately

seven acres per mile, primarily due to construction of new

access roads. If existing roade are used, which we

attempted to do, most of the way, land disturbance would

be limited to area around the transmission tower footings

.

We will supply additional

written comments on the EIS by November 24th, 1983.

Thank you for your consideration.
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MH. DELGROSSO; It's only going to take

a second

.

As Paul Iverson mentioned

the State is getting together the various departments and

divisions to consider wilderness proposals and one of the

reason g we are here tonight is to get imput from the local

people , get their feelings . And we're a little bit

disappointed there weren ' t more comments made . But what

we have heard has been helpful . Thank you.

Testimony 5
RENO HEARING

SAME AS TESTIMONY GIVEN IN ELY

SEE TESTIMONY 1
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MR. WATSON: My name is Charles S. Watson, Jr.,

Director of the Nevada Outdoor Recreation Association. The

headquarters are in Carson City, Nevada. We are an organization

of approximately 400 members, not only in Nevada, but in 17

other states.

The main thrust of our organ izat ion is in support

of Che continued existence of the public lands and public

ownership. We also exist for the support of the Federal Lands

Policy Management Act.

My statement is this; To begin with, concerning

the RMP, this organizat ion has serious objections to raise

concerning the proposed land sales within the district. In

the Egan proceeding, the BLM proposes to offer for sale nearly

80,000 acres within the scope of just a single BLM resource

area. We find this truly astonishing in light of both of the

Secretary of Interior's and the Property Review Board ' s clear

pronouncements: That large scale land sales would cease on

the federal lands. But there is someone who doesn't get the

word

.

1 recently visited Boston, Massachusetts, where

I was briefed by our attorneys at the Conservation Law

Foundation. As you are no doubt aware, the Nevada Outdoor

Recreation Association is a co-plaintiff in a lawsuit

challenging the legality of the "sauet management" land sales

of what has been called privatization,

We consider this whole program as nothing less

than a "great terrain robbery" that would deny Americans and

future generations their land inheritance.

Incidentally, while in Boston I learned that at

the last Court hearing before Federal Judge Andrew A. Caffrey,
132

the Justice Department attorneys has assured the Court that,

all substantial sale programs, as charged by the plaintiffs,

are no longer being considered by the US Department of Interior.

Gentlemen, in light of this, these sales violate not only FLPMA

law, but now extant government policy. They should be removed

from the Ri4P

.

Those are now our wilderness recoiumendat ions

:

Number one, Goshute Canyon. We endorse a combination of the

preferred alternative and the wilderness emphasis alternative.

We have visited this exceptional and unique wild land. The

existence oi. the; native trout streams and such wonders as the

Gobhutu Cuvu were f irst inventoried by NORA in our NORA Index

and Survey nearly 20 years ago.

In the mid-1970s, we again visited the canyon with

BLM per tonne 1 and actually obsei ved the native fish in the Goshut j

Creek area. We came away truly astonished and impressed with its.

geological, botanical, archeological and wildlife attributes.

The area has rare spotted bats, Utah cutthroat

trout, ancient Bristlecone pine forests and truly spectacular

cliffs and canyons. We urge preservation of 28,600 acres.

The South Egan Range : We are very concerned and

perplexed over the failure of the BLM to include this area in

its preferred alternative. We know of stunning sets of towering

bluffs, hidden gorges, white fir forests from Brown Knoll to

Sheep Pass Canyon. Again, this area contains ancient

Bristlecone pines and an unusual pit cave -- angel cave -- near

the top of the range.

The Egan Range is known to us as an important

habitat for predatory birds. All too often, we have seen the

BLM indicate that "ways" both In and outside of the WSA
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constitute "substantial" intrusions and thereafter effects

sol i tude

.

We challenge such statements in the light of uur

investigations ot" district and state office records and

photographs of these roads we have seen. They are clearly

trails and ways. These are for the most part paths that

actually help the casual hiker enjoy the wilderness

threshold. This is truly one of the most rugged areas of

wild lands in the State. It is an exceptional area; and we

recommend protection of 57.660 acres.

The Park Range: We have known this area from

explorations dating back to 1960. This range was one of the

first de facto roadless wilderness areas to be noted in our

Nevada Outdoor Recreation Resources Index and Survey.

While there are no towering peaks, it is one of

the most pristine massif-type mountain areas -- massif,

n-a-s-s-l-f -- in the state. It has a great resemblance to the

Black Hills of South Dakota. It is known to us for its pristine

hidden glens, beautiful sedimentary rock formations, untouched

meadows, and colorful bluffs and cliffs. It has high value

for wilderness screening, because it is well forested.

Therefore, we urge 46,831 acres for wilderness protection.

Riordan ' s Well: This organization urges 45,791

acres as suitable for protection as wilderness. These

mountainous ridges, which extend up to 9,352 feet, is in

an area rich in geological displays; faulting, complex thrusts,

and vulcanism.

ItB higher slopes are covered with virgin

ponderosa and there are cliffs, bluffs and ridges known to

contain Important predatory bird raptors. It is an important

133

winter deer habitat, and we have received reports of elk in

the WSA.

There is a cave system in the area, which has yet

to be explored and mapped by professional upoluilkuru. Too many

of these virgin caves are being lost, even before the most

rudimentary examinations can be made of them.

We simply are not convinced by reading the BLM's

technical report, that they truly understand what a treasure-

trove this series of connected Grant Range ridges is. Surely,

enough is known concerning its wilderness character to upgrade

the BLM's preferred alternative.

I have some closing remarks. The bibliography of

the reports that have been issued by the Bin, not the Ely

District but others. In closing we must point out a glaring

omission in all the BLM reports we have seen, including Egan,

that have come out in Las Vegas and other areas as well.

Since 1959, we have repeatedly brought the

NORA Index and Survey -- this is a giant book, 25 pounds, that

contains photographs, maps, and narratives -- and periodically

we visit every district in the State of Nevada, including

resource area offices. Much information that was in BLM files

that was used to consider these WSA's came as a result of the

NORA Index and Survey being fed into the BLM planning system

as early as 1966.

The NORA Index and Survey is a large Inventory,

consisting of mainly maps, short narratives, and extensive

color photographs of BLM wild lands which dates back to 1958.

It is extremely comprehensive. Even the Public Land Law Review

Commission and the National Park Service in 1966 and 1969 have
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noted in their reports to Congress that this inventory was the

first and original BLM public lands environmental project in

the nation.

We trust, therefore, that the record will be

corrected in regard to putting the references of the NORA Index

and Survey into them. Thank you very much.

The following letters under Testimony 6 were submitted by

Charles Watson during his oral testimony.

UNITED STATES
PEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Washing ion. DC. 20240

6101,7 (7}2e)

May 17, 1967

Mr. ChnrU'ii S, Wiitsun, Jr.

P. 0. Box 6601, Lemay branch

6197a Lemay Ferry Road

St. Louis, Missouri 63125

Dear Mr. Watson:

Thank you Ear your letter of May 10, 1967 /ind the attached corres-

pondence from Mr. Baker to Dr. Lyon, dated April 27, and Mr. Baker's

letter to you on the same date.

You have raised several questions in your letter that I will try to

answer as best I know how:

Answer :

My one and only trip to Reno, Nevada in connection with the N.0.R.A,

program uas when Mr. Penny was State Director. Mr. Keil was at that

time Assistant State Director of California. A meeting was held by

me with Mr. Kell o£ N.O.R.A., Mr. Penny and Mr. Baker at that time.

As I recall, our general discussion with Mr. Kell centered around a

'Moint effort" on the part of H.O.R.A., BLM and other agencies, to.

identify, study, exchange information, and assess outstanding

scenic, natural, historic and outdoor recreation opportunities on _

BLM_ lands in Nevada
r
. In my phone conversation yesterday with

Mr. Baker, he stated that he -recalled no specific reference to the

establishment of a task force during this meeting. I believe this

to be understandable in that our discussion was general and was mostly

focused on foint efforts in the exchange of information and how.

N.O.R.A. and BLM could best accomplish thia^ As I recall, no

reference was made toward establishment of a working group, member-

ship of group or assigned responsibilities normally considered the

formation of a task force. I am assuming that you have somewhat the

same viewpoint of what constitutes a task force.

1 1 wan my vR-v dur I

that loin t cTta
HK tli.it iiK-rt tog itnd

nri L ncccsH.-iry bi'UwoT

U 1 1 mti

VS1 miz.'itlon and our

(and other agencies) to be sure that all the; outdo or recreation.

opportunities on BLM lands In Nevada are identified and th at we move

as rapidly as we can to preserve and protect them within the limita -

tion of funds and manpower.
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It was not my intention to establish a task force on recreation for
Nevada witli specific membership, specific duties and specific responsi-
bilities, but rather your group and ours work together jointly to
freely exchange information and receive the benefit of individual
knowledge, expertise and experience. I recall stating to you that
joint effort could best be accomplished by identified individuals of
your organization and ours studying together the opportunities in
Nevada. Thie Is what I envisioned we would do, both here and at the
field level. Whether I called it "task force" or "joint effort" I

truthfully don't recall. Nevertheless, It still is my view that we
should continue to oplectiyely analyze together, cooperat ively . the
Nevada recreation resource** - endeavoring to find ways to preserve
and protect them . You are, and have been the spokesman for N.O.R.A,
and I have sought to the best of ray ability to discuss with you the
various problems in order that you can participate jointly in our
effort; I will continue to do this. I do not, however, feel that this
effort requires a formal working group with an established membership.
and responsibilities.

"I would also appreciate an explanation of what Mr. Baker means by
his claim that N.O.R.A.'s survey had been considered. ..."

Answer :

It would be my thinking that Mr. Baker is referring to actions taken
both at the Washington level and Nevada level In connection with the
N.O.R.A. survey.

A good deal of time has been spent at both levels in comparisons of
inventory Information, analysis of si^-lifleant areas, and, being sure
that all possible opportunities are identified. This includes,
microfilming the N.O.R.A. survey at the State Office, and providing
the respective District offices with all this Information. Each
District office In its development of plans for protection, preserva-
tion and development is giving and will give full consideration to
N.O.R.A.'s inventory along with BLM 1

b to be sure that no opportunities
are missed . To my knowledge your Inventory and assessment of
s ignificant areas Is a very basic part of our Inventory, and that
through the exchange of information between N.O.R.A. and BLM, both
of us have a pretty good picture

.

I have always un juyi:.l our discussions over the many hours Wu have
spent analyzing inventories and problems of prutection of the Nevada
recreation resources. I hope you will continue to give me your
viewpoints and comments as they occur to you.

Sincerely yours, /'

i .t u*
Eldon F. Holmes
Chief, Recreation Staff

9ft

d*
V

J^E WHJTE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 7, 1983

Honorable James Watt
Secretary of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Secretary Watt:

I am writing to clarify the role of the Property
Review Board as it relates to the disposal of public
lands by the Department of the Interior. In Executive
Order 12348 the President directed the Board to develop
and review policies of federal agencies as they relate
to the management of real property. In this regard,
the Board has consulted with the Department of the
Interior to determine the Department's current land
management policies and to give the Department guidance
as to where those policies could be adjusted to make
them consistent with the provisions and the philosophy
of the Executive Order. The Executive Order" did not
intend nor has the Board presumed for the Board to
become involved in the operational functioning of the
agency in regard to the management of the public lands.

The Board has not requested that you consult with it in
regard to transactions where land is sold for fair market
value. /We are interested in the Department's sales
program in order to monitor the progress being made in
the disposal process, but it is not our intent to in
any way inhibit the statutory authority granted you to
sell BLM lands. It would be helpful if the Department
of the Interior provided the Board monthly with a summary
of the previous month's sales activity.

I trust that this letter will clarify any confusion that
may have existed concerning the Board's role in the
Department of the Interior's disposal process.

Sincerely,

L- Harper
roperty Review Board
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the secretary of the interior

Washington

July 18, 1983

MEMORANDUM TO WESTER) GOVERtWRS

Frctiu Secretary of the Interior

Subject: Good Neighbor Policy

I vaa particularly pleased with the opportunity to share with you the

tremendous successes W2 have had in the last two and a half years. I

felt your questions, both in private and public, dramatized the real

progress that has been made. The questions that vere not asked were

irore revealing than tha questions that vere. As I reflect back over

the several meetings *e have had in the past and compare them to the

Montana meeting, I am delighted with the progress that has been made.

That is not to suggest, however, that more progress does not yet

remain to be realized.

One of the areas that continues to draw criticism deals with the

disposal of lands no longer needed by the Federal Government. I am

satisfied that the mistakes of 1982 are not being, and will not be,

repeated- Each Governor has been briefed, or his staff has been

briefed, on our plans for disposing of the few isolated tracts in the

respective states. Several of you did suggest that wa needed to reduce

the involvement of the Property Review Board of the White House in the

Department of the Interior activities. I assured you that as a

practical matter they ware not involved, but I would seek to formalize

that relationship.

Upon returning to Washington, I have secured from the Chairman of the

Property Review Board a letter that clearly states that the Board was

not to "become involved in the operational functioning of the agency

(Interior) in regard to the management of the public lands." I am

attaching a copy of that letter just so that there can be no doubt. I

am satisfied, based on the private conversations and the public

dialogue, that there is no room for criticism of this program as it

relates to future activities. Criticism of the past is for the nost

part justified.

I look forward to improving relationships and thank you for helping us

to be as successful as we have been.

If you have any concerns or questions, please call. The rule continues

to be that if I don't hear from you, things are going wall.

MS. WOODIN: I'm Terry Woodin. My address 1b

Reno, Nevada. I represent myself and a large family.

My main remarks are directed to. one, thanking

you for your courage in this political climate to be willing

to set aside any lands for wilderness designation. A bit of

chagrin to find my tax dollars are paying for statements that

essentially say, "No land can be set aside," because In order

to set it aside we first have to explore to see if there are

mineral resources.

And the sort of exploration that was described

would, in effect, destroy any wilderness designation that was

there to begin with.

And to urge you to include in your wilderness

areas not only those which you have already included, but

those which are just recommended to you by the previous speaker,

because as -- not only as a mother of a large family, as a

scientist I realize the necessity for keeping some for future

generations to explore areas which have not been touched or

dimmed , hcj LhuL Lhln^u thai, wu nuw do not anticipate being

vuluable will be available to be utilized In the future.

Thank you.
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MR. CLARK: My name is Gary Clark. I live in

Sparks, Nevada. I am with the GPAA, the Gold Prospectors

Association of America.

I support wholeheartedly the State's position on

mineral identification and resource management of those

minerals in this State. I have spent a great many summers in

the Egan District. There are some very pristine areas; however,

the amount of land required certainly is grossly overestimated.

The entire state would be served by those areas being put into

a State Park system. Thank you.

MR. WARREN: My name is Bob Warren. I'm the

Executive Secretary of the Nevada Mining Association. The

Mining Association has some 730, I guess, up to this time,

members. Sixty of them are the larger corporations; the

Anacondas
, Kennecotts , and Duvals

,

The larger operating mining companies in Nevada

upon which the rural communities depend tor their economic

sustenance --others are individuals who are interested in mining -

hope to be someday prospectors, hope to be someday producers and

auppljura of uquipinunt and uuppliuB, and mining law attorneys.

A large number of them are also small exploration

firms -, some of the largest exploration firms in the nation

and some of the most sophisticated in the world.

We, also, I feel, represent directly the people

who live in our rural areas in Nevada who must depend upon

mining and ranching for a long-term economic liability; the

families, their children, their cousins, and all of the people

who depend upon a strong economic base for continued high

quality of life, which they hope to preserve in Nevada.

My formal statement is not to be interpreted by

the individual staffers of the BLM as critical of them as

individuals. I respect your integrity and your professional

competence, and you know that I do.

I think, however, that my remarks will demonstrate

that you are victims of the system.

A careful reading of the Draft Resource Management

Plan in the Environmental Impact Statement leaves the Nevada

Mining Association to reluctantly conclude the judgmental

elements of this report are heavily biased toward creation of

wilderness at the expense of the development of the resource
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potential of the proposed wilderness areas.

The judgments that flow from this systemic

bias will irretrievably injure the economic viability of the

communities near these sites. This built-in bias toward

wilderness is probably not evident to the BLM profess ionals' who

prepared this document, because it flows logically from certain

key assumptions in the planning process. The result, however,

unfortunately, is an anti-mining document.

These two assumptions: Assumption one, the

rating sy6tem to determine mineral potential is prejudicial

and unprofessional according to top exploration geologists,

many of whom are located in Reno, because Nevada is now

considered one of the prime targets for mineral potential in

the entire UnLted States and, indeed, in the world, we have

firms here from Belgium, South America, France, Germany, England.

We have the top talent, the cream of the talent in the state.

A high rating for mineral potential is given only

if the area shows favorable geological characteristics. Of

course, that would be appropriate. And if the area Is contained

or are extinctions of active or inactive properties which show

evidence of ore for mineralization. In other words, to rate

high. And if you are not high you are not to be considered a

candidate for wilderness. To rate high there must have been

previous evidence of mining -- evidence of previous mining.

Based upon this flawed rating system, such major

mineral areas such as Freeport's World-Class Gold Mine in

Elko City and the U.S. Steel Corporation's discovery of nearly

two billion tons of high-grade ore east of Yerington, do not

qualify as areas of high mineral potential. Yet, these are

129
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some of the most significant discoveries made in the last ten

years in Nevada

.

Face it, we wouldn't qualify under the definition

of high mineral potential in the BLM's rating system. In

similar "non-mining areas" today, other important discoveries

of minerals and resources are being made. They are the results

of today's sophisticated geologic models and geologic concepts;

thus, the built-in bias number one:

The BLM staff cannot properly rate an area's

mineral potential under the system. Areas with potential for

production are thereby automatically underrated and become

candidates for wilderness

.

Assumption number two: There are only two of

them that I am commenting on that have created this systemic

bias. Quoting from the page 105 of the draft EIS , we find

the following assumption: "There would be minimal overall

impacts on the local non-ranching community," if we were not

permitted to mine, in other words.

If the exploration for the production of mineral

resources is forfeit, there would be forces - there will be

minimal overall economic impacts on the local non-ranching

community . I will offer evidence later to demonstrate the

fallacy of this assumption

.

But with such an assumption as planning guidelines,

and it is one of the planning guidelines, BLM staff has found it

much more comfortable to make the judgment that wilderness values

outweigh the benefits that would flow from future mineral

production.
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Speaking specifically to this Egan draft , may I

point out the erroneous conclusions that have resulted from these

two erronuouB planning assumptions? For instance, in the

anaiyein of the Park Range, the technical draft states, Page 11;

"Wilderness values are high and in nearly all cases take

precedence over current or potential Incompatible uses."

BLM can support such a conclusion when it is based

upon an assumption of only minimal economic impact on the Nevada

communities when the future of mineral production is forfeit.

The analysis of the Riordan ' s Well states also:

"Wilderness values are limited" -- and they don't point out

that they are limited -- "but appear to be the highest and beat

use for the core of thlB area .

"

This statement , despite the high mineral potential

of this area, which I will document again in our program,

and I am quoting, again, "The wilderness values were of more

importance than a moderate potential for minerals based on a

geologic inference."

But the conclusion of "moderate potential" ia

based upon the faulty definition of what is high or moderate

mineral potential. It flows, again, in part from built-in

bias number one: That there must have been previous mining

•to rate, as high potential.

And we all know that is no longer a proper

geologic determination . The best discoveries in Nevada are

being made in areas that had no exploration previous and no

evidence of previous mining.

To comment on the Goshute Canyon, we find the

same bias in the analysis of the Goshute Canyon. The analysis

states: "It was decided that known high wilderness values in

138

this situation outweighed an unknown potential for mineral

resources .

"

Here again, the two key planning assumptions

lead to inaccurate conclusions. The minerals rating system

fails to recognize the mineral potential, and it was assumed

that forfeited mineral production is of minimal concern to

persons living within that county. Thus, BLM staff is able

to conclude that wilderness is the highest use of the land,

Quoting from a report prepared at BLM ' a request

by the Nevada Mining Association, BLM asked us to review the

BKM report, which was contracted for by BLM, to review the

areas. It was largely literature search and BLM recognized

that. So they aaked me to put together some of the top

exploration jobs in the world and in Nevada. I did so. I

did bo, and about nine of them reviewed the report and found

that because it was limited to a search of literature,

primarily the officers didn't have a chance to get out in the

field, but they had terribly understated some of the potential.

For Instance, in the Goshute Canyon area the

nine geologists concluded this, and I am quoting from the

report: "High exploration potential for precious and base

metal s
.

"

Listen to this; "The formation names of units

in the Cherry Creek Range sounds like a "Who's Who" of host

rocks for major ore bodies."

Yet, the conclusions of the BLM, EIS and the

U.S. management report says this is an unknown potential and,

therefore, it cannot be considered as a component weight against

the wilderness values.
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Let me move now to more specific comments which

will be backed again by documentation entered into your

record

,

Back again to assumption number one , a high

mineral potential rating is limited only to areas of previous

mining or evidence of mineral izati on. BLM' s own geologists

know that this is untrue. I had talked to some of them about

this. They are disturbed about the trap that has been laid

for them, because all of these guidelines were laid down by a

previous administration at a time when there was not only a

systemic bias towards the creation of wilderness , but there was

a political bias at that time.

I suggeB t that BLM ' s management -- because the

geologists don't need to do that -- confer with the Nevada

Bureau of Mines and Geology and other geologists identified in

my exhibits, and those geologists that put this report together

are some of the people from Noranda Exploration, the eighth

larges t mining company from the United States; from the

Anaconda, from the Freeport Exploration, from Asarco, and

several of the independent jobs including the former professor

of the Mackay School of Mines.

I would suggest that the management confer and

find out the true feeling about what is and what is not a proper

tool to identify mineral potential in an area, I will alao

place some testimony in the report requested by BLM from the

Nev^du Mining Association. This is the report I Just told you

about

,

We did thiB, and we find that the limited report

of the dealing contract based upon the dollars available,

simply wasn't able to identify mineral potential. We urge.

67
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therefore, that BLM adopt a more professionally recognized rating

system for mineral potential.

And we likewise urge BLM to make use of the

information compiled by flMA's team of nine skilled geologists,

and I will submit that into the record.

Finally, we urge BLM also to re-think assumption

number two; that the loss of future mineral production will have

only "a minimal overall impact on the local non-ranching mining

community." I can put it in parenthesis that if you are talking

about ranching community, it is also going to have an impact on

the ranching community. Because Nevada ranchers know. They do

not believe the statement by the Federal Government that if you

create a wilderness you will be able to continue to raise your

cows , continue to have access to your water wells and to your

tanks. They know better.

And the Cattlemen's Association of Nevada and NatK &..i .

Cattlemen have resolved repeatedly chat they are terribly concerned

about setting these areas aside for wilderness, because they know

eventually it will severely cripple the cattle industry.

These assumptions have robbed BLM of the objectivity

it needs to evaluate which public lands should be closed to

mineral production if continued -- And it has gone on with the

previous reports i that was,the same systemic bias has continued -

this statewide bias will severely injure the economic

viability of Nevada's rural communities which must depend upon

ranching and mining for the next 100 years or more as a source

of employment, income, tax revenues, and the economic vitality

that can contribute to the high quality of life for Nevada's

rural citizens.

We are talking about wilderness to contribute to
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the high quality of life for the hikers. We ought to consider

high quality of the life to the rural citizens who live in the *

The necessity of continued mining and, therefore,

access to future mineral deposits, is documented by a recent study

by three University of Nevada economists, published by the

bureau of Business and Economic Research -- and X will submit

this into the record coni-ght — the report is entitled "An Analysis

of the Economic Impact of the Mining Industry on Nevada's Economy "

If someone would like to know about the importance

of the mining industry to the rural community, you need to review

this highly professional report.

If BLM fails to correct this bias toward

wildurnuss built into the statewide wilderness evaluations

system, the aguncy will severely injure the long-term interests

of the ranching industry, as I had pointed out, the interest of

vehicle orientated recreationists who need more, not lesB,

access to Nevada's mountain playgrounds; the interest of

hunters who can no longer drive into some of the best hunting

areas in the State; and, of course, the mining industry which

must mine where nature created and exposed ore deposits, not

deep beneath Nevada's valleys and dry lake beds.

THE HEARING OFFICER; Would you conclude --

MR. WARREN: Yes, I have one paragraph left.

Nevada ' s preservationists are asking for

exclusionary uhl> of up to five percent of the public lands.

Mining would be happy with one-tenth of this to mine. Our

iictlvities disturb about a scratch of a, chicken in a large

football field.

Nevada's ranking geologists recognize that some

70 percent of this land being proposed for wilderness has
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high potential for mineral production. And, in fact, Borne of

it is probably the most favorable area in the State. Inasmuch

as there are 70 percent, there still are 30 percent probably

that would not have high potential; that would be an ample

area , considering all of the wilderness areas , some hundred

areas of Nevada in cons iderat ion for wilderness.

If 30 percent belonged to the Forest Service and

the Department of Fish and Game, Wildlife, and the Federal

Department were put together, there would be a vast wilderness

area in the State without injuring the mining and ranching

industries.

My final comment , please don't forfeit the

long-term interests of Nevada ' s rural mining communities for

a trickle of Nevada and out-of-state hikers who seek a

"wi lderness experience" without concern for the obvious injury

to the economy and quality of life of rural Neva dans

.

I will submit these documents for the record,

Thank you.
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MR. ADAMS: My name is Rudy Adams. I am from

Reno, Nevada. I am a member of Che Gold Prospectors Association,

which has approximately 100,000 members in the nation and

about 3,000 of those in Nevada, and the local Comstock Chapter

has approximately 300 members.

I would like to address the issue of the wilderness

areas. I think they are a little bit ill conceived, as the

previous speaker implied better than I could possibly say it,

but the bottom line comes down to stop picking on Nevada. There

is nothing wrong with having wilderness areas in some part of

the country, but it seems like we are getting too much of our

share being proposed here.

We presently have access to this land for not only

recreational, prospecting, but for the more serious mining

interest. But with the wilderness concepts slowly creeping along,

we are slowing being denied access to this land or would be

denied access to this land.

So therefore, I am not in favor of that in any

way . So we should maybe consider some more of the eastern

states that have some areas and, of course, the gross

discrimination against the handicapped and the senior citizens,

of course, is a very serious issue to address, because as the

wilderness concept simply means unless you are very hale or a

very strong-type person or hiker and that sort of thing, you

are not going to be able to enjoy it.

Then, of course, I would also like to comment on

the fact, knowing the nature of the government, that we really

have no guarantees that in the future even the wilderness areas

would be protected. So, therefore, I am not in favor of

wilderness areas in this area in the State of Nevada in the
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concept that is presently being considered, of which is too

much land, as the previous speaker spoke of, and as Mr. Clark

addressed earlier in the evening, that some of these areas that

are -- could be put aside as possibly state parka that do not

have any mineral potential, are not readily available or the

type of property that would be available to the handicapped and

the senior citizens.

In fact, if we use the criteria of the present

wilderness system, Yosemite National Park would be a wilderness

area. And, of course, we would all be missing a very valuable

treasure there if we would not be able to see it. That 1b the

whole concept, the American people of our land should have

access to it and be jble to see it and not limit it just Only

to the hale and the hearty.

So with our small Nevada population and, of

course, the few visitors that we have, I do not think it would

be used very much anyway, and I think that there is a possibility

that they could be more useful, as our Director of Minerals

pointed out earlier, that this is a mining state and it is

moving along, and we in the prospecting organization are out

there looking for things that we hope someday will benefit our

State from an economical standpoint and, of course, improve our

quality of life. Thank you.
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MR. DWYER: My name is Larry Dwyer. I live in

Reno, Nevada. I am here representing myself as well as many

friends of mine who enjoy hiking, backpacking, fishing and

hunting in Nevada's many de facto wilderness areas, as well as

the few designated wilderness areas,

I commend the BLM for their proposal which includes

the three wilderness recommendations on the map and their

preferred alternative. I would also urge the BLM to extend, their

proposal to all four of the study areas. In particular, I

would recommend adding the Go shut e Canyon area , as well as

including th° South Egan area in the wilderness proposal.

Thank you.

MS. KEENEY: My name Is Nina Keeney. I am

Treasurer of the Great Basin Group of the Sierra Club. I don't

like -- I don't hunt, 1 don't fish or prospect or mine or

ranch, but my concern is mainly that with the -- all of the

raping that has been done to the environment and the land and

on the east where you have so few areas left that are

populated, I think we should reserve as much land as we can now

for the future generations to come. Thank you.
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MR. ARNOLD: I am Ray Arnold and my address Is in

Reno. I have lived here some 13 years, but I have been an

inhab i tant of Nevada for some 30 years

.

I know it well and I have explored the Black Rock

Desert. I have explored In the Ely area. And I was free to go

anywhere anytime that I wanted to. I could walk with a stick

in my hand and I could knock off a rock and look at it, inspect

it, and proceed.

There are thousands of people in this small State,

a small populated State, that are prospectors. They are interestjeu

in more in the welfare of the State than they are of themselves.

Let me tell you, not all of us have the luxury of

time and of the money to put on a backpack and walk out into

the area. There is nobody preventing them from doing that,

regardless of what happens at the final decision of this great

Congress who will have the final approval.

May I say that there are thousands of prospectors

that ride out into the hills with a pick In their hands. They

are hardly able to move around, hardly able to get up in the

morning, but the pleasure they get of going out there and seeing

the beauty of this country, irregardless of the two or three

ur coax t
halt a dozen mining vuntures that havi* been created

in this State; such as in Ely, such as in Yerington -- Is that

where the big copper mine is? All right. Those have not

deteriorated the area or the areas for the hikers. They still

hike. They go anywhere they want to, and I have "et to see a

wining venture destroy a view or destroy very many plants

except where they are actually operating and putting in

roads

.

But let me say, I heartily favor our speakers , the

statements made by Paul Iverson and Bob Williams (sic). And

1 hope a lot of other people here can support this

.
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MS. BROWtJSON: My name 1b Elizabeth Brownson. I

am a resident here in Reno, Nevada. I also want to commend the

BLM for their report and their study, but I hope that thry will

also extend their recommendations to include the conservationists

areas in the decision, all four of the lands.

I really think it is important that we don't look

at JusL Loday and now. buL consider L he whole history to come

still, LhuL these lands are valuable Lo maintain.

As Mr. Warren states, we are not creating the

wilderness. It is there and we need to save it, I think.

I am not against progress. I have lived a good

part of my life in major cities and enjoyed it, but I think the

most valuable experiences you have is when you go in the

wilderness areas and experience that. I mean, it just -- I

can't believe you are talking about this map. It is Just a

little area of the whole State, a small percent, and you are

talking even about a smaller fraction of the percent in these

areas that are colored in.

There might be some mining there, although in the

Park' Range there is really not any.

I think the value that you are going to gain

by saving and preserving those areas is going to be far

outweighed. And I don't -- there Is still a great deal of land

in the State still to mine, and I think it is important that we

save it, and that the areas we do want to preserve are rich with

wildlife and all sorts of resources that we want to preserve.

MR. SMITH.- My name is Ross Smith. I live in

Reno and at the present time I represent myself, only.

My acquaintance with the Egan Resource Area dates

from quite a while ago. During my college days at LtNR in the

late 40' s, I worked for several summers over in the Liberty Pit

at Ruth for Kennecott Copper Corporation.

After graduation, in 1950 I worked for a year as

a mining engineer for a Consolidated Copper Xines Corporation,

Kimberly Nevada, a company which later sold out to Kennecott

and no longer exists.

At that time I did visit at least one of the areas.

I visited Lhe Goshute Canyon area, and I may have visited the

South Egan area, although I am a little bit uncertain now about

exactly where I did go. It may have been a little north of

there

.

At the present time I am a professor of minerals

processing in the Mackay School of Mines, University of Nevada, Rcjn

Now, at the same time I am an environmentalist and a member of

a number of environmental organizations. And b ince 1940, I

have been a backpacker and have backpacked over most of the

western United States and have seen all types and manners of

wilderness areas, de facto areas, and so on.

As I stated before, I represent myself, only.

When I think about this, of course, I do experience some

conflicts when I think of my mining position and background

and of my love and respect for tlic wild places of the

United States.

Of course, when I take a stand on something like

this, I must decide on how I will act as a true professional,

based on the greatest good for Che most people over the longest
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period of LJinu, uu ] wee it.

Actuully, however, in the case of the Egan area,

Lhe choice is easy, as it is in many other areata, considering

the amount of designated wilderness that does exist in the U.S.

at the present time. I think that at least the wilderness

emphasis and preferably the All Wilderness Alternative should

be recommended . I will attempt to explain why

.

There are, according to the BLM, approximately

3.8 million acres of public land on the resource area., The

four areas being looked at are already, you know, a compromise of

a compromi.se . And if we reduce the area of any of them

further, we have another compromise. We are being compromised

to death here . And every compromise really is a loss . Even

the All Wilderness Alternative would involve only about

6.2 percent of the public landB in the Egan Resource Area;

really a rather trivial amount. The wilderness emphasis is

only about four and a half percent .

Now, I ask you, is that all that is left of our

Nevada wild heritage? I mean, is that all we can come up with

out there?

Further, you know, we have had people talk about,

oh, the people who live out in White Pine County. I know some of

those people. I also know many who have left the area. I mean,

I still know a few, but most of them have left by now or have

died, or various things have happened to them.

I cannot believe that all the people in White Pine

County want every last square mile, every last square inch, X

should say, of the Egan area roaded.

You know, many of the people out there really like

the land, the land out in White Pine County. They are, of

course, suspicious of the government and so maybe we all are in

our own way . But I seem -- it seems to me that someday they wil}

all recognize and realize that the only way to really protect

their wild Nevada heritage is through a certain quantity of

forma 11 y designated wilderness areas.

Concerning mining and geothermal development, again

we aio only talking about four and a half to six percent of the

Egan area. And, again, I would claim that this is

insignificant.

Consider, for example, Nevada has been opened to

mining, prospecting and the like for a long time, for well over

a century. Furthermore, among western states, the lower 48

and more of it has been available for prospecting.

Furthermore, as was noted in McPhee's recent book

on the Great Basin, Nevada is aware, in his words,

everything hangs out unencumbered by thick vegetation and soil.

In spite of this and in spite of the fact that any number of

prospectors have gone over the State time and time again.

And, furthermore, yes, a few more things can be found through

modern methods, but maybe not all that many.

In spite of this intensive look that has been

given to Nevada by prospectors for well over a hundred years,

there really is surprisingly little mining in Nevada. In 1981,

according to the U.S. Bureau of Mines Mineral Yearbook, Nevada

was only sixteenth in the nation in production for value of

non-fuel mineral resources; thirty-third based on a square mile

basis, per square mile basis.

Also, let us consider -- I mean, that ie Just --

there are lotB more important mining BtaLes than Nevada,

obviously, and this is in Bpite of the fact that most of it
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haa been available for prospecting and mining and so on for

well over a hundred years, Consider what is being mined now

ii. Nevada. It is true that there ia a considerable amount of

gold, some silver mining in this State and, yes, Nevada is an

important gold mining state. This is where the most values

will be found.

There is also, of course, molybdenum mining. I

guees it is not being mined right now since the Tonopah

concentrator. I think it is operating, but I am not sure if

there is any mining there. No molybdenum has been sold. No,

that is not true. I guess some has been sold to Japan, but

not much from that.

What I am trying to say, there is quite a bit of

molybdenum in the State, not only in Tonopah, but Exxon has a

rather large find in eastern Nevada. But my Cod, we have more

moly than we know what to do with, and we are well into the

21st century.

Consider that Anaconda's operation in Tonopah ia

very much In doubt. It could only b« resuacituted by a

tremendous growth in our steel industry, which is unlikely to

take place.

Furthermore, Moly Corp at Questa, New Mexico, has

recently completed a third of a million do liar expansion and

renovation program, a moly operat ion ; the Thompson Creek

operation in Idaho, development of this has continued about to thu

present. It may stop. This is of the same order of magnitude

as the Tonopah operat ion; the exploration at Quartz Hill

.

The development of Quartz Hill in Alaska is continuing. This

property is of the order ten times greater than anything that

we have been talking about now.
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There is, of course, Crested Butte in Colorado

which has not been developed; a large deposit on the Colville

Indian Reservation In Washington, and so on.

That is what I am trying to say, is that we have

so much moly that we really don't know what to do with it.

Copper, there is a fair amount of copper, low grade, in Nevada.

You know, I have not commented about this too

much, but I would like to take one small pot shot at a statement

in the Egan wilderness technical report. At one point It says

something about other companies supplying copper in the world

market at an artificially low price. Come on now, does this

mean that they are artificially upgrading the grade of their

ores? But that actually has very little to do with my

discussion here.

At any rate, what I am trying to say ia that one

could not expect a significant copper from the State of Nevada

in the near future. There is a substantial amount of barite

present and mngnesite, some magneslte, one big magneslte

operation, some gypsum. I am not certain whether there is a

fluoride operation or not.

Some mercury, however mercury is a poor bet

as long as Almaden, Spain exists, where the problem

there is to keep from poisoning all of the workers from the

mercury that oozes out of the rocks.

At any rate, what I am trying to say is that on

that four and a half to six percent, chances of really finding

something viable--or we could have some people out there

tearing up the land, a single man with a bulldozer can do a

lot of damage. We are not talking about anything really

significant, in my opinion.
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Also, keep in mind, someone mentioned something

about exploration geologists. Keep in mind that they are

not disinterested observers, that their Job depends on going

out and looking. So, of course, they are going to say we have

wonders here. Otherwise, you know, there is not much mining,

really, in Nevada.

There is probably some things I have forgo ft en

about

.

Geothermal
, you know, the geo thermal deposits that

are going to be developed are only those -- at least for the

power generations -- are only those that are very large and have

a very high temperature. They are not likely to be present on

those little areas that we are talking about. That is that

it is simply not going to be possible to run them, if one

considers the laws of thermodynamics and so on, unless they are

very, very large.

Now, it is true there are some operations around

the SLuto where lower amounts, smaller amounts of geothermal

energy can be used for agricultural use and so on. But this

can only take place very close to a railroad or a major

highway. It will not take place in some of these more remote

corners of the State-.

My gosh, we can't even develop Steamboat Springs

near Reno, right here, let alone some of this other stuff.

THE HEARING OFFICER: Can you conclude?

MR. SMITH: I am just about to finish.

At any rate, what I fear more than loss of mining

opportunities is that we will not in the long run set aside

enough wilderness areas, BLM, Forest Service, National Parks

and so on, not certainly for the year 2100, perhaps not even

for the year 2000.

And I think that we should set aside a reasonable

amount here , More than we will really, muoh more than we are

going to.

Furthermore, I do resent the whole idea, even thou<j^i

I am a mining man and mining has its place here on public lands,

but public land should not be administered strictly for mining,

as some of you would have it. Thank you.
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MS. SILL: My name Is Marjorie Sill. I livtsin

Reno, Nevada. I have lived here for 2b years. Tonight I am

representing the Toiyabe Chapter of the Sierra Club, of which

I am the conservation chair.

The Sierra Club, the Toiyabe Chapter has

approximately 1,900 members in Nevada and California east of

the Sierra Pass and part of Alpine Counties, and nationwide

has over 300,000 members.

I am going to speak tonight to the general

Resource Management Plan. The statement on wilderness will ba

given by our wilderness Chair., Roger Scholl.

These are very Important items to the Sierra Club,

because the Sierra Club has a multiple use bias toward the

management of the land. We think a lot of things are important

about the 'land. All of the uses you have heard mentioned here

tonight, plus some other Interests that you have not heard

mentioned tonight.

And I am going to supplement my statement by a

written statement, because it would be impossible to cover the

document that was written, the draft EIS , in a statement of

approximately eight minutes or so. So I am going to focus on

some things that have been discussed In the management plan that

particularly concern me.

One area that concerns me is the -- what I feel

is sort of a disregard of the importance of riparian areas.

Now, all of you know that in a state like Nevada, our water,

our riparian areas, our meadows, our streams are extremely

important. Probably more important than if you were talking

about an area of high rainfall or something like that. Every

one of these streams, our riparian areas is precious, not only for

29

itself. I say it is precious for itself from an aesthetic

point of view, but also as habitat for wildlife, for fish,

for all of the things that we like to associate with living in

Nevada, part of the Nevada heritage. It's so precious that it

has got to be guarded very closely.

Now, In perusing this document, they have broken

the resource area into zones. There are five zones altogether.

I have made statistics on the condition of the streams: In

the zone one, 67 percent of the streams are in unsatisfactory

condition; in zone two, 28 percent are in unsatisfactory

condition; in zone three, 50 percent are in unsatisfactory

condition; and in zone five, 100 percent of the streams are in

unsatisfactory condition.

It concerns me very much. Particularly when I

read the preferred alternative and learn that there will be no

short-term changes in the riparian condition. They are

projecting beneficial long-term changes speculated, I presume,

from the reading I have done, on better range management

practices. But these are long-term range management practices.

There is no proposal to fence or in any other way

preserve any of the streams or to stop the degredation,

In the proposal In the preferred alternative,

they propose to reduce the wild horse herd by 30 percent, and

I have not seen the data on which this reduction is based, so

I really can't comment on this.

There is no proposal In the alternative to

reduce any of the cattle gracing by any amount. Now, this may

be perfectly all right. In fact, the only proposal, the only

alternative which seems to create an immediate short-term

riparian improvement would be the elimination of all cattle
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grazing, which we all know is neither a viable nor a desirable

alternative.

But I do not see proposed the kind of management

that I have heard ranchers talk about that would protect the

riparian areas. It is proposed that -they monitor them.

Well, in my opinion, if you have 50 percent of

your streams or more in an undesirable condition, they have

already been monitored. Something should be done about this

particular problem.

And I am very much concerned that -- and it should

be done almost immediately -- I mean, you can have degredation

and degradation can continue. You can say yes, in the long term

we are going to take care of some ran^e management improvements

here, but I haven't seen nothing in the document that gives me

confidence that these problems are going to be addressed. That

is one of my principal concerns with the document.

Another concern is the proposed disposal of land

under the preferred alternative. Now, I can't think of

anything lhat locks up land as much as disposing of it to

privute entities. And if we are talking about maintaining the

present rate of AUM's or the -- we are talking about the

possibility of miners and ORV people being able to go out on

95.5 percent of the area.

Why, if we cut the area by disposing of it to

private interests, why then there is less area for this kind

of thing. And I'm rather surprised at the figures which are

shown here

.

According to the preferred alternative, 79,888 acre$

are proposed for disposal to private entities. Now, it is not

specified to what entities this private land will be sold.

11

Certainly, part of it probably will be acquired by the City of

Ely for necessary expansion. And I don't think anyone has any

objection to that.

Part of it could be acquired by a rancher who

needs a section to firm up his holdings. And I don't think

anyone would have any objection to that.

But given the history of attempted Nevada land

acquisitions, we find people coming in here who have none of

the interests of Nevadaos at heart and would be able to acquire

would huve the money to acquire 1 arge chunks of land. So I

think that this disposal under the preferred alternative would

be counter to the interests of all of us.

In the Alternative B of the proposed 39,555 acres,

and even that amount sounds to me as if it is too large of a

figure for the kinds of things that might be needed by the

community and by the local ranchers

.

So these are two areas that I have fo cused on

.

I need more time to study the documen t , but I congratulate the

Ely District in putting out such a provocative document.

But at the same time I am concerned that we

address the real questions of the best use of the land, which

I think this Is all about.
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MR. YOUNKIN: My name is Steve Younkin. I work

for Sierra Pacific Power Company in Reno, Nevada.

I have a very brief statement , and that is to

congratulate and commend BLM for its planning effort in a

document that it has produced and its recognition and

implementation of Section 503 of FLPMA, which addresses the

issue. I feel that the Egan District has fulfilled the intent

of Congress, which directed land managers to reduce the

preparation of right of ways.

Sierra Pacific supports the preferred alternative

with very -- with some exceptions and clarification and Sierra

will provide detailed comments on that for the December 24th date

MR. FORREST; My name is Jeff Conrad-Forrest

.

I live in Reno. I respect the BLM staff for their ability to

professionally assess the Egan Resource Area. I think they

appreciate the unique qualities of eastern Nevada, which are

represented in the Egan and Schell Resource Areas with their

Proximities to the Ruby, Schell Creek, and White Pine Ranges.

I support the preferred alternative resource plan

with modifications to the -- with modifications to the Riordan's

Wvjll and Goshute Canyon area to include the aruas outlined

in the wilderness alternative. Also, the South Egan Range

should be included as a wilderness area.

The wilderness alternative for this area has

eliminated most of the mineral ana cherrystemed road conflicts.

In summary, the GoBhute Canyon, South Egan Range,

Park Range and Riordan's Well, including the modifications

stated previously, are only 4.5 percent of the resource area

and should be administered as wilderness.

As a postscript I would like to say that

wilderness values are appreciated by more than just hikers.

There arc philosophical and psychological benefits which are

important to many people. Thank you.
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MR. SCHOLL: Good evening. I am Roger Scholl

tron Heno , the wilderness coimiittee chairman for the Toiyabe

Chapter of the Sierra Club.

The Toiyabe Chapter appreciates this opportunity

to comment on the Draft EIS/Resource Management Plan

for the Egan Resource Area. My comments represent the Chapter's

suggestions only on the wilderness resources under consideration.

BLM is to be commended for recommending In its

preferred alternative portions of three of the resource areas

four WSA's, wilderness study areas, as suitable for wilderness

pres ervat ion

.

Each would make an outstanding addition to the

wilderness system. However, we urge that BLM in its final

decision adopt a modified version of the wilderness emphasis

alternative, which includes a portion of the South Egan Range

WSA.

The massive limestone cliffs, fir, and bristlecone

pine forests, caves and excellent wildlife habitat make this a

spectacular wilderness.

The wilderness emphasis alternative boundary has

almost all of the high wilderness values, yet excludes most

resource conflicts except possibly some range developments and

vehicle routes in the center of the area.

But, livestock grazing and some range improvements

are allowed. So BLM should strongly consider recommending even

this part of the area.

We are especially gratified to see part of the

Gouhute Canyon WSA recommended by the BLA. We have

followed this area carefully from the inventory stage and the

wilderness review process. I believe it contains some of the
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hi gl test wildcrnuss values Lhat the BLM manages in Nevada.

With the extensive forests, including bristlecone

pines, peaks of 10,500 feet, rare spotted bats, Utah Cutthroat

trout, che area is truly outstanding. We urge the BLM to

extend its recommendation to include all of the land in the

preferred alternative plus the south end down to at least the

area that exist ing information indicates has high mineral

potential

.

While there are indications that much of the

south end of the area has moderate potential, this is not the

stage of the process for BLM to exclude it on that basis. Only

areas recommended suitable now will have the benefit of the

USGS mineral survey which will better define potential for

mineral development

.

When an area has such a high wilderness values as

the Goshute Canyon, boundary decisions should be made later

in the development of administration recommendations with

the benefit of added in forma tion on possible mineral

potential.

.

It is, after all, only a sketchy idea of mineral

potential that we have at this stage. In fact, there are not

even any mining claims in most of the area rated as moderate

potential. YuL we know the wilderiiesa values are truly outstandi juj

The Ul«4*s recommendation tor the Park Range in

the preferred alternative is excellent. This remote rugged area

has virtually no resource conflicts, but has wilderness values

that are essentially untouched by man including rare, pristine

meadows. We heartily support it.

The.BLM 's preferred alternative recommendation for
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the Riurddn's Wells WSA is also good, but would be improved by

expansion to include the wilderness emphasis alternative

boundaries plus adding about 4,000 acres of rugged land on the

wes t

.

This recommendation would fill an important

wilderness corridor between the Grant Range, national forest

recommended wilderness, to the aouth and the BLM's wilderness

recommended to the north.

In conclusion, we urge that the BLM recommend

portions of all four WSA's as outlined above. We feel four to

five percent of this vast 3.8 million acre resource area is

wilderness, preserving that much is wilderness, while leaving

some 95 percent available for all other uses, including

mineral development, will In no way cripple the mining

industry or other uses of public lands.

In fact, we contend that recommending some

five percent of the resource area as wilderness and four widely

scattered areas will only provide some semblance of a reasonable

balance for protecting the remaining wilderness values in the

Egan Resource Area while providing for other uses, other

multiple uses of the lands. Thank you, again, for this

opportunity to present our comments.
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MS. MAZZA: My name is Amy Huzza. I live In

He no, Nevada.

I think the BLM has dune an excellent Job In

studying the Wilderness Study Areas in the Egan Resource Area..

I support the wilderness recommendation for all four: The

Goshute Canyon, the Park Range, the South Egan Range, and the
Riordan' s Well.

The wilderness resource of the Park Range has

long been recognized by the BLM. I remember before FLPMA was

passed, It was high on the list, high on a list of primative

areas proposed in the State office. I totally support the

BLM's proposal for the Park Range.

I have hiked in the Grant Range both to the north

and to the south of Riordan's Well and experienced an awesome

beauty there. I support expansion of the WSA on the southwest.

It makes much more sense to me to protect the known resource

now and to allow the USGS to study this mountainous portion

to see if a sufficient economically productive mineral really

does exist there.

I believe this la also true of a couple thousand

acres in the southern portion of the Gosluite WSA. The

South Egan Range is, as Charlie W,il:,oii pointed tjut
,
possesses

pristine wilderness and natural features. It should be

recommended for wilderness by the BLM. These four areas are

In effect wilderness now and it is not injuring our local economy^

Further, even though I am not a hunter, I think

that some hunters also need areas not roaded up, In addition,

not all Nevada ranchers are against wilderness and it has a

positive value of protecting their grazing lands from some of

tiie troubles that vehicular access can bring.
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If there is, as Bob Warren said, a so-called

business bia« against mining in this document, I think it is

because it is such a change. For the first time this process

is the first time that in the history of the west that BLM is

giving wilderness a fair shake. It is really looking at the

wilderness value and what is the wilderness value.

And I think that is a hard change, because for

so long the west has not been interested In preserving itself.

It has been destroying itself,

But I believe wilderness is just as important ay

mining As Aldo Leopold said, something like, "What good are

40 freedoms without a blank spot on the map?" What good is

the standard of living and material things that mining

gives us if we destroy the beauty of spectacular places like

these four WSA' s?

In this materially dominated world, I think we

need beauty. I think we need a passion for beauty if we are

going to -- if our race is going to exist in the future.

Thank you.

MS. TANNER: Well, if I can decipher these notes

tonight, 1 might have something to say to you. My name is

Karen Tanner and I live in Reno and I am speaking Just for

my so If

.

I am a school teacher, an elementary school

teacher. In school the other day we were having a discussion

in social studies. I teach three of the fifth grade classes

social studies, because we trade four different subjects, and

we were doing sort of an overview of the whole United States

and talking about the different natural regions and what each

of those regions had to offer.

We were talking about the natural resources of

the land as a whole and
,
gee , why were people Interested in

coming there from Europe. And so we began listing what things

land had to give us. I like to teach by asking questions

rather than telling the children.

So we were listing them on the board and they

were giving me some ideas, and we listed forests, and water

and minerals and oil, and gas and coal.

Then one little girl raised net hand, and she- is

sort of a slow-speaking child, and she kind of is slow in a

lot of ways, but she said very quietly, "Beauty.

"

And I said, "What?"

And she repeated it. She said, "Beauty."

I had never had this come up before and I have

been teaching nine years. I thought: Well, yes, Erica, you

really have a good Idea there

,

And then I asked the children, "Well, can the land

be valuable just for itselfj is beauty a value?"

And we did discuss that for a while and there
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were different, opinions on that. I won't go into that right

now, but it really points out how we are at aort of a turning

point right now in that our historical perspective has always

been one of needing to use the land for its economic benefits,

and now we are just -- this whole inventory is sort of a

symbol of fact beginning to change and develop a land ethic

now that we are finally running out to the end of our land,

that perhaps there are other values besides the economic value.

Well, all that just sort of gives you an

indication that I, of course, will be speaking in favor of

wilderness. And, so to speak specifically to your proposal,

I would like to say that I think you did a really fine job

and I like your preferred alternative, although I would make

additions to that.

The Park Range is fantastic. That is great. I

don't see any resource conflicts there. The wilderness values

are high and that is just a real -- that is a shoe-in. That

is great.

Riordan's Well, I would -- I would ask for the

whole thing. 1 think that while down in the booL-shape unit

it does have some mineral potential on that, that is speculative.

And in the north, I think it is very important that this area

is adjoining to the Blue Eagle Unit, which is also a WSA.

And 1 think that in the preferred alternative

that boundary is pulled back away from the Blue Eagle Unit, and

I think that it should be maintained adjoining in the hopes

that perhaps we can make some kind of a significant complex

some day, maybe even to the point of closing that road. 1

think we have a great opportunity there.

Let's sec. The Goshute Canyon is a beautiful area.

Your proposal is good, but I think what we really need is,

again, the whole thing.

In the south it is quite scenic and it i.s known,

the whole area is known for its wilderness qualities. The

conflict is, again, mineral. And, again, I would say that that

is speculative and we really need to find out more about that

before we cut bo much out of the Gouhutc Canyon Unit.

And lust of all, the South Egan Range. I would

propose that we keep a portion of the South Egan Range and

that we go with the wilderness emphasis alternative. It 1b

highly scenic, especially the nine i.iile canyon area. I know that

there are a lot of conflicts with this area. I know that there

are a lot of cherrystom roads, but' I think with the

wilderness emphasis alternative, that where you pull back the

boundaries to that western bench, that you have eliminated the

majority of the cherrystem problem, granted there are still

roads penetrating the central portion, but these roads are of

a low quality.

I think that we -- that this area is important

enough that we should consider some other alternatives, whether

it were to break this unit up into two separate units and

consider them that way, or I would prefer that perhaps those

roads -- those portions of those roads be closed.

And, last of all, I would like to re-emphasize

like so many people have done, that we are really talking

about a very, very small portion of this entire resource area.

My proposal is just a little over four and a half percent.

That is just negligible, and if you were really to be truly

democratic and divide this area up amongst the different
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multiple uses that are listed in the organic act; what are

there, maybe four or six different amounts? Maybe wilderness"

should be getting 20 percent or 25 percent. So I think

four and a half percent is a very small percentage to ask,

Also, I think it is very important to note

what Roger had said, that if indeed these areas are recommended,

that the USGS and the Bureau of Mines are then required to do

an intensive study of these arena for their mineral potential.

I agree with Bob Warren that the mineral study

so far is highly inadequate and they do need to be able to be

looked at much more thoroughly. So I think it would be to

everyone's benefit to have these areas bu recommended and then

have a thorough study done and then make the final decision.

Last of all, I would just like to say that --

conclude with a thought that we should really begin thinking of

not just ourselves and our particular lifetime, but our future

generations

.

I have two teenagers and am contemplating

grandmotherhood not too long down the road, and I would like

to think my children and their children and even 200 years from

now, my distant relatives will be able to have some sort of

choice in what is to be done with our land.

We are down to the very last little bit of it

that we are looking at now and that is like our money in the

savings bank. We are faced with the choice now of whether we

are going to spend all our savings now or hold some of that in

trust.

So I would say that if we err -- I think we

should err on the side of wilderness, because once that land is

opened, it cannot be returned to a wilderness state. But if it

is protected as wilderness, it is not locked up. It is Just

held in trust for a future decision. Thank you.
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MR. MILLER: My name is Glenn Miller. I live at

1850 Pryor Road in Reno. I would like Co speak generally for

wilderness and in Che preferred alternacive in some cases and

the sildurneaB emphasis in some other casus.

First of all, I would like to make a couple

comments generally abouc Che wilderness process. As I am sure

you are well aware of, Che wilderness progress has been going

on for quice some C ime now. And in that progress, lands have

been gone through various processes of wilderness study. And

the lands that have been excluded up to now, in some cases are

areas that we felt -- conservationists felt that should have

been retained.

A couple of those areas are an area in the Egan

Kanye, which is Martin Spring, and also the north part of the

Goshute Canyon Range to the north of the largeroad cut.

These areas are very high and very spectacular

and have wilderness qualities that we feel should have been

retained. The point is that a lot of land in the Egan Resource

Area has already been excluded into "what haB come down to a

very, very, I think, a fine line or a very detailed

consideration and exclusion of a lot of areas. So what

remains are areas that do, indeed, have dramatic wilderness

potential

.

First of all, 1 would like to support strongly

the Park Range proposal. It has a special primitive character

that exists in very few places in the lower 48 states. There

is, indeed, very very few areas in the entire world at this time

that are as remote and, I think, as pristine as the Park Range,

from an academic perspective, which is what I have the areas --

the areas have offered tremendous research potential in the

years to have some areas that exist today and will hopefully

exist in the future as they existed a hundred, two hundred

thousand years ago.

I think it is very important to have that

biological and genetic research available in those kinds of

areas which exist in very few other places.

Second, Riordan's Well, again, it has been

expressed before. It is a very fine land north of the

Blue Eagle recommended wilderness and also the Forest Service

Grant recommended wilderness. And I feel that could be very

easily extended to the west to Include the wilderness emphasis

alternative. There are very few conflicts in either of the

first two.

In the South Egans also we would very much like to

bee recommended , wildlife emphasis, as you are well aware is

not recommended, but the Egans is an area I have hiked in and

was particularly impressed with the spectacular and high nature

of Egan, which Is unlike a lot of the BLM areas that have been

considered around the State.

It is a pine forest. It has running water in many

cases, and the wildlife resource - which is tremendous.

Again, the South Ectana should be recommended.. It

is part of a chain of mountains and it extends quite a ways up.

I think there should be aspects of that range protected over

the long term. It would require some firm decisions, resource

decisions, but certainly there is an area that could be taken --

that could be recommended with very little conflicts, particularly

in the north.
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And, finally, Che Goshute Canyon area is an area,

I Chink, chere has been some concern abouc. Ic is an area of

parCicularly high wilderness value. Ic has high classic

wilderness values. Ask Che general populaCion whaC kind of an

area would you Chink abouC wilderness and chey would Calk abouC

an area such as Che GoshuCe Canyon

.

IC has fishing qualicies, hunCing qualicies Chat

will best be retained by having a very unroaded area,

I hiked last weekend with my two girls and my

wife in an area around Reno that had previously not , obviously

,

and will not be declared a wilderness, close Co Reno , and It

had -- it seemed to have roads go everywhere . There was not

,

I don't chink, from what we could see, Chere was not even a

quarter of a mile of open country that was not roaded. It was "a v<ft^

nice area, but, obviously, there was no experience of solitude

or no wilderness experience in Chac area, alChough Chis was

very pleasanC Co walk in.

I think a four percent recommendation of the

resource area is certainly not an overeatitnation of the amount

of area that could be recommended.

Lastly, In Che Goshute Canyon area, I would like

to see the south wilderness emphasis and an overlap of Che

wilderness emphasis and the recommended -- the preferred

alternative be included. I even think Che wilderness emphasis

is not including enough Land to the south. Certainly, there are

some mining conflicts in the very far south. I think they can be

excluded. They can be drawn around, but the resC has

certainly high wilderness values.

From a mining perspective, I can understand

criticism if an area like Alligator Ridge was recommended,

because of the very high mineral potential In that area. It

is not and clearly should not be. It has high values Cor the

minerals industry and I don't think anyone is proposing that ic

Lb; it is what is -- the use of ChaC land is as IC should be.

It is a mineral production

But Che areas Chat are under consideration, now,

none of them have high wilderness potential. There is only a

small percent that even has a moderate potential. And a lot of

them have really essentially no -- excuse me -- have high

minerals, very, very little of it even has a moderate minerals

potential, and most of it has a very, very low mineral potential

.

And I think that Che -- on a balancing thing, and

this is whaC I chink everybody is interested in, a four percent

recommendation is not very large.

Finally, what we are balancing in most of these

areas , all of these areas is a very known and well established

wilderness value against a highly speculative mineral potential,

and I think in this case with all Che other areaB that have buuu

excluded, going with the know.i wilderness resources is the obvious

and correct decision. Thank you.
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MR. HORNBECK: Thank you. My name is David Hornbeck

I am a ruHidunt of Reno , I am an attorney here in Reno. I am

speaking on behalf of myself.

First of all, I would like to congratulate the

Ely Diutricl for a very comprehensive una" well thought out

analysis of this Egan Resource Area. Basically, or in general,

I would like to support the preferred alternative with some

additions and generally those additions would follow along with

what has already been referred to a number of times this evening

as a conservations' alternative list With additions from what

would be the All Wilderness Alternative, although not all of it.

With respect to the Park Range, I have no quarrel

with that whatsoever . I think that is a fine decision.

With respect to Riordan's Well, I feel that the

addition of the area that connects to the Grant Range and the

Forest Service areas should be included for the reasons earlier

stated. It has an ability to make a better continuity wilderness

areas, an area which also contains a raptor habitat.

I refer to the technical summary or technical

analysis on page 103/ when it points out--this is in the All

Wilderness Alternative, that with respect to the mineral aspects

of the area, there are nominal adverse impacts of making that

entire -- entirely wilderness area.

Theru ar*j only 2 , yijO act us which indicate a mode rati

level . And this does not raiBo chu level of a significant impact

as indicated by that definition on page 95 of the draft plan.

I would point out that on page 122 of the draft

plan, with respect to all of these areas there is an analys is

of mineral impact for the All Wilderness Alternative. And in

that listing there are no significant impacts in any of these

148
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areas Co minerals by the definition you ve adopted with the

exception of the Goshute Canyon Area at the south end -- I

assume of where they are the high and moderate potential and,

therefore, enough area over the 5,000 acres to constitute what

you would define as a significant adverse impact there. I

will get to that In a moment.

But with respect to the Riordan's Well, I think

that the advantages certainly outweigh the disadvantages

including all of that area.

With respect to Goshute Canyon, in the

technical report on page 85 it points out -- or it mentions

that the BLM does not really know what the mineral potentials

are there.

It also points out that ore bodies are estimated

to be too small to be of interest to large modern corporations.

Coupling those two facts, I think that the prudent thing to do

is to go ahead and recommend a greater area except for those

definite and existing claims that are, in fact, in operation at

the very south end.

1 notice in -- I can't turn to the map at this

instance, but I was noticing one of your maps that indicate

essentially all of the claims are post FLPMA with the exception

of the very few in the very southern part. So I think there

would be no great difficulty in following a procedure that way,

designate a far greater part of the area excluding only those

parts at the very southern end where there is actual activity.

And then let the USGS make its survey, and then

perhaps you will have a better idea and better picture of what

is there rather than just making assumptions

.
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I know Bob Warren la critical of some of Che --

1 think it is the GEM report — and perhaps well he should be.

And, therefore, a ince that Is the data you are going on, I

suggest that that -- I agree with you in that if this isn't

good data, we should wait until we have good data before we

make these management decisions.

With respect to the South Egan Range, you

obviously have excluded all of it with which I disagree.

Particularly in -- let me refer to the page. Well, that Is

a portion around page 121 referring to the wilderness aspects

of the South Egan Range. I guess this is the section on

Alternative B, which covers the All Wilderness Emphasis

Alternative

,

Under the manageability, which appears to be the

only real problem that you have with the South Egan Range, I

point out that it is only a thousand acres of this area that 1b

Involved with possible mining activity. There is the one

possible inholder with potential for building a road. And I

would suggest that it may be prematura to assume that auch a road

bo built, becaubu guito possibly when those areas are designated

there are other alternatives.

For example, to use land transfers or outright

purchase the land from the inholder to consolidate the area.

The other point is that it would be difficult to

manage off- road vehicle access. 1 submit that this area is far

too valuable an area as a wilderness area to allow these

potentials or problems and supposed management problems , which

are not perhaps realized at this point from stopping at this

stage from designating it and then dealing with the realities

of what may happen later.

151

In the technical report, I would point out that

there a re a number of positive aspects to designating this

area as wilderness that you list. For example , the exist ing

access development that I refer to, the 40 acre parcel, you

state that there would be a loss of naturalness and opportunitie

for solitude which will result immediately a dj a cent to road

access, but this will not affect the area as a whole. And

that the non-conforming developments on many of the adjacent

parcels of private land are possible but not likely.

I submit that it is not likely that this would

occur either with reference to the fact that there are

beneficial impacts occurring botli long- and short-term for the

area as a result of wilderness designation, and that is your

conclusi on

.

As far as the minerals go, you point out that

the ore deposits are too small to be of interest to the large

mining companies, and that is also listed as not a significant

area, as I mentioned before. There is no significant mineral

impacts or energy impacts in any of the areas except Goshute

Canyon.

As far as range goes, these would be minor

impacts. As far as wildlife, this is a positive beneficial

aspect for wilderness designation.

You also list the adverse impacts on forestry

which involves, apparently, local cutting of Christmas trees.

I think there can be alternatives to that.

The realty, the White Pine Power Project, I

wasn't under the Impression that this was right on this. There

is no direct interference, as I understand it, between the area

and the White Pine Power Project. And there are alternatives
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available to the routing and so forth for the access.

There is the one Desert Land Entry that you

refer to, and also a mention of possible coal delivery systems

and the like. In my opinion, the values of the South Egans

far outweigh these supposed and tentative problems that may or maV

not develop. Therefore, I would recommend that it be included

as a recommended area for more intensive and further evaluation.

In summary, I have to agree that I think

4.5 percent of a 3.8 million acre resource area is a very small

area indeed. And I would point out that the winnowing process

has been going on for a long time. I always find it somewhat

Incongruous that when one speaks in favor of wilderness, one

has to come from the standpoint of proving that this is a

superior use of the land than some other; whereas if we apply

the same requirement, let's say to mining, that say this entire

area of the resource area is going to be considered wilderness

unless you can prove that there is a better use and prove that

there is a mineral use there that exiBts.

In fact, I think that would put the shoe on the

other foot and wc would have far larger areas designated

wilderness. After all, the wilderness is compatible with

almost all of the multiple uses that the Congress has designated

for the management of our public lands, whereas mining is

essentially a totally exclusive use.

There isn't much grazing in a mine; there isn't

much watershed in a mine; there isn't much wildlife habitat,

riparian areas, or anyghing of thes sort in a mine, for example.

So I think that the public interest is best served by a use of

the land that is truly in multiple use.

Karen's comments about her children and spending

your savinBs versus putting it in a trust reminded me of another

point. That is that from a conservative standpoint, I feel that

our national interests are much better served by placing some

of these mineral resources in trust for future generations as

well uu wilderness. Wilderness can always be undone to get

to the mineral resources.

Once we have exhausted these non-renewable

resources, we are then, perhaps, in a much greater position of

being dependent upon others, whereas -- in the world -- whereas

if we save these natural resources and approach a policy of

stockpiling sources from outside this country, I think we would

be much better served in the long run, because then we would

have not only wilderness in trust for future generations, but

minerals as well.

And if, in fact, those minerals were there and

if in fact there is some time when those minerals become

crucial to us, then we can always get them, if in fact we can

flnd them - Thank you. That concludes my
remarks. Thank you.
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MR. BUCHANAN: My name is Glenn Buchanan from

Reno and everywhere else. I have done a lot of prospecting and

a lot: of mining, but the actual principle behind the whole

thing with the Bureau of Land Management and mining is a

subject by itself.

The country needs the minerals and the forests and

the terrain, In other words, different formations to draw the

eye , but we have to stop to remember that the minerals is what

we live with. And if you cut the minerals out, you have cut

everything out.

The other amendments put up by the BLM in the past

,

deregulated und didn't permit inference. you who are

speaking in favor of this maybe sorry later, because you may not

be able to get into that land as easy as you think.

That is about my comment. Thank you.

93

MR. LORSUNG: My name is Gordon Lorsung. I am

from Reno and I represent me

.

I have sat here tonight and listened to a lot of

talk about preserving the land and about mining it. And I

haven't heard anything about what I like to do, which is drive.

I am a little crippled up. I don't walk well. I

like to see these pretty sights around the country. And if you

take the roads away from me , I don ' t get out there and I don '

t

like that.

I think I have got pretty much as much right, as

anyone else to see them. That is about all I have to say.
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The Goshute Canyon WSA has high wilderness values, but it also has high mineral values
concentrated in the southern third of the area. The Preferred Alternative for the area i s

a compromise recommendation that attempts to preserve the highest wilderness values, but
also excludes the portions with the highest mineral potential. Inevitably, some of each
resource value is foregone, but the Preferred Alternative is believed to be the fairest
way of dealing with the conflicting resources and uses.

{

0) Several factors influence the recommendation for the South Egan Range WSA. As reported in

the Wilderness Technical Report, designation of the entire area would create some very
tenacious manageability problems. Some of these would involve conflicting resource uses,
such as mining on the north end and forest product harvest on the north and west bench.

Yet, reduction In the size of the suitable area (considered in two different alternatives)
to eliminate manageability problems and conflicts would substantially affect the quality
of the area's wilderness values. The recommendation contained in the Resource Manage-
ment Plan is considered to be the most reasonable alternative for the WSA.

The BLM does recognize that the South Egan Range contains highly scenic portions and many
opportunities for recreation. The area will be given special attention for possible
recreational developments and will be managed In a manner to preserve these special
values.

The most important values In the Rtordan's Well WSA, Including the scenic areas, raptor

habitat and ponderosa pine, are contained within the BLM's suitable recommendation for the
area. This suitable portion still forms an Intregal component of the Grant Range complex

which Includes the Blue Eagle WSA and the Forest Service's Grant and Qulnn Range RARE II

areas.

The Preferred Alternative recommends that 106,216 acres, or 2.8 percent of the Resource

Area be designated as wilderness. This leaves 97.2 percent of the Resource Area

unaffected by wilderness designation. This Is not considered to be an excessive

recommendation. The economic and social Impacts which would result from the

recommendation have been thoroughly considered. All available Information Indicates that

Impacts would be Insignificant to all sectors of the local and state economies.

The basis for the BLM's wilderness review has been the Wilderness Act of 1964, passed by

the U.S. Congress during the early Johnson Administration, but conceived during the days

of the Elsenhower and Kennedy Administrations. This Act sought to ensure recognition and

protection for one particular legitimate use of the I and-wl I derness-wlthtn a multiple use

framework. It applied to Forest Service and National Park Service lands. The Federal Land

Policy and Management Act, passed by Congress in 1976, directed the Bureau of Land

Management to conduct a wilderness review of the lands It administers (n accordance with

the guidance set forth In the Wilderness Act. The BLM's "ground rules" for developing

wilderness recommedattons were Issued In February 1982, with the publication of the

"Wilderness Study Policy; Policies, Criteria and Guidelines for Conducting Wilderness

Studies on Public Lands." This policy was Issued during the present administration.

The specific procedures for Inventory and wilderness study were developed only after

lengthy and wide-ranging public comment periods were held throughout the nation. These

extensive efforts were made to avoid bias of any sort (n the process.
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The assessment of mineral potential has been given top priority in the wilderness studies.

Not only is this policy, it is mandated in the Wilderness Act and the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act. The best information available to the BLM at this time indicates that

withdrawal from mineral entry of the 2.8 percent of the Resource Area contained in the

preliminarily suitable areas would affect the mining Industry very little. However, this

analysis is just the beginning. Every area that is found suitable for designation must

undergo an extensive mineral survey conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S.

Bureau of Mines. New findings can affect the suitability recommendation for any WSA. The

redundancy and intensity of minerals impact analysis is designed to avoid any major

economic dislocations.

The Bureau of Land Management's Wilderness Study Policy explicitly states that "no buffer

zones will be created around wilderness areas to protect them from the Influence of

activities on adjacent lands " (II.B.9). The bill currently before Congress applies only

to National Parks.

The discussion on the "Designation of Management Zones" only refers to the potential for

corridor designation without discussing specifically what Is to be in them and without

regard to any specific alternative. Further, the corridors shown in the Egan Resource

Management Plan have been purposely drawn wide so that a particular corridor will be able

to accommodate several types of specific corridors (i.e., transmission, railroad, and

pipeline) while still allowing flexibility in the actual placement of facilities. The

proposed resource management plan has been revised to enlarge the east-west utility

corridor to the Machacek Substation to allow for the corridor needs of the White Pine

Power Project's Butte Valley site.

The National Environmental Policy Act requires that Environmental Impact Statements

develop an array of alternatives. Each alternative represents a different management

philosophy. This approach allows the reader to see the possible range of management

actions and serves as a basis for the analysis of positive and negative effects of each

alternative. Alternatives A, B, and E were developed to meet this legal mandate and are

not being proposed for implementation due to their adverse impacts.

Requirement 24 is a standard operating procedure developed by the Western States Fish and

Game Commissioners. This procedure is consistent with the Memorandum of Understanding

between the Bureau and the Nevada Department of Wildlife. These guidelines do allow for

site specific evaluation with flexibility In modifying the restriction based on the site

specific analysis.

Many comments were received expressing concern that the amount of land designated for

disposal under the Preferred Alternative was excessive. After review the Draft RMP/ EIS,

it was determined that the disposal of up to 39,555 acres of land would provide for more

effective management of the public lands. Please refer to Chapter 2, The Proposed

Resource Management Plan, for more details.
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The projected Increase In AUMs Is based upon the Implementation of grazing systems, whose

success might depend upon the development of range Improvements. Grazing systems and

Improvements may take several years to fully Implement and several more to show signifi-
cant Improvement. The Impacts of not Implementing grazing systems and range Improvements

have been analyzed In Alternative A (DRMP/EIS) and were found to be not acceptable.

State Directors have been delegated authority to approve and file grazing EISs. This

Includes the authority to determine which alternatives will be addressed, subject to
applicable laws, regulations, and policy.

Public Law 91-190: National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, Section. 102(c)

requires EISs to address "The Environmental Impact of the Proposed Action," and

"Alternatives to the Proposed Action." The Council on Environmental Quality Regulations,

Part 1502.14(a) states that the agency will "Rigorously explore and objectively evaluate

all reasonable alternatives, and for alternatives which were eliminated from detailed

study, briefly discuss the reasons for their having been eliminated."

Letters from Natural Resource Defense Council (NRDC) to BLM have stated:

"It should be noted that no graztng alternative is useful because, if properly analyzed,

it will provide essential baseline environmental Information against which to measure the

results of all other alternatives considered, including the proposed action, and "...one

of the basic questions to be addressed by these and all other grazing EISs is whether any

level of livestock grazing should be allowed, and "...the draft should consider the

alternative of eliminating grazing on all lands of the study area."

We agree the no grazing alternative may not be realistic, however, It does serve as an

analytical tool for providing baseline environmental Information and the no grazing

alternative (Alternative E) will remain as an alternative In the Egan RMP/EIS.

14

15

The market value of a public range AUM, Its derivation, and lack of official recognition

by the Federal Government, is discussed on page 77, paragraph 5 of the draft document.

This immediately precedes the discussion of the paragraph In question.

Pages 93-95 of the draft document gives an explanation of the criteria for each resource

as to what Impact was significant or not. These criteria were developed from resource

specialist knowledge and professional experience and judgements as explained on p. 93 of

the DRMP/EIS.

16 Future actions for determining livestock and wild horse numbers and habitat available for

wildlife will be based upon data obtained through the monitoring program and will consider

recommendations made through the coordinated resource management and planning process.

Grazing decisions may ultimately be prepared to determine this. These decisions will be

developed and Implemented after consultation with effected permittees, other rangeland

users, Intermingled landowners, Involved state and federal agencies, district grazing

advisory boards, advisory council, and other Interested parties. Agreements will also be

made between BLM and permittees which will establish livestock numbers.

VJ Site-specific maps and narrative are available in the Egan Wilderness Technical Report,

available upon request as mentioned in several places in the Egan Resource Management

Plan.
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Except In a very few cases, It Is Impossible to say absolutely whether or not minerals

exist In an area without spending many millions of dollars and Impacting some of the

values which are being considered for protection. However, the confidence with which

assessments of potential are made can and have been ranked, and these rankings have played

a part In the final recommendations contained In this document.

19
Resource area-wide surveys are desirable for conducting wilderness studies, but in the

case of the Egan studies were impossible to attain because of funding and time frames.

(They have been available for other studies, such as those for the Schel I Resource Area In

the Ely District.) There is nonetheless some empliclt judgement about the relative

abundance of outside opportunities in the selection of the Preferred Alternative and In

the statements about its Impacts on energy and minerals.

20

m.

Unlike wilderness areas, ACECs are not necessarily areas in which no development can

occur. An ACEC designation is not a mineral withdrawal; withdrawal authority Is retained

by the Secretary of the Interior. The BLM did not find that ACEC designation of

nonsuitable wilderness acreage in the Egan Resource Area was warranted.

During the issue identification phase In which the public was requested to submit their

concerns, cultural resources did not surface as a major problem in the Egan Resource Area.

Therefore, cultural resources was not considered a critical Issue requiring specific

management direction within the RMP/EIS. However, cultural resources Is considered an

important program and is still operating under normal administrative procedures as

outlined in the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA), the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), and the National Historic Preservation Act of

1966. Chapter 3, the affected environment, has been expanded in this document to Include

more cultural information.

22 BLM's "willingness and procedures for undertaking site specific surveys of all planned

projects within the area" has been addressed under Standard Operating Procedures Number 4

in Chapter 2 of this document. A cultural resources section has been added to the

affected environment chapter and Impacts chapter in this document.

23 The "sensitive resource" issue was dropped during the scoping process since existing laws

and regulations proved sufficient management direction for the issue. Any action which

could affect habitat critical to threatened and endangered species would receive Section 7

consultation through the Fish and Wildlife Service. Please refer to Standard Operating

Procedures Number 3 for more details.

24 A range of alternatives was developed through public consultation and coordination. The

draft RMP/EIS contained not only these alternatives, but a Preferred Alternative. The

preferred Alternative was developed after a review of the range of alternatives and

differs enough from Alternative C, e.g., wild horse numbers and wilderness acreage that It

was more accurate to include both.

25 The definition of these terms may be found in the Glossary section of this document.
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In dealing with the subject of range condition, past grazing environmental Impact

statements and resource management plans have analyzed It as forage condition and/or

ecological site condition. The first, analyzed range condition based upon the preference

or desirability a grazing animal, usually livestock, would have for the present plant

community and Included a soil erosion criterion. The three condition classes Identified

under this system are good, fair, and poor. The later method compared the relative degree

to which the kinds, proportions, and amounts of plants In the present community resemble

that of the potential of climax plant community for a particular ecological site. There

are four condition classes Identified In this method excellent, good, fair, and poor. It

should be noted that classes used In one system do not correspond to classes In the other.

For Instance, a site In excellent ecological condition may be In poor forage condition and

so on. The Soil Conservation Service National Range Handbook defines range condition as

follows: "Range condition Is the present state of vegetation of a range site In relation

to the climax (natural potential) plant community for that site. It Is an expression of

the relative degree to which the kinds, proportions, and amounts of plants In a plant

community resemble that of the climax plant community for the site. Range condition Is

basically an ecological rating of the plant community."

This Handbook also explains how range condition Is determined, as follows: "The range

condition of areas within a range site Is determined by comparing the present plant

community with that of the climax plant community, as Indicated by the range condltton

guide for the site."

In both approaches, the condltton classes Imply a connotation of value, t.e., good, fair,

etc., for an area. It Is often not an accurate Interpretation since It Is based upon a

comparison to some potential or Ideal vegetation composition without considering such

factors as existing or proposed uses and management practices.

As a result, when It Is time to begin Implementing specific management practices or

activity plans, there may not be much correlation between the proposed or preferred

vegetation conditions discussed In the environmental Impact statement or resource

management plan and those managed for during Implementation. For example, In the plnyon

pine or juniper vegetation types, which are common In Nevada, the potential or climax

(excellent ecological condition class) often has a high percentage of sagebrush and mature

plnyon-j un tper trees with little palatable understory vegetation (poor forage condition).

If the existing or proposed use In the area Is for mule deer and livestock, management for

a condition class other than excellent, I.e., fair or good, may be what Is actually done

In order to gain understory plant species. Essentially what this Involves Is managing for

the particular vegetation serai or successlonal stage that best complements the uses

planned without adversely Impacting the resource.

Succession as It Is used here Is a process whereby environmental factors such as fire,

climate, grazing, etc, cause changes In the proportions of plant species present In a

community or the complete replacement of one plant community by another. The changes are

measured In relation to a potential or climax community. A plant community with a

distinct species composition would be considered a serai or successlonal stage.

The Egan Resource Management Plan will not be discussing condition as has been done In the

past. Instead It has Incorporated a system based upon professional judgement In lieu of

adequate vegetation condition Inventory data that analyzes estimated successlonal

vegetation composition classes as they relate to the uses proposed on the public lands.

It Is believed that this Is a more realistic approach and will facilitate a more useful

planning document for setting guidelines for Implementation.
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A large share of funding to be used In range Improvements comes from a portion of grazing

fees mandated by law to be spent In the originating district. The wells, springs and

reservoirs planned will have definite benefits for wildlife. The very limited wildlife

project funding wt I I be used to construct guzzlers (water catchments) specifically to

benefit wildlife. Please refer to response 16 for more Information.

28
The Nevada Department of Wildlife has the lead responsibility In Identification of bighorn

transplant sites. No sites have been Identified In the Egan Resource Area to date.

Nevada Department of Wildlife with BLM assistance will prepare site release plan(s) with

public Input. Once populations are established, Habitat Management Plan(s) will be

prepared.

29
Monitoring efforts will be Intensified on both stream and other riparian areas to

determine the extent and cause of any overgrazing or Impact to fisheries habitat. Man-

agement plans will then be prepared to, among other things, correct any overgrazing. These

plans could Include the Implementation of grazing systems, development of various range

Improvements, and adjustments of livestock and wild horse numbers. The Implementation of

properly developed grazing systems has proved to be an effective method to Improve

repartan habitat. In some Instances grazing systems coupled with other measures may be

necessary to Improve riparian areas. Until each specific acttvlty plan Is written , Is It

Impossible to predict each range Improvement. Improvements will be Incorporated Into

grazing systems and will be handled on a case-by-case basis.

These are very valid concerns expressed regarding this alternative. For these and a great

many other reasons, all valid, this alternative was not selected as the proposed resource

management plan. It should be noted that Alternative A, like Alternative E, Is for

analysis purposes. There would be similar contradictions between these points In the RMP

implementation and Alternative E, I.e., selective management would lose Its significance,

many resource conflicts would be eliminated, and grazing adjustments and AMPs would not be

necessary.

31
Selective management Is, essentially, a bureau-wide land categorization process designed

to help Bureau personnel to prioritize efforts to Implement the rangeland management

program and assign management priorities among allotments or groups of allotments within a

planning area. Selective management provides broad policy guidelines within which

managers have the flexibility to consider local resource conditions, rangeland uses, and

the management capabilities of field office staffs when developing and Implementing a

grazing management program. Within the framework of the planning system, Dtstrlct

Managers have the latitude and responsibility to conduct progressive Inventories and/or

monitoring studies needed to make Increasingly complex decisions. District Managers also

can progressively Issue decisions, vary the Intensity of management efforts, and establish

Investment priorities among allotments or groups of allotments so that available funding

and personnel are most efficiently used. The latitude and responsibility to vary these

management actions In response to the local resource situation Is the basis of selective

management.

Selective management recognizes that: (1) an allotment's (or area's) resource

characteristics, Including Its potential for Improvement, can be Identified; (2) these

characteristics define the allotment's management needs and Imply a reasonable Intensity
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of management efforts; and (3) Itmlted management capabilities are best Invested when the
priority and Intensity of management actions for and among allotments respond to their

management needs and potential for Improvement. Potential for Improvement Is the capacity

of an allotment to produce a positive return on Investments within a reasonable time
period. Positive return can be viewed In terms of Increased resource production or

resolution of serious resource-use conflicts.

It Is somewhat misleading to say that habitat Improvement will occur on only 29 percent of

the allotment. Please refer to response No. 88 for a clarification.

^^ "^ Water will be left at the source In spring developments (per NRS 533.367). In other water

developments, e.g. wells, water will be left at the source if physically possible and

depending on water right considerations.

33
This comment pointed out an oversight during the preparation of the Draft RMP/EIS. Please

refer to the Revisions and Errata section at the end of the appropriate chapter for the

correction, revision, or addition. Chapters 1 and 2 have been reprinted completely.

34

35

Acreage of stream riparian vegetation is included within this table.

Recreation was not considered to be an Issue In the RMP because such activities would not

be significantly affected under any of the alternatives. Wildlife-associated recreation,

including trapping, fishing, and non-consumptive uses, may be evaluated and quantified in

economic terms, but only if estimates of the number of days spent in such activities are

available. Unfortunately, no such data was available, and we were only able to

develop estimates for hunting activities presently occurring on the public lands.

The time necessary to develop reasonable estimates for other recreation activities,

including wildlife-associated recreation, was prohibitive, and represented an unnecessary

expense to the public In view of the fact that recreation would not be significantly

affected.

36
Please refer to Chapter 1 of this document for a more detailed explanation of Issues and

how they were selected. Upon further review, water quality was determined to be impacted

and a discussion is Included in this document in both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

37
A decline In ranch wealth, deriving from a loss of AUMs, would have a negative effect on

loan (equity) and sale values of the affected ranches. The BLM does not and cannot

guarantee ranchers any level of tncome, but Impact estimates are necessary In order that

management might be fully apprised of the range of potential effects of alternative

proposals.

These estimations were utilized by management In the selection of the proposed action.

This plan will be designed, with the participation of the public, to maximize the

allocation of limited resources In such a way that the achievement of the public's goals,

as expressed through the political process, can be enhanced while mlnlmtztng any hardshtp

or adversity that might be suffered by Individuals or Interest groups.
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The criteria established for determination of economic significance Is presented on page
95 of the Draft RMP/EIS. The effects on wildlife-associated recreation expenditures are
not expected to exceed these thresholds of significance.

39 Management zone boundaries are on the map titled "Graztng Allotments and Management Zones"

at the end of Chapter 2 of the Draft RMP/EIS. A detailed explanation of zones Is on pages

19-20 of the same document, which Includes zone differences.

40 The general policy set by the Bureau of Land Management concerning wild horse populations

Is to use current numbers as an Initial Interim population level from which to begin

monitoring; thus, management levels or numbers cannot be established at the present time.

The several exceptions to this policy Include numbers In an approved wild horse management

plan (Monte Crlsto) In Interim numbers set In earlier gathering plans (Buck and Bald).

Management numbers for each herd use area will be established based on what monttortng

Indicates and addressed In herd management area plans. Based on multiple-use

considerations, population levels In any Individual herd use area could remain the same or

be allowed to Increase or the herd could be reduced. It Is also policy that wtld horses

will continue to be managed In areas they Inhabited In 1971.

41
Standard Operating Procedures No. 27 has been amended as follows:

27. No surface disturbance is to take place within the one-half mile buffer

zone on either side of the Pony Express Route. The only exceptions

allowed will be for the exploration of oil, gas, and geothermal and for

the exploration and development of locatable mineral resources under

the 1872 Mining Law. Specific stipulations for minimizing adverse

visual and physical effects including rehabilitation will be required.

These stipulations will be developed through the environmental review

process for each action.

42 The wording has been changed as suggested. See the Revisions and Errata Section at the

end of the appropriate chapter. Chapters 1 and 2 have been reprinted completely.
Discussions of resources omitted from the Draft may be found in Chapters 3 and 4.

43 The Bureau of Land Management began with a macroscopic examination of geologic settings

and inferred geologic processes, then consider more area-specific Information about past

mining, mining claim and lease location, and known mineral deposition. In certain

instances, actual assay information is available. Once an area Is recommended

preliminarily suitable, the mineral survey begins. The Bureau of Mines closely examines

existing mines and prospects. The USGS effort Is more uniformly applied. One stream

sediment sample Is collected per square mile for geochemical studies; geologic mapping Is

performed for the entire area; and geophysical methods such as gravity surveys and

aeromagnetlc surveys may be performed. All of this data is then assembled and presented

In a report that should represent a broad based consideration of an area's mineral

potential. In all of these efforts, there is consideration of the economic conditions

affecting possible development of potential of resources. There is also, as required,

consideration of impacts to the national effort to develop and stockpile critical and

strategic minerals.
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Range improvements wlll.be installed on a priority basis as stated in the selective

management system (see Table 2-1 of the Egan Draft RMP/EIS) as funding will allow. Graz-

ing systems will be Implemented in the same manner.

The ranch budgets utilized In the analysis are adapted from budgets developed by Resource

Concepts, Inc., 1981, "Potential Impacts of MX Deployment on Ranch Management and Ranch

Economics," and from the, "Draft Grazing Environmental Impact Statement, Schell Resource

Area, 1982," completed by the Bureau of Land Management, Ely District.

Each budget Is designed to be representative of a "typical" or average ranch operation

within the design classification. Actual operations are Individual and unique, with

operating characteristics which will differ from those of the "typical" ranch for which

budjets were designed.

Purchase costs and selling prices were based on a 1978 through August, 1980 average, and

were considered to be appropriate to the base year (1980) community economic data. While

It Is recognized that three-year-average prices may or may not be reasonable, depending on

the state of the cattle cycle and the expected rate of Inflation, such price and cost

average are widely considered to be a fair estimate of an expected average over the next

several years.

"Return to total Investment" and "net ranch Income," as utilized In the analysis, was

defined In Appendix 10, page 205 of the draft RMP/EIS. Total net ranch Income, for ranch

operations tn the Egan Resource Area, was estimated ustng the net ranch Income figures for

"typical" operations, multiplied by the estimated number of livestock brought to market by

ranch operations within each "typical" classification.

46 The BLM's Wilderness Management Policy states, regarding wilderness areas, that:

When activities on adjacent lands are proposed, the specific impacts of

[sic! those activities upon the wilderness resource and upon public use

of the wilderness area will be addressed in environmental assessments

or environmental impact statements, as appropriate. Mitigation of

impacts from outside wilderness will not be so restrictive as to

preclude or seriously impede such activities. (II. B.9.)

The same document also states the BLM's position on air quality ,in wilderness areas:

Under the Clean Air Act (as amended, 1977), BLM-admi nistered lands were

given Class II air quality classification, which allows moderate

deterioration associated with moderate, we I I -control led industrial and

population growth. The BLM will manage designated wilderness areas as

Class II unless they are reclassified by the State as a result of the

procedures prescribed in the Clean Air Act (as amended, 1977).

According to the Clean Air Act, air quality reclassification is the

prerogative of the States. The States must follow a process mandated

by the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977, involving a study of health,

environmental, economic, social, and energy effects, a public hearing,

and a report to the Environmental Protection Agency. (III.G.)

With these guidelines, wilderness designation would not endanger the White Pine Power

Project in any way.
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47 Monitoring efforts will help to identify the causes of any overgrazing and then management
plans can be prepared to provide overall solutions to many of the problems. Far too often,

short-term solutions to correct one problem may cause problems to other resources and may

not fit in with an overall management plan. A better approach, the one selected for use

within the resource area, is to use the monitoring program initially, to Identify proper

stocking levels and later to evaluate the effectiveness of management actions in achieving

resource management objectives. Management plans will be prepared which will Incorporate

all resources, not just a few.

The proposed resource management plan recommends that all of the South Egan Range WSA is

nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

49
The BLM Wilderness Management Policy states that hunting, fishing and trapping are-

compatible with wilderness and will be allowed, subject to applicable State and Federal

laws and regulations.

50
The Mount Grafton WSA was studied

April 8, 1983.

in the Schel I Wilderness Draft EIS, made public on

§1
All roadless areas in the Egan Resource Area were inventoried for wilderness

characteristics. The four wilderness study areas considered in the Egan Wilderness

Technical Report were the areas determined to contain wilderness characteristics. Only

these may now be considered for wilderness designation.

Upon closer examination It was determined that water quality may well be impacted In

certain areas due to any number of management actions. Therefore, a discussion of water

quality may be found in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of this document.

53
No access would be closed even if this area were designated wilderness, since existing
roads would be left open to vehicle travel. Please refer to Response No. 48 for more
detail.

54 The BLM's Wilderness Management Policy states that "maintenance of existing necessary
rangeland improvements may be allowed to continue" ( I I I .H.e. 1 . ). Mitigation requirements
will not entail "unreasonable costs."

ii The statement on page 97 of the draft document refers to new range improvements developed

after designation. The same statement says that "cost Increases will be within reason."

56 The problems of managing the area as wilderness are partly responsible for the nonsuitable

recommendation for the area issued by the Ely District Office.
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Page 106 in the Egan Technical Report does state there are no range improvements proposed.

During the allotment categorization process, the Rock Canyon Allotment was designated as a

"C" allotment. Funding of rangeland improvements will first be emphasized in "I" category

allotments. As the funding is limited, "M" and "C" allotments will be scheduled for few,

if any, projects. This is unrelated to the wilderness study area.

58 The Egan Resource Area receives only light ORV use. At this time it is not necessary to

have strict limitations on ORV use. In the future if damage begins to occur, the BLM

regulations allow for emergency limitations or closures to ORVs. These emergency limita-

tions will be used in this Resource Area if damage occurs.

It was recently discovered that there indeed has been damage from ORVs to portions of the

resource area. The northern portion of the Riordan's Well WSA and the central portion of

the South Egan Range WSA will be designated as limited, which will allow vehicles to

continue to use existing roads and trails. The remainder of the resource area will be

designated open.

59
No single factor is responsible for the nonsuitable recommendation for the South Egan Range

WSA. Rather, it is the combination of factors ennumerated in the Technical Report that is

the cause. Any one of these factors might successfully be mitigated, but the combination

of them presents an insurmountable problem.

60
Vegetation conversion projects will be conducted primarily In areas producing greatly less

than their potential, which support only a few species of wlldltfe and low livestock and

wild horse use. The 19,000 acres Involves only 0.4 percent of the public land In the Ely

District so Impacts on the few species which use this community will be limited. All

plantings will be a "multiple species" seeding not the monotyplc crested wheat used In past

years. Both direct and Indirect benefits for wildlife will result. By moving livestock

use from higher mountain brush communities to seedlngs, mule deer winter ranges can be

tmproved. By Increasing plant diversity, use by both game and non-game species Is expected

to Increase. The use of prescribed ftre Is not a management objective In Itself, but a

tool to be considered along with other available management options. As stated tn Standard

Operating Procedure 1 of this document, an environmental assessment would be conducted

prior to any project development.

61
The area referred to as the 1971 wild horse areas were determined between 1971 and 1975

based on historical information where wild horses existed prior to the passage of Public

Law 92-195 commonly known as the Wild Horse and Burro Act of 1971.

62 The Initial determination of range condition for selective management criteria was based

upon preliminary monitoring data and professional judgement and will be refined as

monitoring data is obtained. It would be premature to consider any adjustments in

livestock and/or wild horse numbers based upon our preliminary monitoring data and

professional judgement.
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Gathering wild horses with a helicopter has proven to be the most humane method to capture

wild horses. As stated on page 99 of the Draft RMP/EIS death loss due to gathering

operations in the Ely District has been less than 2 percent, and based on the information,

it is projected that average death loss would not exceed that level.

64 Threshold values were developed by resource professionals familiar with local and industry

conditions.

@s
Wild horse gatherings are only one of the management actions used when managing wild

horses, that is, specifically to control population levels when necessary. Another

specific action is to select for unique characteristics If they exist within a herd use

area, thus during a gathering operation these animals would not be removed.

A random removal would be used when no unique characteristics are identified. Thus, a

gathering operation would remove a cross section of all the characteristics that exist

within a herd use area. Since no wild horse herd is identical, each of these actions

identified as well as many more, are analyzed on a case-by-case basis, before a decision is

made.

m The South Egan Range (NV-040-168) Wilderness Study Area is not graphically shown as it is

not being recommended as suitable under the proposed resource management plan. The Butte

Valley corridor north of T. 20 N. is being dropped from the proposed resource management

plan. The Egan Resource Area has two designated corridors. A designated corridor Is a

corridor which already has an existing transmission or transportation facility which has

room for expansion. A planned corridor is a utility corridor which has no existing

transmission or transportation facilities in it and represents a preferred route. The

designated corridors in the Egan Resource Area are the north-south corridor In Steptoe

Valley which generally parallels U.S. Highway 93 and the Northern Nevada Railroad; and the

east-west corridors north of U.S. Highway 50 from Steptoe Valley to Newark Valley.

67
The BLM has established a set of definite criteria for assigning classes of mineral

potential to different areas. The purpose in first defining these criteria is to allow

for judgements about potential that are as scientific and nonarbitrary as possible.

However, a certain amount of subjectivity—and therefore room for disagreement— Is

unavoidable. The Ely District recognizes these differences, but respectfully declines to

adjust its judgements solely on the basis of a difference of opinion. All specific com-

ments regarding mineral resource values submitted to the Ely District over the past five

years of inventory and study have been given consideration commensurate with their

specificity and accuracy.

68
The geologic environments which host ores in nearby mines are not known to occur within the

Riordan's Well WSA. The presence of mining claims and mineral leases do not, by

themselves, signify the presence of energy or mineral potentials. A thorough mineral

survey will be conducted for the WSA now that a portion of It has been recommended suitable

for designation.

69
The proposed resource management plan recognizes the high mineral potential and historic

mineral Interest in the south end of the unit by recommending that this zone of potential

is nonsui table for designation.
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70
The three year average use ts used for analysis only and would not be required as a stock-
ing rate. Any permittee may activate his nonuse at any time unless emergency condtttons
such as fire or flood were to preclude It. Determination of livestock grazing capacity
will be based on monitoring data. See response No. 16 for determining the Initial starting
point. However, BLM will negotiate with Individual permittees to establish Initial
stocking levels and this three-year average will be a figure which BLM will strive to have
each permittee agree with.

71
Selective management categorization was done In accordance with the Director's final
grazing management policy (Instruction Memorandum No. 82-292) and applies to all

alternatives.

72
Professional judgement and limited existing studies was used to make the determination that
overgrazing occurs In portions of grazing allotments In the Resource Area. The monitoring
program will provide sound technical data as to the range condition In the resource area.

73
Deer depend heavily (key winter use) on already over utilized mountain brush communities.

Livestock and wild horses depend more on grass and low shrub communities. It Is expected
that deer will be the first to decline In harsh winters when food Is short. Livestock and

wild horses will either decrease or change use areas but numbers will not be affected ar

soon as deer. Deer are more dependent on traditional winter range than livestock, which

can be moved to different range or wild horses which move on their own.

74
Utilization studies have been established In many allotments In the Egan Resource Area.
Each permittee has been given the opportunity to participate tn the study process.
Utilization maps have not been prepared for all allotments at this time. However, we agree
this Information Is a valuable management tool to develop management systems, monitoring
plans, etc. and should be used equally with other data and not be prepared on an annual
basis.

75
This data ts available at the District Office, therefore, no new appendix will be added.
Please refer to Chapter 1 of this document for a detailed explanation of a resource
management plan and what type of Information that can be expected to be found In such a

pi an.

76
There were no range Inventories conducted tn the Egan Resource Area. Monitoring studies

were starste'd In 1979. The source of data used was Indicated, whether It was professional

judgement or preliminary monitoring data. No monitoring data was extrapolated between data

allotments for rtparlan condttlon.

77 The condition evaluation method does account for natural erosion. BLM Manual 6612 Is used

to evaluate stream riparian condition. If little or no stream bank cover Is noted ungulate

damage Is looked for. If no ungulate damage Is detected, then natural erosion Is the

probable cause of the lack of vegetation.
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Two methods of evaluating streams were utilized. BLM Manual 6612 (stream banks and

shorelines) was used to evaluate stream bank riparian condition and was not extrapolated to

evaluate the entire rtpartan area. BLM Manual 6671 was used to evaluate the stream as a

fishery.

The criteria presented on page 200 was used to determine stream bank habitat condttton In

Appendix 7. Appendix 8 was mislabelled, the title should read "Fisheries Habitat" Instead

of "Riparian Condition."

The Egan Resource Area staff did not evaluate riparian habitats that were not associated

with streams. BLM Manual 6612 was used to evaluate stream banks and shorelines. BLM

Manual 6671 was used to evaluate stream habitat conditions.

The analysis of potential economic Impacts which might occur in the affected area is

necessarily time specific and must be based on data which identifies and describes the

interrelationships which exist within the framework of a specific economic community at a

point in time. At the time this analysis was conducted, the best available Income and

employment data for White Pine County described the economic community for the base year,

1980.

The typical ranch budgets utilized in the analysis reflect purchase costs and selling

prices representative of a 1978 through August 1980 average, and were considered to be

appropriate for application to the base year (1980) community economic data.

While it is recognized that three-year-average prices may or may not be reasonable,

depending on the state of the cattle cycle and the expected rate of inflation, such price

and cost averages are widely considered to be a fair estimate of an expected average over

the next several years.

BLM grazing fees were not adjusted because they were appropriate to the base year economic

data and were considered to be reflective of the relative production cost relationships at

that time. Grazing fees for BLM administered lands are set by a legislative formula which

requires annual adjustment with reference to the price of beef and cost of production. It

is reasonable to assume, therefore, that the relative production cost relationships-, with

reference to the grazing fees, will be maintained.

This only refers to added costs of new range projects. Costs will be higher In wilderness

study areas because of the emphasis placed on use of the least impairing construction

methods and most environmentally compatible materials. It would have been more accurate to

say that, if it was decided to construct a new project within a wilderness study area, the

construction costs would be higher. However, the. majority of projects in the Egan Resource

Area are funded by BLM, not the rancher.

All vegetation conversions are considered to be non-structural improvements and, as such,

BLM will continue to have full maintenance responsibility. All cost sharing of range

projects is done with full agreement between BLM and the permittee.
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Debt/equity ratios, per se, are not discussed in the draft RMP/EIS because such information

is not available to BLM. The level of debt in proportion to capital asset value Is a

function of the resources available to each individual ranch operation and the private

entrepreneurial philosophy and decisions of each operator. The degree to which debt

financing Is utilized is, therefore, highly variable for each operation and cannot be

determined without access to sensitive information which many consider to be private and

conf idential .

However, gains or losses In loan or sale (capital asset) values, or ranch wealth,

determined on the basis of the number of AUMs Involved, was estimated and ts dtscussed

under each alternative- This analysis was Included to display the overall effect on ranch

operations In order that management might have Information about the potential level of

adversity or beneftt that might occur under each alternative. It will be taken Into

consideration, along with all other potential effects, In the decision-making process.

85 Vegetative conversions will be done primarily in conjunction with the implementation of

grazing systems on "I" allotments. Range improvements will not be used in place of grazing
systems.

86
The rangeland monitoring program currently under use in the Egan Resource Area is adopted

directly from the 1980 Nevada Range Studies Task Group (NRSTG) procedures, BLM 4410 studies

manual, and various district supplements. The NRSTG is composed of specialists from BLM,

USFS, Soil Conservation Service, the University of Nevada (Reno), and from private
companies, only to name a few. These are some of the leading experts in the field of

rangeland monitoring.

Monitoring data is used to determine vegetation potential, the existing situation, trend,

and future livestock adjustments, if necessary, not to justify additional range
improvements.

87
Allotment management plan (AMP) development and scheduling ts, In part, a function of

work load and funding. Although AMPs will still be completed, more efforts will be

directed toward the preparation of overall management plans, which will Include AMPs,

habitat management plans and wild horse management plans. These will provide much better

management actions for specific areas. AMPs will be prepared In conjunction with these
management plans. In addition, grazing management systems can be Implemented prior to or

exclusive of the preparation of AMPs where appropriate.

88
Selective management Is a Bureau-wide, comprehensive management policy, tied to the
existing planning system, that would help BLM to prioritize efforts to Implement the
rangeland management program and assign management priorities among allotments or groups of

allotments within a planning area. See Response No. 31 for more detail regarding selective
management. There are 68, not 76, allotments placed Into the M and C categories which

means 28 allotments are In the I category. This may be somewhat misleading to say that
only 28 of 96 allotments are In the I category, since In fact, these 28 allotments account
for over 76 percent of the' total acreage within the resource area. Placing more than 76
percent of the area In a high priority category defeats the baste purpose of

categorization. Selective management is not Inflexible, tt Is a dynamic process In that as

resource conditions change, additional data becomes available, and/or funding and people
permits, the original category an allotment was placed tn may change. Please refer to
Response No. 31 for a more detailed discussion of selective management criteria. Please
refer to Response No. 119 for NDOW's Involvement In allotment categorization.
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Although there were no ACECs (Area of Critical Environmental Concern) proposed in the

draft, a number of public comments were received suggesting possible candidates. However,

we are not proposing any ACEC designations in this document, primarily because of the lack

of accurate field information. This is not to say that areas cannot be designated in the

future. We have tentatively identified two areas, a bristlecone pine area in the Egan

Range and a swamp cedar area in White River Valley, which may be excellent candidates for

ACEC designation and these will be closely examined this summer. Until more information Is

received and reviewed, designation may be untimely. The Resource Area does contain areas

of critical wildlife habitat, cultural sites and scenic areas but there are other manage-

ment options to protect these areas.

C\f\ The draf+ RMP s+a+ed >
"An undefined potential for off-road vehicle damage Is not adequate

4SW justification for constraints on Off-road vehicle use." This is a general guideline. If

the BLM believes significant damage is imminent, corrective measures will be taken on a

case-by-case basis. These may Include emergency ORV limitations or closures. Currently,

with the light ORV use In the Egan Resource Area, It would not be prudent to place restric-

tions on ORVs based on some undefined potential for abuse.

In the case of land disposal, these "potential" areas are not all slated to be sold.

are merely areas that could be suitab-le for disposal over the next 20 years,

unlikely that all this land would be disposed of. Refer to Response No. 11.

These

It Is

The BLM did consider mineral potential in making Its preliminary wilderness recommenda-

tions. Our policy requires this. Since wilderness designation Is for perpetuity and will

not be reviewed again in 20 years like the other resources in the RMP our recommendations

should look as far into the future as possible. This includes addressing the area's

mineral potential to the best of our ability. The BLM is not being inconsistent with the

use of "potentials." Each resource has a different set of guidelines and management objec-

tives that need to be followed.

91
Any group of range Improvements Installed must have a beneftt-cost ratio of 1:1

unless there are over-riding environmental concerns or other written Justification.

Projects with less than 1:1 ratio were considered for analysts purposes only.

92 A great deal of effort was expended during the wilderness Inventory to identify all roads

and ways in the wilderness inventory units. Field reconnaissance Included fixed wing and

helicopter time and extensive ground work. Several formal comment periods were held to

acquire from the public specific Information about manmade imprints in the areas.

Identified roads and noticeable ways will not be closed.

§3 All existing access will remain open in the areas recommended suitable In the Egan Resource

Area. The aged and infirm will not be denied the ability to travel anywhere that they are

now able to visit.

Several commentors of advanced years have presented an opposing view, stating that they

continue to enjoy large unroaded areas in spite of their senior status. Handicapped

persons have often experienced the exhileration of overcoming the challenge of the wild.
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None of the valley areas by themselves qualified as WSAs during the wilderness inventory,
however, most of the WSAs include roadless valley portions associated with the mountain
ranges. The BLM recognizes the special and unique features of our valley areas. The
mountain ranges in the Great Basin are by nature not as expansive as those found In other
areas. Those Identified as WSAs, however, were found to possess the wilderness criteria
specified by Congress.

95 The Draft RMP/EIS Is a documerrf designed to help the manager make decisions by presenting a

range of alternatives and analyzing their impacts. A draft document should not justify any
alternative. It Is up to the manager to chose the proposed action from the Information

presented in the draft.

QC To a certain degree, wilderness study and regular land use planning are incompatible
*~^J exercises. The first is a one-time-only process that must examine impacts as far into the

future as foreseeable. The second is a planning process intended to cover a finite time
period (20 years in the case of the RMP) after which the plan can be rewritten to suit
changing conditions. Incongruities arise because of these differences. Consideration of

ORV use in wilderness involves long-term and very- long-term time frames, while generic ORV
planning is concerned only with the 20-year lifetime of the RMP. Even so, there are
immediate concerns with ORV use in wilderness study areas, and the final RMP has been
written to reflect these concerns.

97
The definitions for mineral potential listed in the Wilderness Technical Report have been
supplanted by the same "Classification and Confidence" scheme used in other BLM EISs. All

analysis of mineral potential contained in the Technical Report Is based on this latter
scheme, and the wilderness preliminary final EIS will carry the appropriate definitions.

98
The significant adverse Impact which would result to the minerals sector is not an economic
one, but rather comes as a result of withdrawing from mineral entry an acreage amount that

exceeds the established threshold. This threshold was established by the Ely District's
Staff Geologist, who is cognizant of market conditions, the extent of ongoing and likely

future exploration and mining, and resource potential in the WSAs. It is a subjective—but
not arbitrary—measure of the effect that an action would have on the industry. While
there are no Identified reserves that would be withdrawn from entry, the withdrawal of

lands with potential for minerals is a very definite impact. Denied the opportunity to

explore for minerals, the Industry is adversely affected to a greater or lesser degree
depending upon the acreage withdrawn.

99 Recently acquired information from the U.S. Geologic Survey field testing supports the

ratings first given to mineral potential in the Riordan's Well WSA. Further detailed study

will be conducted through 1987.

100
The potential for well drilling in the western part of the Riordan's Well WSA Is only of

secondary importance to exclusion of that portion from the suitable recommendation. The
primary reason is the potential of the area for mineral resources, based on favorable

geology and proximity to existing mines.
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Manageability concerns and low wilderness values combine with potential for oil and gas to

make the east valley part of the Riordan's Well WSA nonsuitable for designation.

102
Recently acquired information suggests potential for a mineable subsurface deposit. This,

in combination with the revised definitions of mineral potential, warrants a "high"
potential rating.

. v ''" '.-'•

The revised definitions of mineral potential allow for this rating. Recently acquired
information from claim holders and the U.S. Geological Survey further substantiate the
f indi ngs.

ffi;4
The jasperoid prospect mentioned has definitely been drilled by Amselco Minerals and they
have dropped this area from further consideration. However, the Phase II GEM, aeochemlcal
sampling program found anomalously high levels of gold at approximately 30 PPM, and silver
at or above 100 PPM. With these levels of mineral concentrations it is felt that further
study of the area is warranted and no change in mineral classification needs to be made.

105
The Riordan's Well WSA consists of a diverse section of the Grant Range with numerous

peaks separated by drainages which create a maze-like system. Heavy forest cover is

provided by pinyon, juniper, and mountain mahogany. The screening provided by the topo-

graphy and vegetation makes for outstanding opportunities for solitude. These oppor-

tunities, along with the size (57,002 acres) and the naturalness of the unit, give the area

wilderness character as defined by the Wilderness Act of 1 964. Special features of the

area which supplement this wilderness character Include bighorn sheep and ponderosa pines.

Both are ecological features important for scientific study and for genetic diversity of

the species.

The Riordan's Well WSA Is In a highly natural condition. Most of the unit, Including Its

large core of mountainous terrain, Is untouched by manmade Intrusions. Only along the

periphery are there evidences of man's work. At the lower elevations of the suitable

portion, the topography has permitted penetration by 4-wheel drive vehicles used by hunters

and trappers. The result has been creation of 5 two-track roads and ways that are very

primitive In nature and are wel I -screened by pinyon and juniper. These are cherrystemmed

out of the suitable area In accordance with BLM policy and practice, and thus remain avail-

able for use. Their presence does not affect the naturalness or solitude of the area.

The naturalness of the area Is also unaffected by a spring development and pipeline at

Lower Perish Spring on the east bench, and a fence in Heath Canyon. Their presence is very

subservient on the landscape, they are peripheral In the unit, and they are cherry-

stemmed from the suitable portion.

The overwhelming impression given by the suitable portion is of a wild, unsullied area

where the forces of nature operate freely without interference from man.

Riordan's Well WSA offers outstanding opportunities for solitude due to its ruggedness,

forested slopes and naturalness. Opportunities also exist for camping, hiking, cave

exploration, horseback riding, hunting and nature study. The presence of bighorn sheep,

mule deer, raptors and other wildlife inhance many of these opportunities.
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There are no known mineral occurrences within its borders, and there has been no mining or

prospecting. Based solely on geologic inference, potential was estimated to be low for

accumulation of metallic mineral resources, with one exception in the west where contact

metamorph i sm may have occurred in about 3,000 acres. No individual or company has been

able to provide information to the contrary.

In January of 1984, the U.S. Geological Survey completed a geochemica! study of the area

and reported anomalously high values in certain parts of the WSA for silver, gold, lead,

zinc, molybdenum, and copper. These studies are not conclusory, nor do the anomalous

values guarantee a deposit of any of these metals. They only hint of deposition, and

indicate a need for additional study, which is planned to begin in the summer of 1984.

Oil and gas potential for the area is estimated to be low. Again, this estimate is based

on geologic inference. No company has been forthcoming with hard data supportive of any

estimate of potential-'

Conflicts with other resource values in the area are low- Livestock grazing occurs in some

parts and would be unaffected by designation. Existing range facilities (Lower Perish

Spring and the Heath Canyon Fence) are cherrystemmed from the area, and maintenance

practices would be allowed to continue. There are no proposed range developments in the

suitable portion. Much of the manageable woodland that occurs in the WSA is excluded from

the suitable portion, so that conflicts with local resident needs for firewood, Christmas

trees, and posts and poles would be minimal.

No other resource conflicts have been identified in the Riordan's Well WSA.

106 The Goshute Canyon WSA has outstanding opportunities for both recreation and solitude.

Recreation opportunities Include hunting, trapping, hiking, backpacking, spelunking, trout
fishing, photography, nature study, and cross-country skiing. Among the environmental
factors that contribute to these opportunities are the great abundance of wildlife
Including elk, mule deer, mountain lions, bobcats, sage grouse, and blue grouse; a very
diverse landform and vegetative community that creates exceptional scenery; numerous
springs and streams; and the highly natural condition of the setting. The recreation
opportunities of the area have been enjoyed for many years by generations of local

residents, and are now being discovered by Nevadans from the southern part of the state.

Many of the same features that contribute to recreation opportunities also make for out-
standing opportunities for solitude. The diverse landform, with elevations above 10,000
feet and numerous large canyons walled by steep, rocky cliffs, provide excellent topo-
graphic screening. Vegetation screening is also excellent, with heavy stands of plnyon,
juniper, aspen, and fir. The combination of these forms of screening In a well-configured
unit creates a place where an Individual may remove himself from all reminders of man's
Influence, and will likely not encounter other parties in the area except at trailheads.

These opportunities for recreation and solitude are distributed uniformly In the WSA. The
mountains are rugged throughout, although the highest elevations occur In the south.

Goshute Canyon in the northern half offers great recreation opportunities and a chance to
penetrate deeply into the mountains, but so do two major canyons to the south, Currie
Canyon and Log Canyon. Vegetation and wildlife are very similar In type and numbers along
the entire length of the range.
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Special features enhance the outstanding opportunities found within the unit. These

special features include one of the Ely District's largest regenerating stands of brlstle-

C3K pine. The trees occur in the central high cojtnry mostly south of Goshute Creek and

along the ridgelines. Examples of both young trees and those with the classic gnarled

forms can be found. All age classes of brlstfecone pine are represented. Other special

features include the highly decorated Goshute Cave, archaeological values, diverse wildlife

and spectacular scenery.

The guallty of minerals information for the area varies greatly. In the southern tip of

the area near where mining has occurred since the late 1800's, the information is good, and

mineral potential appears to be high. Although most surface deposits have been mined out,

there Is a good probability that mineable subsurface deposits exist. This zone of

potential Is excluded from the preliminarily suitable portion.

The northern half of the WSA is rated as having low potential because of the lack of

prospects, claims, or evidences of mineralization, and because of the lack of complex

geology. It falls within the suitable portion.

Between the high potential in the south and the low potential in the north is an area rated

as having moderate mineral potential. About half of this zone lies within the area recom-

mended suitable for wilderness in the draft RMP. The estimation of moderate mineral poten-

tial is based primarily upon the proximity of the area to active mining in the south and

the structural complexity of the geology. It is also based upon a jasperoid occurrence

located along the western boundary. Because it is a target material for gold exploration,

the jasperoid indicates some potential for mineralization, although a drilling program by a

large mining concern rendered disappointing results, and the claims in this particular

location have lapsed. The available information is therefore suggestive of some potential

in the central part of the WSA, but is far from conclusory. To help substantiate what at

this point are mere suspicions, the BLM,as required by the Federal Land Policy and Manage-

ment Act, has arranged for the U.S. Geological Survey and Bureau of Mines to extensively

survey the area. Some work was done during the summer of 1983, and the preliminary results

tend to substantiate the original findings. They do not provide information sufficient to

warrant boundary adjustments. The Geological Survey suggests that additional work be

conducted, including more detailed stream sediment sampling and rock sampling and detailed

geologic mapping. This work is scheduled to begin in the summer of 1984.

107
The usual width of utility corridors is 5 miles to allow for a variety of uses within the

corridor and to allow the route of a right-of-way to vary In response to topographic or

environmental problems. Livestock grazing and Desert Land Entry will be allowed in

corridors.

108 As the Egan Wilderness Technical Report states on page 102, extreme circumstances make the

removal from entry of geotherma! potential In the WSA a very minimal Impact. These Include

the distance from markets, lack of available infrastructure, and the low confidence In the

assignment of potential. Metallic mineral potential was found by the USGS, during the 1983

phase II GEM Inventory, to be low. These mineral and energy potentials are judged In this

case to be preceded by the extraordinary wilderness values of the Park Range. Closer exam-

ination of the energy and mineral potential will, of course, follow.
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The categorization procedure described In the draft RMP/EIS ts consistent with procedures

used throughout Nevada. Production potential has played an Important part In

categorization, as has current production. Ltvestock operators had the opportunity to

review allotment categorization at meetings held throughout the area In December 1983.

Please refer to response 88 for more details. Some changes may occur as new data becomes
aval I able.

110 A study of several archaeological sites associated with the Park Range meadows is

currently underway. A portion of the Park Range is being considered for designation as a

Research Natural Area, which could provide as much protection as wi l.derness.

111
In the case of any development which may affect archaeological sites in the South Egan

Range, impacts will be analyzed and mitigated as outlined under the Standard Operating

Procedures.

112 The affected environment chapter has been expanded in this final document to Include more

cultural information. Reference has been made to the existing Class I and II inventory

reports.

113 Impacts resulting from the construction of the White Pine Power Project (WPPP) are

addressed in the EIS prepared specifically for the WPPP. All the potential impacts listed

in your letter should be addressed in the final EIS which will be released in the spring of

this year.

HM The White Pine Power Project, as yet, has not formally applied for the land to be used as

its power plant site. It is possible, though unlikely, the site could be located in Spring

Valley which is not in the Egan Resource Area. Impacts caused by the disposal of the land

needed for the White Pine Power Project will be handled in the WPPP EIS.

11

S

The grass seeding (dryland) land use class was that land which had the soil and moisture to

allow dryland farming and were no longer important for Federal ownership. The difference

between alternatives is due to the fact that Alternative C eliminated those dryland areas

that were in key wild horse habitat.

116
The definition for high mineral potential used by the Great Basin GEM Joint Venture, an

independent group contracted by the BLM to rate potentials in Nevada WSAs, reads as

fol lows:

The geologic environment, the inferred geologic processes, the reported

mineral occurrences, and the known mines or deposits indicate high

favorability for accumulation of mineral resources.

This definition allows for a high rating in previously unmined areas. The findings of the

GEM Joint Venture were accepted by the BLM largely without change, so that the above

definition of high potential supercedes the one listed in the Egan Wilderness Technical

Report. All areas found by the GEM Joint Venture to have high mineral potential are shown

on maps and reported in the text of this document.
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Although nonrmpalrlng geochemtcal and geophysical studies can be conducted to assess

mineral potentials, In order to determine that an area has no mineral resource potential,

Its naturalness and other values would have to be Impacted by extensive exploration. To do

so In the search for suitable wilderness areas could paradoxically destroy the resource

that Is being considered for protection. This, of course, would thwart the ortgtnal

Interest of Congress when It established the National Wilderness Preservation System.

Furthermore, the Congress did not Indicate any Intent to prohibit designation of areas

wtth mineral potential. Instead, It mandated an extensive mineral survey for all areas

prior to designation so that a reasoned and knowledgeable balancing of values could be

conducted. Where It appears that wilderness values outweigh mineral (and other competing

resources) values based upon the best available Information, then wilderness designation ts

Indicated. No stngle resource will always have priority In these management

recommendations.

nn The Bureau's policy Is to consider the merit of each proposed land disposal on a case-

by-case basis and not to give any one method of disposal (such as land exchanges) priority

over any other, unless It would be In the public's Interest.

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) declared "It ts the policy of the United

s+a+es +hat _ (1) +he public lands be retained In Federal ownership, unless as a result of

the land use planning procedure provided for In this Act, It ts determined that disposal of

a particular parcel will serve the national Interest."

At present there ts no authority except for special acts of Congress, (for specific areas

such as Lake Tahoe) to use money from the sale of public lands to purchase private lands.

IIS
Current policy for establishing wtld horse numbers ts based on the following:

a. Where range studies or other quantifiable data have Identified a need to begin

monitoring studies with a specific number of wild horses or borros and those studies

demonstrate that only by reducing the number of wtld horses or burros wtll a specific

resource problem be corrected, the specified number of animals may be used.

b. Where the CRMP has recommended an alternative number of wild horses or burros, as

documented In the mtnutes of a CRMP meeting and concurred with by the Bureau, the

alternative number may be used.

c. Where formal signed agreements between affected tnterests have been obtained which

specify a different number of wild horses or burros from current levels, the specified

number may be used.

d. Where previously developed Interim capture and management plans and associated EARs

presently exist and where actual Implementation has started but not been completed, the

Interim number of wild horses or burros specified. In the plan may be used.

e. Where previously developed tntertm capture/management plans exist, nothing has been

done toward Implementation and there Is reason to be I I eve that support for the plan by

affected parties no longer exists, current wild horse or burro numbers wtll be used unless

negotiations can produce a documented acknowledgment supporting the number of animals

specified In the plans.
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f. Where previously developed Interim capture plans exist, nothing has been done toward
implementation and there Is reason to believe that support for the plan by affected parties
still exists, the number of wtld horses/burros specified In the plan may be used.

g. Where negotiations are In progress (either CRMP or other processes of negotiation) and

there Is an opportunity to arrive at an adjusted number of wild horses/burros, the land use
decision may acknowledge a range of numbers being consldererd In the negotiations.

h. If none of the above conditions are applicable In establishing a starting point for

monitoring, the current wtld horse and burro numbers will be used.

Herd management area plans will be developed by BLM after the multiple-use decisions have

been made. These plans Include specific Information on habttat Improvements, method and

timing for removal of excess animals, monitoring of the herds and habitat and population
control measures. Population levels In each herd use area will be based on what monitoring
Indicates, addressed In the herd management area plan and be approved by all concerned
agencies, Permittees and special Interest groups. Thus, population levels or management
numbers In each herd use area could remain the same, be allowed to Increase or the herd
could be reduced.

The Interim population for the Buck and Bald Herd use area will be 700 animals. This
interim management level Is based on the number that was established In 1981 via the
Interim management plan.

Wtld horses will be managed In the 1971 areas and controlled through gathering operations.

120
Wildlife and potential conflicts were considered throughout the categorization process.

The BLM has had numerous meetings during the past two years regarding the RMP, ranging from

scoping (determining Issues) to reviewing alternatives. Nevada Department of Wildlife has

not had representatives at any of these meetings. More specifically, BLM scheduled three

meetings In December 1983 to discuss allotment categorization, all of which NDOW did not

attend. BLM then offered to have a special meeting for Nevada Department of Wildlife

(NDOW) regarding allotment categorization, but NDOW was unable to attend. We heartily agree

that the Department of Wildlife should be Involved throughout the process and would welcome

any suggestions to get that Involvement.

121
The development of the criteria Incorporated Into the draft plan were preliminary steps

used to guide the development of the resource management plan. Therefore, at the time that

these criteria were developed It was unknown how the management actions proposed tn the

Preferred Alternative would be made. Criteria were eventually developed , but not Incor-

porated Into the actual document for each alternative during the alternative formulation

phase. The stated objecttve found at the beginning of each alternative narrative ts a

summary of the criteria used to develop that alternative. The decision criteria for the

proposed resource management plan are listed In Chapter 1 of thts document.

122 Professional judgement of Resource Area specialists and available monitoring data was used

to determine the amounts of forage production. No decisions were based upon this data.

The data displayed here was used to help determine and differentiate between management

zones. Incomplete data ts presently available from the numerous monttorlng studies placed

within the Buck, Bald, and Mavertck areas.
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The 45 percent use on shrubs ts total utilization by all animal species and comes from the
1981 Nevada Range Studies task group guidelines for range monitoring. Use by animal

species will be determined by monitoring procedures and adjustments made to correct over
use problems.

124 BLM Manual 6671 was used to evaluate Goshute Creek and the creek was determined to be In

poor to fair habitat condition for fish. BLM Manual 6612 was used to evaluate stream bank

riparian condttton of Goshute Creek. The riparian vegetation, other than stream riparian,

ts In good condition.

125
Seeding locations will be determined when AMP/HMPs are developed. In some areas/ seasons

elk and mule deer use seeding heavily, so seedtngs In key big game habitats can't be

automatically excluded. Btg game animals can and will Increase through the Implementation

of properly planned and constructed range Improvement projects.

126
The Western States Sage Grouse Guidelines will be followed In areas with sage grouse use.

127
The criteria for designation of ACECs Is outlined In the June 1980 BLM guidelines. One or

more wildlife species or populations of unique value can qualify. ACEC designation In

Nevada has been limited to small areas for which there are no other better means of protec-

tion. Management of key wildlife habitat can be dealt with through habitat management

plans or other management actions. ACEC designation Is not necessary.

128
As stated In 43 CFR 4110.1: "To qualify for grazing use on the public land an applicant

must be engaged In the livestock business, and must own or control land or water base

property."

129

130

All areas are candidates for wilderness designation, whether they have high, moderate,

low, or no mineral potential.

The patented land was not included within the WSA.

the WSA but is located outside of the WSA.

It is adjacent to the north boundary of

131 The 14 acres per mile impact of transmission corridor construction is limited to the

construction of corridors through pinyon-j uniper stands as stated on page 93 of the draft

plan. It is realized that this figure would be lower when construction takes place over

areas that are not as densely vegetated and have easier access.
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132

133

134

In several cases, primitive roads and ways have provided partial reasons for nonsuitable
recommendations. Oftentimes this is so not only because of the unnatural appearance of
the travel routes, which is in some cases admittedly slight; but also because of the
impractical ity of ever closing such routes to vehicles, because of the impacts such
vehicles would have on a wilderness area, and because of the cumulative effect of such
routes when several occur in a relatively small area. All such instances were given
careful consideration by personnel who had good on-the-ground knowledge of the areas.

The efforts of NORA (and many other groups and individuals) to provide relevant

Information about the Egan WSAs are greatfully acknowledged by the Ely District. Comments

received from NORA have been considered - and are on file with - all other public comments

received during the inventory and study of lands for wilderness designation.

The quote from page 105 in the Draft Resource Management Plan is not a generic assumption,
it is a conclusion about the specific proposals contained in the Preferred Alternative-
there would be "minima! overall impacts" as a result of designating 106,598 acres as
wilderness. The impacts of the alternative on future mineral production and on other
components of the local economy have been given due consideration In the Egan Wilderness
Technical Report, and will continue to receive treatment in the mineral surveys conducted
for the suitable areas.

135

136

137

138

The selected statement referred to here comes from the "Alternatives" Chapter of the
Technical Report, not the "Environmental Consequences" chapter. The statement describes
the guidance used to formulate one alternative for one area. The analysis of impacts
which follows concludes, indeed, that wilderness designation for the Park Range (46 831
acres) would not significantly affect the minerals industry. This conclusion applies only
to this area in this alternative. It is jiot a general assumption about wilderness
designation's impacts on the industry.

The best available information indicates low
accumulation In the Riordan's Well WSA.

to moderate favorability for mineral

This quote, taken out of context, refers to the formulation of alternatives, not the
assessment of impacts. It refers to one part of the Goshute Canyon WSA, not the entire
area. The same paragraph states that "the southern third is recommended unsuitable
because of a combination of high and moderate favorability." The BLM is fully aware ofthe importance of mining to the local economy.

The GEM report for the Goshute Canyon WSA I ists high mineral potential in the south end of

the area, and moderate potential for much of the remainder. This information was incor-

porated in the Wildernes Technical Report and the Resource Management Plan, and is directly

responsible for the diminished configuration of the preliminarly suitable part of the WSA.

139 The Nevada Cattleman's Association, in a letter dated 1983 supported wilderness designation

in four (unspecified) roadless areas in the Egan Resource Area. This letter is on file at

the Ely District Office.
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Wilderness is not an exclusive use of the land. Livestock grazing, for example, will be
allowed to continue at present levels. The benefits of designation may also be
wide-ranging, affecting resources such as wildlife, watershed, and social values of
long-standing.

141 The BLM believes that the wilderness recommendations for the Egan Resource Area are a
reasonable response to the Congressional mandate contained in the Wilderness Act and the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act. By recommending that 2.8 percent of the Resource
Area be set aside as wilderness, the BLM is contributing to the establishment of "a n
enduring resource of wilderness" for "the permanent good of the whole people," not just
for a few "Nevada and out-of-state hikers." These recommendations come only after
extensive consideration of their effects on other resources and uses, and are subject to
modification after still further study.

142 There is a place and a need for parks like Yosemite, and there is a place and a need for

designated wilderness areas. The United States Congress has recognized the need for each

in a long history of enabling legislation.

:

'

: '

<fi\ V' It is predicted that wilderness areas In the Egan Resource Area would receive only light

recreation use for several years to come. Recreation use, however, is only one of six

public purposes for which Congress established the National Wilderness Preservation System.

The others are scenic, scientific, educational, conservation, and historical use. Also,

the Congress established the system for the American people of present and future genera-

tions. Use in these areas may not be high during this or even the next generation, but at

some time in the future may become substantial. Because of the nature of the resource,

however, al locations must be made now.

144 The BLM's Wilderness Management Plan states that:

Recreational or hobby collection of mineral specimens (rockhoundi ng)

will be allowed in wilderness. Such use will be limited to hand

methods or detection equipment that does hot cause surface disturbance,

such as a metal detector or Geiger counter. (I II. A. 5.)

14i
The statement from the Technical Report refers to the fact that some nations subsidize

their copper Industries with wealth drawn from other domestic industries, then export the

copper at very competitive prices so as to acquire foreign exchange.

1 4 (3
The studies quoted determining condition of riparian areas are preliminary studies.

Detailed monitoring will enable us to determine the extent and cause of over-grazing of

riparian areas. When these monitoring studies are underway, management plans can be

prepared which, among other things, will improve the condition of riparian areas. These

plans may incorporate grazing .systems, adjustments of livestock and/or wild horse numbers,

and the construction of range improvements. Any construction of fences within an allotment

may hamper future plans and may cause other resource conflicts, e.g., disrupting wild horse

movement.
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147

RESPONSE

In case of the Goshute Canyon WSA, the body of information concerning mineral potential is

extensive and we I I -researched. Where such information is mainly cursory for other areas,

it is believed adequate in this case to make major boundary adjustments.

148 While mineral resource potentials played some small role in the configuration of the

Riordan's Well suitable area, a more important factor was the unmanageable character of

certain portions, including the north end and the east bench.

149

150

The mention on page 85 of the Technical Report refers to actual ore bodies, not potential.

The extent of ore bodies is not known, but potential for substantia! deposition is believed

high.

While large companies may be uninterested in the area, smaller scale operations may profit-

ably extract minerals from the area. Such operations can be very important to the local

economy since small and medium-sized operations are more likely to have substantial

involvement from local firms than are large operations.

151 The conflict with the White Pine Power Project involves the routing of a coal transport-

tion railroad to the power plant from a point south of the WSA.
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EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 1

COMPARATIVE REVIEW OF MANAGEMENT ACTIONS OF THE SIX ALTERNATIVES

Resource Preferred Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C Alternative D Alternative E

Livestock Use 123,461 AUMs 123,461 AUMs 92,308 AUMs 123,461 AUMs 236,316 AUMs AUMs

Range

Improvement

Implement those

projects which

would emphasise the

greatest return on

i nvestment i n

relationship to

resource needs.

No planned or

scheduled projects

Implement those

projects which would

have a substantial

benefit, in addition

to I i vestock , to

wi Id! i fe and wild

horses.

Implement those pro-

j ects wh i ch wou I

d

prov i de the greatest

return on i nvestment.

Implement those

proj ects wh i ch wou I

d

provide the greatest

benefit to livestock.

Implement projects

wh ich would only

benefit wildlife and

wild horses.

Rangeland

^on i tor i ng

Continue existing

rangeland monitor-

ing studies and

estab! ish new

studies as needed.

Monitoring studies

wou I d be used to

detenu i ne if

adjustments in

I i vestock and wild

horse numbers were

necessary.

Rangeland monitoring

of grazing use for

proper uti I ization

and trend would con-

tinue. For analysis

purposes, it is

assumed that no

adjustments would be

made on the basis of

monitoring data.

Rangeland monitoring

would continue as in

the past, but would

be mod i f i ed by

incorporating new

studies as necessary.

Monitoring studies

would be used to

determine if adjust-

ments in I i vestock

and wild horse

numbers were

necessary.

Continue existing

rangeland monitoring

studies and establish

new studies as

needed. Total utili-

zation will not

exceed proper utili-

of key management

species.

Continue existing

rangeland monitoring

studies and establish

new studies as

needed. After five

years of monitoring,

if excess forage

beyond sustained

yield is avai table,

i t wou Id be g i ven to

livestock by allowing

for an increase in

numbers of livestock.

Total uti I izatiop

will not exceed

proper utilization of

key management

species.

Rangeland monitoring

would continue, but

wou I d be mod i f I ed by

incorporating new

studies as necessary.

Monitoring studies

wou I d be used to

determine if adjust-

ments in wild horse

numbers were neces-

sary.



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 1 (con't.)

COMPARATIVE REVIEW OF MANAGEMENT ACTIONS OF THE SIX ALTERNATIVES

Resource Preferred Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C Alternative D Alternative E

Wild

Horse Levels

1,451 Horses 1 ,936 Horses 2,235 Horses 1 ,936 Horses 347 Horses 2,205 Horses

Fire

Management

o

A resource

area-wide fire

management plan

wou I d be deve I oped

which a I lows a

broad spectrum of

uses. Fire would be

used as a tool when

it is the most

effective and

efficient method

for improving

habitat and

increasing aval I-

able forage.

All wi Idf ires would

continue to be

supressed.

Wi Idf ires would be

suppressed in all

riparian areas, key

wi Idl I fe habitat, or

when I i fe or property

are endangered.

A resource area-wide

fire management plan

would be developed

which allows a broad

spectrum of uses,

depending on the

individual situation.

F i re wou I d be used as

a tool when it is the

most effective and

efficient way of

accomplishing a task.

A resource area-wide

fire management plan

would be developed,

which would a! low

fires to burn in

pinyon-juniper and

sagebrush ecotypes if

conditions for pre-

scription are met,

where there is no

threat to private or

historic structures

or I ife, and when

such burning is in

accordance with the

woodland management

pol icy. General ly

areas which could

support grass

seed I ngs wou I d be

seeded with crested

wheatgrass after

burns.

WI Idf Ires wou I d be

suppressed in all

riparian areas, key

wi Idl ife habitat or

when I i fe or property

are endangered.



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 1 (con't.)

COMPARATIVE REVIEW OF MANAGEMENT ACTIONS OF THE SIX ALTERNATIVES

Resource Preferred Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C Alternative D Alternative E

Vegetation Manage for that

vegetation which

will prov i de

sufficient forage

for the proposed

levels of wild

horses, wi Idl i fe,

and I i vestock.

Manage vegetation to

provide avai I able

forage for existing

levels of animals.

Manage vegetation

which will mostly

benefit wild horses

and wildl i fe.

Same as the Preferred

Alternative.

Manage for that

vegetation which wi

most benefit live-

stock .

Same as Alternative B

Land

oOlsposals

79,888 On a case-by-case

basis.

39,555 acres 79,888 acres 113,479 acres 39,555 acres

Utility

Com i dors

Two uti I I ty and

transportation

corridors are

existing, one

running north and

south, and one

running east and

west. Three others

would be planned,

two runni ng north

and south, and one

running east and

west.

Applications would

be processed on a

case-by-case basis.

Two ut i I i ty and

transportation

corridors are

existing, one running

north and south along

an existing 69 KV

ut i I i ty line in

Steptoe Val ley and

the other running

east and west along

an existing 230 KV

utility line.

Two ut i I i ty and

transportation

com i dors are

existing, one running

north and south, and

one running east and

west. Three others

would be planned, two

running north and

south, and one

running east and

west.

Utility and transpor-

tation corridors,

both ex i st i ng and

planned, would be in

conjunction with the

Western Regfonal

Corridor Study and

where ut i I i ty corn-

pan les have indicated

an interest or need.

Two ut i I I ty and

transportation

corridors are

existing, one running

north and south along

an existing 69 Kv

ut I I i ty line in

Steptoe Val ley and

the other running

east and west along

an existing 230 KV

uti I ity I ine.



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 1 (con't.

>

COMPARATIVE REVIEW OF MANAGEMENT ACTIONS OF THE SIX ALTERNATIVES

Resource Preferred Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C Alternative D Alternative E

Wi Iderness

Study Areas

no
CO
no

Goshute Canyon

(NV-040-015) 22,225

suitable acres

(13,369 nonsuitable

acres)

.

Park Range

(NV-040-154) 46,831

suitable acres (437

nonsuitable acres)

R Jordan's Wei I

(NV-040-166) 37,542

suitable acres

(19,460 nonsuitable

acres).

South Egan Range

(NV-040-168)

suitable acres

(96,916 nonsuitable

acres).

None of the

wi Iderness study

areas wou I d be

recommended as

suitable for

wi Iderness

designation.

Goshute Canyon

(NV-040-015) 35,594

suitable acres.

Park Range

(NV-040-154) 47,268

suitable acres.

R Jordan's Wei

t

(NV-040-166) 57,002

suitable acres.

South Egan Range

(NV-040-168) 96,996

suitable acres.

Goshute Canyon

(NV-040-015) 26,436

suitable acres)

(9,158 nonsuitable

acres)

.

Park Range

(NV-040-154) 38,573

suitable acres (8,695

nonsuitable acres).

R Jordan's Wei I

(NV-040-166) 42,493

suitable acres

(11,211 nonsuitable

acres).

South Egan Range

(NV-040-168) 57,660

suitable acres

(39,256 nonsuitable

acres )

.

Goshute Canyon

(NV-040-015)

suitable acres

(35,594 nonsuitable

acres )

.

Park Range

(NV-040-154) 34,042

suitable acres

(13,226 nonsuitable

acres)

.

Riordan's Wei I

(NV-040-166) 30,363

suitable acres

(26,639 nonsuitable

acres)

.

South Egan Range

(NV-040-168) 16,560

suitable acres

(80,356 nonsuitable

acres)

.

Goshute Canyon

(NV-040-015) 35,594

suitable acres.

Park Range

(NV-040-154) 47,268

suitable acres.

Riordan's Wei I

(NV-040-166) 57,002

suitable acres.

South Egan Range

(NV-040-168) 96,996

suitable acres.

* Wilderness recommendations made in the Proposed Resource Management Plan are preliminary and subject to change
during administrative review. A separate final legislative EIS will be prepared for the wilderness study
recommendations.



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 2

INITIAL LIVESTOCK AUM LEVELS BY ALTERNATIVES

AND PRIORITY RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

ZONE 1

A I lotment Preference Preferred

Ral I road Pass

W P Seeding

Cold Creek

Fort Ruby

Warm Springs

r\3 Strawberry
OJ
CO

Newark

North Pancake

Maverick Springs

Warm Springs Traf

I

Si I verado

2,311 C 313 C 313 C 313 C 313 C 2,311 C

691 S 630 S 630 S 630 S 630 S 691 S

258 C 250 C 250 c 250 C 250 C 258 C

9,129 C 5,406 c 5,406 c 5,406 C 5,406 c 9,129 C

90 C 90 C 90 c 90 C 90 C 90 C

23,995 C 10,261 C 10,261 c 86 C 10,261 c 23,995 C

3,256 C 1,500 c 1,500 c 1,374 c 1,500 C 3,256 C

12,404 C 6,890 C 6,890 c 4,443 c 6,890 C 12,404 C

648 S 381 S 381 s 356 s 381 S 648 s

1,500 C 1,375 c 1,375 c 1,375 c 1,375 C 1,500 c

2,632 S 461 s 461 S 461 s 461 S 2,632 s

338 C 181 c 181 c 143 c 181 C 338 c

53,308 c 26,266 c 26,266 c 13,480 c 26,266 C 53,281 c C

3,971 s 1,472 S 1,472 S 1,447 S 1,472 S 3,971 S s

RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

Short Term Long Term

Spring development 1000 ac burn, 1000

ac. burn/seed

Other Improvements In This Zone:

1,500 acre burn/seed

1/2 mi le plpel ine

2 wel Is

guzzler

C - Cattle

S - Sheep



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 2 (con't.)

INITIAL LIVESTOCK AUM LEVELS BY ALTERNATIVES

AND PRIORITY RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

ZONE 2

Al lotment Preference

2,466 S

Preferred

790 S

A B C D E

Saba la Springs 790 S 790 S 790 S 2,466 S

Six Ml le 1,354 S 860 S 860 S 778 S 860 S 1,354 S

Monte Crlsto 1,129 C 372 C 372 C 372 C 372 C 1,129 C

South Pancake 1,154 S 492 S 492 S 467 S 492 S 1,154 S

Black Point 609 C 510 C 510 C 510 C 510 C 609 C

Ruby Val ley 850 C 580 C 580 C 580 C 580 C 850 C

Horse Haven 1,056 C 671 C 671 C 671 C 671 C 1,056 C

Duckwater 30,086 CS 16,274 CS 16,247 CS 15 ,835 CS 16,247 CS 30,086 CS

r\3

JjiJ Moorman Ranch 10,099 C 5,404 C 5,404 C 5 ,184 C 5,404 C 10,099 C

Gold Canyon 1,068 S 173 S 173 S 173 S 1 ,068 S

Medicine Butte 15,174 CS 9,673 CS 9,673 CS 600 CS 9,673 CS 15,174 CS

North Butte 698 C 463 C 463 C 463 C 463 C 698 C

Thirty Mile Sprl ng 8,405 CS 5,047 CS 5,047 CS 4 ,217 CS 5,047 CS 8,405 CS

South Butte 850 C 358 C 358 C 358 C 358 C 850 C

South Butte Seeding 342 C 228 C 228 C 228 C 228 C 342 C

Butte Seed 1 ng 350 C 217 C 217 C 217 C 217 C 350 C

Dry Mountain 966 S 836 S 836 S 826 S 836 S 966 S

69,648 C 39,797 CS 39,797 CS 29, 235 CS 39,797 CS 69,648 CS

5,789 S 3,151 S 3,151 S 2, 861 S 3,151 S 5,789 S

RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

Short Term Long Term

Pi pel Ine

1,200 ac. burn/seed,

2 guzzlers

Other Improvements In This Zone:

4 we I Is

5 springs

3,500 acre burn/seed

C - Cattle

S - Sheep



ZONE 3

A I lotment

r\3
CO
en

EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 2 (con't.)

INITIAL LIVESTOCK AUM LEVELS BY ALTERNATIVES

AND PRIORITY RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

Wi ! low Springs

Indian Creek

Goshute Basin

Becky Creek

North Steptoe

Love I I Peak

Schel I bourne

Whlteman Creek

Bennett Creek

Big Indian Creek

Middle Steptoe

Deep Creek Flat

Steptoe

Heusser Mountain

Second Creek

Gal lagher Gap

Preference Preferred

1 ,757 C

A B C D E

5,856 C 1,757 C 1 , 276 C 1,757 C 5,856 C

71 C 70 C 70 C 70 C 71 C

543 S 440 S 440 S 440 S 534 S

671 S 224 S 224 S 178 S 224 S 671 S

700 S 418 S 418 S 388 S 418 S 700 S

105 S 30 S 30 S 6 S 30 S 105 S

799 CS 125 CS 125 CS 101 CS 125 CS 799 CS

384 S 384 S

37 C 23 C 23 C 15 C 23 C 37 C

99 C 16 C 16 C 11 C 16 C 99 C

173 C 175 C 175 C 167 C 175 C 173 C

1,359 C 499 C 499 C 489 C 499 C 1 ,359 C

2,779 C 1 ,820 C 1 ,820 C 1 ,642 C 1,820 C 2,779 C

1,416 C 1,287 C 1,287 C 1,134 C 1,287 C 1,416 C

358 S 120 S 120 S 117 S 120 S 358 S

169 C 142 C 142 C 139 C 142 C 169 C

RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

Short Term Long Term



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 2 (con 't.)

INITIAL LIVESTOCK AUM LEVELS BY ALTERNATIVES

AND PRIORITY RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

ZONE 3 (con't.)

Al iotment Preference

436 C

Preferred

438 C

A B C D E.

Duck Creek Basin 438 C 186 C 438 C 436 C

Schoolhouse Spring 191 C 64 C 64 C 24 C 64 C 191 C

Goat Ranch 213 C 208 C 208 C 83 C 208 C 213 C

Georgetown Ranch 1,719 C 283 C 283 C 283 C 283 C 1,719 C

Cherry Creek 7,146 CS 3,039 CS 3,039 CS 2,313 CS 3,039 CS 7,146 CS

Duck Creek 498 S 208 S 208 S 208 S 498 S

en Gilford Meadows 420 C 419 C 419 C 58 C 419 C 420 C

Gleason Creek 2,567 S 2,567 S

West Schel 1 Bench 1,460 S 1 , 1 72 S 1,172 S 892 S 1,172 S 1 ,460 S

McDermltt 630 C 630 C 630 C 630 C 630 C 630 C

Sawmi 1 1 Bench 114 C 114 C 114 C 1 14 C 114 C

Rock Canyon 432 C 432 C 432 C 432 C 432 C 432 C

Six Mile Ranch 162 C 162 C 162 C 125 C 162 C 162 C

Dee Gee Spring 200 C 200 C 200 C 193 C 200 C 200 C

Brown Kno!

1

135 C 136 C 136 C 136 C 135 C

Tamber 1 a i ne 2,002 C 2,000 C 2,000 C 1,408 C 2,000 C 2,002 C

RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

Short Term Long Term



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 2 (con't.)

INITIAL LIVESTOCK AUM LEVELS BY ALTERNATIVES

AND PRIORITY RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

ZONE 3 (cont.)

Al lotment

White Rock

Preference

7,473 C

Preferred

6,097 C

A B c D E

6,097 C 5,760 C 6,097 C 7,473 C

Cattle Camp/Cave 6,878 C 5,934 C 5,934 C 5,087 C 5,934 C 6,878 C

Val ley

Cave Val ley Ranch 2,403 C 1,181 C 1,181 C 355 C 1,181 C 2,403 C

Sheep Pass 1,150 C 1,224 C 1,224 C 415 C 1,224 C 1,150 C

Shingle Pass 2,802 C 1,867 C 1,867 C 568 C 1,867 C 2,802 C

ro
OJ

Haggerty Wash

Cave Valley Seeding

194 C

200 C

195 C

217 C

195 C

217 C

131 C

153 C

195 C

217 C

194 C

200 C

Cold Spring 1,265 C 1,265 C 1,265 C 827 C 1,265 C 1,265 C

Lake Area 2,074 CS 1,732 CS 1,732 CS 1,334 CS 1,732 CS 2,074 CS

Little White Rock 485 CS 464 CS 464 CS 295 CS 464 CS 485 CS

Chimney Rock 684 CS 680 CS 680 CS 680 CS 684 CS

62,516 SC 34,895 SC

7,286 2,612

34,895 SC 25,674 SC 34,895 SC 52,129

2,612 1,581 2,612 7,277

RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

Short Term Long Term

Other Improvements In This Zone:

13,200 acre burn/seed

2 we I Is reservoir

4 mile pi pel ine

C - Cattle

S - Sheep



C - Cattle

S - Sheep

EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 2 (con't.)

INITIAL LIVESTOCK AUM LEVELS BY ALTERNATIVES

AND PRIORITY RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

ZONE 4

Al lotment

Copper Flat

Preference

1,190 S

Preferred

941 S

A B C D E

941 S 648 S 941 S 1,190 S

Jake's Unit Trail 832 S 334 S 334 S 334 S 334 S 832 s

Badger Spring 1 ,412 s 473 S 473 s 472 S 473 S 1,412 s

Giroux Wash 3,107 CS 493 CS 493 CS 173 CS 493 CS 3,107 CS

Dark Peak 1 ,065 CS 581 CS 581 CS 449 CS 581 CS 1,065 CS

CO
4,172

3,434

CS 1,074

1,748

CS 1,074

1,748

CS 622 CS

1,454

1,074 CS

1,748

4,172

3,434

CS

RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

Short Term Long Term

Other Improvements In This Zone:

1 we I I

2,000 acre burn/seed

3 mile pi pel Ine



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 2 (con 't.)

INITIAL LIVESTOCK AUM LEVELS BY ALTERNATIVES

AND PRIORITY RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

ZONE 5

Al lotment Preference

6,039 C

Preferred

6,039 C

A B C D E

Tom Plain 6,039 C 5,963 C 6,039 C 6,039 C

Indian Jake 2,948 C 1,495 C 1,495 C 1 ,449 C 1,495 C 2,948 C

McQueen Flat 496 C 310 C 310 C 310 C 310 C 496 C

Preston 166 C 132 C 132 C 132 C 132 C 166 C

Douglas Point 368 C 207 C 207 C 168 C 207 C 368 C

Douglas Canyon 175 C 172 C 172 C 150 C 172 C 175 C

ro
CO

Big Six Well 140 C 110 C 110 C 100 C 110 C 140 C

North Cove 732 C 732 C 732 C 695 C 732 C 732 C

Cove 1 ,040 C 1,038 C 1,038 C 1,012 C 1 ,038 C 1 ,040 C

Sorenson Wei 1 193 C 193 C 193 C 193 C 193 C 193 C

Wells Station 312 C 217 C 217 C 202 C 217 C 312 C

Preston Lund Trail 1,568 S 728 S 728 S 728 S 728 S 1,568 S

Wl 1 low Springs 124 C 102 C 102 C 102 C 102 C 124 C

Seeding

Wi 1 low Springs 251 C 193 C 193 C 193 C 193 C 251 C

Addition

RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

Short Term Long Term

Maybe Seeding 300 C 299 C 299 C 299 C 299 C 300 C



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 2 (con't.)

INITIAL LIVESTOCK AUM LEVELS BY ALTERNATIVES

AND PRIORITY RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

ZONE 5 (con't.)

Allotment Preference Preferred

Sheep Trail Seeding

East Wells

Swamp Cedar

200 C 196 C 196 C 196 C 196 C 200 C

122 C 115 C 115 C 109 C 115 C 122 C

192 C 193 C 193 C 193 C 193 C 192 C

13,798 C 11 ,743 C 11 ,743 C 11 ,466 C 11 ,743 C 13 ,798 C

1,568 728 728 728 728 1 ,568

RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

Short Term Long Term

Other Improvements In This Zone:

5 we 1 1 s

4,000 acre burn/seed

po C - Cattle

o S - Sheep

Total AUMs for

Resource Area

Initial or

Short Term

Long Term

216,348 123,461 123,461 92,308 123,461 236,316

216,348 128,208 - 98,394 128,208 -



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Append i x 3

Vegetation Type Acreages By Zone

IN)

Aspen (PNV* Conifer)

Aspen (PNV* Aspen)

Meadow

Flood Plain/Basin Wildrye

Salt Desert-Shadsca I

e

Salt Desert-Greesewood

Northern Desert Shrub
Big/Black Sagebrush

Woodland - Pinyon & Juniper

Mou ntaln Brush -

Mountain Mahogany

Mixed Conl fer/Br istlecone Pine

P I aya

Crested Wheatgrass

Salt Desert-W i nterf at

Total Acres by Zone

Zone 1

2, 1 1 8

2, 1 18

15, 433

14, 373

70, 779

18, 21 4

Zone 2

1 ,380

1 ,379

14 600

10 1 00

457 607

8 688

448,062

650, 1 56

332,823

262,251

1 2,986

3,142

1 1 ,447

26,944

1 04,648

!78, 276 1 , 747,090

24 648

23 681

1 , 294

19 653

85 842

Zone 3

1 ,779

1 ,779

9,598

53,297

17,212

50,047

386,089

328,607

40 808

20 01 2

_

52, 649

_

Zone 4

1 76

20,127

26,822

94,345

2,259

961 ,877

9,411

1 53 , 1 40

Zone 5

2,610

9, 828

59,038

1 1 0,624

91 ,257

1 2,761

41 ,524

327,642

Tota I Acres
by Veg. Type

5,277

5,276

42,417

87,598

624,763

76,949

1 ,304,420

1 ,426,61

6

80, 701

46, 835

1 2, 741

121, 41 8

232, 01 4

4,068,025

See Glossary



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Appendix 4

Serai Stages for the Proposed Plan by Vegetation Type

The following pages in Appendix 4 list the various serai stages
by the eleven vegetation types found in the Egan Resource Area.
Each page lists a vegetation description of the various serai
stages, followed by a percentage of that serai stage for the
resource area (existing situation) and an anticipated percentage
of that serai stage for the resource area. The anticipated
percentages are expected to result from the implementation of
various management actions

.

An example would be the pinyon- juniper vegetation type.
Currently, 46% of this type is a closed community of mature,
overmature decadent trees, with little understory available.
Through proposed management practices, we anticipated this will
eventually be reduced to 45% or there will be a reduction of
14,266 acres in this type (see Appendix 3 for acreage figures).

242



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 4

SERAL STAGES FOR THE PROPOSED PLAN BY VEGETATION TYPE FOR THE RESOURCE AREA

(EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED LEVELS)

Aspen (PNC Aspen)

Serai Stage /

Vegetation Description

of Serai Stage

Existing

/ Situation / Anticipated Levels Through Management

Early

Serai

Annual grass and weedy forb/

even age old increaser and

shrub.

ho

CO Mid-Sera I Perenni.al increaser and

decreaser grass/weedy and

desirable forb/Aspen

suckers/mixed age group

increaser and decreaser shrub.

12 21

Late

Serai

Perennial decreaser and

increaser grass/desirable forb/

young Aspen trees and

suckers/mixed age group

decreaser shrub.

77 69

Potential Perennial decreaser grass/

Natural desirable forb/mixed age group

Community of Aspen trees.

11 10



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 4 (con't.)

SERAL STAGES FOR THE PROPOSED PLAN BY VEGETATION TYPE FOR THE RESOURCE AREA

(EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED LEVELS)

Aspen (PNC Conifer)

Serai Stage /

Vegetation Description

of Sera! Stage

Existing

Situation / Ant i c
i
pated Levels Through Management

Early

Sera!

Annual grass and weedy forb/

even age old increaser* and

shrub.

Mid-Sera I Perennial Increase and

decreaser* grass/weedy and

desirable forb/Aspen

suckers/young conifer.

12 21

Late

Sera!

Perennial decreaser and

increaser grass/desirable

forb/mixed age conifer and

Aspen.

77 69

Potential Perennial decreaser grass/

Natural desirable forb/mixed age

Community* con I fer

.

11 10

See Glossary



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 4 (con't.)

SERAL STAGES FOR THE PROPOSED PLAN BY VEGETATION TYPE FOR THE RESOURCE AREA

(EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED LEVELS)

Meadow

Sera I Stage /

Vegetation Description

of Sera I Stage

Existing

/ Situation / Anticipated Levels Through Management

Early

Sera I

Annual grass/weedy forb/mixed

age, old i ncreaser shrub.

Mid-Sera

I

Perennial i ncreaser and

decreaser grass/weedy and

desirable forb even age old

I ncreaser shrub.

14 15

Late

Serai

Perennial decreaser and

i ncreaser grass, desirable and

weedy forb.

18

Potential

Natural

Commun i ty

Perennial decreaser grass/

desirable forb.

68 67



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 4 (con't.)

SERAL STAGES FOR THE PROPOSED PLAN BY VEGETATION TYPE FOR THE RESOURCE AREA

(EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED LEVELS)

Flood Plain/Basin Wild Rye, Alkali Sacaton, Inland Saltgrass

Vegetation Description Existing

Serai Stage / of Serai Stage / Situation / Anticipated Levels Through Management

Early

Serai

Annual grass and weedy forb/

mixed age group increaser

shrub.

ro

en

Mid-Sera I Perennial increaser and

decreaser grass/weedy and

desirable forb/even age old

increaser shrub.

28 29

Late

Serai

Perennial decreaser and

increaser grass/desirable and

weedy forb/even age old

increaser shrub.

36 39

Potential

Natural

Community

Perennial decreaser grass/

desirable forb.

36 32



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 4 (con't.)

SERAL STAGES FOR THE PROPOSED PLAN BY VEGETATION TYPE FOR THE RESOURCE AREA

(EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED LEVELS)

Salt Desert and Desert Shrub/Shadscale

Sera I Stage /

Vegetation Description

of Sera I Stage

Ex i st i ng

Situation / Anticipated Levels Through Management

Early

Serai

Annual grass, weedy forb and or

even age, old decreaser and

increaser shrub.

25 19

r-o
4==.

Mid-Sera I Perennial increaser and

decreaser grass/weedy and

desirable forb/old and young

decreaser shrub/old increaser

shrub-

Late

Serai

Perennial decreaser and

increaser grass/desirable and

weedy forbs/mixed age group

decreaser shrub.

11 11

Potential Perennial decreaser grass/

Natural desirable forb/mixed age group

Community decreaser shrub.

63 69



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 4 (con't.)

SERAL STAGES FOR THE PROPOSED PLAN BY VEGETATION TYPE FOR THE RESOURCE AREA

(EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED LEVELS)

Salt Desert and Desert Shrub/Black Greasewood

Sera) Stage /

Vegetation Description

of Sera I Stage

Ex i st i ng

/ Situation / Anticipated Levels Through Management

Early

Serai

Annual Grass and weedy forb/

even age old increaser and

decreaser shrub.

ro

CO Mid- Serai Perennial increaser and

decreaser grass/weedy and

desirable forb/mixed age group

increaser and decreaser and

young and old decreaser shrub-

Late

Serai

Perennial decreaser and

increaser grass/desirable and

weedy forb/mixed age group

decreaser shrub.

Potential Perennial decreaser

Natural grass/desirable forb/mixed age

Community group decreaser shrub.

89 90



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 4 (con't.)

SERAL STAGES FOR THE PROPOSED PLAN BY VEGETATION TYPE FOR THE RESOURCE AREA

(EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED LEVELS)

Northern Desert Shrub/Sagebrush

Serai Stage /

Vegetation Description

of Serai Stage

Existing

Situation / Anticipated Levels Through Management

Early

Sera!

Annual grass/weedy forb and or

even age old increaser shrub

with increaser grass.

ro

10
Mid-Sera I Perennial increaser and

decreaser grass, weedy and

desirable forbs/old and young

increaser shrubs-

Late

Serai

Perennial decreaser and

increaser grass/desirable and

weedy forbs/mixed age group

increaser shrub.

21 21

Potential Perennial decreaser grass/

Natural desirable forb/mixed age groups

Community increaser shrubs.

64 63



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 4 (con't.)

SERAL STAGES FOR THE PROPOSED PLAN BY VEGETATION TYPE FOR THE RESOURCE AREA

(EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED LEVELS)

Pinyon - Juniper

Serai Stage /

Vegetation Description

of Serai Stage

Existing

Situation / Anticipated Levels Through Management

Early

Serai

Annual grass/weedy forb/young

age class increaser shrub.

Mid-Sera

I

eno

Perennial increaser and

decreaser grass/weedy and

desirable forb/mixed age group

increaser shrubs/young age

trees-

Late

Serai

Perennial increaser and

decreaser grass, desirable and

weedy forbs/old increaser

shrubs/young and midaged

Juniper, pinyon.

47 45

Potential Juniper/Pinyon Woodland closed

Natural community of mature, overmature

Community decadent trees.

46 45



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 4 (con't.)

SERAL STAGES FOR THE PROPOSED PLAN BY VEGETATION TYPE FOR THE RESOURCE AREA

(EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED LEVELS)

Mountain Brush/Mountain Mahogany

Serai Stage /

Vegetation Description

of Serai Stage

Exist! ng

Situation / Ant i clpated Levels Through Management

Early

Serai

r-o

en

Mid-Serai

Perennial decreaser and

increaser grasses/weedy forbs,

decreaser and increaser

shrubs/some smal I scattered

mahogany.

Perennial decreaser and

i ncreaser grasses/weedy and

desirable forbs/ i ncreaser and

decreaser shrubs/clumped

mountain mahogany in immature

and seedling stages.

25 25

Late

Serai

Few perennial grasses/ few

desired forbs/ a 1 1 ages classes

of mountain mahogany/few over

mature or decadent plants.

55 52

Potential Very few perennial grasses and

Natural forbs/shrubs only in openings/

Community mountain mahogany in closed

stands of mature, over mature

and decadent plants.

13 14



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 4 (con't.)

SERAL STAGES FOR THE PROPOSED PLAN BY VEGETATION TYPE FOR THE RESOURCE AREA

(EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED LEVELS)

Mixed Con i fer/Br i st I econe Pine

Sera I Stage /

Vegetation Description

of Serai Stage

Ex I st i ng

Situation / Anticipated Levels Through Management

Early

Serai

Annuals/seedling and sapling

trees mixed with krummhotz few

herbaceous specimens in soil

pockets.

IV)

en
ro

M id-Sera

1

Seedlings and saplings of pine

and conifer/some krummholz/

some Umber pine/a greater

number of herbaceous plants in

soil pockets.

42 JO

Late

Serai

Wei I developed stand of

bristlecone pine, mixed with

limber pine and krummholz of

bristlecone, limber pine/

herbaceous species grasses,

forbs, and half shrubs in soil

Dockets.

45 45

Potential All age classes bristlecone

Natural pine, mostly mature, over

Community mature and decadent age

classes; older age classes of

other tree species, limber

pine, herbaceous species

present but fewer In number

than mid or late serai.

10



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 4 (con't.)

SERAL STAGES FOR THE PROPOSED PLAN BY VEGETATION TYPE FOR THE RESOURCE AREA

(EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED LEVELS)

Salt Desert and Desert Shrub/Wi nterfat

Serai Stage /

Vegetation Description

of Serai Stage

Ex i st i ng

Situation / Anticipated Levels Through Management

Early

Serai

Annual grass/weedy forb/old and

young Increaser shrub/few old

decreaser shrubs.

17 16

ro

CO

Mid-Serai Perennial increaser and

decreaser grass/weedy and

desirable forb/old and young

decreaser shrub and old

increaser shrub.

10 10

Late

Serai

Perennial decreaser and

increaser grass/desirable and

weedy forb/mixed age group

decreaser shrub, old increaser

shrub.

39 34

Potential Perennial decreaser

Natural grass/desirable forb/mixed age

Community group decreaser shrub

34 40



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 5

EXISTING AND PROPOSED ALLOTMENT MANAGEMENT PLANS

A I lotment Name

Cold Creek

Cattle Camp

Cave Val ley

Duck Creek

Flat

Steptoe

Heusser

Mountain

Grazing System

4 units with 4 pasture

rest rotation

1 unit with 2 pasture

deferred

4 pasture rest rotation

2 pastures deferred

until fall

4 pasture deferred

6 pasture deferred

1 unit 4 pasture rest

rotation

1 unit 3 pasture

deferred

Class of Graz i ng Treatment

1 i vestock Season of Use (Listed on p. 23)

Cattle Spring Treatment 3

Summer Treatment 4

Fal 1 Treatment 7

Treatment 6

Treatment 8

Cattle Yeai—round Treatment 3

Treatment 4

Treatment 5

Treatment 6

Cattle Year-round Treatment 3

Treatment 7

Cattle Year-round Treatment 3

Treatment 7

Cattle/sheep Year-round Treatment 2

Treatment 4

Treatment 7

Treatment 8

PROPOSED

White Rock 4 pasture rest rotation Cattle Summer/Fa!

Additional allotment management plans will be developed, but

there is not sufficient information to list these presently.

254
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Appendix 6

Categorization of Allotments

Production Current Resource Management Forage Range Invest. Social Final

Al lotment Potential Production Conf 1 lets Practices Values Trend Return

0129

Wi 1 low Springs 1 1 M M/l M/l 1 1

0915 (Conners Summit)

0401

Indian Creek C M/C M/C M/C M M M

0402

Goshute Basin 1 M M M/C M M M

ro
in
en 0403

Cherry Creek

0404

1 1 1 1 M/C C 1

Becky Creek 1 M/C M/C M/C C M/C C

0405

North Steptoe C M/C M/C M/C M M M

0406

Lovel 1 Peak c M M M M M M

0407

Schel 1 bourne C M N 1 M M 1

0408

Whlteman Creek 1 1 M/C 1 l/C l/C M

0409

Bennett Creek C M/C M/C M/C M M M

M/C

M/C

M/C

M/C



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Appendix 6 (con't.

)

Categorization of A I lotments

A! lotment

0410

Big I ndi an Creek

Production Current Resource Management Forage Range Invest.

Potential Production Conflicts Practices Values Trend Return

M/C l/C l/C I

Social Final

Controversy Designation

M/C

0411

Middle Steptoe M/C M/C M M

0412

Duckcreek Flat M/C M/C M M M/C

ro
en

0413

Gold Canyon

0415

Steptoe

M/C M/C M M

M M

0416

Heusser Mountain M/C M/C M M

0417

Second Creek M M

0418

Gal lagher Gap M/C M M

0419

Duckcreek Basin M/C M/C M M M/C

0420

Schoolhouse Spring C*

* Kennecott So_ fallout limits product.



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Appendix 6 (con't.)

Categorization of Ai lotments

A! lotment

0421

Goat Ranch

Production Current Resource Management Forage Range Invest.

Potential Production Conflicts Practices Values Trend Return

Social Final

Controversy Designation

M/C

0422

Georgetown Ranch I M

0423

Duckcreek M/C M/C M M M/C

en

0424

Gi I ford Meadows

0426

Cherry Creek ADp

(No. Steptoe Trai I

)

M/C M/C M M

M/C

0427

Copper Flat M M

0429
Gleason Creek M M

0433

West Schel I Bench M M

0501

Medicine Butte M M

0502

No. Butte M/C



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Production

A 1 1 otment Potential

0503

Thirty Mile Spring 1

0504

So. Butte 1

0505

McDermltt C

0506

IV)
en
CO

So. Butte Seeding

0507

c

Butte Seed! ng C

0601

Rai Iroad Pass l/M

0602

W P Seeding l/M

0603

Cold Creek M

0605

Ft. Ruby M/l

Appendix 6 (con't.

)

Categorization of Allotments

Current Resource Management Forage Range Invest.

Production Conflicts Practices Values Trend Return

l/M

M/C

M/C

M/C

M/C

M/C

M M

M/C M/C

M M

l/M

I M/l l/M

M/l M

I M

M/l

Social Final

Controversy Designation

M/C

M/C

M/C

M/l



A I lotment

EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Appendix 6 (con't.)

Categorization of Allotments

Production Current Resource Management Forage Range Invest.

Potential Production Conflicts Practices Values Trend Return

Social Final

Controversy Designation

0606

Warm Springs

0607

Strawberry l/M l/M l/M

0608

Newark l/C l/M M/l M M/C

en

0609

Dry Mountain

0610

Saba I a Springs

M/l M/l

M/l

I C/M

l/M M

0612

North Pancake l/C M/l l/M M

0613

Six Mile M/l M/l M/l M l/C

0614

Monte Cristo M !

0615

South Pancake I M M/C



0701

Duckwater

0803

Tom Plain

EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Appendix 6 (con't.)

Categorization of Allotments

A I lotment

Production Current Resource Management Forage Range

Potential Production Conflicts Practices Values Trend

Invest. Social

Return Controversy

Final

Desi gnat ion

0617

Black Point M/C M/C M/C

0619

Ruby Val ley l/M l/M M/C l/M

0620

Horse Haven M/l M/l l/M l/C

O

0621

Maverick Springs

0622

Warm Springs Tral

I M/l/C M/C

0623

SI I verado M/C

0802

Moorman Ranch M/l M/l M l/M

0804

Indian Jake I I

0805

McQueen Flat M M



Ai lotment

Production Current

Potential Production

EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Appendix 6 (con't.)

Categorization of Allotments

Resource Management Forage Range

Conflicts Practices Values Trend

Invest. Social

Return Controversy

Final

Des ignation

0806

Preston

0807

Sawmi I I Bench M M

CI

0808

Rock Canyon

0810

Douglas Point

0811

Douglas Canyon

0812

Big Six Wei I

0814

Six Mi le Ranch M M

0815

Dee Gee Spr I ng

0816

North Cove

0817

Cove

0818

Sorenson Wei



A 1 1 otment

Production Current

Potential Production

EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Appendix 6 (con't.)

Categorization of Allotments

Resource Management Forage Range

Conflicts Practices Values Trend

Invest. Social

Return Controversy

Final

Designation

0819

Wells Station

0821

Jakes Unit Trai I

0822

Preston Lund Trai I
M

CTl

0823

Badger Spring

.0824

Willow Springs Seeding

M/C M M

M M

M/C

0825

Willow Springs Addition M M

0826

Giroux Wash

0827

Dark Peak

0828

Maybe Seeding M M

0829

Sheep Trail Seeding M M

0830

East Wei Is



EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Appendix 6 (con't.)

Categorization of A I lotments

A I lotment

0831

Brown Knol

I

Production Current Resource Management Forage Range

Potential Production Conflicts Practices Values Trend

l/M

Invest. Social

Return Controversy

l/M

Final

Designation

0832

Swamp Cedar M M

0901

Tamber 1 1 ne M/C M/C

0902

pj White Rock
CTl

CO

0903

Cattle Camp/Cave Lake

0904

Cave Val ley Ranch

0905

Sheep Pass

0906

Shingle Pass

0907

Haggerty Wash M M

0908

Cave Val ley Seeding

0909

Cold Spring

M M

M M



A 1 1 otment Potent i a 1

0910

Lake Area 1

0913

Little White Rock M

0914

Chimney Rock M

Production Current

Production

EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Appendix 6 (con't.)

Categorization of Allotments

Resource Management Forage Range

Conflicts Practices Values Trend

Invest. Social

Return Controversy

Final

Desi gnat ion
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Appendix 7

Stream Habitat Condition, Conflicts, BLM-administered Miles and Fish Species in Egan Resource Area Streams

1981 Mi, Sp. /Sum.

BLM Fish Species Habitat Acres of

Stream Al lotment Administered Occurrence Condition Stream

Miles

R.T. B.T.

Class

3

Riparian

Berry Duck Creek - 0423 1 .0 1.0

Big Indian Indian Creek - 0410 1.2 R.T. B.T. 2 1.0

Boneyard Gilford Meadows - 0424 0.5 R.T. B.T. 2 .2

Rn 1 1 whapk Little White Rock - 0413

Cold Creek - 0603

2.0

.25

4

1

.5

.5Cold R.T. B.N.T.

Connors

Crystal

Currant

Cold Creek - 0603

Dnrkw?i+pr — 0701

9.0

3.0

2.0

3

2

2

.4

.05Duckwater - 0701 B.T. R.T.

ro Deadman Warm Springs - 0606 0.5 3 1.0

en Douglas Douglas Canyon - 0811 1.75 3

Duckcreek Basin Duck Creek - 0423 1.0 S.D.? 3 14.0

Duckwater Duckwa+pr — 0701 1.0 (winter)

1.5East

t-J U V-. i\ IT CJ 1 ^1 \J 1 \J I

Duck Creek - 0423 B.T. R.T. 3 7.0

Egan Cherry Creek - 0403 2.0 R.T. # 2 3.0

First Second Creek - 0417 .75 # 1 •3

FItzhugh Second Creek - 0417 1.0 # 3 2.0

Gilford Gilford Meadows - 0424 1.0 __
1 2.0

Gleason

Gold

Thirty Mile Spring - 0503

Gold Canyon - 0413

2.0

2.2

2

2

5.0

5.0__________

Goshute Cherry Creek - 0403 7.0 U.C.T. 2 15.0

Haggerty Shingle Pass - 0906 2.0 3 1.0

Horse and cattle Wi 1 low Spring - 0129 2.5 4 1 .0

Huntington Rai Iroad Pass - 0601 .25 R.T. 1 .2

Conf I i cts

Livestock grazing

Livestock grazing

Livestock grazing

Livestock grazing, erosion

None

Livestock grazing, wild horses

Livestock grazing, wild horses

Livestock grazing, wild horses

Livestock grazing, wild horses

Livestock grazing, large

reservoir on private land

Livestock grazing

Livestock grazing

Livestock grazing

None

Livestock grazing, water held

private land dry yrs.

None

Livestock grazing

None at present

Livestock, si 1 tat ion upper

basin road, wild horses

Livestock, erosion

Livestock grazing

None
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Appendix 7

Stream Habitat Condition, Conflicts, BLM-admi nistered Miles and Fish Species in Egan Resource Area Streams

ro

Ci

Stream

MM pah

I I I I pah unnamed

I
ndian

McDonald

Nine Mi le

North

Old Deadman

Paris

pinto

Schell

Second

Snow

Steptoe

Tehema

Third

Water Canyon

Wtr Cnyn( Sadler)

Whiteman

White River

Wi I low

Wi I low-Snowbal

I

Wi

I

liams

Wi I son-Mather

Worth in gton

Zips Cabin

Duck Creek

A I lotment

Moorman Ranch - 0802

Moorman Ranch - 0802

Indian Creek - 0410

Gi I ford Meadows - 0424

Cherry Creek - 0403

Duck Creek Basin - 0419

Warm Springs - 0606

Medicine Butte - 0501

Newark - 0608

Schel I bourne - 0407

Second Creek - 0417

Medicine Butte - 0501

Heusser Mountain - 0416

Whiteman Creek - 0408

Second Creek - 0417

White Rock - 0902

Newark - 0608

Whiteman Creek - 0408

Tom Plain - 0803

Lake Area - 0910

Duckwater - 0701

Lake Area - 0910

Bennett Creek - 0409

Duck Creek - 0423

North Steptoe - 0405

Cherry Creek - 0403

Tota I

s

1981 Mi, Sp./Sum.

BLM

Adm i n i stered

Mi les

3~72

2.0

.25

.25

3.0

.5

2.5

2.0

1.0

1.5

3.0

3.0

0.0

1.7

.5

7.0

2.5

2.0

1.0

1.5

2.0 (Winter)

2.0

2.3

1.0

.75

30.0 (Winter)

0.0 (Summer)

88. 9 (Summer)

121.8(Winter)

Fish Species

Occurrence

R.T. B.T. B.N.T.

#

#

R T

R .T. B.T.

R .T

#

W .R .M .S.

B.T.

RT,BNT,BT,WRMS,WRSD

R.T. B.T.

R.T. B.N.T.

Habitat

Condition

Class

2

4

2

3

2

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

4

3

1

3

1

3

4

2

2

2

1

4

4

4245.2

Acres of

Stream

Riparian

Conf I icts

4.0

2.0

.4

1.0

4.0

.03

1.5

12.0

1.0

1 .0

0.0

.5

0.0

.3

0.0

7.0

15.0

1 .0

4.0

2.0

4.0

.5

4.0

.5

2.0

4129.0

L i vestock

L i vestock

Livestock

None at present

None at present

Livestock, wi Id horses

L i vestock

L i vestock

L i vestock

Livestock

Livestock, ditched

Livestock

L i vestock

None at present

L i vestock

None at present

Livestock

L i vestock

Livestock, wild horses

L i vestock

Livestock, possible div.

None

Livestock

Livestock, wlldhorses

onto private land



Habitat Condition Classes for Streambanks and Shorelines.

1. Class I. Excellent - No negligible use; wet I -rooted vegetation (primarily grasses, sedges, and forbs); sod Intact;

very little, if any, erosion from vegetation areas; less than 5% bare soil showing along shoreline.

2. Class II. Good - Some use or damage; vegetation generally well-rooted; sod mostly Intact; soil showing In places (6% to 15? bare

soil showing overall); some surface erosion evident.

3. Class III. Fair - use or damage close to sod; vegetation shallow-rooted; moderate surface erosion (16? to 25? bare soil

showl ng over a I I ).

4. Class IV. Poor - Heavy to severe use or damage; vegetation generally grazed down to the soil; considerable soil showing

(over 25 percent) with sod damage serious; active surface erosion a serious problem.

W = Winter R.T. = Rainbow trout U.C.T. = Utah Cutthroat trout W.R.S.D. = White River Speckled Dace

D = Dry B.T. = Brook trout S.D. = Steptoe Dace D.T.C. = Duckwater Tul Chub

S = Summer B.N.T. - Brown trout W.R.M.S. = White River Mountain Sucker # = Proposed Utah Cutthroat Introduction

o
-J
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APPENDIX 8

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF LONG TERM IMPACTS

Proposed Resource

Management Plan

Preferred Alternative

(Draft RMP)

Vegetation

Livestock

Wildlife

Wild Horses

Real ty

Wilderness

The physiological needs of plant

species would be met. Plant vigor

and seedling success of forage

species would improve, seed planting

of forage species would be promoted,

and repeated plant overuse would be

reduced. The total amount of avail-

able forage would increase. Ground

cover, species composition, and plant

density would improve.

There would be an increase in avail-

able AUMs, including a ten percent

increase through the implementation

of grazing systems and a five percent

increase through the development of

range improvement projects.

Big game numbers and distribution,

small game distribution, and upland

game distribution would all increase.

Wild horse numbers in all herd areas

will increase.

Community expansion and agriculture

development needs would be accom-

modated. Utility and transportation

companies would benefit through the

establishment of utility and trans-

portation corridors.

This would help balance the geographic

distribution of areas in the National

Wilderness Preservation System, expand

the diversity of ecosystems represented

in the Wilderness System, and would

expand the opportunities for primitive

recreation and solitude. The wilder-

ness values in the South Egan Range WSA

could be lost.

Same as proposed plan.

Same as proposed plan.

Same as proposed plan.

Same as proposed plan.

This may flood the local market and

decrease land values. Utility and

transportation companies would benefit

through the establishment of utility

and transportation corridors.

Same as proposed pain.
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EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

APPENDIX 8 (con't.)

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF LONG TERM IMPACTS

Proposed Resource

Management Plan

Minerals and 11,500 acres of land with moderate
Energy mineral potential would be lost.

Some geothermal potential would

also be lost.

Preferred Alternative

(Draft RMP)

Same as proposed plan.

Social

Economics

There would be minimal overall impacts

on the local community. There would

be no significant impacts to current

lifestyles, interactional patterns,

leadership structure or community

viability.

No significant alteration of the area

economy would occur due to wilderness

designation. There could be adverse

financial impacts on local govern-

ments if the tax revenues do not meet

the expenses incurred in providing

services to outlying developments.

There would be positive improvements

and moderately beneficial economic

effects.

Same as proposed plan.

Same as proposed plan.

Forestry

Water Resources

There would be a sixteen percent re-

duction in the manageable woodland

acreage. This will not affect the

forestry program.

Water quality will increase due to

the improvement of the vegetation

and watershed as a whole.

Same as proposed plan.

Same as proposed plan.

Cultural Most potential adverse impacts to

Resources sites would be avoided through ad-

herence to standard operating pro-

cedures. Some sites may be destroyed,

however, due to incomplete cultural

resources data.

Same as proposed plan.
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Revisions and Errata

DEIS page 201,' title. 'Revise "Riparian Condition Rating for Streams" to "Fisher'lefe Habitat Conditi

Rating for Streams^"
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EGAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Appendix 1 (Continued)

LIVESTOCK GRAZING STATISTICS BY MANAGEMENT ZONE

3 Year Ave. Existing Reasonable Wildlife Unmet

Federal Periods of Licensed Use Preference Wild Horse Wildlife Numbers of Re Introduction Wildlife MIC Category Range Improvement
Acres Use (AUMs) (AUMs) Use(AUMs) Use <AUMs) Wl Idl I fe (AUMs) Potential (AUMs) Demand (AUMs) (Allotments) Projects [alternative]

Zone 5

•^1

284,049 Year Round 12,473 15,364 400 962 D 1,173 D 68 A 8 M

4 I

6 C

well BC

2,000 acre burn/seed/

well C

7 ml le fence

we I I

we I I BC

2,000 acre burn/seed/

well BCD

wet I D
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GLOSSARY

DECREASER: A plant species whose frequency

of occurrence lessens with grazing pressure.

DISRUPTION: Any significant change in

livestock management practices, e.g.,

trucking livestock as opposed to historic

trailing, which are brought about by forces

outside of the permittee's control.

FRAGILE AND UNIQUE RESOURCES: Any of a

number of resources, e.g., caves, species,

habitat types, etc., that could be adversely

affected by the Bureau of Land Management

actions.

GOODS AND SERVICES: Goods are tangible,

physical commodities provided for material

consumption or use. They may be utilized in

their natural state or enter the production

process as raw materials. Goods provided by

the public lands include range forage for

livestock, habitat for big game, mineral

resources, and land itself. Services

represent the provision of activities or

opportunities which accommodate the needs of

public land users. Recreation in all of Its

many and varied forms is included, as is

maintenance of range facilities and access.

POTENTIAL NATURAL COMMUNITY: The biotic

community that would become established if

all successional sequences were completed

without interferences by man under the

present environmental conditions.

SUMMER MILES OF STREAMS: Miles of streams

within the area that are subject to annual

dry-ups during the summer months due to

evaporation or diversion to private property

for irrigation.

SUSTAINED USE CAPABILITIES: The amount of

use a resource can withstand without

significantly affecting that resource.

WINTER MILES OF STREAMS: Miles of streams

within the area that actually flows when

there is a minimum amount of dry-up. This

is the maximum length of the stream and

usually occurs during the winter months.

INCREASER: A plant species whose frequency

of occurrence increases with grazing

pressure.

MANAGEABILITY: A requirement for wilderness

studies that states an area recommended

suitable for wilderness must be capable of

being effectively managed to preserve its

w i I derness character.

NATURAL RESOURCE VALUES: The values (both

esthetic and economic) that are placed on

natural resources, e.g. wildlife, wild

horses, habitats, etc.
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Revisions and Errata

DEIS page 264 DESIGNATED CORRIDORS. Revise this definition to "EXISTING CORRIDORS: A preferred

location for expansion which has an existing transmission or transportation facility and room for

expansion."

DEIS page 264 RIPARIAN. Revise this definition to "R I PAR IN VEGETATION: An area of vegetation

adjacent to or situated near a body of water or a mesic (moist) site."
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